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Abstract 

This study examines Metis-Clergy interaction in the Cana

dian North-West. Background chapters discuss the origins 

of the Metis, the nature of Métis society, and the Catholic 

missionary effort to 1845. Chapter III examines, among 

related topics, the nature of Catholic missionary activity 

as perceived by missionaries in the field. Chapters IV 

and V center on Métis-Clergy relations at five important 

locations. These chapters examine: the objectives of the 

clergy in their work among Métis; clerical responsibilities 

and initiatives; Métis society at mission-settlements; 

Métis religious practices; educational and other services 

at missions, provided primarily by Sisters; and other topics 

bearing on Métis-Clergy interaction. It is maintained that, 

to a significant extent, a state of interdependency in 

important matters prevailed between the Métis and the Clergy 

at mission-settlements. One can also observe a long-term 

state of 'cultural conflict' between priests and their 

parishioners. The former regarded sedentary ways as abso

lutely essential for a truly Christian community to function; 

while the Métis would not abandon traditional voyaging ways 

to accommodate their priests. The clergy necessarily 

adapted to the Metis way of life, even to the extent of 

customarily accompanying hunting expeditions. Nonetheless, 

they and their parishioners continued to adhere to conflicting 

basic values, thereby introducing an element of underlying 

tension into Métis-Clergy relations. 
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Preface 

The purpose of this study is to examine the nature of 

interaction between the Catholic clergy and the Métis 
2 

in the Canadian North-West thereby providing a perspec
tive to the relationship of the Catholic clergy to Métis 

3 society between 1845 and 1885. 

The first three chapters examine the appearance of 

the Métis as a separate and distinct group; the nature of 

Métis society; and various characteristics of the Catholic 

clergy and their missionary effort. The focus then shifts 

to aspects of Métis-Clergy interaction at five important 

missions - Lac Ste-Anne, St-Albert, St-Laurent de Grandin, 

St-Antoine de Padoue (at Batoche) and St-Jean-Baptiste 

(at Ile à la Crosse). The first four missions listed 

primarily served local Metis populations; while St-Jean-

Baptiste served both Indians and Métis, the former to a 

numerically greater extent. A careful consideration of 

affairs at these missions reveals the representative and 

significant elements of Métis-Clergy relations in the North-

West as a whole. 

The primary source material consulted for this study 

consists almost solely of correspondence and other documents 

written by priests and Sisters who served at the missions 

listed above. Since Metis left very few records touching 

on the topic at hand, this approach was essential. The 

absence of the views of Métis concerning their relations 

with the clergy is certainly most unfortunate; but often 

the clergy's writings about their activities indicate di

rectly, or by implication, attitudes and actions of the 

Métis which are revealing and pertinent. 
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This study is the first of a projected two-part 

examination of Mêtis-Clergy relations in the Canadian 

North-West emphasizing the situation at the village of 

Batoche and vicinity. 

The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance 

provided to him by various persons during the research 

and writing of this study. Abbé Rene Peeters and Lionel 

Dorge were most attentive and helpful to me when I 

consulted the holdings of the Archives de l'Archevêché de 

St-Boniface. Father Gaston Carrière, O.M.I., Archivist 

of the Archives Deschâtelets in Ottawa, was similarly 

considerate and his assistance, which extended beyond my 

research at the Archives, was rewarding. Frits Pannekoek 

provided pertinent advice on the format of the study and 

introduced me to the physical setting of the Batoche-

St-Laurent settlements. In particular, I am indebted 

to Diane Payment, who provided me with the results of her 

research at the Archives des Soeurs Grises de Montréal; 

advised me on numerous aspects of Métis society and history; 

and offered constructive suggestions as to the organization 

and orientation of the text. 



I. Background: Origins of the Métis; Bishop Provencher's 

Mission, 1818-1845, and the Arrival of the Oblates of 

Mary Immaculate 

A Bibliographical Overview of Métis History 

Before proceeding to a consideration of the appearance of 

the Métis collectivity in the Canadian North-West (and 

allied concerns), a brief discussion of the more important 

works commenting on the history of the Métis will prove 

instructive. 

Serious students of the history of the Métis in the 

Canadian North-West must take into account — foremost of 

all — the work of Marcel Giroux and that of George J.G. 

Stanley. Each has written comprehensively on vital aspects 

of Métis history, including the responses of the Métis to 

changing circumstances in the North-West. 

In The Birth of Western Canada, Stanley carefully 

reconstructs the causes of the Métis uprisings in 1869-70 

and 18 85, describes comprehensively the uprisings them

selves and considers the ensuing results. His thesis is 

that both uprisings were predictable, even inevitable, 

events in light of "the problem of the frontier, namely 
4 the clash between primitive and civilized peoples"; 

accordingly, Stanley discounts the view that the uprisings 

were a Western manifestation of traditional racial and 

religious hostilities as expressed in Old Canada. However, 

his argument raises a number of ancillary considerations: 

such as the extent to which Métis society was truly 

'primitive1; the potential for Métis to adapt to change; 

and, indeed, the whole question of the intrinsic structure 

of Métis society and those factors — economic, racial, 

1 



linguistic, political and religious — bearing on it. 

The relationship between the Catholic clergy and the 

Métis society receives very little consideration in 

the work, although the clergy's actions during the 

uprisings are discussed. 

In his authoritative Louis Riel, Stanley expands 

his treatment of the events of the two Métis uprisings, 

and he elaborates on the career of their leader. Riel 

is regarded as a sincere and devoted advocate of Métis 

rights in 1869-70 and not as a rebel or traitor. Riel's 

actions in 1884-85 are seen as demonstrative of his 

conviction that the Métis were facing serious threats to 

their continued existence as a separate people. The 

difference in outcome of the second uprising is seen as 

resulting from Riel's blindness in appraising the 

objective conditions then prevailing in the North-West. 

Actions and attitudes of the clergy in 1869-70 and 

1884-85 receive more consideration in Louis Riel than in 

Stanley's previous book, The Birth of Western Canada. 

Giraud's monumental Le métis Canadien is the most 

important work to date on the Métis. It embodies a 

rich historical presentation and a comprehensive ethno

logical analysis. The origins of the Métis are examined; 

and the course of Métis history and its sociocultural 

circumstances to the 19 30s are covered with an attention 

to detail. As a Social Darwinist, Giraud presents inter

pretations designed to demonstrate the supposedly inherent 

fragility of Métis culture and society, as well as the 

'inevitability' of the Métis' assimilation into 'superior' 

White Society. Giraud's conclusions are open to question, 

2 
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especially in light of relatively recent developments in 

historical methodology. The role of the clergy among the 

Métis is given consideration in the work. Emphasis is 

placed on the 'civilizing' role of the clergy — in terms 

of the encouragement of sedentary ways, the provision of 

education and the task of edification. The concentration 

of Métis at Catholic missions in the Canadian West is 

presented; and the rupture of Métis and clergy at Batoche 

in 1885 is considered. 

The studies of Joseph Kinsey Howard and A.H. de 

Trémaudan are very favourably inclined to the attempts of 

the Métis to establish and maintain their own distinct 

way of life in the North-West. In Strange Empire, Howard 

sympathetically but somewhat romantically describes the 

course of Métis history to 18 85, with considerable attention 

being paid to the career of Louis Riel; the Catholic clergy's 

interaction with the Métis is presented only episodically. 

Trémaudan's Histoire de la nation métisse presents North-West 

history from the Métis viewpoint. The origins and evolution 

of Métis society are discussed; while the main body of the 

study features the tribulations encountered by Métis (in 

the face of white settlement and governmental abuse) and 

the uprising of 1869-70 and 1885. The establishment of 

Catholicism at Red River is regarded as the means which 

centralized Métis society. The Appendix, not written by 

Trémaudan, is of a controversial nature; one section, for 

instance, condemns the clergy as 'betrayers' of their 

Métis parishioners during the events of 1884-85. The 

absence of any footnotes in the studies of Howard and 

Trémaudan makes it advisable that both studies be approached 

with caution, and this seems especially necessary in matters 

of interpretation. 



Two studies have appeared recently presenting the 

native point of view of Western Canadian history. In 

The Métis: Canada's Forgotten People, D. Bruce Sealey and 

Antoine S. Lussier examine the course of Métis history 

to contemporary times. Emphasis is placed throughout on 

the distinctive nature of Métis society and culture. 

Problems of the Métis stemming from prejudice and discri

mination are discussed. The sources consulted by the 

authors are almost solely published works, and the book 

is of a survey nature. Howard Adams' Prison of Grass 

centers on the colonization of Western Canada and its 

deleterious effects on prairie native society. As Adams 

notes, "there is considerable discussion of the cultural, 

psychological, and racial aspects of colonialism." Catho

lic missionaries are presented as de facto 'agents' of 

imperialism, whose efforts served to undermine the structure 

of native society. The uprising of 1885 is discussed 

primarily along lines established by Howard and Trémaudan. 

The clergy at St-Laurent and Batoche in 18 84-85 are 

regarded as "traitors to the native people." Based 

largely on secondary sources, Adams' work presents 

interpretations at times not supported in a satisfactory 

manner. 

Two recent biographies of the Métis leaders have appeared. 

In Louis 'David' Riel: 'Prophet of the New World', Thomas 

Flanagan examines Riel's career, with particular attention 

being paid to his thoughts on religious matters. Riel's 

conviction that he was a prophet destined to found a new 

religion is examined carefully; and the opinion is expressed 

that the 1885 rebellion was, in part, a religious movement 

(certainly to Riel). Riel's views on religion — such as 

his belief that the Métis were the new Chosen People -- are 

4 



regarded as analogous to those of millenarian movements. 

In Gabriel Dumont, George Woodcock provides an excellent 

treatment of the life of the leader of the South Saskat

chewan Métis. Many aspects of the way of life of the 

Western Métis are presented. The 'provisional govern

ment' operating at St-Laurent in the mid-1870s, the important 

roles played in its founding and functioning by Dumont and 

Father André, are particularly well brought out. Woodcock 

believes that the clergy "might have been of considerable 
7 

assistance" to the protest movement at Prince Albert and 

Batoche/St-Laurent in 1884, had they so wished. 

The work of two Catholic priests and historians — 

A.G. Morice, O.M.I., and Jules Le Chevallier, O.M.I. — 

must be mentioned. Morice has written prolificly on Western 

Canadian history, his most important work being a four-

volume history of the Catholic Church in Western Canada to 

1915. (His writings on Church history raise many points 

worthy of consideration; he ardently praises the Catholic 

missionary effort in the North-West and readily defends 

clerical policies and positions, especially when he detects 

any criticisms in this regard in the works of Protestant 

authors). In A Critical History of the Red River 

Insurrection, Morice criticizes the approaches of other, 

especially Anglo-Canadian, writers -- he concludes that 

the events of 1869-70 were not a 'rebellion,' rather 

they constituted a resistance. In La Race Métisse, Morice 

stridently criticizes Trémaudan's Histoire de la nation 

métisse, in particular the Appendix therein. Point by point 

and page by page, he attacks the opinions expressed in 

Trémaudan's book. To Morice, the Métis at Batoche had no 

hope of a military success, Father André was a good priest 

5 



(even in Riel's eyes) and not a 'betrayer,' and Taché was 

an effective bishop. In Batoche, Le Chevallier provides 

a detailed account of the attitudes and actions of the 

clergy prior to, and during, the 18 85 rebellion. His 

objectives are to demonstrate that at no time did any 

priest support an armed revolt on the part of the Métis 

and to emphasize that the clergy were in no sense 'betrayers' 

of the Métis people. 

Origins of the Métis 

One can be certain that the earliest incidences of 

•mtt4.AAa.g2. in the Canadian North-West occurred when 

Europeans first visited Indian territory. Many years 

later, two distinct mixed-blood collectivities -- the 

Métis and the English-speaking 'half-breeds' -- emerged 

in the North-West, each possessing readily identifiable 

characteristics and each evolving from a somewhat diffe

rent set of geographic and socioeconomic circumstances. 

The record of the development of mtttAAagz from hesitant 

uncertain beginnings to an institutionalized feature of 

the fur trade is admittedly incomplete, but some obser

vations on its nature are required to provide some per

spective to the nature of Métis society. 

As an established practice, mtttAAag2 in Canada dates 

back to the mid-1600s in New France; while in Rupert's Land 

(the lands draining into Hudson Bay claimed by the Hudson's 

Bay Company) mtttAA&gz., in part, was a concomitant of 

early fur trade activities of the Hudson's Bay Company. 

Notwithstanding the official policy of the London Committee 

which forbade in the strictest of terms social contacts 

in general between its employees and the Indian population, 

6 
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Company servants at Hudson Bay posts wasted little time 

establishing at least some measure of intimate relations 
9 

with Indian women. The Committee's sanction against 

Indian women entering posts on the Bay and the Committee's 

moralistic stance regarding male-female interaction "during 

its first century did work to prevent the widespread 

development of marriage relationships between its servants 

and Indian women. As a general rule, only a chief factor 

was permitted to keep a woman permanently within the 

factory."10 

Although any uniform application of Company policy 

depended on the predilections of the governor then in 

command, by the mid-eighteenth century a Company governor 

would customarily take an Indian 'wife.' As for the 

lower echelons of the service, personal relations with 

Indian women were intermittent and unstructured in most 

cases since the women normally could not reside at the 

various posts situated on the shores of Hudson Bay. 

Therefore, the prevailing situation was not conducive 

to the establishment of widespread, permanent marital 

alliances. 

A number of factors served to maintain for many 

years the occurrence of personal relationships between 

H.B.C. personnel and the Indian women to whom they were 

attracted. In the first place, Company servants found 

Crée maidens physically attractive and they would choose 
12 Crée women rather than those from other tribes. 

Secondly, the Indian concept of marriage as not being 

necessarily permanent was itself in accordance with the 
13 transitory lifestyle of the fur trader. Thirdly, 

practical benefits to both trader and Indian resulted 

from the more lasting unions in that trade was more easily 

conducted with one's in-laws, personal relations in general 

between the races became more cordial and "[the husband of 

7 
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a Crée maiden] was obliged to contribute to the maintenance 
14 

of her parents' household." " Finally, as the Company expanded 
15 its operatxons inland from the Bay, intermarriage increased. 

This was due, in part, to the breakdown of Company restrictions 

in the face of "a powerful rival which actively encouraged 

the formation of intimate ties with the Indians." 

The increase in the number of mixed-marriages on the part 

of H.B.C. employees and continuance of the practice in the 

North-West on a large scale reflected the adoption of a more 

liberal, though unofficial, policy by governors and personnel 

alike. 

Distance and the realities of life in Rupert's Land 
led to a more practical though unofficial policy. 
. . . the unofficial policy recognized that the 
adult males of an Indian band would permit British-
born males to consort with Indian women only in the 
context of a marriage relationship. The officers 
and servants were expected to behave in a manner 
that demonstrated their acceptance of this 
relationship. A failure to do so could and did 
lead to tragic incidents.1? 

The essence of a marital relationship in Indian tradition was 

more rudimentary than that of the Europeans to be sure, but 

permission of the girl's parents and the provision to them of 
18 an appropriate present were two of its cardinal aspects. In 

addition, the relationship (at least in the vicinity of Hudson 

Bay) did not signify that the trader's 'wife' might not con

temporaneously have an Indian husband and family to which she 
19 might eventually or periodically return. As mixed marriage 

became more commonplace among H.B.C. employees, marital ties 
20 became more regularized; monogamy became the rule; and the 

trader's commitments to his family became more personalized 

and responsible. These factors contributed to the institution

alization of mtt-i^hciQi, on the part of the English and Scots, 



in the form of what became known as marriage 5. la laçon du 
21 

pay*. 

Simultaneous with or somewhat prior to the practice of 

mttl**age in the northern landscape, a similar process of 

racial interaction occurred in the lands west of the Lakehead. 

These lands, accessible by means of canoe routes, were traversed 

from an early period by French explorers and eoufieufi* de bolt 

seeking to open up new areas to the Montreal-based fur trade. 

Although the meeting of French Canadian and Indian in the 

North-West was sporadic before the enterprises undertaken by 

Pierre Gaultier de Varennes, Sieur de la Vérendrye, the years 
22 of his explorations and founding of trading posts witnessed 

the commencement of an increased interracial contact and a 
23 regularization of relationships between Canadien* and Indians. 

The accomplishments of La Vérendrye were sufficient to 

ensure that Canadien fur trading enterprises would follow the 

example set and expand their role in the inland trade. It 

has been noted in this respect that: 

En 174 3 . . . le Répertoire des 'congés de traite' 
établis à Montréal . . . accuse le départ de 5 3 
engagés pour le 'poste de l'Ouest' et de 18 pour 
Kamanistikwia. Dans les années suivantes, le 
même répertoire . . . indique une augmentation 
croissante, dont le niveau le plus élevé atteint, 
en 1758, 91 engagements pour le Grand Portage et 
la 'mer de l'Ouest.'24 

Although the number of Canadien* permanently stationed at 

North-West posts most likely did not exceed 150 to 200 men 
25 

at any one time during the 1740s and 1750s, the rapproche
ment between the two races expanded. 

9 
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L'existence parmi les Indiens de groupes de 20 
à 30 hommes, souvent mentionée par les journaux 
de la Compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson, suffit à 
déterminer entre les Blancs et les indigènes des 
contacts assez nombreux et assez prolongés pour 
qu'il soit possible de conclure à une première 
fusion des races pendant le stade préliminaire 
de la pénétration française.^6 

This state of limited penetration of Indian territory from 

the east and its attendant interracial contact persisted until 

1759. The following year, the French ceased altogether 

trading operations in the North-West and turned to the defence 

of New France. 

In 176 3, with the signing of the Treaty of Paris, a new 

phase in the history of the North American fur trade commenced, 

notably in respect to trade in the still unexploited lands 

comprising the North-West. There soon ensued a vigorous 

competition for control of the interior trade, on the one 

hand between the Hudson's Bay Company and all 'intruding' 

concerns active in Rupert's Land, and on the other, between 

the various Montréal trading interests. French-Canadian 

voyageurs, the labour force of the Montréal traders, utilizing 

their prior experiences in the trade and their personal 

knowledge of the lands and peoples of the North-West, again 

dispersed throughout the southern waterways and manned the 

new posts. As of 1774, the Hudson's Bay Company adopted the 

policy of building a network of posts inland from the Bay to 
27 offset the 'Pedlars' advances. With the 'complete union' 

28 of the revitalized North West Company in 178 7, the efficient 
29 and ambxtious consortium of Montréal traders. As the two 

rival companies extended their trading systems, this facili

tated the rapid spread of interracial 'marriages' which became 

the norm in fur trade society. 
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It is to the North West Company that credit is primarily due 

for the tremendous stimulus given to mttlAAage. in the latter 

part of the eighteenth and early part of the nineteenth 

centuries. The conscious, well-formulated policy of the 

Company was to encourage and support the contracting of 

marital relationships between employees and native women: 

it was among the Nor'Westers that marriage a la 
laaon du. payA first developed into a recognized and 
widespread custom. All ranks, bouagzoIA , clerck 
and angagt, were allowed to take a woman, and the 
Company accepted the responsibility for the 
maintenance of Indian wives and families . . . 
The only restriction placed on an engage taking 
an Indian wife was that he had to obtain, the consent 
of his bouagaolA to his proposed match. 30 

This policy, with a clear raison d'être of establishing 

trading links with indigenous tribes, was very popular with 
31 

the angago. and it promoted pacific relations with Indian 

tribes. It is also worth noting that the Indian population 

went to some lengths in arranging alliances between their 
32 

women and the Nor'Westers. Moreover, the influx of North 

West Company personnel during the battle for the fur trade 

was a crucial factor in determining the extent of mltlAAagz: 

si les forces de la Compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson 
subirent un léger accroissement, celles des Canadiens 
augmentèrent plus vite encore: en 1786, aux 59 
hommes qui se répartissaient entre ses postes, les 
Canadiens en opposaient environ 400, dont près de 
200 dans le secteur de la Saskatchewan, ce qui leur 
laissait d'amples réserves pour les régions éloignées 
du Nord-Ouest. Puis, lorsque les opérations des 
Canadiens eurent été centralisées . . . les chiffres 
précédents furent largement dépassés: en 179 8, la 
Compagnie du Nord-Ouest employait à elle seule près 
d'un millier de voyageurs, sans compter une vingtaine 
de guides, 45 clercs, 70 interprètes; en 1806, elle 
disposait de plus de 1,600 hommes.33 
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At virtually every post throughout the Company's far-flung 
34 domain, there resided the Indian wives and mixed-blood 

progeny of the engagê-4. The former were engaged to economic 

advantage in performing "those native skills so valuable to 

the trade such as making moccasins, netting snowshoes, and 
35 preparing pemmican." Although an Indian woman who was 

abandoned or widowed could return to her tribe, Company 

practices would often encourage her to remain at the post 

or its settlement. These practices included the Company's 

policy of supplying provisions to women and children left 

on their own, annuities the more responsible servants 

provided and also the placing of a spouse in the safekeeping 
36 

of another servant whose 'wife' she would then become. 

These factors served to reinforce the position of Indian 

women and mixed-blood children as integral components of 

fur trade activity and facilitated the ongoing process of 

their acculturation to at least some aspects of white 'civi

lization . ' 

Excursions from the north and east into Indian-occupied 

lands marked the rise of a new class of men whose tendencies 

and chosen way of life bore heavily on the appearance of a 

distinct Métis collectivity. This class, which can realis

tically be regarded as a part of that collectivity, and 

concerning which there has been all too little research done, 
37 were the so-called 'freemen.' 

The term 'freemen,' in this early time-period, designated 

those white inhabitants of the North-West who were not 

permanent employees of any fur trading company or concern 

and, by obvious implication, they were either former e.ngag£& 

who had completed their terms Of service or in some cases 

men who for one reason or another had deserted their posts. 
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Those in such a position would likely have already had a 

wife or family or, if not, they would soon have contracted 

the same. These freemen, for the most part, had served as 

voyageurs and as such they were a hardy, individualistic 

and wilderness-wise lot. By means of hunting or trading, 

they supported themselves and their families. They pursued 

a distinctive lifestyle, although they usually maintained 

a definite connection with the fur trade. These men, then, 

were fathers to many of the Métis whose numbers were 

increasing so rapidly. Theirs was certainly a most formative 

influence, and some elaboration in this respect should be 

instructive. 

Several fundamental preconditions led both to the 

freemen's appearance as a class and to the independent, self-

sufficient form of life they adopted. In turn, these pre

conditions or subjective factors directly affected the 

conditions of life experienced by their Métis children. In 

the first instance, the rapid expansion of mixed marriage is 

only simplistically assessed as an inevitable result of 

the increased opportunity to establish personnel relationships 

which developed with the influx of the voyageurs and their 

dispersion amongst the Indian population. "Ces circonstances 

n'eussent pas suffi . . . à créer cette intimité de rapports, 

si les Canadiens n'avaient apporté . . . un ensemble des 

conditions singulièrement favorable à la fusion qui s'accom-
38 plit dans les pays de l'Ouest." Those conditions which 

facilitated a meeting of Cana.di.iin and Amerindian were, from the 

perspective of the former, the nature of economic life 

pursued by many inhabitants of Lower Canada, which had 

analogies in the North-West,• the long habituation of voyageurs 

to Amerindian populations east and west, and the long tradition 

http://Cana.di.iin
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in te BcL6-PayA of interracial relationships, including 
39 'marriages.1 Upon his arrival in the North-West, therefore, 

the voyageur found himself in what was in various respects 
40 a not totally unfamiliar environment. 

According to Giraud, incorporation of the voyageur 

into the interior milieu was virtually immediate: "... les 

français du Bas-Pays manifestèrent une extrême facilité à 

conformer leur existence à celle des Indiens, à reproduire 
41 leurs habitudes et à s'inforporer à leurs tribus ..." 

Inheritors of the traditions of the couinuti de bo-ii, the 

voyageurs with no hesitation contracted alliances with Indian 

women, knowing full well that their abilities, when required, 

were indispensable in the wilds. Tied to a wife and family, 

then, related by kinship to an Indian group, and with an 
42 abiding attachment to the wilderness, " the voyageur most 

often remained in the North-West and there he and his wife 

jointly raised their children. This choice to remain in 

the interior with one's family dated back to La Verendrye's 
4 3 time and it was fundamentally significant to the exposure 

of Métis to a somewhat culturally varied upbringing; indeed, 

in a broader context the Métis were exposed from the outset 

to a society which had adopted an admixture of Scottish, 

English, French and Indian customs and traditions. 

The appreciable emergence of the freemen commenced in 

the years after 176 3 when the voyageurs' isolation from 
44 lu Ba.A-Pa.y6 reinforced their ties to the North-West. The 

disbanding of servants from the X.Y. Company in 1805 at one 

stroke added a significant number of men to the growing 
45 class of freemen. These individualists were to be found 

throughout the wooded areas, parkland and prairies, in 

whatever vicinity their talents could best be utilized. 

http://Ba.A-Pa.y6
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Alexander Henry remarked on their presence along the banks 
46 of the Pembina River in 1805, for example. The tendency 

was present, however, to congregate in one fashion or 

another. In 1807, for instance, there was the group noted 

below. 

Autour de la "fourche" (confluent) de la Rivière 
Rouge et de 1'Assiniboine, ils forment des rassem
blements plus importants et vivent des ressources 
qu'ils trouvent dans la nature: lorsqu'elles 
sont insuffisantes, ils offrent leurs services au 
personnel de la Compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson.47 

The primary energies of the freemen, however, were devoted 
48 to personal enterprises: the trapping of fur-bearing animals, 

for which they received necessary provisions, the hunting of 

buffalo, and, to a lesser extent, fishing. Also, from time 

to time freemen in the form of independent traders would do 

business with passing brigades of winterers, exchanging such 

items as sugar, bread and salt for the latter's buffalo robes, 
49 leather garments or other items of trade. 

The mode of life exhibited by the freemen was a semi-

settled one, as there was frequently a need to relocate to a 

district where more game and furs were to be found. Expan

sion of the fur trade and the consequent reduction of animal 

populations forced the freemen around the turn of the 

century to wander still farther afield. 

Lorsque les animaux s'épuisent dans le secteur 
qu'ils ont jusque-là fréquenté, les hommes libres 
entreprennent, en groupe, de véritables expéditions 
de chasse qui les conduiront vers les districts 
encore intacts. . . Certains passent l'hiver à 
la Rivière Rouge, puis gagnent les sites plus 
éloignés de la région d'Edmonton, de la Paint 
River, les 'foothills' des Montagnes Rocheuses, 
où ils recherchent les castors. . . Les 'freemen' 
commencent aussi, depuis que les premières explo
rations en ont tracé le chemin, à regarder vers le 
versant pacifique des Montagnes Rocheuses, où ils 
entrevoient de grandes richesses à exploiter et où 
beaucoup fixent déjà leurs hivernements.50 
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Those among the freemen who chose to live in large measure 

from the bounty of the prairies, rather than concentrate 

on a living more oriented to the fur trade or to game 

found in the parkland or forests, were not less exposed 

to the necessity of frequent relocations. If anything, 

freemen on the prairies had to travel more than their 

fellows elsewhere, because of the migrations of the buffalo. 

La plupart d'entre eux [les 'hommes libres'], 
uniquement occupés de chasse, sont astreints à de 
constants déplacements et à la recherche de rési
dences temporaires qu'ils occupent jusqu'à 
disparition du gibier. Aidés de leurs familles, 
ils ne connaissent alors, dans les campements 
qu'ils forment dans la Prairie, d'autre activité 
que la chasse au bison . . . Les animaux épuisés, 
les familles abandonnent le camp qu'elles ont [.. 
dressé et les poursuivent sur de nouveaux terrains. 

Such form of subsistence was, of course, analogous to that 

of the plains tribes and it demonstrated a strong aptitude 

on the part of freemen and their families to adapt success

fully to the often harsh exigencies of the prairies. 

A number of settlements (alluded to previously) were 

found by freemen and their families. These settlements 

included those at fur trade posts of the North West Company, 

whose personnel was to a significant extent Canad-ltn, in 
5 2 contrast to the rival British company. Post settlements 

almost certainly expanded to a considerable extent after 1806, 

when the North West Company forbade employees to maintain 

their Indian spouses within the confines of Company trading 
53 posts. Where the soil proved to be sufficiently fertile, 

limited cultivation was attempted on the lands surrounding 

the posts and at several other sites, and, "ils [les hommes 

libres] organisent de petites communautés agricoles, dont les 

travaux se ramènent à ces jardinages élémentaires . . . La 
54 

pomme de terre en est l'élément habituel." Other settle
ments, some of which were more pronouncedly semipermanent, 
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appeared as well. A number of freemen located in the Red 

River Valley, for instance, and by 1814 their number, 

including wives and children, stood at 200 persons. 

Other settlements existed at Rainy Lake, at the confluence 

of the Pembina River with the Red, along the Pembina, and 

in the Hair Hills near the Red River; also, there was 

the group previously mentioned which from about 1800 on 

was located at the confluence of the Red and Assiniboine, 

a site amenable to cultivating garden produce. The Red 

River Valley had certain attractions for a goodly number of 

these early settlers. 

On observe un afflux croissant de 'freemen' dans la 
vallée de celle-ci: le gibier et la pêche n'y 
manquent pas, le sol s'y prête aux jardinages et 
produit, dans ses espaces marécageux, un fourrage 
qu'ils utilisent, à l'exemple de la Compagnie du 
Nord-Ouest, pour la nourriture des chevaux qu'ils 
ont coutume d'entretenir.57 

Despite the cultivation of a few plots of land at some of 

these settlements, in fact, this signified a transitional 

phase only in the socio-economic evolution of both the 

freemen class and the growing Métis collectivity. There 

was neither evidence of a wholesale adoption of agricultural 

concepts, nor was there any marked progress in this direction. 

Voyaging remained the dominant component of the socioeconomic 

structure of that society which comprised the freemen and 
5 8 Métis. Nonetheless, developments were in the offing which 

were to alter somewhat this virtually total dependence on 

the hunt. 

If the freemen and the Métis, at an early stage in their 

history, recognized the inherent advantages of the Red River 

Valley for habitation, semipermanent or otherwise, they were 

not alone in this view. Although the fur trade had depleted 

the fur-bearing animal population of the Valley and its 
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59 environs, prospects for successful agricultural enterprise 

appeared promising, fish were plentiful and access to the 

buffalo-endowed plains was near at hand. These facts were 

not lost on those in charge of fur trading operations in 

the North-West. As competition ripened in the fur trade, 

lines of communication and costs alike expanded. The 

existence of a successful agricultural community near the 

center of the fur trade network would certainly have a 

beneficial effect in reducing the rising cost of supplying 
fi fi 

provisions to fur trade employees. The Hudson's Bay 

Company, mindful of such a prospect, took the initiative in 

this direction. 

Thomas Douglas, fifth Earl of Selkirk, first conceived 
fi 1 

of an agricultural settlement along the Red River in 1802, 

and nine years later his dream became a reality when the 

Hudson's Bay Company "granted Selkirk the upper Winnipeg basin, 
fi o 

to be known as Assiniboia, in absolute proprietorship." 

The area granted had strategic potential in the economic 

struggle then ensuing because of its geographical location 

and the significant role the area was already playing in the 

supplying of provisions to passing brigades and post personnel. 
The bounds drawn with such magnificent freehand en
closed a great natural province, the central basin 
of the northern mid-continent. It was knit together 
by its own internal waterways and level reaches of 
grassland and park belt, and linked by easy passages 
east, west, and south over the same waterways and 
low divides, while to the north the tangled course 
of the Nelson and Hayes furnished passage to and 
from the Bay. The grant was the old fur region La 
Verendrye had first opened. . . but in 1811 [it was] 
the principal source of provisions for the Northwest 
fur trade.°4 
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The occupation and cultivation of lands in this territory 

would reinforce and emphasize the claims of the Company 

under the Charter of 1670 and would hold the promise of 

salutary effects on the functioning of the Company's trade. 

It must be stressed, however, that other considerations 

were involved in the massive grant to Selkirk. Although the 

grant was one feature of the strategy of Selkirk and the 

Hudson's Bay Company to undermine the position of strength 
65 

then held by the Nor'Westers, the former concern was 

convinced that there were advantages to be gained that were 

only indirectly, if at all, related to competition in the fur 

trade. These considerations primarily concerned Company 

personnel, on the one hand, and the well-being of family 

units of the same, on the other. 

Prior to the latter part of the eighteenth century, the 

policy of the Hudson's Bay Company (as touched on above) had 

served to impede the establishment of interracial marital 

relationships. Nevertheless, the adoption of an 'unofficial 

policy' occurred and Company personnel demonstrated con

currently a heightened concern for and devotion to their 

wives and mixed-blood children. As the Company moved its 

operations inland, for example, more employees on or after 

their departure from the North-West made a provision towards 
6 fi 

maintenance of their wives and mixed-blood children. This 
form of assistance was prompted by the Company's policy of 
not accepting formal responsibility for support of servants' 

6 7 
dependents. Moreover, the choice of relocating one's 

family in Great Britain, which would have meant considerable 

'cultural shock', was not very probable owing to Company 

strictures. But, the realities of interracial marriage 

could not be ignored for an indefinite period by Company 
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decision-makers and one abiding reality was the sincere 

emotional distress of many a departing father and husband. 

Another factor was the discontent of former servants, 

usually older ones, "who found life in England intolerable 
fi Q 

after years by the Bay." 

When the topic of an agricultural settlement in the 

North-West came up for discussion in 1809, in addition to 

aspects previously cited, the London Committee viewed the 

proposed colony as a means, firstly, by which to encourage 

needed recruitment for Company service and, secondly, as a 

means of meeting the demands of the times in respect to 

mixed marriage. It has been noted in this respect: 
A tract of land in the fertile plain of Red River 
south and west of Lake Winnipeg, was to be set 
aside . . . and there retired servants of the 
Company were to be helped to settle, whether they 
were old long-time genuine fur-traders or the 
new indentured labourers . . . There was a 
considerable movement within the Company itself 
to support such a step . . . The mixed marriages 
of the Company's servants had tended in the same 
direction and had produced a considerable demand 
for settlement at the end of service . . . care 
for the servants' families . . . plainly entailed 
support for settlement.69 

Clearly times were changing for H.B.C. personnel, their 

families and fur trade society, when the Committee endorsed 

the establishment of a colony in the new District of Assini-

boia. These events signified a marked departure from the 

past for the Hudson's Bay Company, in a theoretical and 

practical sense, and had repercussions on the evolution of 

the mixed-blood population of Rupert's Land. 
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Ten years after the promulgation of Selkirk's grant, 

the momentous Union of the North West and Hudson's Bay 

companies was effected, with consequent results on the Red 

River Colony. Reorganization of the new corporate entity 

of the Hudson's Bay Company included decisive measures to 

revitalize North-West operations, and foremost among the 
70 measures adopted were the closure of redundant posts and 

the release of superfluous employees of the two former 

operations. The effects of these moves were widely felt. 

The immediate effect of union would be to close 
a long row of posts belonging to one company or 
the other in the wide area of the conflict . . . 
The result was that after union there were, as 
Simpson estimated, twice too many men for the 
service. Some of the officers and men, with 
some means at their disposal, adjusted themselves 
to the new situation without difficulty; they 
retired to England or Canada, as the case might 
be. Some even took their children with them to 
England. . . There remained, however, a large 
body for whom the Union meant distress. It 
was fortunate for all concerned that a number of 
men on the Company's directorate were actuated 
by humane motives and exerted themselves to accom
plish, union in the country with the least possible 
distress.7! 

In this respect, the Company was concerned primarily with 

facilitating the relocation to Red River of both discharged 

servants with large families and mixed-blood children whose 

parents had died or abandoned them. 

The Company assumed a role of guardianship of the persons 

to be relocated and it financed and administered the relocation 

and resettlement. Both philanthropic and practical conside-
72 . 

rations were involved in this undertaking, supervised by 

Chief Factor John Clarke. Former servants and their dependents 

received adequate treatment: their way to the Colony was paid 

for; tools, seed, clothing and ammunition were advanced or 
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provided free of charge; and lots of 20 to 30 acres were 
73 allocated to each family. This short-term policy had 

immediate results. "According to Sir George Simpson, no 

fewer than two hundred clerks and employees left the western 

posts that year [1823] for the colony." 

This migration set the pattern for later years, when 

retiring servants — French, Scottish,Orkney or mixed-blood --

and their families would customarily take to Red River and 

there set down roots. This was in line with Company projec

tions and largely accounted for the development of Red River 

as a community where the mixed-bloods predominated numerically. 

A goodly number of those who came to Red River after the 

union of 1821 were, in fact, mixed-blood fathers with their 

families, men who had been let go by the Hudson's Bay Company 

or who had fulfilled their contracts. By 1843, over 60 per 
75 cent of Red River families were of mixed-blood and in 18 71 

"the first federal census . . . enumerated the elements of 

the population: French métis, 5,720; English-speaking 

half-breeds, 4,080; white settlers, 1,600."76 

The evolution of the English-speaking half-breeds, 
77 sometimes referred to as the 'Country-born,' was very much 

related to their settling at Red River, a move that did not 

have as clearly defined an impact on the nature of Métis 

society, as will be seen. Briefly, the English-speaking 

half-breeds evolved from members of Home Guard Crée bands 

situated at posts of the Hudson's Bay Company and they 

became, in the course of time, a predominantly agricultural 

component of Red River society. This transformation was 

wrought by means of both long-term factors and by conditions 

of life as experienced at Red River. 
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Until the expansion of the fur trade in the latter part 

of the eighteenth century, mixed-blood progeny of H.B.C. 

servants and Home Guard Crée women were raised within the 

respective Indian tribe and they viewed life from this 

perspective. However, the need for Company personnel at the 

time of severe competition led to the recruitment of young 

Home Guard Crée, especially those of interracial descent. 

"By the end of the eighteenth century Mixed Bloods were a 

feature of the society of the Company's trading posts. With 

this step a number of Home Guard Crée began the historical 

process that would culminate in their emergence as the 
78 Country-born." The following 20 years saw the acquisition 

of basic English and a knowledge of the fur trade system by 

many of these mixed-blood servants, whose numbers, like those 

of the Métis, were increasing so rapidly. When the Union of 

1821 led to the process of reconstruction and revitalization 

related above, further developments emerged. To summarize: 

The final step in the historical and cultural process 
that moved from Home Guard Crée to Country-born wit
nessed the migration of hundreds of Mixed Bloods 
from the posts of the Hudson Bay trading system to 
the Red River Settlement . . . In Red River the 
Country-born continued their pursuit of the good life 
as their years in the trading post had defined it. 
Although most of them became farmers they did not 
share the attachment to the land of their Kildonan 
Scots neighbors . . . Speaking English and professing 
evangelical Anglicanism, they pursued in greater 
numbers than previously the goal of the good life 
epitomized in the life style of the Indian trader. 
This aspect of their lives was uniquely their own in 
Red River. More than anything else it set them 7g 
apart from the other communities, including the Metis. 

This information, then, was accomplished in a dual fashion — 

in the context of full participation in fur trade operations 

at H.B.C. posts and in the context of appropriating and •. 

adapting to institutionalized features of Red River society, 

notably Protestantism and agricultural enterprise. 
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As noted above, numbers of Métis likewise settled at 

Red River or grew up there with their fathers, former 

engage* or officers of fur trading concerns. Métis society 

at Red River and elsewhere in the North-West will be consi

dered in Chapter II, so no synthesis will be attempted here. 

However, some observations and reflections should briefly 

be made regarding the period of Métis history that preceded 

the founding of the Red River Colony. 

The evolution of some Métis from mixed-blood Saulteaux 

tribes should be kept in mind. A number of mixed-bloods 

of French descent were incorporated into Saulteaux bands 
80 who ranged from Lake Superior to the Red River Valley. 

It seems that these mixed-bloods later formed their own 

bands out of the necessity to establish their own hunting 

territories and then moved westwards into the parkland and 
81 

prairie. Thus, these bands became dispersed in a fashion 

very similar to that of the freemen and their Métis offspring. 

Despite indications cited previously concerning the 

origins of the Métis, the course of Métis history as such 

in the North-West must be dated from about 1800 onwards. 

Dans l'Ouest proprement dit, c'est-à-dire dans la 
région qui s'étend au delà du lac Supérieur, 
l'origine des métis nous échappe entièrement . . . 
Malheureusement, nous ne pouvons suivre l'évolution 
des métis canadiens avant la fin du XVIIIè siècle. 
Les textes les représentent alors comme un groupe 
déjà solidement formé, prêt à jouer un rôle dans les 
événements qui marquent l'établissement de l'écono
mie sédentaire dans les plaines de l'Ouest. Avant 
cette date, nous disposons des seuls documents de 
la Compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson, qui, s'ils 
multiplient les allusions à la population métisse 
qui grandit autour des comptoirs anglo-saxons, 
ignorent pratiquement, malgré son incontestable 
supériorité numérique,^le groupe issu de la race 
canadienne française. 
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For these important reasons, an appreciation of the way of 

life and orientations of the freemen assists one in 

assessing the various formative influences on the Métis. 

These influences were expressed most notably in the voyaging 

component of Métis society which will be of concern through

out this study. 

The historical emergence of the Métis as a distinguish

able entity of socio-cultural adaptation and appropriation 

in the context of the complex infrastructure of fur trade 

society. Nonetheless, by the time Lord Selkirk was favoured 

with his grant, the Métis had progressed sufficiently far 

in terms of common characteristics to be regarded as an 

identifiable and separate group. Wherever they were 

situated, Métis mastered the arts of wilderness survival and 

maintained intact some ties of kinsTiip with their Crée and 

Saulteaux relatives. They spoke one or more Indian languages, 

many spoke a form of French and a few also spoke English. 

Intermarriage among Métis became the rule, while at the same 

time the number of interracial marriages increased during 

the early nineteenth century. Their common paternal origin 

from CanadZnn zngagt-i who by a wide margin had worked for 

just one company — the North West Company -- reinforced a 

sense of community among them and prompted convictions of 

mutual purpose during the competitive struggle of the two 

great fur trading companies. This factor of shared purpose 

was to prove itself crucial, as witnessed by dramatic episodes 

in the very early history of the Red River Colony which 

provided the Métis with a more clearly defined tradition and 

proud self-image. 
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The above aspects of Métis society proved to be inte

grative and supportive ones during the early years of 

Métis history. Nonetheless, two extraneous factors were 

to enter the picture in.a clear manner a few years after 

the troubles at the Red River Colony; these completed the 

essential bounds of Métis society as it existed throughout 

most of the nineteenth century. These fundamental and 

distinguishing features of Métis society were to the 

Métis, in a comparative sense, what the adherence to the 

concept of the 'good life' as experienced by the Indian 

trader and the profession of evangelical Anglicanism were 

to the English-speaking half-breeds. That is to say, 

these factors were the economic and religious bases of 

Métis society: in the first instance, the institution

alization of the Buffalo Hunt as an habitual and organized 

affair and, in the second instance, the adoption of 

Catholicism on a widespread formal basis. These two 

factors in a very real sense epitomized the evolution 

from the mixed-bloods of French extraction to the Métis. 

Bishop Paovenchen'6 MA.A6A.on, 7 SI S- 1 845, and the. Aaatval 

o{, the. Oblate.6 o/j Many Immaaalate. 

This section considers, very briefly, the general nature of 

the Catholic Church's role in the North-West to the mid-1840s 

when the first Oblates of Mary Immaculate arrived at Red 

River. What follows, then, serves in an introductory capacity 

to Chapter III, where aspects of the Catholic missionary 

effort in the North-West from 1845 to 1885 are examined. 

http://MA.A6A.on
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On July 16, 1818, the Abbés J.N. Provencher and Severe 

Dumoulin, accompanied by Mr. Guillaume Edge, a young eccle-
8 3 

siastic, arrived at Fort Douglas. Previous to their arrival, 

Catholic priests had appeared in Rupert's Land only on rare 

occasions, but from this date forward, the Catholic Church 

was a permanent and significant component of North-West 

society. 

The general timing of the priests' arrival at the Red 

River Colony was not haphazard, in that a pressing need 

was felt in various quarters for the presence of Roman 

Catholic priests. Lord Selkirk took an active part in 

securing priests for his struggling colony. He sought to 

meet the spiritual needs of his Catholic Scottish and Irish 

colonists as well as those of the few Cana.dA.nyu> at the Colony. 

Also, there were the Métis: nominally Catholics owing to 

their paternal origin, though certainly far from being 

practicing Catholics. Any progress made in accommodating 

the Métis to institutionalized features of sedentary society 

would likely benefit the successful establishment and expansion 

of the Colony. In May, 1818, Selkirk bestowed upon the 

Catholic Church "a seignory of five miles by four at the 

mouth of the Seine River on the east side of the Red, nearly 

opposite to the mouth of the Assiniboine. To this he added, 

on the west side of the Red, a piece of land fifteen chains 
84 square." To Selkirk's initiative must be added the natural 

support of the Colony's Catholics for a resident clergy and 

the warm approval and efforts of Quebec's Bishop, Joseph 

Octave Plessis, who secured the necessary priests, appointed 

Provencher vicar-general, and directed the men as to their 
q c 

subsequent duties and priorities at Red River and vicinity. 

http://Cana.dA.nyu
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Despite obvious benefits to colonists deriving from 

the Church's presence at Red River, from the outset the 

stated major objective of the Church's representatives was 

Christianization of the native population. Apart from his 

ecclesiastical devotion to this goal, Bishop Plessis 

realized that such an endeavour would be looked upon with 

some sympathy in Great Britain, from which he sought 
86 

sanction of a Church hierarchy, an essential requirement 

for a well-organized expanding Catholic Church in Canada. 

The first Priests to arrive, then, as well as their later 

cûft̂ tëAe..ô, are probably most accurately and most appropria

tely referred to as missionaries, since as a group these 

men sought to fulfill, as best they could, the mandate 

they had been given regarding the native population. The 

projected missionary thrust was emphasized by Plessis, whose 

"first point in the instructions given the missionaries to 

Red River ... was the preaching of the Gospel to the natives, 

and the compiling of grammars and dictionaries of their 
8 7 languages." Nonetheless, despite the best of intentions, 

the mission field among the native population was essentially 

left wanting for many years owing to the lack of personnel 

serving under Provencher. 

Before 1845, Provencher had an overriding habitual 

handicap in terms of undertaking active proselytization: 

new clergy were extremely hard to obtain and those that 

arrived did not stay for very long. At no time before 1841 

did Provencher have more than two or three fellow clergy to 
8 8 

direct. J By 1844, six missionaries -- the Abbés Dumoulin, 

Destroismaisons, Harper, Boucher, Poiré and Demers — had 

come from and returned to Québec; during the same year, 
89 Provencher had a total of only four clergymen to call upon. 
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Under these circumstances, most clerical activities were 

necessarily confined to the settlements at Red River, 

White Horse Plain and Pembina. 

The early years of Provencher's mission were very busy 

ones, involving initially matters such as the construction 

of buildings for habitation and Church services. Also, 

there were many matters of a strictly religious nature which 

commanded attention. The Ct1n.c1d-L2.Yi61 'wives' and children 

were instructed in the principles of faith of the Catholic 

religion by means of catechism; then, baptisms of the same 

would be performed; general religious instruction of 

Canadd.2.n6' 'wives' was attempted, at least when the women 

understood some French, to be followed in many cases by 
90 

formal Church marriages. Such duties were, of course, 

analogous to those incidental to missionary labours per se. 

Furthermore, there was a need present to reacquaint many 

Can.ad-L2.Yi6 with religious practices and Church standards of 

behaviour -- areas that had long been held in abeyance 

during the men's stay in the interior. While Provencher 

exercised these and regular clerical functions at St-Boniface 

(the settlement and parish which coalesced around his church 

at 'The Forks'), Dumoulin did likewise at Pembina, the popu-
91 lation of which was some three hundred persons in 1819. 

Dumoulin remained at Pembina until 1823, when with the 

withdrawal of most of its inhabitants to White Horse Plain, 

he decided to return to Québec. 

The population of Red River burgeoned in the period 

following the Union of 1821 between the North West and 

Hudson's Bay companies. Naturally, there were more demands 

placed on the few clergy resident there. In 1821, in fact, 

there were already some 350 Catholics at St-Boniface, as 
92 well as 46 catechumens. By 184 3, the number of Catholics 

http://Ct1n.c1d-L2.Yi61
http://Can.ad-L2.Yi6
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at the Red River Settlement had swelled to 2,79 8, well over 
93 half of the total population. 

The importance attached to the Red River mission was 

revealed on May 12, 1822, when Provencher was consecrated 

Bishop of Juliopolis by Bishop Plessis. Provencher served 

as coadjutor to the Bishop of Québec until April 16, 1844, 

when he was elevated to the rank of vicar apostolic, by 

which means he ruled as Bishop on his own account, his 

jurisdiction being independent of that of the Bishop of 
^ 9 4 

Quebec. 

In addition to matters of spiritual leadership and 

guidance, temporal affairs received due attention by Provencher 

and his fellow clergy. The education of children received 

priority consideration in this respect. As early as January, 

1819, Mr. Edge, at Pembina with Dumoulin, counted some 60 
95 

students at his school. Dumoulin's interest in providing 

schooling led him to persuade a young Canad-Lzn, one Lagacé 

[?], to winter with a large Métis band in 1818-1819, whereby 
96 

he could provide some instruction. At St-Boniface, the 

later priest Jean Harper founded a primary school in the 

early 1820s and Provencher himself instructed a few boys 
97 

in the Latin classics. This latter work of Provencher, 
98 

begun in 182_L, was the de facto inauguration of the 
College of St-Boniface. In 1829, the first school for girls 

99 

in the Red River Settlement was founded at St-Boniface, 

while some schooling, at any rate, was begun at White Horse 

Plain at about the same time. Maintenance of educational 

facilities was a rather costly matter, however, it appeared 

that "the Catholic clergy concurred in regarding [schools] 
, - ... . , ,,101 

as works of vital importance. 
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In 1844, after many years of service and unfulfilled 

expectations, Provencher was enabled to foresee some 

prospect of an expanding and socially responsive ministry 

taking shape in the lands of the North-West. In this 

year, four Sisters of Charity (usually referred to as 

Grey Nuns) were despatched to St-Boniface from Montréal. 

Provencher had long sought after French-speaking nuns, 
102 but with no success. The new arrivals -- Sister 

Superior Valade and Sisters Lagrave, Coutlée and Lafranee — 

soon assumed responsibilities in the areas of teaching and 

medical care. Later in this study, more will be said 

of the works of members of this Order. 

During the long years before the Grey Nuns' appearance 

at St-Boniface, there certainly was some attempt at Catholic 

missionary enterprise among the Indians in Provencher1s 

domain, but the results obtained were minimal. Bishop Taché, 

writing in 1888, made a point of emphasizing "la douleur 

poignante qu'éprouve le missionnaire lorsqu'il croit 
103 travailler en vain a régénérer des peuples," and added 

that: "le zèle de Mgr Provencher a été cruellement éprouvé 

à cet égard ..." Lack of success in securing Indian 

conversions was pronounced, even in the lands immediately 

surrounding St-Boniface. As Taché remarked: 

Les pays autour de Saint-Boniface jusqu'à des 
centaines de milles est la patrie des Sauteux. 
Cette nation s'est montrée très rebelle à la 
grâce.... Des établissements commencés en 
faveur des Sauteux ont été abandonnés. 0 5 

Missionary labours among the Saulteaux did not truly 

commence until the arrival of abbé G.A. Belcourt in 1832. 

Belcourt, the first Catholic missionary to attend solely 
106 

to the evangelization of North-West Indians, founded 

a mission-settlement known as Baie St-Paul in 1834, and 

in 18 39, he founded a mission at Wabassimong. However, the 

energetic optimistic Belcourt did not achieve much in the 

spiritual realm at these missions, both intended for the 
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107 
benefit of the Saulteaux. Members of other tribes 

received only ^TQTY occasional missionary attentions, if 

any at all, and such as did occur were nearly always at 

an H.B.C. post being visited by the missionary in question. 

Commencement of a few active Indian missions in the 

18 30s and the arrival of the first Grey Nuns in 1844 

were likely encouraging steps to Provencher, but he realized 

fully that any expansion of Church endeavours in the mission

ary field required an assured supply of personnel, something 

previously denied to him. At first he set his hopes on 

the Jesuits, but after the passage of several years, during 

which time representations were made in Europe to this end, 

nothing materialized. Provencher then set his hopes on 

the Congregation of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate. At 

this stage in his career, he despaired of any real progress 

in the North-West through continued reliance on secular 
, 108 clergy. 

Having met the Founder of the Oblate Order and having 

seen and heard of the Oblates1 work in Lower Canada, 

Provencher was determined to receive their aid, if at all 

possible. 

Il s'ouvrit de son projet à Mgr Bourget [de Montréal] 
qui adressa au Fondateur plusieurs appels pressants. 
Mgr de Mazenod crut voir dans ces instances réitérées 
l'expression de la volonté divine. Il manda donc au 
përe Guigues, supérieur des Oblats au Canada, le 5 
décembre 1844, qu'il eut à accueillir favorablement 
la requête de Mgr Provencher, et à lui envoyer au 
printemps au moins deux prêtres.^09 

Accordingly, on June 25, 1845, Father Casimir Aubert, chosen 

specifically by de Mazenod, Brother A.A. Taché (a novice of 

the Order) and two Grey Nuns from Montréal embarked from 

Lachine on the 1,800 mile canoe trip to St-Boniface. The 

party reached their destination August 25. Provencher soon 

thereafter expressed his delight with the new situation. 
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Deo gratias'. Voilà au moins de la graine de 
religieux. C'est sur cette espèce d'hommes que 
je compte depuis longtemps, pour travailler 
efficacement aux missions sauvages. Le R.P. 
Guigues m'en fait espérer d'autres pour l'été-,,,, 
prochain. Je vais lui écrire en conséquence. 

The arrival of Aubert and Taché heralded the inauguration 

of a period of persevering missionary activity in the 

North-West on the part of the Oblates, an Order which 

Provencher soon realized he could rely on for continuing 

service and dedication. 

The Congregation of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate was 

singularly well-equipped to meet the challenge of undertaking 

responsibility for the native missions of the Canadian North-

West. The Order had been founded in 1816 in southern France 

by Reverend C.J.E. de Mazenod, later Bishop of Marseilles. 

Mgr de Mazenod's initial object was to restore Christian 

faith and practice among those who had fallen away from the 

Catholic Church in France. The "spiritual destitution of 

[France's] poor, especially in rural districts," was 

especially disconcerting to de Mazenod and, in a short period 

of time, the poor throughout the world were singled out for 

evangelical work on the part of the Oblates. Members of the 

Order were expected to be more than willing to live very 

simply and humbly. Mgr de Mazenod remarked of the first 

months of the Order's formation: 

it is not easy for me to find men who wish to devote 
and consecrate themselves to the glory of God, and 
the salvation of souls, without any reward upon 
earth, but with the certain prospect before them of 
much fatigue. H * 

Those who did join the Congregation were certainly the type 

of men whom the travails of missionary life in the North-

West would not easily defeat or discourage. 
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II. Background: Characterization of Métis Society in 

the North-West 

This chapter provides the perspective needed for an 

appreciation of the nature of Métis society and culture 

in the Canadian North-West. Although Chapters IV and V 

present aspects of the Métis way of life at individual 

settlements, this chapter prepares the reader for an 

understanding of the context within which the Métis 

and the Catholic clergy interacted. The following 

presentation is based primarily on the more important 

works which examine Métis society; and it is largely 

a synthesis of the many factors which affected the course 

of Métis society and history to 1885. 

The Establishment of Métis National Consciousness 

Before considering various illustrative aspects of Métis 

society in the North-West and threats to the continued 

integrity of that society, it is essential to examine 

certain circumstances of Métis involvement with the 

fledgling Red River Colony. The actions undertaken by 

Métis in this respect, at such an early stage in their 

collective development, deserve scrutiny for several 

reasons. In the first place, dramatic concrete expressions 

of hostile sentiment directed against the Colony revealed 

the capacity of the Métis for concerted action in defense 

of what they perceived to be their just and legitimate 

rights in the land of their birth. In the second place, 

the actions taken revealed that the spirit of Métis 

'nationality1 and Métis 'national' aspirations themselves, 



From: D. Bruce Seatey and Antoine a Lussier, THE METIS : CANADA'S FORGOTTEN PEOPLE , p.94 
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despite rather contrived origins, had firmly taken root 

in the consciousness of many Metis. Thirdly, apart 

altogether from the ideational impulses which prompted 

decisive measures on the part of the Métis, one witnesses 

in these events the establishment of a prideful tradition, 

partially in the realm of folklore, to which Métis could 

refer when assessing their historical role in the North

west. 

If the founding of the Red River Colony was to some 

extent a philanthropic venture for Lord Selkirk and a 

personnel-oriented move for the Hudson's Bay Company, 

it was.soon perceived by the Nor'Westers as a direct 

challenge and a distinct threat to their fur trading 

domain. The specific geographic location of the proposed 

settlement was more vexing to the North West Company than 

the mere prospect of such a settlement, per se, existing 

somewhere in the interior of Rupert's Land. The decision 

on the confluence of the Red and Assiniboine rivers, 

in the heartland of Assiniboia, as the site for the 

Colony was in itself an effrontery to the commercial 

sensibilities of the Montréal traders. The latter percei

ved correctly that there were deeper ramifications in this 

choice of site: 

The [London] Committee soon realized that in 
Assiniboia the Company had touched upon an area 
whose importance lay in its ability to supply 
provisions. . . Red River was to be used primarily 
to supply an abundance of provisions [which] would 
be absorbed into the transport system up the 
Saskatchewan to the Upper Settlements. This was 
the use which the North West Company also made of 
Assiniboia, and the pemmican and bear meat from 
that area were the key to their rapid and well-
organized system of canoe-brigades working to the 
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interior. The concentration of the Hudson's 
Bay desire for a colony upon this area . 
therefore entailed that it should, almost 
inevitably, become involved in the rivalry 
between the two companies and should be 
considered by the Northwesters primarily 
as a move in the fur-trade war.-^3 

When in January, 1814, any export of pemmican from 

Assiniboia was expressly forbidden by the Governor of 

the District, Miles Macdonell, the North West Company's 

ire was immediately aroused, despite well-intentioned 
114 features of the move. It is conceivable that the 

Company partners were patiently awaiting such an oppor

tune issue but, nonetheless, the Governor's overly hasty 

action pronouncedly jeopardized the supplying of essential 

provisions to North West Company posts situated throughout 

the interior. In this context, corresponding countermea-

sures were considered by Company partners. In the course 

of deliberations, the potential of the Metis being utilized 

to advantage was recognized, and the decision was made to 

attempt to engage them against the colonists. 

The task of bringing the Métis into the North West 

Company's fold was facilitated by the close connection, 

past and present, of most freemen and many Métis with 

the Company's operations. Certainly there were some who 

had attached themselves to the rival British concern, but 

these formed a distinct minority. The majority of Cana.dd.e.n& 

and their offspring maintained a traditional rapport with 

the Nor'Westers that additionally served as an integrative 

feature of the Canad-len-Métis grouping. 
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[The Nor'Westers] could count on the support 
of the métis, or boi.t-btu.ltt [and] the free 
Canadians. . . Their loyalty to their old 
bou.tLQ2.o-Lt>, or masters, had been kept alive 
by gifts and cajolery. Many of them had been 
granted their discharges on condition that 
they come back into service at call. Many 
were still attached to the Company as provisions 
hunters and had developed a marked 2-tpti.t de 
aotpt in the rude discipline of the buffalo 
hunt. The métis still felt the old hostility 
to the Hudson's Bay Company of the anglai.t, 
with which they identified the colony.H5 

Nonetheless, while it was one thing for the North West 

Company to have the basic loyalty, general support and 

even shared feelings of vested interest of the Canadl2.nt 

and Métis, all of these being assets to the Company's 

standing during the trade war, it was quite another to 

harness these elements and translate them into positive 

action. This was particularly true of the Canadian 

freemen class. The freemen's independent nature and 

respect, even fear, for the rule of law - which 

extended into Assiniboia - led them to adopt a non

violent, essentially noninterventional posture during 

the succeeding course of events. But as for the 

headstrong boi.t-bttll.tt, also known as the jzunzt gtnt 

or "Young Fellows," of the interior, there were issues 

at hand that they eventually felt compelled to take up 

and deal with in whatsoever manner seemed most expedient. 

The adoption of an active role by the boi.t-bttll.tt, 

however, was not accomplished independently or suddenly; 

rather, it resulted from the insistent propagation of 

new concepts among them and their deepening perception of 

the Colony as a threat to their chosen way of life. 

http://boi.t-btu.ltt
http://bou.tLQ2.o-Lt
http://boi.t-bttll.tt
http://boi.t-bttll.tt
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The Nor'Westers' determined policy of ridding the 

country of the new Colony initially proceeded along two 

lines. In the first place, Duncan Cameron, a Nor'Wester, 

worked on the fears and emotions of the new and inexpe

rienced colonists. While assuming the role of a friend, 

advisor and confidant, he encouraged them to leave for 

better lands in Canada and by offering them free use of 

North West Company transport, he eventually spirited away 
117 42 colonists to Canada on June 5, 1815. Secondly, 

the Métis were openly courted by the Company, which saw 

in them the most potentially decisive force in the struggle 

which the Nor'Westers were determined to escalate and 
118 master. The Métis, so the partners reasoned, of their 

own volition might be induced to assume the responsibility 

for driving away the colonists, and the North West Company 

could accordingly present itself as merely a marginal 

participant in the struggle against the Colony. This 

coldly calculated strategy was pursued quite successfully, 

although the Nor'Westers became more embroiled in the 

struggle than they had anticipitated. 

Shortly after news of the Pemmican Proclamation reached 

the North West Company partners at Fort William and 

Montréal, a campaign and strategy against the Colony was 
119 devised. In the fall of 1814, Alexander Macdonell, 

the newly appointed superior at Fort Espérance, and 

Duncan Cameron, a Company officer at Fort Gibraltar, began 

a campaign to foment dissatisfaction among the Métis vis-à-
120 vis the Selkirk Settlers. ""' In this respect, it must be 

recognized that the Métis were neither won over to adopt 

the Nor'Westers' ends as their own on the spur of the 

moment nor were the Métis incontrovertibly hostile to 
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the colonists from the time of their arrival in the 

Red River Valley. 

Initial personal relations between the colonists, 

on the one hand, and the freemen and Métis, on the other, 
121 

were reasonably amiable. During the winter of 

1812-13, for instance, Governor Miles Macdonell "engaged 
122 

his own buffalo-runners," these being Métis, and 

negotiated trading arrangements for provisions with 

freemen and Métis in the vicinity of the confluence of 
12 3 

the Red and Pembina rivers. Among the buffalo-runners 

employed "was Lagimoniêre [Lagimodiêre], the ancestor 

[grandfather] of Louis Riel on his mother's side, who had 

first come to these parts in 1801 . . . He proved the 
124 

most successful and reliable of them all." The 

following winter, "Lagimodiêre [and] Bostonais Pangman, 
125 

were among the hunters engaged." Pangman, for a time, 

rendered invaluable services to the Governor and Colony 
1 2fi 

in his role as interpreter, mediator and hunter. Even 

previous to hiring Métis and arranging for provisions to 

be supplied by them, the first arrivals from Hudson Bay 

had been largely sustained by the Métis, another example 

of initially amiable relations: "[the Scottish] settlers 

purchased some supplies from the North West Company at 

inflated prices, but they obtained more from the Métis 
127 

as charity." The Nor'Westers initial task among the 

Métis was not all that straight forward then; until 1815, 

no alliance between the two parties against the Colony had 
12 8 

been firmly cemented. " However, precipitate actions of 

Governor Macdonell and the machinations of the opposition, 

mainly his cousin, Alexander Macdonell, and Duncan Cameron 

prompted the Métis over a period of some months to adopt 

an increasingly uncompromising stance towards the colonists. 
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The inculcation and popularization of 'nationalist' 

themes amongst the boX,i>-bn.u.tti> was the cornerstone of 

the Nor'Westers' policy to sow discord between colonists 

and Métis. To all appearances the task was not excessively 

difficult. The Métis had by this time forged a niche 

for themselves in fur trade society and they perceived 

themselves as a distinct group and a separate people. 

All the same, the Nor'Westers ideas were potent and they 

elicited an eager approving response on the part of the 

bo-ii>-bnu.ltii. W.L. Morton has succinctly described the 

on-going informal process that was begun in 1814. 

[Cameron and Alexander Macdonnell], in long talks 
with the bo-i-6-bfiuZti, pointed out that the colony 
was founded on two claims. One was the ownership 
of the soil of the Red River District, the other 
a right to govern all who lived in the country. 
But, they went on, were not the bot-6-bnull-i , 
through their Indian mothers, participants in 
the Indian title to the land, which had not been 
extinguished by treaty? And were not the bo-ci-
btiûZtA . . . a free people not to be governed but 
to be treated with? Were they not the new nation 
of the northwest? The Metis listened and talked 
over among themselves these exciting new ideas. 
They liked them. The suggestions accorded with 
their idea of themselves. They assented. And so 
the alliance between the Nor'Westers and the 
bo-Li,-bftUlti against Selkirk's colony began. It 
was, however, as yen but a vague and wavering,„q 
thing, a matter of hint and insinuation only. 

The most immediate element solidifying the alliance was 

the intense dissatisfaction of the Metis with Governor 

Macdonnell's proclamation of July 21, 1814, against 'running 

the buffalo.' This was the Metis' preferred method of 

hunting, despite objections of the colonists, the two 

rival companies and the Indians, who all maintained that 

it was counter-productive, especially during winter, 
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130 because herds would be driven far from winter habitations. 

The Métis knew, of course, that this was substantially 

correct, but they and the freemen, in fact, "profited by 

keeping the buffalo far out and thus having the meat trade 
131 in their hands ..." The Métis did not cease running 

132 the buffalo. They pursued them with yet more vigour. 

The Governor's action only served to draw the disaffected 

Métis closer in spirit to the designs of the Nor'Westers. 

By late winter, 1815, the stage was set for the 

destruction of the Selkirk Settlement by the now resolute 

and increasingly unified Métis. Over the fall and 

winter period, ingredients lacking in the Métis as a 

determined organized force were supplied. The most 

important acquisition was that of effective leadership. 

Certain highly placed Nor'Westers in Rupert's Land had 

recently obtained commissions similar to those in the 

Voyageurs Corps which "however dubious and eked-out by 

borrowed regimentals . . . were meant to equal Miles 

Macdoriell's commissioned rank as captain, and to impress 
13 3 the Indians and b o-Lb - b fuxl'tb ." In line with the 

reasoning they had followed in this assumption of 'official' 

rank, Alexander Macdonell and Duncan Cameron, two of 

the officers, concluded that the Métis too should have 

commissioned leaders to direct any actions undertaken. 

In the summer or fall of 1814, therefore, Cuthbert Grant, 

William Fraser, Angus Shaw and Nicholas Montour, all of 

them "sons of partners, and clerks or interpreters of the 
134 company," were appointed 'captains' of the Métis by 

Cameron. These men did much to impress the Métis that 

their needs and rights would be best met by allying 

against the colonists and the Hudson's Bay Company. 
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By means of his initiative, daring and resolution, 

Cuthbert Grant soon became the acknowledged military and 

political leader>of his people. He assumed a pivotal 

role in ensuing events. 

[Grant] made his bousigzola' cause his own and 
passionately identified himself with the campaign 
to drive the colonists from Red River. By so 
doing he was also to identify himself with the 
new Métis nation . . . the North West Company 
and the faA.u£2.4 seemed to have a common interest 
in resisting the establishment of the colony. 
So Grant thought, and so he acted . . . loyalty 
to his Métis followers was a piece with his 
allegiance to the North West Company . . . It 
is, in fact, not too much to say that the 
loyalty of Grant to the company, and of the Metis 
to Grant, was the decisive element in the course 
of the next two years.135 

Grant urged the Métis to ignore the Proclamation against 

running the buffalo and he was involved in various demons

trations of strength, including hostage-taking, that 

occurred between the Governor's forces and those of Cameron 
126 

and himself. On June 7, 1815, Grant, his fellow Métis 

officers and followers set out to blockade the Colony by 

establishing themselves below Point Douglas. Skirmishes 

and harassment of the Colony followed. Although it 

seemed apparent that the Métis under Grant were determined 

to end to Colony, their allies, the Nor'Westers, insisted 

that hostilities would cease when the Governor surrendered 

himself to their custody under the terms of a legal warrant 

that they possessed. On June 17, Macdonell finally did 

surrender under this agreement. But the Métis, not a party 

to the understanding, intensified their harassment which 

included the destruction of property. Peter Fidler was 

left with no choice but to sign a treaty on June 25, 
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whereby all remaining settlers would depart henceforth, 

which they did. The Métis triumphantly trampled the 
137 crops and fired remaining buildings. 

Destruction of the Colony, however, was but the prelude 

to the next stage of the conflict between the two rival 

companies and between the colonists and Métis. Details 
138 of the events of this second stage can be found elsewhere, 

but several points are worth mentioning. In the first 

place, Grant's position of leadership received formal 

recognition by the North West Company in March, 1816, 

he was appointed 'Captain-General of all the Half-Breeds 
139 in the country.' As such he rallied many Métis to his 

point of view. Also of interest is the fact that Colin 

Robertson, a Hudson's Bay Company man who led the settlers 

back to the site of the Colony in summer 1815, managed 

successfully to woo many Métis of that immediate vicinity 

to the viewpoint that they could actually benefit from 

the colonists' presence. Using the tactics of fur trade 

psychology, Robertson, flattered, impressed, befriended 
140 and listened to the Metis. Equally of interest was 

the tenacity of Cuthbert Grant, his devoted followers on 

the Qu'Appelle river and the Nor'Westers to the achievement 

of their motivationally disparate but complementary ends. 

Grant's dual dedication to his employer, the North West 

Company, and to the principle of defending Métis rights 

to the soil and Métis self-determination merged almost 

indistinguishably in the initiatives he undertook. Indeed, 

the 'Collision' at Seven Oaks was in one sense the most 

obvious and fateful result of the perseverance and adherence 

of Grant to the cause he espoused. 
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The events which led to the "collision1 on June 19, 

1816 — almost exactly a year after Fidler's party departed — 

seemed to have followed, almost inexorably a logic of 

their own. Both sides in the "collision', that is, 

Governor Robert Semple and his escort, necessarily 

representing the Hudson's Bay Company viewpoint, and 

Cuthbert Grant's party of Métis, a handful of CanadÂ.e.n6 
141 and Indians, found themselves in a confrontational 

position at a critical juncture of the trade war. Grant's 

party was seeking to evade detection from the nearby Fort 

Douglas and supply essential pemmican to the arriving 

North West Company brigade which would meet them shortly. 

As for Semple, he had been aware for some time that the 

Nor'Westers had devised a determined strategy which would 

utilize the Métis. The campaign had begun and Semple 

feared for the destruction of his Colony. Accordingly, 

he had effectively blockaded the Forks of the Red and 

Assiniboine as a countermeasure. When Grant's party was 

detected, Semple advanced with a party of 26 men to 

confront them, though not to attack. When Semple and 

one Boucher attempted to parley, an altercation and then 

firing broke out which left Semple and twenty of his 

followers, but only one of Grant's party, dead. The Métis 

victory was complete. The bard Pierre Falcon had observed 

the fighting and he recorded for posterity the Métis 

viewpoint of the 'collision' in his "La Grenouillère". 

The short-lived deadly episode at Seven Oaks to all intents 

ended the use of concerted violence in Assiniboia as a 

tactic or recourse in the competitive struggle of the 

two powerful companies. It also signalled the advent of 

the Métis as an increasingly self-aware proud 'nation' 

which would command attention in the socio-economic and 

political affairs of the Canadian North-West. 
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Economie and Organizational Aspects of Métis Society 

The focal point of Métis economic life was incontestably 

the Buffalo Hunt. Reliance on the proceeds of the Hunt 

was of considerable proportions for a majority of Métis 

in the North-West and pemmican was crucial for fur trade 
143 personnel, especially those manning the brigades. 

Moreover, from the first day they set foot in the Valley, 

the Red River Settlers had no option but to rely heavily 

on buffalo meat as the major source of nourishment. As 

related above, early in the nineteenth century Métis would 

run the buffalo despite objections or sanctions. Thereby, 

they sought to establish a monopoly position for themselves 

in terms of trading arrangements. During the years of 

steady population growth at Red River, a time when the 

Métis population in the North-West burgeoned, the Métis 

demonstrated that they were the masters of the procedures 

and techniques of the Buffalo Hunt. The Hunt soon became 

virtually a ritual exercise for the Métis, but it remained 

a crucial one for them and for many others. It was, in 

short, the singly most distinguishing feature of Métis 
144 - • 

society. It was the fixed center of the Metis way of 

life, and its ramifications found expression in many facets 

of Metis attitudes and behaviour. 

As competition in the fur trade heightened and new 

rival posts blossomed, the Métis and freemen began to 

specialize in supplying buffalo meat to the traders, notably 

the Nor'Westers. As noted, running the buffalo was their 

favoured method of killing the large animals; their 

excursions increasingly became organized affairs which 

promised a sufficient and steady remuneration. The Métis 

and freemen soon had a vested interest in the Hunt, aside 

from their own essential requirements for food. 
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At the turn of the century, buffalo were plentiful in 

the Red River Valley, but increasing demands of the fur 
145 trade for provisions soon resulted in their depletion. 

Also, running the buffalo only served to scatter herds from 

the vicinity of Red River. The need arose, then, for freemen 

and Métis hunters to conduct expeditions far onto the 

plains. To make these occasions economically viable, there 

had to be a goodly number of hunters and work hands. The 

ever-present possibility of attack by the hostile Sioux was 

another significant factor which had to be.taken into account. 

Over a short period of time, however, the Métis perfected 

means of conducting large-scale hunting expeditions on an 
146 orderly, efficient and safe basis. 

The Red River Hunt actually had its origins at Pembina, 

where from an early date, Métis and freemen had erected 

habitations. It was to Pembina, therefore, that the early 

colonists took themselves when winter arrived and the need 

for assured provisions arose. But, after the founding of 

Grantown at the White Horse Plain, in 1824, the Pembina 

Métis were only one of three Métis bands who made the Hunt 

an habitual affair. The other bands, those from Grantown 

and 'The Forks' of the Red and Assiniboine rivers, customa

rily effected a rendezvous with the Pembina band "somewhere 

on the Pembina River, [but] more and more to westward as the 

147 

buffalo-herds retreated." Before entering the buffalo-

endowed plains, the Hunt was organized. The election of 

officers was the first item of business, followed by the 

enactment of regulations for the Hunt. First, ten captains 

were elected at an assembly of hunters. One among these 

was chosen "the great war chief or head of the camp; and on 

all public occasions he occupied the place of president." 

Responsibilities and their delegation were established in a 

clear manner: 
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Each captain had ten soldiers under his orders . . . 
Ten guides were likewise appointed . . . Their 
duties were to guide the camp, each in his turn . . . 
during the expedition. The camp flag belongs to the 
guide of the day; he is therefore standard-bearer 
in virtue of his office. 

The hoisting of the flag every morning is the 
signal for raising camp. Half an hour is the 
full time allowed to prepare for the march. . . 
The flag taken down is the signal for encamping. 
While it is up, the guide is chief of the expedi
tion. Captains are subject to him, and the soldiers 
of the day are his messengers: he commands all. 
The moment the flag is lowered, his functions 
cease, and the captains' and soldiers' duties 
commence. They point out the order of the camp, 
and every cart, as it arrives, moves to its 
appointed place. This business usually occupies 
about the same time as raising camp in the morning; 
for everything moves with the regularity of clock
work. 149 

Also elected was a public crier who made daily announcements 
150 of general interest to the camp. The 'chief or 'president' 

and his councillors enacted fundamental regulations governing 

the expedition and they determined necessary policies and 
151 

detaxls of the Hunt throughout xts duratxon. The regula
tions were primarily a matter of custom and likely changed 

152 little over the years. Those enacted xn 1840 and recorded 
153 by Alexander Ross had almost certaxnly persxsted xn one 

form or another for many years and there would have been 

little reason to alter them. Essentially, the regulations 

stressed collective security and collective responsibility, 

essential prerequisites to the success of such a venture. 

Individual transgressors would be surely punished, though 

not to extremes. If they were habitual offenders, however, 
154 they would be flogged. 
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Under the direction of the guide and informed by scouts 

to the front and flank, the Metis caravan advanced across 

the plains. When a buffalo herd was sighted, camp was set 

up at once. The hunters, on cue, would then charge the 

herd in line and the dangerous 'running' would begin. An 

experienced hunter might bring down ten to twelve animals 

in one 'race' and a thousand or more buffalo might be 
155 killed at any one time, if conditions were advantageous. 

Then women and children began the hard work of skinning 

and butchering the kill. This completed, they cut and 

dried the meat and prepared the valuable pemmican. When 

all of the carts were filled or when the buffalo were no 

more to be readily located, the expedition would turn 

homeward. 

Red River settlers, Métis included, relied heavily on 

the Buffalo Hunt. It was conducted twice a year on a mass 

basis — in June and in September or October. The 'Spring 

Hunt' was larger and more important than the 'Fall Hunt'. 

The former was oriented to the gathering'of pemmican 

which would be sold to colonists and fur traders; it was 

also consumed by the Métis themselves, of course. The 

Fall Hunt "was similar in character, but its purpose was 

-co get robes and fresh meat rather tham pemmican. The 

numbers engaged were fewer, the organization less rigid 

and many of the hunters remained to winter on the plains." 

Assuredly, the Métis were intoxicated by the exhilarating 

nature of the Buffalo "run", but essential needs too held 

them to the Hunt. "Red River was fed by its crops, the 

buffalo hunts, and the fisheries; if any one of these 

failed, there was a shortage . . . The pemmican and dried 
157 meat [the Métis] provided were a necessity." In 1840, 
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the Métis' Spring Hunt expedition "brought back a full 

load — nine hundred pounds — for every cart, a total of 

1,089,000 pounds of meat. This was two hundred pounds 

for every man, woman and child then living in the Red 

River settlement and there was dancing and feasting 
158 

when the carts came home." It must be recognized 

that returns from the sale of pemmican and dried meat 

helped the Métis considerably to achieve some material 

benefits. In turn, the resulting cash-flow stimulated 

the Red River economy : 

in the pemmican which they produced the métis 
had the one certain cash-spinner which the colony 
possessed. For the [Hudson's Bay] Company 
remained dependent on pemmican for its brigades 
[and] as the settlers and the English half-breeds 
brought their farms into production and the 
Company tried to get the colony's trade on to 
a cash basis, the pemmican from the buffalo hunts 
furnished most of the cash. . . . The métis, 
it is true, disbursed the cash which they got 
so easily with a generosity which spread the 
boon throughout the colony.159 

Trade in pemmican of the Métis was conducted on such a 

basis as to keep them quire content with this line of 

activity, rather than to prompt them to increase agricul

tural production, a line of work they were little attracted 

to from the start. 

Whenever the Métis advanced near or onto the plains 

west and south of the settlements at Red River, they were 

exposed to the possibility of conflict with the Sioux. 

The Métis were of Saulteaux or Crée extraction and these 

tribes, especially the former, and the Sioux were 

implacable enemies. To complicate matters further, most 

Métis' hunting occurred on lands the Sioux claimed as 

exclusively theirs for hunting purposes. The warrior-

caste Siouan bands consequently made life as difficult 
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as possible for any 'intruding' Métis, and when aroused 

the Sioux were a deadly foe. In the winter of 1822-23, 

for instance, the Métis did not dare venture out onto 

the plains despite the scarcity of buffalo, because the 
161 

Sioux were in such a dangerous frame of mind. 

Nonetheless, as the Métis refined the logistics of their 

hunting expeditions, all precautions against attack were 

implemented and the caravan defied the Sioux. The Red 

River Carts used on the Hunt proceeded in two or four 

columns and in the event of an attack, they could easily 

be wheeled into a square formation. Following this, an 

established procedure was followed. 

The barricade [of carts] would be strengthened with 
poles and ropes, to prevent the stock stampeding, 
for without them the party was lost. Then some 
picked men would ride out to skirmish, and others 
would lie out from the cart-circle behind rocks 
or in gun-pits to hold the enemy out of range, 
so that they could not shoot the horses in the 
lager. The Métis marksmen could usually pick off 
enough Indians to discourage any bold advance on 
the camp.16 2 

Using these established time-tested techniques, the Métis 

successfully fought off a determined Sioux offensive in 

the Battle of the Grand Coteau, July 13 and 14, 1851, 

when only one Métis perished but as many as 80 Sioux 
16 3 

were killed. "The Métis thereafter were masters of 

the plains wherever they might choose to march . . . 

Their conduct of the march of the cart-brigade, their 

plains-craft, their battle-tactics — from the firing 

from the saddle to the use of the rifle pit -- were 
164 brilliant by any standard of warfare." The Red River 

Settlement was certainly favoured in having such a body of 

masterful horsemen and warriors as this close at hand to 
a *e 4.- • • -a • 165 

ward off any anticipated aggression. 
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Despite the adherence of many Métis to the Buffalo 

Hunt, other economic activities were certainly pursued, 

among which was service with the Hudson's Bay Company. 

After the Union of 1821, Governor George Simpson released 

many employees from service in the course of his reconstruc

tion efforts including a number of Métis; but in following 

years Métis were again recruited. Simpson was eager to 

set aside bitter feelings engendered by the trade war and 

to this end and for the Company's gain, he arranged for 
16 6 

Cuthbert Grant to be hired as a clerk in 182 3. Grant 

resigned the next year, but soon assumed the role of a 

private freighter and a 'petty trader'. The latter work 

Grant undertook with the blessing and encouragement of 

Simpson who very much needed the services "of a free, or 

private trader who would purchase the furs the Métis might 

otherwise take over the border to sell to the American 
16 7 

traders from St. Peter's or from the Missouri." Grant 

and his Métis employees traded for furs over a wide area 

with fine results for the Company's trade. At the same 

time, Augustin Nolin (in the Pembina and Turtle Moutain 

area) and other 'petty traders', such as Louis Guiboche, 

performed similar duties which were to the Company's 

advantage. In a short time, results were obtained from 

these efforts. 
Un grand nombre de métis et d'hommes libres, qui 
avaient coutume de chasser les animaux à fourrures, 
pour leur compte personnel, au delà du 49° parallèle, 
reçurent aussi leurs articles d'échange de la 
Compagnie avec mission de chasser désormais pour 
le compte de celle-ci.-'-6^ 
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A reconciliation, for the time being at least, was being 

made between the Company and the Métis. "Partout, le nom 

de Grant symbolisait le ralliement des métis à la Compagnie 

de la Baie d1Hudson. Partout, il garantissait le loyalisme 
169 des indigènes, comme à la même époque, le métis." 

The Métis undertook various responsibilities as Hudson's 

Bay Company servants, but they were more inclined to and 

suited for certain duties rather than others. At an early 

stage, Simpson recognized this. "L'accomplissement d'un 

travail monotone et régulier, de toute évidence, ne conve

nait pas aux métis. Simpson en fit l'aveu. Il en conclut 

à l'impossibilité de leur confier, sinon à un âge plus 
170 avancé, des emplois à poste fixe dans les forts de traite." 

Consequently, and perhaps due to some discrimination against 

them as well, the Métis did not find their way into all the 

various ranks of the Company's service, particularly in 

the years before 1850. Nonetheless, their valuable 

attributes as natives of the country were exploited and 

Simpson did not fail to employ Métis whenever he realized 
171 that their talents could be effectively utilized. In 

this respect, he was following the policy of the Governor 

of the Company, Sir Henry Pelly (1822-1852) , who promoted 

the widespread employment of mixed-bloods; the number of 
172 Métis in the Company's service increased. "[En] 1860, 

par suite, beaucoup de métis figuraient dans le personnel 

des forts de traite, à tous les échelons de la hiérarchie, 
173 et jusqu'aux grades les plus élevés . . . " But, the 

mtt-l-i, tcoi,&Oili, predominated in the more elevated ranks as 

compared with the Métis, whose educational attainments 

were considerably lower and whose fathers rarely held 

superior positions in the Company. 
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Les métis canadiens figuraient surtout dans les 
emplois subalternes: soit en qualité d'inter
prètes, soit en qualité de 'runners', appelés 
à visiter les tribus indigènes ou les camps 
d'hivernants pour en réunir les pelleteries, 
soit enfin sans spécialité définie, à titre 
de 'general servants'. . . Certains étaient 
parvenus au grade de 'postmaster': tel Augustin 
Nolin . . . Simpson appréciait les services 
de ces métis canadiens, dont le personnel s'était 
graduellement substitué à celui des hommes du 
Bas-Pays.I74 

Difficulties in recruiting suitable Europeans and Ca.yiadA.zni, 

was one factor which enhanced the utilization of Métis at 
175 the trading posts. Metis who filled posts previously 

held by whites often proved to be more capable and better-
176 equipped than their predecessors. 

The lack of formal education or appropriate instruction 

was a primary consideration in the assumption of duties by 

Métis with the Hudson's Bay Company. It was a point often 
177 made by Simpson. As of the period of reconstruction 

in the early 1820s, Métis throughout the North-West 

experienced the adverse effects of this lack of education. 

[Simpson] n'accepta désormais que les jeunes gens 
qui avaient reçu une bonne instruction dans les 
écoles de la Rivière Rouge ou du Bas-Pays. Cette 
plus grande sévérité explique qu'une forte réduc
tion se soit produite, après la fusion de 1821, 
dans le nombre des clercs métis employés dans les 
forts de traite. Elle n'inspire nullement d'un 
préjugé défavorable à leur égard, puisque Simpson 
recommandait au Comité de Londres la promotion de 
ceux qu'il estimait dignes de fonctions supérieures. 
Mais elle aboutit à une diminution graduelle du 
recrutement des clercs ou des 'postmasters' parmi 
les métis de l'Ouest qui avaient grandi auprès 
des postes et n'avaient point bénéficié des possi
bilités d'instruction de la colonie de la Rivière 
Rouge.178 

http://Ca.yiadA.zni
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Thus, the great majority of Métis outside Red River's bounds 

had to accept lesser positions with the Company. Those 

exposed to educational training at the H.B.C.'s 'Sunday 

courses' or missionary-run schools could hope for the 

higher positions, but these were few in number. For the 

most part, then, Métis performed rather routine tasks, 

but often these entailed valuable services which the Métis 

were the best equipped to handle, such as interpreting. 

Another and related task was that of commercial and other 

mediation between the post officer and the indigenous 
179 tribes. Also, "[les métis] prenaient la direction des 

expéditions de chasse et de traite qui étaient organisées 

dans la Prairie avec le personnel du poste: en quoi, les 

métis de l'Ouest, qui avaient passé leur enfance et leur 

jeunesse dans le voisinage du poste, parmi les indigènes, 
180 étaient particulièrement appréciés." The position of 

181 'coureur de drouine' was a Métis monopoly, and Métis 

served with distinction as 'guides', a demanding 
182 position. A majority of Métis servants, nonetheless, 

served as navigators or, as they were called then, 'boat-
18 3 

men' or 'canoemen'. In this respect, the Métis replaced 

the Canadltn voyageurs, a class of men which had virtually 
184 disappeared by 1845. Métis became the habitual navigators 

for the Company and served on all the various brigades. 

Freighting was another Métis occupation, either on 

behalf of the Hudson's Bay Company or private merchants. 

Transporting furs to American fur traders was a freighting 

practice of the Métis before the 18 21 Union, but by the 

1840s, freighting on a well-organized, acceptable commercial 

basis opened up along three trails from Red River to 
186 

St.Peter's (later St. Paul, Minnesota). Agricultural 
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produce and pemmican went southward, while manufactured 

goods, cheaper than those by way of York Factory, went 

northward. After 1850, Métis would conduct this traffic 

by means of a caravan of Red River Carts and en ma&&z 
187 they protected themselves from the Sioux. "It was an 

occupation much like that of boat tripping, seasonal, 
18 8 

casual, and varied." Therein lay much of its appeal 

to the Métis. When, 1858, the Hudson's Bay Company 

followed suit and began to import goods via St. Paul, 
189 in addition to York, new routes and business were 

opened up to Métis freighters. 

les charrettes emportèrent vers les principaux 
forts de traite une partie des marchandises qui 
leur étaient destinées. Le Fort Carlton, le 
Fort Edmonton, le Fort Ellice, les positions de 
la Swan river furent ainsi partiellement 
desservis par les caravanes dont les pistes 
s'alignèrent sur les étendues planes ou marne- -,gn 
lonnées de la Prairie et jusque dans le Park Land. 

Travelling an average of 15 miles a day, pulled by trained 

oxen, the Red River Carts of the Métis freighter could carry 
191 a load of up to 900 pounds. Often subjected to 

unforseen problems and hazards including those of weather, 

the freighter commonly endured harsh and gruelling condi-
192 

tions. 

Unlike the English-speaking half-breeds, the Métis did 

not specialize in agriculture as the primary means of 

livelihood. Although various factors contributed to this 

situation, the extent to which agriculture was a viable 

enterprise in the North-West was a major element in the 

picture. 
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Farming at Red River was an enterprise that faced two 

major obstacles: one was the often harsh conditions of 

climate and season; the other was the limited nature of the 

market for agricultural and allied products, such as beef 

and pork. Regarding the former obstacle, the prospective 

farmer had to anticipate the occurrence of drought, flood, 
193 grasshopper plagues and early frosts. The frosts were 

especially galling, because until the introduction of 

Red Fife Wheat in the 1880s, the late maturing wheat variety 

at Red River was often damaged if not destroyed by 
194 September frosts. Crops grown by the Hudson's Bay 

Company, freemen and Métis at various locations in the 

North-West were also subjected to the ever-present possi-
195 bility of destruction by frost. The limited state of 

the market for produce and meat products likewise put 

a damper on the viability of agriculture as a major source 

of employment. Before the introduction of railway lines 

to the interior, the "lack of facilities for transporting 

such a bulky and cheap commodity as wheat . . . prevented 

the grain growers of the Red River Settlement from entering 
196 the English market." The same situation held true 

throughout the parkland and prairies. The colonists 

necessarily relied on the Hudson1s Bay Company to purchase 

its surplus produce and meat. 

The Colony was able to supply the Company with some 

produce in 1824, and by 1830, a regular supply of provisions 
19 7 

had been established. But the Company's needs were 

rather stable and when adequate provisions were available, 
198 prices paid by the Company fell. The availability of 

. . 199 
pemmican and dried meat also served to depress prices. 
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After 1827 or thereabouts, a state of increasingly serious 

economic stagnation began to set in at Red River: "the 

colonists could supply the wants of the Company's posts 

with ease. There was no stimulus to further production. 

The colony remained for a whole generation passive to its 

fate." For the Métis, then, the growing of crops was 

not especially attractive and it remained very much a 

secondary activity. 

[Les circonstances de l'agriculture] invitaient les 
métis, qui n'étaient, ni par tempérament, ni par 
habitude, portés au labeur agricole, et dont les 
terres étaient particulièrement exposées aux 
ravages des eaux de crue, à poursuivre leur genre 
de vie préféré.201 

Voyaging inclinations of the Métis were offset little it 

appears by the temptations of farming, an undertaking 

of incertitude, the proceeds of which were subject to 

a restricted non-expanding market. 

Voyaging — represented most indicatively in the 

practice of the Buffalo Hunt — was the dominant feature 

of Métis society throughout most of the nineteenth century. 

The demands of colonists and the Hudson's Bay Company for 

buffalo meat reinforced the preference of the Métis for 

an independent and unrestrained existence and at best 

the Métis at Red River were a semi-settled group. Métis 

found on the parkland and prairie, for their part, relo

cated frequently in order to obtain essential provisions. 

The Métis who customarily spent part of each year at 

mission -- settlements were somewhat less obligated to 

devote time to voyaging, as their mass hunts were efficient 

means of collecting necessary provisions. Voyaging was 

the central feature of the way of life of most Métis in 

the freemen class and it was perpetuated among their 



descendants. Conditions of life at Red River did change 

the outlook of some Métis, such as those who took up 

farming on a serious basis, but the majority of Métis 

remained attached to their chosen way of life — the 

voyaging one. 

The resources of the Métis economy were essentially 

provisions and goods obtained from buffalo-hunting, 

catches of fish and furs. Often, supplies of fish were a 
202 valuable recourse for the Colony, and Red River Métis 

would customarily fish at Lake Manitoba, Lake Winnipeg 

and the 'Grande Fourche' of the Red River in the United 
203 States. Métis elsewhere sought out the better lakes 

and rivers. Furs were obtained throughout the parkland 

and along the wooded river valleys of the prairies. 

The modalities of voyaging had the effect of blurring 

any marked discrepancies between the way of life of Métis 

inhabitants of Red River and that of Métis elsewhere 

in the North-West. This was most evident in the first 
205 decades of Metis settlement at Red River, although the 

same held true to a lesser extent until 1870 or so. 

In this respect, it must be recognized that the Métis 

accustomed to living on the prairies and in the parkland 

considerably west and north of the Red River Settlement — 

referred to by Giraud as 'les métis de l'Ouest' — had an 

impact in determining the nature of Red River society. In 

the first place, a goodly number of Western Métis (to adapt 
o n r 

Giraud's terminology) chose to settle down at Red River. 

Their conceptions and habits, which were oriented to a very 

independent way of life, inevitably had repercussions on 

the attitude of their fellow Métis at the Settlement, 

already disposed to self-reliant ways. The influx was a 
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continuing feature of the Settlement, but it was most 

pronounced in the decade of 1820 to 1830 when Métis of 

the Saskatchewan (River) district, in particular, arrived 
207 in large numbers. But if the Western Métis had an 

impact on the predilections of those Métis already at Red 

River, it must not be overlooked that the Red River Métis, 

for their part, by no means lost touch with the wilderness-

oriented way of life pursued most representatively by the 

Western Métis. That is to say, the voyaging component of 

Métis society was clearly expressed in the life-style of 

the Red River Métis themselves and not solely in terms 

of the biannual Buffalo Hunt. The practice of wintering 

by the Red River Métis clearly demonstrated this. 

The practice of wintering by Red River Métis appears 

to have been an habitual one, and it persisted as late as 
208 the winter of 1869. Turtle Mountain in the United 

States was one wintering location for many families, due 
209 to the abundance of buffalo. Other locales were equally 

as popular, notably: Wood Moutain, the Touchwood Hills, 

the Cypress Hills and the wooded valleys of the Qu'Appelle 
210 and Saskatchewan rivers; "les riches pâturages de la 

211 Saskatchewan du Sud," in particular, were an attraction 

for the parkland winterers. In these areas the Métis made 

camp, either setting up tipis or more often erecting wooden 

huts; their numbers might amount to as many as 200 families 
212 

in any one camp. Game, fish and furs were the object 

of the winterers. 

The temptations of subsisting by such provisions and 

items of trade as were to be found in the parkland and on 

the prairies often proved to be attractive to the winterers 

from Red River or from H.B.C. post settlement. 
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Dans la vallée de la rivière Qu'Appelle ou de la 
Saskatchewan, il en était [les Métis] qui n'avaient 
jamais eu d'autre activité que la chasse au bison ... 
ils passaient ainsi de longues années dans la 
Prairie, dans les villages d'hivernants, et ne se 
rendaient que de loin en loin au fort le plus 
voisin ou dans le colonie d'Assiniboia pour y p-, , 
traiter leurs robes ou leurs provisions de viande. 

This practice, then, tempted a number of Métis to adopt a 

way of life that was extremely self-reliant, independent 

in nature, yet frequently precarious, since provisions 

were by no means always at hand. Although they might join 

the Red River Buffalo Hunt from time to time, one concludes 

that these families, generally speaking, became incorporated 

into the more rigorous society of the Western Métis. 

In essence the Métis of the West pursued means of 

livelihood that were less sedentary than those of the Red 

River Métis. 

Beaucoup, nominalement attachés à un poste, menaient 
une existence qui les confondait pratiquement avec 
la classe des 'hommes libres'. Dans celle-ci, les 
métis se substituaient rapidement aux Canadiens . . . 
Etrangers à toute conception de vie sédentaire, 
ils vivaient dans la fréquentation permanente des 
indigènes.214 

Métis employed at the various Western posts might work solely 

at collecting provisions of meat from Indian and Métis 

camps; they might be appointed to guard the post's horses, 

as at Fort Edmonton; they might be engaged as 'fort hunters'; 

or they might be placed in charge of or be associated with 
215 requirements of the post for fish, again as at Fort Edmonton. 
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?zfii>onal Attnlbutci, Rcllgloui, Orientation and Social 
Characteristics ofi the Utile 
The concern here is to present some of the personal 

attributes, religious orientations and social character

istics customarily represented within the Métis 

collectivity. Some additional features of Métis society, 

in both an individual and a collective sense, will 

thereby be presented. A survey of various writers' 

assessments of Métis character and individuality begins 

this section. 

Too many published assessments of Métis character 

have been based on value judgments far more appropriate 

to considerations of modern White society. Alexander 

Ross initiated this process. He characterized the 

Métis hunters at Red River as fickle, unstable and liable 

to be led astray by designing persons; the hunter's 
217 

life was deemed to be one of "idleness and wild freedom," 
218 

not to mention "folly." Métis were improvident and 
219 

lacked forethought; they thoroughly "[detested] all the 

laws and restraints of civilized life, believing all 
220 

man were born to be free." To Ross the Métis were 
2 o1 22 2 

essentially an uncivilized, vain and ostentations 
223 

"gipsy-like class." 

Other writers have seen fit to deviate little from 

Ross's overall assessments. In The Birth of Western 

Canada, for instance, George F.G. Stanley writes: "the 

French half-breeds were indolent, thoughtless and 

improvident, unrestrained in their desires, restless, 
224 

clannish and vain." * In Lours Riel, Stanley maintains 
thar. the Métis were uncomplicated in their outlook on 
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life: "[The] métis had no halftones in the register of 

their vision; there was only black and white, belief and 
225 unbelief, truth and untruth." Elsewhere in the book 

he adds: "With them [the Métis] there were no subtleties, 
226 

no shades of right or wrong." Such blanket statements 

as the latter two and the culturally biased assessments 

referred to beforehand do not do justice to the nature 

of Métis society and personality. 

In Le métis Canadien, Marcel Giraud presents many 

arguments which bear directly or indirectly on Métis 

character and personality. Giraud regards Métis society 

and culture as fragile and incomplete; Métis personality 

is regarded as a reconciliation of White and Indian 

concepts and approaches to life, with the Indian side 

often predominating among the Métis of the West. The 

clergy's 'civilizing' influence on the Métis is viewed 
227 as an important factor affecting Métis personality, 

while frequent contact with the Indian population served 

to draw the Métis to Indian ways and beliefs often in 

conflicts with those of the missionaries and White society 

in general. To Giraud Métis personality "était donc 
22 8 faite d'éléments opposés." ° Other conclusions of 

Giraud are as follows: Being drawn simultaneously to 

aspects of both White and Indian society, Metis were 

emotionally and behaviourally vulnerable to exterior 
229 influences; their vulnerability was compounded by a 

230 marked degree of impulsiveness, based mainly on their 

lack of will power ("leur volonté [était] sans consis-
231 tance, sujette a de fréquents revirements"). The 

(supposedly) nomadic way of life of most Métis strongly 
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affected Métis character: Metis lived a day-to-day 

existence, not planning carefully for future needs of 
232 

provisions and other items; they were fatalistic in 
233 

outlook; their life was alternately one of activity 

(during hunting excursions) and idleness (when all 

immediate needs had been met); they were extremely 
235 

individualistic and regarded their independence as 
2 3fi 

inviolable. Other attributes of the Métis mentioned 

include their amiability, open temperament, generosity 
237 

and hospitality, as well as their benevolence and 
238 

affability. In various respects these conclusions 

are in accordance with those of Alexander Ross. Giraud's 

condescending appraisal of Métis society and personality 

is based on a White value-system and it is presented in 

the context of a Social Darwinist argument. These 

aspects of his work must be kept in mind. 

In Strange Empire, Joseph Kinsey Howard sympathetically 

treats the rise and fall of the 'New Nation.' Howard 

regards the Métis as individually responsible, honest, 
2 39 

law-abiding and hospitable; they were "a cheerful and 
240 

friendly people," though "as wild, temperamentally:, 
241 

as antelopes" and overly fond of "exhausting dancing 
242 

parties and drinking bouts." Métis women's character 

is praised: "[They] were gay companions, industrious 
243 

helpmeets, affectionate wives and devoted mothers." 

Being 'superior' in some respects to the Indian popu

lation and 'inferior' in some respects to the whites, 

"their conception of their own role in society, the chief 

factor in determining 'racial personality', was condi-
244 

tioned by emotional tension. . ." 
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In Gabriel Dumont, George Woodcock emphasizes 

favourably the way of life of the Métis of the West. 

Although he refers to the Métis as a "transitional and 
245 

traditionless people," Woodcock states they possessed 
246 

a "distinctive culture." Possessing "a sense of 
247 

individual liberty as strong as any Indian warrior," 

the Métis were "members of an egalitarian community 

influenced deeply by the kind of primitive and direct 

democracy which existed among the great Indian tribes of 
248 the plains . . . " They were proud, generous and 

249 . . 
hospitable; while they exhibited a definite "sense of 

250 internal solidarity" which might be manifested in 

"signs of rebellion whenever they sensed a threat to their 
251 rights and liberties." Woodcock writes that "the 

Métis attitude can [perhaps] best be defined as one of 

anarchic egoism, tempered by mutual respect among the 
252 

strong and by generosity towards the weak." 

In The Métis: Canada's Forgotten People, D. Bruce 

Sealey and Antoine S. Lussier present a very favourable 

account of Métis society and history. The Métis are 

regarded as having "had a unique and observable social 

system and culture which was a blend of European and 
253 Indian." Although "one can trace both Indian and 

254 
European traits in the Métis,-" the authors maintain 

255 
that "neither culture was predominant" in their 

personality and society. Contact with the Catholic Church's 

representatives served to accuiturate Métis to White 
Or/-

society "and the social character of the Métis owed 
25 7 

much to [the] missionaries." ' Métis were industrious, 
2 5 8 

independent and merry; there was scarcely any crime or 
259 . 2 6 0 

swearing among them; most Métis being "partly nomadic" 
hunters and trappers, they feared 'progress* as a serious 

or-] 

threat to their way of life. Integrative and cohesive 
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aspects of Métis society, such as nationalistic sentiment, 

are referred to throughout the study. 

A few general observations bearing on the nature of 

Métis character are in order at this point. No attempt 

will be made to respond to all of the characterizations 

of Métis mentioned above, as the result would be a jumble 

of little value. It should be noted that in Chapters IV 

and V more information on the Métis way of life will be 

presented, providing further insights to the reader on 

aspects of individual and collective behaviour. 

One of the most pertinent elements in the context 

of the appearance of the Métis collectivity was their 

upbringing in close association with the indigenous 

population of the North-West. Such an upbringing was 

facilitated by the incorporation of Canadien fathers of 

Métis into many aspects of Indian society. Having severed 

all or most ties with Québec, Canad-ltné in the North-West 

became separated emotionally and physically from the way of 

life pursued there. Their estrangement from French-Canadian 

culture signified that few French-Canadian traditions and 

customs would be passed on to their children who expe

rienced the maternal care and counsels of Indian mothers. 

Even when nearly all Métis came to intermarry, their 

voyaging resulted in frequent contact with the indigenous 

population. Ail things considered, the Métis absorbed 

by natural process various concepts and attitudes of their 

Indian kinfolk. The Métis at Red River were exposed more 

than their fellows elsewhere to the institutional and 

behavioural trappings of white society and, hence, they 

became more rapidly acculturated than Métis elsewhere, 

particularly those in the Canadian West. 
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Several characteristics of the Métis, allied to those 

of the Indian population, should be mentioned. One was 

language. 

La fréquentation du primitif s'exprimait . . . par 
l'usage des langues indigènes, plus habituel dans 
[les familles des Métis de l'Ouest] que dans la 
population de la colonie [de rivière Rouge]. 
Beaucoup, malgré leurs origines et leur nom, igno
raient entièrement la langue du Bas-Pays . . . 
ou ne le pratiquaient qu'en la surchargeant de 
termes Indiens. 6 2 

Also, the Métis had a definite aptitude for artistic expres-
26 ? 

sion, though perhaps less so than the Indians. Family 

ties were noticeably strong and supportive; children, as 

among the Indians, were much — loved and well — attended. 

Orphans were rarely abandoned; Catholic orphanage at Métis 

settlements catered primarily to the needs of local Indian 

bands (it must be recognized here the Indians of the North

west suffered grievously — significantly more so than the 

Métis -- from deadly epidemics). As was the case with the 

Indian population, the Metis possessed "les qualités 

d'observation qui leur permettaient de graver dans leur 

mémoire les moindres détails des pays qu'ils parcouraient, 

les attitudes et les moeurs des animaux sauvages, et [ils 

excellaient], par suite, dans la profession de chasseur ou 
26 4 

de guide . . . " As well, it should be noted that Métis 

did not emphasize, or regard as an end in itself, the 

accumulation of material goods. This held true, too, for 

the Indian population. 
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The voyaging way of life of most Métis was an 

important factor in the formation of characteristics 

common to the Métis collectivity. In relying on game 

for nourishment, Métis were subjected necessarily to 
26 S 

periods of privation and to this they became accustomed. 

Due to their strenuous voyaging, in part, they exhibited 
2 6 6 

qualities of vigour and endurance; ' these were frequently 

essential prerequisites to survival itself in the park

land and on the prairie; these qualities also enabled 

Métis to become the valued boatmen manning the H.B.C. 

brigades. Voyaging ways affected Métis proclivities 

in various other respects. Métis attitudes, for instance, 

tended to be quite present-oriented; this was inevitable 

considering their chosen way of life. 

The Métis had very little inclination to adopt 

agricultural ways. This was largely a reflection of their 

love of freedom of movement and their independent nature. 

Essentially it was the Métis' marked emphasis on the 

Buffalo Hunt that gave rise to accusations that they were 

indolent, idle and lacked the foresight to provide for 

future needs of provisions. Such accusations are weakened 

considerably when it is recognized that agriculture through

out the North-West was an uncertain venture before 1885 

and there were no outside markets for agricultural products 

before the arrival of railways. 

The interdependency of Métis was a constant require

ment, both in terms of the procurement of food and in 

terms of defence from hostile Indian bands. This inter

dependency fostered a strong spirit of unselfishness 

among the Métis. "A tous ceux qui sont dans la gêne ou 

dans la misère, le métis dispense les bienfaits de sa 
26 7 

générosité." The selfless and giving nature of the 
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Métis was evident during the Buffalo Hunt when "for the 

benefit of the needy, families which had no hunter, the 

riders made 'free runs' through the herd." ° In a 

similar vein, it has been noted that "the métis, like 

the Indian, kept his door open to any visitor, and 
269 whatever he had he would give in hospitality." 

Observers of Métis society often wrote very favourably 

about various aspects of Métis character. Writing of the 

South Saskatchewan Métis, one observer remarked in 18 72: 

these humble roofs shelter brave, honest, loyal 
hearts, who in all their dealings are the souls 
of rectitude and honor. I have often been struck 
with the happy simple life these people lead. It 
has been my privilege to meet these Freemen . . . 
in every phase of their [activity] and I can 
honestly assert that I know no class of people 
who perform the various duties of their position 
with such singleness of purpose. [They are] „_n 
earnest and persevering in all their vocations. 

In the 1850s, another observer wrote: "[The Métis] are 

by no means an ill disposed people - on the contrary, they 

possess many good qualities; while enjoying a sort of 

licentious freedom, they are generous, warm-hearted and 
271 brave, and left to themselves, quiet and orderly." 

In both firsthand and secondary accounts of Métis society, 

one notices that the Metis are characteristically referred 

to as law-abiding, honest, generous, hospitable, freedom-

loving, independent and cheerful. 

Owing in part to the sociocultural compromises effected 

in the unions of CanadinnA and Indian women, Métis experienced 
272 the absence of a well-defined culture. All the same, in 

time the establishment of firm traditions and common socio

economic activities and the growth of a self-aware 'national' 

pride did occur among the Métis, unlike any other mixed-

blood group in North America. This phenomenon occurred 

principally because of the prolonged isolation of the 

lands of the Canadian North-West. At an early stage in 
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_ . 273 

thexr hxstory, Metxs were noted for their pride, a 

characteristic which arose from their proven selfsuffi-

ciency, their independent nature and their mastery of the 

arts of wilderness survival. The self-esteem of Metis 

might be expressed by the adoption of colourful attire 

or by competitions among themselves which stressed one's 

skills of horsemanship, for example. Certainly, Métis 

loved display and pageantry, whether this meant a 

fusillade from rifles ('feu de joie1) to greet distin

guished visitors or the full enjoyment of Church 

processions and celebrations. The Métis believed them-
274 selves to be superxor to thexr Indxan kxnfolk, while 

they were neither humbled nor self-effacing in the 
275 

presence of whxtes. 

A few remarks are in order concerning the religious 

orientations of the Métis (this topic receives due consi

deration in Chapters IV through VI). Before Métis were 

afforded the opportunity to hear firsthand the message of 

the Catholic clergy, they had only a hazy conception of 

Christianity overladen with Indian concepts of the spiritual 

forces present in nature. However, a respect for the 

person of che priest was handed down to Métis from their 

Ca.na.di.zri fathers or forefathers; this enabled the clergy 

to command almost instant prestige when they commenced 

proselytizing the Métis. At Red River and throughout the 

North-West, Métis were generally very attentive to the 

clergy's ministrations. When Catholic missions were 

established to serve them, many Métis erected cabins 

close-by to learn more about the Catholic faith and to 

receive the spiritual solace and temporal guidance which 

http://Ca.na.di.zri
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the missionaries provided. As a rule, Métis who attached 

to mission-settlements became devoted and observant 

Christians; mass and Sunday services were well-attended 

(when parishioners were not off hunting). Métis who 

were attached only temporarily to mission-settlements --

those who preferred by far to engage in a voyaging way 

of life rather than a partially sedentary one — were 

noticeably less inclined to observe Church functions and 

public worship. Nonetheless, even among Métis who pursued 

an almost solely voyaging way of life, there was a least 

some attachment to the Catholic faith and its representatives; 

as Father Fourmond wrote in 1878: 

au milieu de ces longues pérégrinations à travers 
le monde, [ces voyageurs métis] deviennent souvent 
négligents pour la pratique de leur religion; ils 
oublient bien des choses. J'en ai vu qui ne savaient 
même plus faire le signe de la croix. Mais leur 
foi, leur respect pour le prêtre et la religion 
de leur mëre ne les abandonnent jamais. C'est là 
une planche de salut qui souvent les sauve du 
naufrage.2 76 

The prevailing esteem in which the priest was held enabled 

him to function well among Métis whom he encountered in 

the course of far-flung itinerant missions, as even those 

Métis who were only nominally Catholic did recognize that 

they were, indeed, Catholic in faith above all else. 

At this point several socially oriented characteristics 

of Métis society should be mentioned to round out the 

perspective provided in this section. 

The Métis adopted a characteristic style of dress with 

emphasis on utility and style. The latter received due 

attention and a taste for ostentation was quite evident, for 

instance, by "[the Métis] freighters with their black 

corduroy pants, their blue coats and brass buttons, their 
227 red sashes and their white shirts with the fancy bosoms." 
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These men's dress demonstrated the tendency (most obvious 

at Red River one can assume) to adopt the European style of 

tailored clothing. This tendency became stronger as returns 
2 78 from the Buffalo Hunt began to dwindle. Hides were used 

in making the popular capot, pants and sometimes shirts, 

while the women preferred European fabrics for their dress; 

these fabrics played a greater role in clothing, it seems 
279 than animal hides. The men were noted for their brightly 

coloured sashes and their incomparably warm and distinctive 
280 winter apparel. "Les femmes se distinguaient par leurs 

moccassins, par leurs mitasses ou guêtres de drap noir, 

ouvragées de perles ou de soie de couleur, surtout par le 

grand châle noir dont elles s'enveloppaient la tête et le 
281 buste. C'était l'insigne distinctif de leur tenue nationale." 

The housing of Métis was a varied matter. Frequently 

during voyagings, a tipi of buffalo hide would be erected, 
2 8 2 

winter and summer. u Métis of the West used this form of 

habitation on a wide scale, especially when game was dispersed 

and frequent changes of locale were required. 

Mais, comme le séjour se prolongeait d'ordinaire 
en un même point en raison de la moindre mobilité 
des troupeaux pendant la saison la plus rigoureuse 
de l'année, les métis érigeaient plus souvent des 
demeures de rondins a pièce unique, dont ils pro
tégeaient les ouvertures par des peaux de bisons, 
eu devant lesquelles se dressait l'échafaud couvert 
de quartiers de viande durcis par le froid.2°3 

At Riel River, rectangular 'French or Red River style' log 

houses were commonly erected. The means of construction has 

been described as follows : 
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It consisted of positioning vertical posts on a 
sill, at intervals determined by the size of the 
building. The posts were slotted and infilled 
with tenoned horizontal timbers. Spaces between 
the timbers were clinked with a mud and hay 
plaster {boui>-LllaQH) and the roof was usually 
shingled. By the 1880s, a more elaborate or 
well-finished structure was also boarded and 
painted.284 

At established Métis settlements in the Canadian West, the 

style of houses varied somewhat, though the 'Red River Style' 

was not commonly followed. Conditions at one settlement 

have been described as follows : 

At Batoche, the Métis erected log buildings in 
Red River frame but more commonly in the 19th 
century 'English or American style'. Most of 
the structures were p-cèce i, uJi pi.tcz with 
dovetailed corners, on a fieldstone or clay 
foundation, the spaces between the logs filled 
with a mud and hay plaster and the exterior 
whitewashed. . . Roofs were usually shingled 
although a few thatched roofs were reported in 
1885. Two-storey dwellings were not uncommon 
and interiors were comfortable if sparsely 
furnished.28^ 

Housing styles at other Métis settlements, such as St-Albert, 

were likely analogous to those at Batoche. 

Recreational pursuits of the Métis should be noted 

briefly. Two of the most avidly pursued pastimes were 

horse racing and gambling, the latter often in conjunction 

with the former. The 'hand game' or jiu. de ma-in was 

another popular form of gambling among Métis. Dancing 

parties were the most popular form of recreation. In 

1867, Father Végréville listed five different types of 

dancing parties that might occur among Métis. There was 

the dance by invitation; the wedding dance; the dance 

between men only or women only; the dance among persons 

of the same household; the "bal accidentel, quand par 

accident il se trouve un joueur dans une maison et que 
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peu à peu plusieurs étrangers se réunissent pour danser 
T O C 

hommes et femmes." " With the able assistance of relays 

of fiddlers, dances often lasted until daybreak, while 

occasionally a dancing party would continue for several 
28 7 days. Virtually whenever and wherever Métis congregated, 

the recreational activities mentioned above could be 

enjoyed in full measure. 

Political Aspects of Métis Society 

This section considers, very briefly, the events of 1849 and 

1869-70 at Red River; the former being the movement against 

the Hudson's Bay Company's monopoly and the latter the Red 

River Insurrection. These events revealed the capability and 

the determination of the Métis to defend their rights 

grounded in natural law, when the same were being ignored, 

repudiated or threatened from without. 

The Sayer Trial of 1849 brought into sharp focus the 

increasingly serious estrangement of the Métis from the 

Hudson's Bay Company in Assiniboia. The issues of confron

tation revolved around the Company's claim under the 

Charter of 1670 to control all facets of trade in Rupert's 

Land, as well as measures the Company adopted to this end. 

'Free Trade', or in other words trade conducted without 

the participation or the formal approval of the Company, 

occurred in Assiniboia from the first day of the Union of 1821, 

usually with the involvement of American fur traders 

stationed not far from the border with Canada. (Technically, 

the activities in the North-West of the Montreal-based fur 

trading concerns during the eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries constituted 'free trade' in the opinion of the 

Hudson's Bay Company). But in the 1840s, free trading in 
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furs became a common enterprise among the English-speaking 
288 

half-breeds and the Métis. The young mixed-bloods 

saw few or no prospects in sight, in terms of agricultural 

enterprise or the plains provisions trade, sectors of the 
289 economy which had reached a stable supply-demand position. 

Free trading, on the contrary, appeared promising and 

remunerative, but to the Hudson's Bay Company it was 

totally unacceptable. 

The first reaction of the company and of the Council 
of Assiniboia was to endeavour to suppress the free 
trade by all public and private means. Houses and 
premises were searched for furs. When furs were 
found, they were confiscated. Cart-trains were 
stopped and searched for furs, and the furs con
fiscated. . . The wording of land titles was 
tightened, in order to make effective the clause 
providing for forfeiture of lands on conviction 
of trading in furs. "^ 

These and other countermeasures alienated and infuriated 

the mixed-bloods and the settlers alike. The sending of 

British troops to Red River in 1846 likely averted a 
291 serious confrontation between the opposing sides. Calm 

prevailed until the spring of 1849, when one Pierre 

Guillaume Sayer and three other Métis were accused of 

illicit fur trading practices. Sayer1s trial proceeded 

first and it provoked a decisive Métis response. 

The Métis were not the only group with a vested 

interest in circumstances surrounding the Sayer Trial, 

but they almost certainly had experienced most keenly the 

adverse effects of attempts to enforce the trading 

monopoly. They, above all, would have had little 

compunction leaving their small plots to trade in furs. 

Although James Sinclair, an English-speaking half-breed 

merchant, played an integral role in leading the anti-
292 Company forces, no less signigicant were the efforts of 
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Jean-Louis Riel (or Louis Riel Sr.) and Reverend Georges-

Antoine Belcourt, a Catholic priest. 

[Belcourt], when he arrived from Lower Canada, 
entered wholeheartedly into the agitation against 
the Company. He gained the confidence of the 
French-speaking métis by identifying himself 
with their aspirations and serving as their 
political as well as their spiritual adviser. 
[He] was the guide, the counsellor* the father 
confessor of the métis protesters. 

In 1846, Belcourt drafted a petition to the British 

Government on behalf of the Métis demanding free trade 
294 and responsible government; though transferred to 

Pembina in 184 8, he continued to counsel the Métis at 

Red River. On the other hand, Riel was the one who 

transformed conviction into action. 

A plusieurs reprises, J.-L. Riel, qui domine 
la bourgeoisie par la vigueur de ses initiati
ves, mobilise la force populaire des métis et 
obtient la suspension de poursuites que les 
Bois-Brûlés interprètent comme autant de défis 
à leur 'nation'. 
. . . D'une nature violente et susceptible, J.-L. 
Riel apparaissait comme le plus ardent défenseur 
de l'indépendance du groupe métis et comme 
un adversaire convaincu de la Compagnie de la 
Baie d"Hudson.295 

Recently advised by Belcourt that in his opinion the 

Charter of 1670 was invalid and that it could therefore 
296 be opposed, Riel mustered a force of armed Metis who 

arrived at the courthouse where Sayer was being tried. 

Sayer was found guilty as charged by a jury, but The 

Court prudently assessed no penalty and dropped charges 

against Sayer's fellow accused. The waiting Métis were 

jubilant at news of the decision which they interpreted 

as a victory for free trade. Indeed, the Company did not 
297 again seek recourse in the courus to enforce its monopoly. 

Free traders, including many Métis, fanned out through 
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the parkland and prairies to seek furs in trade. 

The Métis demonstrated the efficacy of concerted 

action during the 'Sayer Affair' of May 17, 1849. In 

subsequent years, there were some dividends from their 

confrontational posture. A bilingual judge replaced the 

disliked unilingual Adam Thom, and Métis representatives 

were appointed to the Council of Assiniboia in 1853 and 

29 8 

1857. These Métis were well-pleased with their poli

tical prestige and influence in Red River society. During 

the 1850s, the outlines of a Métis petty bourgeois class 

became much clearer and a number of its members attained 

political office and governmental position. These appointees 

- such as Salomon Hamelin, François Bruneau, Pascal Bréland, 
Urbain Delorme and Baptiste Larocque, among others - were 

299 

merchant-farmers of means who were well-educated. Their 

rise to prominence can be attributed, in part, to the Métis1 

show of strength in 1849 and the consequent need of the 

Hudson's Bay Company - dominated Government of Assiniboia 

to bolster its sagging credibility and impugned authority. 

The Red River Resistance of 1869-70 was the most 

complex political struggle the Métis had yet engaged in. 

Space does not permit a full treatment of the resistance, 

concerning which a great deal has been written. However, 

several observations should be made on the nature and import 

of Métis actions at this time. 

It must be recognized that the Métis nationalist 

movement which coalesced around Louis Riel in 1869-70 

was reacting to very real fears for the future of Métis 

society in the North-West. These fears arose from various 

quarters. In the first place, the encroachment of a new 
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order at Red River — in social, cultural and economic 

terms — occurred during the decade preceding the events 

of 1869. The old order, an embodiment of both voyaging 

and sedentary ways, was faced during the 18 60s, by 

challenges which were undermining its very substance and 

meaning. 

The new order was heralded by an influx of English-

speaking settlers from Upper Canada who came to Red 

River during the late 1850s and the 1860s. The numerical 

superiority of the mixed-bloods was not called into question 

during this process; however, the new arrivals clearly 

revealed that they regarded themselves as but the prelude 

to a wave of settlement from Upper Canada. The means of 

effecting this anticipated settlement, or at least the 

terms under which it would operate, was to the Canadians 

quite simple: Assiniboia would be annexed to Canada. 

There was some agitation to this end in Upper Canada, 

and in Red River the Nor'Wester served as an organ of 

the so-called 'Canadian party,1 which assiduously 

fomented dissatisfaction with Hudson's Bay Company rule and 

praised union with Canada as the only viable alternative. 

Indeed, "[the Canadian party] so challenged all the 

fundamentals of the old order in Red River as to give the 

impression that they were trying to bring about anarchy. 

That indeed was to be the result, though it was not the 
30 2 intent, of their agitation." The breakdown of social 

order, legal process and governmental authority which 

afflicted Red River during the 1860s was largely a result 

of the polarization of the population into camps supporting 

the Canadians and those of dissimilar persuasions. Consi

derations of race, religion and politics were ail determining 
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factors in the breakdown of the established order into 

factionalism and distrust. 

After protracted negotiations, in 1869 the British 

Government, the Hudson's Bay Company and the Canadian 

Government agreed to terms whereby Rupert's Land would 

be turned over to Canada. The Canadians' cause in Red 

River seemed to have been fulfilled, but the Métis had 

different ideas. On October 31, the arriving Lieutenant-

Governor, the Hon. William McDougall, was forcibly denied 

admission to the proposed 'North-West Territory', under 

the orders of a Métis 'National Committee', headed 

nominally by its president John Bruce but in reality 

commanded by Louis Riel. Within days, the Committee's 

supporters seized Fort Garry; on November 6, Riel called 

for a Convention representing all parishes to meet in 

several weeks' time, which it did; on November 23, he 

advocated the formation of an interim government; this 

was constituted on December 8, and Riel took office as 

President on December 27. These decisive measures 

demonstrated a steadfast determination on the part of 

their initiators, the Métis. 

The Métis acted in large measure from uncertainty and 

apprehension during the unfolding of the Insurrection. 

That this came to be the case was owing primarily to the 

utter absence of any consultation with residents of the 

North-West concerning the proposed transfer of Rupert's 

Land to Canada. Neither the British nor the Canadian 

Government seemed to have any interest whatsoever in 

assessing the views of the people whose lives could be 

affected by the transfer. This was a grave omission and 

it set the stage for resistance to rule imposed arbitrarily 

from without. 
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Many of the difficulties consequent upon the 
transfer might have been obviated by consulting 
the wishes of the inhabitants and guaranteeing 
legislative security for their national 
preservation . . . Even the authorities at 
Red River were kept in complete ignorance of 
the proposed arrangements . . . It is not 
surprising, therefore, that [the Métis], feeling 
that they had been sold "like dumb driven cattle', 
determined to dictate their own terms to the 
Dominion of Canada . . . To secure their own 
terms and thus erect a barrier around their 
racial and religious privileges became the .„, 
motive force behind the [Métis] rising in 1869. 

The prospect of large-scale immigration of English-

speaking Protestant farmers to Red River and vicinity 

was seriously disquieting to the French-speaking 

Catholic Métis. Moreover, as attested to be various 

actions of the 'Canadian party', Métis land rights 

appeared to be imperilled. Also, adequate Métis 

political participation in the new scheme of government 

scarcely seemed certain. The Métis had no assurances 
304 on eitner of these vital matters. Rather, what they 

observed were violations of accustomed land practices 
„ . 305 including claim-staking on ostensibly Metis lands. 

The Métis, like all others at Red River, had no recognized 

land titles and thus they quite rightly feared the advent 

of land speculators. 

The claims of Indians, m t t i ,6, and the Company to 
the lands of the Northwest were all challenged, 
directly or implicitly, by Canadians in the fall 
of 1868 and the spring of 1869. . . If there 
were to be peace, it was imperative that the 
suspicious Indians, the sensitive and formidable 
mitK.6, be given assurance that their rights in 
the land of their birth would be recognized. The 
Hudson's Bay Company Governor and the Governor and 
Council of Assiniboia could give them none. 6 
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Over and above the question of Métis rights to the soil 

was the question of who would in fact control the new 

government. A nominated council was scheduled to serve 

under McDougall, but the 'Canadian party' boasted in 

no uncertain terms about their political connections and 
307 their determination to serve in government. The Metis 

saw only trouble ahead unless they took the initiative to 

shape events and dictate terms that would ensure the 

preservation of their society in the North-West. 

Details concerning the resistance can be found 

elsewhere, however, a few concluding remarks in this 

respect are in order. In the first place, the role of 

Louis Riel deserves attention. Riel was only twenty-five 

years of age in 1869, but owing to his leadership 

potential, solid education, Métis patriotism, bilingualism 

and convictions about what course of action would best 

serve Métis interests, he soon became the acknowledged 

leader of the Métis nationalists. Despite his lack of 

experience Riel proved to be a decisive commander and an 

astute politician. He diligently pursued a single-minded 

approach to achieve Métis objectives. This approach 

consisted of the tabling of demands or 'rights' before 

elected representatives of Red River parishes. These 

demands, Riel hoped, would be supported by a consensus, 
30 8 even if solely that of the mixed-bloods who were, 

after all, in a numerical majority at Red River. His 

course, then, was predicated on a unified course of action. 

"The one course from which Riel never deviated was building 

a strong government in the colony to negotiate with Canada. 
309 

He [wanted] to unite, not to split, the Settlement." 
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His objectives were positive ones, above all supportive 

to the Métis cause. 

[Riel] had no intention of committing an act of 
rebellion against the crown . . . He adhered 
to this course throughout the disturbances of 
1869-70. . . Riel's purpose [was] in some way 
to delay the establishment of any kind of Canadian 
government in the country until the Canadian 
government [provided] officially the assurances 
that the people demanded, assurances with regard 
to their economic and political security - and 
their religious security too. x^ 

Despite the intrigues of the 'Canadian party' and the 

neutral position of many English-speaking half-breeds, 

Riel found ample support for his stand at various times 
311 during the resistance. His great faux pas was the 

execution of Thomas Scott, the repercussions of which 

led him to defeat and exile. Nonetheless, Riel did 

achieve provincial status for his homeland based on a 

formal recognition of language and religious freedoms 

with provision made for Métis land rights. 

Despite Riel's leadership capabilities, he relied 

heavily on an armed force of some 400 to 600 Métis 
312 supporters. The National Committee, formed to block 

McDougall's entry into Assiniboia and to advance Métis 

rights, was an adaptation of the organization of the 
313 

Buffalo Hunt; it was elected to direct any military 
314 actions required. The rank and file of the nationalist 

force were a hardy tough-minded lot: buffalo hunters, 

back from the Summer Hunt; and tripmen [or voyageurs] 

from the northern brigades who had completed their obli-
315 gâtions for the year. Especially adamant against the 

'Canadian party' were "the turbulent Saskatchewan boatmen 
816 

of St-Vital. . ." The backing of such supporters more 
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than made up for the relatively small prosperous group 

of Métis traders and farmers who chose not to support 
317 Riel. Reliance on his armed devoted followers was, 

indeed, a constant feature of Riel's role during the 
318 course of the Insurrection. To men such as these, 

recourse to arms was the most expedient means of defending 

Métis interests. In this respect, they pursued a course 

of action that was reminiscent of the bold initiatives of 

Cuthbert Grant's party many years previously. And in 

1885, similar men of action appeared once more - to defend 

by force of arms, if need be, the best interests of the 

Métis nation. 
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III. The Catholic Clergy in the North-West, 1845-1885 

Expansion of the Catholic Missionary Effort in the North

west after 1845 

In the forty-year period following 1845, an influx of 

Oblate and some secular missionaries into the North-West 

occurred, thus enabling an extension of proselytization 

into many areas not previously exposed to such activity. 

Consequently, new parishes, missions and mission-stations 

were founded; a network of Church establishments of 

varying duration and importance appeared. A brief 

selective examination of the expansion of missionary 

efforts after 184 5 and the general context within which 

this occurred should be instructive before proceeding to 

a consideration of the clergy themselves and attendant 

features of their work. 

During the period 1845 to 1853, the foundations of a 

solid missionary effort among the native population of the 

North-West were laid. The essential prerequisite to 

this effort — that of an adequate number of clergy — was 

met by a continued supply of Oblate missionaries from France 

and elsewhere. In 1846, Bishop Provencher received three 

more Oblates into his small but finally growing contingent. 

These were Father F.X. Bermond, Henri Faraud, still a 

novice, and Louis Dubé, the first Oblate Brother to arrive 
319 xn the xnterior. In 1848, Fathers Jean Tissot and 

320 Augustin Maisonneuve arrived, and to their number were 

added in 1852, four more Oblates — Fathers René Rémas, 

Henri Grollier and Valentin Végréville, and Brother Alexis 
321 Raynard. In December, 1852, there were eight Oblate 
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Brothers serving Provencher in addition to four secular 

priests — the newly arrived Abbé Albert Lacombe, the 
322 Abbes J.B. Thibault, Joseph Bourassa and L.F. Lafleche. 

The clergy above-mentioned might be posted to one of three 

missions as of the first days of 1853, if St-Boniface and 

White Horse Plain are excluded. The three missions were 

situated at Lac Ste-Anne, Ile à la Crosse and Lake 

Athabaska, each of which could claim resident clergy by 

this time. 

The mission of Ste-Anne was founded in 1844 by Abbé 

Thibault at a lake named Manlto Sakah^igan (or 'Lake of the 

Spirit") by the Crées and called Devil's Lake by the 
323 whites. Situated 45 miles west of Edmonton, the lake 

was renamed Lac Ste-Anne by Thibault. The mission was 

founded to meet the needs of Métis residing at the lake 

and also to serve as a point of departure for itinerant 

missions. The residence-chapel was completed in September, 

1844, by Thibault, Bourassa and Pierre Thibert, an in.ga.gt 

of the missionaries. The founding of the mission at Lac 

Ste-Anne was the first substantive move in opening up the 

lands west of St-Boniface to the efforts of resident 
324 Catholic missionaries. 

The mission of St-Jean-Baptiste was founded in 1846 by 

Abbé Laflèche and Father Taché. The site of the mission was 

one mile from the Hudson's Bay Company fort at Ile à la 

Crosse Lake. The first mission building was constructed 

by company servants acting under the orders of the fort's 

boatgeoi-i, Roderick McKenzie, who provided materials and 
325 labour free of charge. Establishment of the mission had 

been prompted by the entreaties of Abbé Thibault who had 

found the Montagnais Indians of the vicinity eager to learn 

http://in.ga.gt
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more about the religious teachings he had imparted to 
I O C 

them. J In 184 7, Taché undertook itinerant missions from 

Ile à la Crosse to Lac Caribou (Reindeer Lake), with its 

population of Chipewyans and Crées, and to Lac Vert (Green 
327 Lake), with its Crée population. From the outset, these 

and other locales were visited by missionaries itinerating 

from Ile à la Crosse. 

The mission of the Nativity was founded in 1849 at 

Lake Athabasca by Father Faraud. The lake had first been 

visited by Taché in 1847, when during a three-week mission, 
328 he baptized nearly 100 persons. The majority of Indians 

in the vicinity were Montagnais, although some Crées were 
329 to be found in the area. In 1853, Taché (now Bishop 

of St-Boniface) visited the mission and concluded that 

another post was needed at the eastern extremity of the 

lake where the Indians were quite numerous. Accordingly, 

in September of that year, Grollier founded Notre Dame 

des Sept-Douleurs mission which was well-received by the 

'Caribou-Eaters' of the vicinity. 

A few months before the founding of the latter mission, 

Bishop Provencher died. The matter of succession had 

been resolved beforehand, because Provencher "[had been] 

obsessed by the fear of dying without a coadjutor who 

could succeed him ipso facto, thus obviating the incon-
331 venience of a long interregnum." Prompted by this 

concern, Provencher had nominated Taché as coadjutor, 

and on June 24, 1850, the 27 year-old Taché was appointed 

Bishop of Arath and coadjutor to Provencher. It has 

been remarked that: 
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in spite of his youth, Father Taché was evidently 
the man for the situation. He knew the country 
and several languages, was able and learned, and 
above all he belonged to a religious Order. Once 
consecrated, that Order could not possibly abandon 
the missions over which he would preside. ^2 

Taché automatically succeeded Provencher as Bishop of 
333 St-Boniface on June 7, 1853, the date of the latter1s 

demise. Two years previously, Taché had been named Vicar 

of the Oblate Missions in Northwestern America, a position 

equivalent in the Order to that of "a Provincial for a 
3 34 regularly constituted Province. On September 22, 1871, 

Taché became Archbishop of the Metropolitan See of 

St-Boniface, which position he held until his death on 

June 22, 1894. 

Under Taché's direction, a great many accomplishments 

and new initiatives took place. One area of endeavour 

worthy of being noted was the extension of missions into 

the Far North. In 1856, the mission of St-Joseph's was 
335 founded at Great Slave Lake by Father Faraud. In 

subsequent years, considerable labours were expended there 

and at other northern missions to spread the Gospel among 

inhabitants of the far reaches of that vast land. This 

northerly missionary thrust was aided considerably by the 

mission at Lac la Biche -- Notre-Dame des Victoires — 
o o c 

founded formally in 185 3 by Rémas, although the area 
had been visited from time to time by missionaries since 

337 1844. This mission was upgraded beginning in 1855, so 

as to meet more effectively the personnel and transportation 

needs of the northern missions and the missions at Lake 

Athabaska. 
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In addition, it should be remarked that new parishes 

were founded in what is presently Manitoba. The works 

of education and health care there proceeded apace with 

the growing population. Nonetheless, the remainder of 

this chapter and the subsequent three chapters are 

concerned primarily with missionary activity in the lands 

of present-day Saskatchewan and Alberta. 

The founding of two additional missions in the vicinity 

of Fort Edmonton must also be noted in this section. 

These were St-Albert and St-Paul des Cris. The former 

and by far the more important mission was founded in 

1861 by Father Lacombe at a site some nine miles north

west of Fort Edmonton. A number of considerations led to 

the founding of the mission. In the first place, there 

was easier accessibility to the Fort and to the north 

Saskatchewan River than at Lac-Ste-Anne. Secondly, the 

soil at the mission promised better agricultural output 

than at Lac Ste-Anne, and this would surely attract some 
339 Métis to settle there. Finally, whereas the mission at 

Lac Ste-Anne was located in country not frequented by the 

Blackfoot, the location of the new mission facilitated 
340 access to locales the Blackfoot visited, one of which 

was, of course, Fort Edmonton. Despite the establishment 

of the new mission, that at Lac Ste-Anne continued to 

function on a permanent basis. 

In 1860, Bishop Taché visited Lac Ste-Anne and was 

shown the site of the eventual mission of St-Albert, one 

that Father Lacombe had favoured for some time. Taché 

was enthusiastic about the site, approved of a new mission 

near the Fort and advanced the name of the mission-to-be 
341 in honour of Lacombe's patron, St-Albert. During the 
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spring of the following year, Lacombe and three Métis 

companions built a residence-chapel, 25 ft. by 30 ft., 
342 not far from the lake Lacombe named St-Albert. Then, 

ploughing and seeding of a large field was completed. 

The mission immediately attracted Métis who chose to settle 

at that location and its immediate environs. 

Ultimately, St-Paul des Cris was not a successful 

mission. Nonetheless, it symbolized the missionaries' 

determination to convert the Crée nation to Catholicism 

and simultaneously to direct members of that nation 

towards agricultural enterprise. The mission was founded 

on the left bank of the North Saskatchewan River facing 

Saddle Lake, at present-day Brosseau. In spring, 1865, 

its founder, Father Lacombe, arrived at the site he had 

chosen, to be greeted by a large Crée band awaiting his 

scheduled arrival. Wasting no time, Lacombe and his 

companions hitched up a team of oxen to a plough and 

Lacombe guided the first furrows of farmland to the solemn 
344 vxews of those present. Seeding was soon completed, 

and some time later, a good-sized building was erected 
345 to meet mission needs. 

The northerly and westerly expansion of missionary 

activity which proceeded from the time of the arrival of 

the first Oblates necessitated a great deal of physical 

exertion when missions were being built, as well as an 

assumption of new responsibilities and demanding challenges. 

Many jobs became the responsibility of the missionary, he was 

responsible for seeing to the construction of mission facili

ties, maintaining the same, attending to the needs of one's 

charges and perhaps setting off afar to spread the Gospel. 

The responsibilities and undertakings of a missionary were, 

indeed, numerous. 
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The North-West missions were favoured with the 

presence of a goodly number of Sisters of Charity — the 

Grey Nuns. The arrival of the first representatives of 

this Order (in 1844) has been noted in Chapter I. The 

Grey Nuns1 early works of education and health care were 

confined to the Red River Settlement, where by 1858, 
346 they operated three convents. In 1850, Sisters 

Lagrave and Lafranee arrived at nearby White Horse Plain, 
347 where they founded a convent school. By this time, 

they and others of their Order: 

had proved invaluable to the missionaries . . . 
Not only did they teach the young, but they 
reared the orphans, treated the sick, took 
care of the sacristies, and rendered their 
spiritual fathers [innumerable] services . . . 
[They] were ever ready to assist in any way 
to the best of their abilities.348 

In 1856, Bishop Taché finalized an agreement in Canada with 

superiors of the Sisters' Order that would enable Grey 

Nuns to proceed to the various Oblate Missions in Rupert's 
349 . . 

Land. This promising arrangement had previously 
received the full approval of Mgr de Mazenod, the Oblates' 

350 Founder, and it inaugurated the assumption of important 

works by the Sisters throughout the North-West, not. to 

mention the Far North. 

The first Sisters arrived at Lac Ste-Anne on September 

24, 1859; these were Sisters E.Z. Leblanc, Adèle Lamy and 
351 M.A. Jacques. In March, 1963, they relocated to the 

fledgling mission at St-AIbert, where they soon opened 

a school and managed the affairs of an orphanage and a 
352 hospital. At Ile a la Crosse, the first Sisters 

arrived October 4, 1860; these were Sisters M.R. Caron 
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353 (called Sister Agnes), M.A. Pépin and Philomene Boucher. 

The works of these and other 'femmes de la prière' will 

be referred to later in this study. 

Missionary initiatives in the North-West and the Far 

North placed a great many demands on the shoulders of the 

prelate responsible for their success or failure, Bishop 

Taché. Thus, it is not remarkable that Taché soon sought 

the support of a coadjutor, with whose assistance he 

could more ably direct the affairs of his vast diocese — 
354 1520 miles by 1300 miles. At the instance of Mgr de 

Mazenod, who personally solicited Taché's views, the 

nomination for the position fell to Vital-Justin Grandin 
355 who arrived at St-Boniface in 1854. Appointed 

coadjutor and Bishop of Satala on December 11, 1857, 

Grandin was consecrated by de Mazenod in Marseilles on 
^ R ft 

November 30, 1859. The new Bishop has been referred 

to as then a man of "innate simplicity and innocence 

to which now were added a zeal and a devotion to duty 
357 which had already stood the test of the most severe ordeals." 

Despite the appointment of Grandin, the difficulties 

attendant on supervising mission operations in such a vast 

diocese remained considerable. No means was available, 

before the telegraph was introduced, by which communication 

could be undertaken on a fast reliable basis. Letters to 

and from the various missions were the means of regular 

communication between Taché and his priests and these 

usually took weeks to arrive. Moreover, there was only 

very occasional interpersonal contact between Taché and 

his subordinates, such as did occur being in the course 

of the infrequent visits of the Ordinary to his missions 



Mgr Vital-Justin Grandin OMI, ca 1885. 
PMA Alberta (OMI Collection). 
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or during the visits of missionaries to Red River. The 

fact that Taché was 'Vicar General of the Oblate Missions 

in Northwestern America signified that he had an 

additional responsibility — that of seeing to the personal 

and professional well-being of his fellow Oblates. 

Meeting this obligation was exceedingly difficult, since 

the majority of missionaries were presented with very 

few occasions when they might confide in their superior. 

The problem of infrequent and much delayed communica

tion between many of the Western missionaries and Taché 

was set aside in 1867. In that year, the General of 

the Oblate Order appointed Bishop Grandin 'Vicar of 
35 8 the Saskatchewan Missions'. As such, Grandin exercised 

a certain "jurisdiction distinct from that of Mgr Taché 

in matters pertaining to the Oblates as religious or 
359 regular clergy." In effect, the territory over which 

Grandin presided was separated from the Diocese of 
35 0 

St-Boniface, although it was not a vicariate apostolic. 
361 

The new ecclesiastical entity, a 'vicariate of missions,' 
consisted of "the basins of the Saskatchewan and of English 

River, with the valley of the Athabasca, as far as Lesser 
36 3 

Slave Lake inclusively." The following were within 

the vicariate: Lac Ste-Anne, St-Albert, St-Paul des Cris, 

Lac la Biche, Ile à la Crosse and St-Pierre du Lac 

Caribou. (The last-mentioned mission was founded at Lac 

Caribou in 1861 by Fathers Végréville and Gasté, and 
36 3 

Brother Pérréard). 

The creation of Grandin's position was symbolic of 

the continuing expansion of missionary endeavour in the 

large territory outlined above. It was also a recognition 

of the pressing need for effective decentralization of 
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ecclesiastical authority previously concentrated in one 

man's person. The division of jurisdiction was long 

overdue. Nonetheless, it was a welcome decision in the 

territory so affected. Father Alexis André summed up 

to Mgr Taché the vicariate's priests' concurrence with 

the new order of things : 

Everything leads me to believe that we have 
now officially ceased to belong to the 
Diocese of St-Boniface. I believe this 
separation will contribute to the common 
good and that is why I am pleased that it 
took place. This measure is very important 
to our missions, for the remoteness of our 
superiors was a source of pain and trouble. 
I am convinced that such pains and trouble, 
which caused you and us so much affliction, 
could have been avoided by a few words of ->,. 
explanation if your Lordship had been here. 

Bishop Grandin chose to reside at St-Albert from 1869 on, 

rather than at Ile à la Crosse, his residence since 1860. 

He served as Vicar until 1897. (On September 27, 1871, 

Grandin became the first Bishop of the Diocese of St-Albert, 

which position he held until his death on June 3, 1902) . 

Catholic Ideology in the Nineteenth Century 

This section examines selected aspects of Catholic thought 

in France and Québec during the better part of the nine

teenth century, in order to provide some perspective to 

the times in which the missionaries exercised their 

vocation. Some insight into probable influence on their 

behaviour and attitudes will result. 
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In the first place, France in the nineteenth century 

was subject to considerable social, political and religious 

tensions arising from the French Revolution and its 

aftermath. The Gallican Church in France was left in ruins 

by the Revolution, when its property was nationalized and 
366 

its priests persecuted. Accordingly, a "complete recons

truction [formed] the great religious work of the nine-
36 7 

teenth century." Despite general success in rebuilding 
the Church structure, it has been stated of the French 

people that "only a considerable minority were Catholic 

in the sense of being inspired by a real faith." It 

was, indeed, such a state of affairs that had perplexed 

Mgr de Mazenod in the early part of the century, when he 

decided to found an Order of religious activists to work 

in France. 

The revitalized French Church soon succeeded in esta

blishing a complete educational system, "an excellent 

means of extending religious influence, [however], the 

attitude of the mass of the population left room only 
369 for limited satisfaction." This situation may have 

prompted some Oblates to seek other avenues for their 

talents of proselytization - ones where society was not 

as secularized or, indeed, so anticlerical as that of 
370 France. 

The second crucial task of the French Church was to 

come to terms with the Modern State or, in other words, 

to establish a mutually advantageous accommodation of 

ecclesiastical authority with governmental authority and 

the secular order. This task proved to be immensely 

difficult and its resolution - if it can be termed as 

such - took many long years and extended into the present 

century. To summarize the situation: 
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From the Revolution onwards, the important question 
for the Church, creating a deep and lasting 
division within the Catholic world, was whether 
to condemn [social and political] innovations out 
of hand or whether to come to terms with them . . . 
The authoritarian current [of opinion in the 
French Church] was in the ascendant in the nine
teenth century and the efforts of Catholic libe
ralism to reconcile the Church with society and 
turn it from its alliance with monarchic or 
dictatorial governments were ineffectual. 

Church authoritarians sought not only to have a dominant 
372 role in directing French political affairs, they also 

supported Ultramontanism in an energetic fashion. Ultra-

montanism was, and is, the policy advocating the supre

macy of the Pope in matters of state or church. 

During the French Restoration, Ultramontane doctrines 

gained an increasing adherence. "Later, ecclesiastical 

studies [were] animated by an approach favourable to the 

development of pontifical authority. [From 1840] on, 

the tendency of the French clergy to turn to the supreme 
373 head of the Church rapidly gathered strength . . . " 

In 1864, Pius IX promulgated the Quanta Cuaa encyclical 

and its appendix, the Syllabus of Errors, thereby "[dealing] 

Catholic liberalism a blow from which it was to take more 
374 than twelve years to recover." x In 1870, Pius IX 

proclaimed the doctrinal infallibility of the pope, 

"[thereby completing] the rout of the Gallican and 
375 liberal opposition." 

It is important to note that the ascendancy in France 

of conservative authoritarian convictions and Ultramonta

nism occurred during the period when the North-West's 

missionaries-to-be were growing up and engaged in their 

theological studies in that country. They could not but 

have been considerably affected by the dominant current of 

thought then-prevalent in ecclesiastical circles. 
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The general nature of the religious scene in Québec 

should also be briefly noted. In the first place, Ultra-

montanism was a feature of New France from as early as 

the 16 70's, "by which time [Bishop Laval] had established 

an Ultramontanist tradition guaranteeing that while the 

colony would remain French politically it would owe an 
5 1 ft 

even superior allegiance to the See of Rome." Moreover, 

the claims of the clergy to regulate many aspects of the 

ka.b-lta.nt6 ' existence were, if grudgingly, generally 

accepted. The Church "remained central to the ordinary 

life of New France and the modified theocracy that 

resulted left an indelible imprint upon the minds of French 

Canada."374 

A final feature of the early stages of New France's 

religious history should be mentioned, in light of its 

later ramifications. To summarize: 
The missionary zeal of the counter-reformation led 
to the early establishment of French Canada's most 
enduring purpose: the preservation and extension 
of a specifically Catholic French civilization in 
North American . . . Protestants were rigidly 
excluded from settlement in the colony [and this] 
immigration policy was to be a partial explanation 
[of] the growth of French-Canadian nationalism in 
the years following the conquest.378 

The Church in Lower Canada remained the staunch defender of 

secular and religious rights enjoyed by her people; and 

the clergy became the mainstay of French-Canadian nation

alist aspirations during the course of the nineteenth 

century. 

The issue of Ultramontanism in Québec was, as in France, 

of considerable moment during the last century. This was 

hardly surprising, since Ultramontane and liberal Catho

licism competed with one another throughout the Catholic 

http://ka.b-lta.nt6
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world for many years, with the 'victory' ultimately going 

to the Ultramontanes. The situation in Europe and Canada 

resulting from the successful penetration of highly con

servative concepts into ecclesiastical circles has been 

cogently put as follows. 

What was chiefly feared was the direct challenge 
the Ultramontane Catholicism of Pope Pius IX 
presented to liberal and democratic principles. 
This raised questions, not of religious tolera
tion but of the sovereign power in society. Which 
was to govern, church or state, was the question 
raised by the Ultramontane rejection of the 
doctrine of popular sovereignty. To the will of 
the people expressed in the nation state, the 
Ultramontane opposed the moral authority of the 
Church, the objective nature of law, and the 
weight of custom.379 

An Ultramontane offensive in Canada began in 1858 under 

Bishop Ignace Bourget of Montréal. His object of attack 

was the lni>ti.tat Canad.-ie.yi, "a reading and debating society 

in which works of free-thought and prohibited books were 
380 

available." The society had been formed by the Rouges 
381 

who "were anti-clerical democrats Lor] free-thinkers." 

The famous Guibord controversy of 1869 to 1874 caused a 

great furore and deeply exacerbated the enmity between 
38 2 

the two opposing sides. ~ In 1870, reacting to Bourget's 

insistence, the Pope placed the In-it-itut Canadien under 
3 8 3 

an interdict, such that "Catholics who continued their 
284 

membership were refused the sacrements." in the same 

year, Bourget heartily endorsed the declaration of papal 

infallibility, the effect of the papal declaration being 

to strengthen the hand of the Ultramontane faction in 

Quebec. 

http://Canad.-ie.yi
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From 1863 to the end of the century, Ultramontanism 

was the dominant feature of the religious scene in Québec. 

Its strength increased consistently during this period. 

In 1864, the Syllabus of Errors mentioned above, "condemning 
385 all things liberal," appeared, thus stimulating the 

growth of the French-Canadian Ultramontane party and prompting 

it to take issue with various political concerns of the 

times. Until 1870, the liberal hierarchy at Québec and 

the Sulpicians at Montréal succeeded in acting as a brake 

on any wholesale adoption of the so-called "new school of 

ultramontanism,' but it was essentially a holding action. 

In 1871, the ?h.ogfiamme Catholique., recently organized 

by Bourget, presented: 

a manifesto urging all Catholic electors to give 
their votes only to men who pledged themselves 
to full allegiance to Roman Catholic doctrines 
and were ready to bring about any changes in the 
laws demanded by the church, particularly in 
matters relating to marriage, education and the 
erection of parishes. 386 

Archbishop Taschereau at Québec and others "repudiated 

the Programme, [however], this opposition was suddenly 

halted by a rebuke from Cardinal Patrizi representing 
387 

the Propaganda." 

The most active political involvement of the Ultra

montane clergy occurred during the 1870s, when they attempted 

with some success to back Conservative Party candidates 
388 

who adhered to principles similar to their own. Following 

but a few years after the Pope's 1870 declaration of doctrinal 

infallibility, theirs was a determined effort. 

Endorsing a Catholic programme which condemned 
the doctrine of separation of church and state, 
they asserted and exercised the right of conti
nuous and direct intervention in the political 
process. Pastoral letters and sermons thundered 
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against the sin of liberalism, endorsed 
Conservative candidates, and even threatened 
loss of the sacrements to those who defected. 
[More moderate clergy] were drowned out by a 
chorus of ultramontane piety.^89 

A significant by-product of this internalized French Catholic 

preoccupation was the stimulation to French-Canadian 

nationalism witnessed, for example, by the appearance of 
390 the V&Ht-L National. The clergy's political partici

pation, in combination with that of the ?fiog>ia.mm-li>t2.t>, led 

to Liberal Party dissatisfaction and divisions among 
391 Catholics. x 

Four factors led the Ultramontanes to adopt a far 

less interventionary role in the political process as 

such and, by so doing, directed them into other arenas of 

Ultramontanist concern. These factors were: the accession 

in 1878 of Leo XIII — a man of moderate views and a "Pope 
392 of conciliation" — to the Holy See; Wilfrid Laurier's 

important speech of the previous year defending positive 
39 3 aspects of British and French-Canadian liberalism; "a 

discreet intervention by Rome to moderate the temper of 
394 the Ultramontanes," not long after Laurier's speech; 

and the 18 86 appointment as cardinal of Taschereau, by 
395 then a prelate regarded as "a sound liberal." Although 

Ultramontanes toned down their political initiatives, 

they played a considerable role in subsequent years in 

the area of promoting Church-controlled education and 

in the establishment, of a well-organized and complete 
396 

Church hierarchy in Canada. 
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In both France and Québec, the religious milieu from 

1845 to 1885 was one marked by an authoritarian Ultramontane 

component and by a considerably less adhered to liberal 

component. The secular clergy and the Oblates from Québec 

who came to the North-West — certainly those arriving 

after 1864 — must have been affected to a considerable 

extent by the ecclesiastical tenor of the times, which 

favoured Ultramontane conceptions. As for the Oblates 

from France, already imbued with Ultramontanism, they, 

too, would certainly have been cognizant of the shift to 

the 'new school of ultramontanism' promoted by Bishop 

Bourget, a long-term correspondent with Provencher. It is 

noteworthy that after Abbé Laflêche left the North-West 

mission field, he became Bishop of Trois-Rivières, as well 
397 as Bourget's "most enthusiastic colleague" and "as ardent 

39 8 an Ultramontane as Bourget." Priests who remained in 

the interior favoured assuming a central role in the 

overall temporal affairs of their charges. This approach was 

certainly analogous to that put forward by proponents of 

the Ultramontane school, one of whom was Bishop Taché 

himself. 

kttttixdei and Re.act.toni> o {, the. Catholtc Clctigy to Utiitonany 

Llie 
This section centers on the missionaries' attitudes towards 

missionary life and its particular demands and obligations. 

Included are expressions of opinion, approach and intention 

concerning the Indian population. Of interest throughout 

are the motivations and objectives of the clergy. 

http://Re.act.toni
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The tasks confronting the missionary were many, varied, 

and demanding; however, one could summarize his raison 

d'être as devotion to "la plus grande gloire de Dieu et 
399 

le salut des âmes." The interior of the North-West 

was potentially very fertile ground for the planting and 

harvesting of the Gospel, inasmuch as her inhabitants' 

souls might be saved from perdition, thereby becoming 

the bounty of the missionary's labours. The saving of 

souls was a noble and fixed objective for all missionaries 

and it was the cornerstone of the missionary effort. Though 

often thoroughly discouraged by what he experienced, Father 

Rémas remarked: 

J'aime le pays . . . par compassion pour des 
pauvres âmes abandonnées: si tout le monde 
ne veut pas se sauver, on trouve toujours un 
bon nombre d'âmes qui désirent bien faire.400 

The challenge of converting Indians to Christianity was 

ever-present. Despite the indifference of many, success 

among the remainder was a great consolation to the 

missionary and it encouraged him to continue his efforts. 

Early in his career, Father André remarked on the great 

need for continuing proselytization of the Indians 

and his own commitment to this end. 

Oui, Monseigneur, ce pays est un vaste champ ouvert 
au zèle et au dévouement des missionnaires, et Votre 
Grandeur peut croire, que j'ai le plus vif désir de 
contribuer pour ma part, a la sanctification et au 
salut de tant d'âmes abandonnées qui nous entourent. 
Oui, je comprends qu'il faut savoir nous multiplier, 
nous dévouer, nous sacrifier pour des âmes que 
Jésus Christ a achetées au prix de son sang, et 
que l'erreur cherche avec tant d'efforts à séduire . . . 
vous pouvez disposer de moi selon que vous le 
jugerez le plus convenable pour l'avancement de 
notre ste religion et le salut des âmes.401 
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Father Moulin was equally concerned about the Indians' 

salvation: "je crois bien par ma négligence d'être la 

cause de la perte de quelques âmes qui ont été toutes 
402 rachetées au prix du sang de J.C." It was such 

concern and dedication as this that prompted the 

missionaries to travel afar into the parkland and on 

the open prairie in search of Indian bands who had not 

yet heard the Gospel and its promise to the forsaken. 

In carrying out their responsibilities as missionaries, 

the clergy were certain that they were acting in general 

accordance with the will of God, whatever their own 

personal shortcomings and failings. The vow of the 

priest regarding obedience reflected his desire and 

obligation to follow the ordained path of God as set 

out for those of His Calling; in that God's will was 

transmitted, by one means or another, through the 

ecclesiastical hierarchy to the individual priest who, 

therefore, obeyed his superior's orders. 

The North-West clergy were determined to fulfill God's 

will and, accordingly, to submit themselves to 'l'obéissance.' 

Very early in his long career, Father Moulin expressed 

his willingness to adhere to any decisions reached con

cerning his base of operations: 

je suis prêt à aller partout où l'on voudra bien 
m'envoyer. Je puis vous dire sans exagération que 
je suis complètement indifférent. Je serai 
heureux pourvu que je fasse en tout et partout 
la sainte Volonté de Dieu. Je serais heureux si 
j'étais en état de faire plus de bien, mais ce 
qui me rassure c'est que le bon Dieu se plait 
à se servir des moyens les plus faibles afin d'en 
tirer plus de gloire. [Je serai] heureux si je 
pouvais correspondre à la vocation a laquelle le 
bon Dieu m'a appelé.403 
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Father André recognized that the sacrifice of one's 

desires and inclinations in the face of contrary orders 

was an integral part of the missionary's duties. 

Ideally, every missionary might gladly reiterate to his 

Bishop such as follows: "Quant à moi, je suis toujours 

prêt à aller où vous voudrez bien m'envoyer." 

Recognition that one was acting in accord with the Lord's 

dictates as expressed through 'la Ste Eglise,' with its 

hierarchical chain of command, was a source of strength 

and inspiration for the missionary; in the words of 

Father Lacombe: 

Pour moi, il n'y a qu'une chose, qui me 
console et me fortifie, c'est de pouvoir 
dire, avec la grâce de Dieu, je ferai 
jusqu'à la mort tout ce que l'obéissance 
m'ordonnera.406 

Obeying one's superiors might, in certain instances, 

result in disaffection and unhappiness for a time; however, 

the missionary had to accept these possibilities as part 

and parcel of his vocation. Several examples will 

illustrate this aspect of obedience, whereby the 

missionary in question felt the adverse effects of his 

superior's dictates, although he remained faithful to 

his orders. In the first case, upon completion of his 

novitiate in the Oblate Order, Father Rémas left the 

decision of where he would serve in the hands of his 
407 institutional superiors in France. As he later recalled: 

Je n'ai jamais demandé à venir dans ces missions 
de la Rivière rouge . . . Pendant tout mon 
cours scolastique, surtout au temps des 
ordinations, je me demandait instamment au bon 
Dieu qu'il voulût bien inspirer à mes supérieurs 
de m'emvoyer là où il me voulait et où j'étais 
plus en sûreté de me sauver: quand on me dit 
que j'étais destiné pour les missions de la 
Rivière rouge, [si] un ange serait venu me dire 
le contraire, je l'aurais pris pour un ange de 
ténèbres.408 
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Despite his trust that he would be sent where he could 

best serve the Church and fulfill his own spiritual 

needs, Rémas later deeply resented his situation at 

Lac Ste-Anne and felt that he was being unjustly 

treated by Mgr Taché and others. Another case was that 

of Father Tissot, sent by Taché from Lac la Biche to 

St-Albert, where he was very upset initially with his 

new position; for some time thereafter, his displeasure 
409 only increased. 

A final example of the type above reveals that a 

religious might place considerable emphasis on his calling 

to be a missionary or on the absence of the same. In 

the latter case, his vow of obedience might not be 

perceived as promoting his proper or perhaps divinely 

ordained mission on earth. Father Caër was much 

surprised when he learned of his nomination to proceed 

to the North-West with Father V.J. Grandin. He did 

not feel any calling to be a missionary and had doubts 

concerning his perseverance; however, he was assured that 

the latter would come to him as needed. Abandoning his 

desire to live a monastic life, Caër departed for the 

North-West in 1860. He noted concerning his decision: 

Je partis plein de confiance en Dieu, et 
cependant avec la persuasion que ce n'était 
pas ma vocation . . . J'ai préféré faire 
l'obéissance, et je veux mourir dans 
l'exercice de cette vertu, quand même elle 
me conduirait à la damnation . . . Je lui 
[le Supérieur Général des Oblats] obéirai 
jusqu'à la mort. Si Dieu me veut absolument 
au cloître, il l'inspirera. ^ 
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Despite Caër's dread that he might not attain salvation 

in his missionary role, it is evident that he could not 

permit himself to disregard 'la sainte regie' of 

obedience. This held true even in the midst of utter 

disconsolation; as he noted in 1862: 

Il n'y a pas d'autre lieu qui me retient à 
la mission du lac Ste-Anne, que la Ste 
obéissance par laquelle je dois et désire 
entièrement continuer à me laisser gouverner 
aux prix de tous les sacrifices; car je me 
dois à Dieu avant tout et je ne serai à 
Dieu que par l'obéissance. Je puis dire que 
cette pensée est mon unique consolation dans 
cette place. H 

After nine years of faithful service, Caër finally yielded 

to his long-lived desire to follow a contemplative life; 

after leaving his Order, he entered a French Carthusian 
412 monastery. 

These cases demonstrate the dual nature of the 

missionary's obligation to follow directives from above. 

On the one hand, he considered such adherence to instruc

tions as a sacred duty; and on the other, he recognized 

that it might result in personal discomfiture by placing 

himself in an undesired position of authority or an 

unacceptable location. Nonetheless, despite rare allusions 

to intended past or future disregard of directives, 

the missionary invariably did as instructed. This was a 

major factor, one can conclude, in the determined and 

steady advance of the Catholic Church throughout the 

Canadian interior. 
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In working towards their objectives, the clergy 

assessed their work as a direct contribution to the glory 

of God. To their way of thinking, this quite naturally 

signified a very special personal relationship with the 

Lord, to Whom they turned for solace, inspiration and 

general assistance. Father Rémas remarked of this 

relationship: 

C'est pour le bon Dieu que je travaille. Si je 
fais mon possible, le bon Dieu m'aidera et me 
pardonnera les fautes qui m'échapperont: tel 
est son soutien qui le rend d'une force dont on 
ne peut guère avoir d'idée, à moins que d'être 
à sa place.^14 

God's blessing was regarded by the missionaries as 

greatly to be desired. Father Moulin, for instance, 

remarked: 

Il faut espérer que le Seigneur bénisse nos 
oeuvres et qu'il nous donnera les moyens qui 
nous sont nécessaires pour procurer l'instruc
tion religieuse à ces pauvres peuples qui sont.._ 
encore ensevelis dans les ténèbres de la mort. 

On embarking for a round of visits to prairie Indian bands, 

Father Lacombe noted the necessity of faith in God's 

overlordship of missionary endeavour: 

Vous connaissez assez le genre de vie, parmi 
les différentes tribus de ce pays, pour 
savoir combien le pauvre missionaire a besoin 
de courage et de confiance en Dieu, pour se 
soutenir, et ne pas se perdre, en voulant 
sauver les autres.416 

If the missionary's devotion to God's reign on earth 

was of consummate proportions, no less so was its 

ancillary counterpart -- that of eradicating the evil 

induced by Satan and the forces of darkness. Heathenism 

was a strong force that had to be vanquished, and obstacles 
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to its dismemberment could only originate from the forces 

of evil. Human sin could be counter-balanced and 

overcome by Christian faith and practice, and the 

missionary strove to spread the seeds of Christian 

devotion wherever they might take root. The effort was 

not an easy one. As one priest noted: "On le sent 

tous les jours, c'est un combat contre Satan . . . Je 

le priais aussi de vouloir être bien le maître d'une 
417 terre où régnait Satan depuis si longtemps." 

Despite one's overall satisfaction with the nature of 

missionary life, a continual and taxing war against sin 

and evil was waged. Father Légéard, at Ile à la Crosse, 

commented in 1869: 

Je suis toujours très heureux d'être ici. Je 
remercie le bon Dieu pour la grande grâce qu'il 
m'a faite en m'appelant à cette vie de mission
naire. Mais le Démon ne m'a pas laissé trop 
tranquille. Jamais, je crois, depuis mon 
entrée dans le Congrégation, il ne m'a autant 
travaillé que pendant ces quelques années.^" 

A few years previously, Father Lacombe had had similar 

thoughts. "Satan s'est déchainé contre nous, et dans 
419 ce temps d'angoisse, il nous livre un rude combat." 

In attempting to advance the objectives of the Church 

in the North-West, the missionary commonly found himself 

in a state of isolation. The isolation a priest 

experienced could be of a psychological/emotional nature 

and/or a physical nature. The first sort would comprise 

natural feelings of estrangement from all things known 

and held dear when one relocated from Québec — or more 

particularly France — to a distant, largely untamed 
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frontier. This would certainly have applied during the 

first few years after one's arrival. After a seven-year 

absence from France, Father Moulin clearly missed his 
420 

immediate family, a sentiment which his fellow-country
men must have shared. The physical sort of isolation 
would occur when one was alone at a mission for quite 
some time. In 1865, for example, Father Caër made a 
point of remarking that he had been alone at St-Albert 

421 for four months. Father Dupm noted the isolation 
422 he experienced at St-Paul des Cris, and Father Tissot 

42 3 was very lonely at St-Albert for a time. Moreover, 

most itinerant missions were one-man endeavours (except 

for the usual hiring of an zngagt or two to assist the 

priest). Also, the physical and, hence, emotional sepa

ration of the priest from his bishop was conducive to 

feelings of estrangement and abandonment, as perceptively 
424 recorded by Fathers Andre and Lacombe. 

The most evident instance of prolonged isolation and 

consequent melancholic loneliness was that of Father 

Rémas at Lac Ste-Anne, who was the only resident priest 
425 there for over four years. Remas bitterly resented 

426 the situation. On one occasion, he reminded Tache: 
427 "Je n'ai pas fait le voeu de passer ma vie seul"; ' on 

another, he reflected: 

J'ai fait d'énormes sacrifices pour rendre 
quelques services à Votre Grandeur, [et] pour 
toute récompense, vous me réduisez à la plus 
complète solitude, à la plus grande privation 
de tout secours spirituel. ^° 
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Not surprisingly, difficult conditions of everyday 

living experienced by the missionary did little to 

ameliorate any personal friction or rivalry between members 

of the clergy. As in any body or organization, differences 

of opinion arose and instances of mutual disagreement or 

antagonism appeared. On occasion, such contrarieties 

ruffled the tranquillity of mission life and hampered 

a unified missionary thrust. 

During the 1860s, interpersonal relations among the 

clergy at Lac Ste-Anne and St-Albert were in quite a low 

state. On the one hand, Fathers Rémas and Lacombe saw 

eye to eye on scarcely anything, a situation which arose 

primarily from the circumstances surrounding Rémas1 

supervision of Lacombe's noviciate. From fall 1855 to 

fall 1856, Lacombe was the superior at Lac Ste-Anne; 

at the same time, he received instructions from Rémas, 
429 who served as his 'novice master.' Four years older 

than Lacombe, Rémas deeply resented this situation, 

whereby he had to obey the dictates of his student. "Ma 

conscience me disait que je n'était nullement obligé à 
430 rester avec le père Lacombe soit novice soit directeur." 

Lacombe's assertiveness and his superior standing served 

to erode yet further Rémas1 admitted feelings of inede-

quacy. In 1861, Rémas reflected: 

Je passais aux yeux des bourgeois et commis 
comme son petit protégé [et] là commença 
l'esclavage qui a toujours continué . . . 
J'ai toujours été sous la puissance de 
[Lacombe], comme un petit commis est sous la ._. 
main d'un commis en charge ou d'un bourgeois. 

Rémas believed that the younger man possessed little sound 
432 judgement. Above all, Rémas resented staying at Lac 

4 33 Ste-Anne, "sans être maître de rien," while Lacombe 
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was almost always roaming the prairies and parkland. The 

former's bitterness towards his superior ran deep: "II 

a compromis ma réputation à me rendre ridicule et même 
434 mon ministère." 

Father Caër similarly had difficulty finding common 

ground upon which he and his cow^t^tt^ could construct 

a mutually advantageous rapport. Following a disagree

ment with Father Lacombe in 1861, for instance, Caër 
435 requested a transfer from Lac Ste-Anne to another post. 

During the same year — though citing Lacombe's finer 

qualities as a priest — he expressed reservations 

concerning Lacombe's appropriateness as Father Superior: 

Il a eu très peu de temps et de moyens de se 
pénétrer de l'esprit de nos règles et dans 
sa manière de faire, il y a bien des choses 
qui pourraient rebuter sa religion imparfait. . . 
On ne connait rien de ce que [notre Père] 
Supérieur fait. On n'est jamais consulté sur 
ce qu'il entreprend.^^° 

Caër and Lacombe interacted in an uneasy manner, such 

that the former, at times, would have preferred to have 
• 437 been under Remas' direction. On the other hand, the 

complaints and laments of Rémas irritated Caër consider-
438 ably. Lacombe's talk "de ses peines et de ses 

439 
souffrances Laj la tête de la mission" were equally 

disturbing to Caër. 

For a time during the 1860s, a low state of personal 

relations existed between the Fathers and Sisters at Lac 

Ste-Anne and St-Albert. Although the details are unclear, 

it appears that for some time following their 1859 arrival 

at Lac Ste-Anne, the Sisters of Charity and Father Rémas 

got along poorly. As Lacombe wrote in late 1862: 
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[Au Lac Ste-Anne] tout va à son ordinaire, c.a.d. 
que le P. Rémas ne peut plus supporter les soeurs, 
et les soeurs aussi, de leur côte, ne peuvent 
plus l'endurer. Je vous assure que ce ne sont pas 
des tt̂ Ôt-i que de les arranger ensemble. Il 
pourrait bien se faire, qu'avant le printemps les 
choses en viendraient au point, que je serais 
obligé de changer le P. Rémas, en attendant que 
les soeurs arrivent [à St - Albert] pour y 
demeurer.440 

The following year, the Sisters did relocate to St-Albert, 

but about two years later, their relationship with the 

Fathers there deteriorated rapidly. 

Assigned in 1864 to evangelize the Crée and Blackfoot, 

from 1865 to 1872 Father Lacombe traversed their vast 
441 hunting territories, thereby effectively removing 

himself from the mainstream of affairs at St r Albert. 

Nonetheless, his departure had adverse effects on Father 

André and Abbé Tissot, both of whom arrived at St - Albert 

in 1865 to manage the mission. Father André graphically 

described the situation which developed: 

[The Sisters] serve our mission with great 
dedication. They have the foibles as well 
as the virtues of generous souls. They were 
very displeased to see Father Lacombe leave. 
They relied on him with the intensity that 
his qualities and devotedness deserved. So, 
they received us with a distrust and displeasure 
they did not try to hide on several occasions. 
Their attitude resulted in a lack of trust, 
of ease, in our relationships. They criticized 
us and a few unfortunate events came to 
emphasize their dispositions towards us. We 
carelessly exchanged a few words, on them in our 
own house [which were repeated to them by others 
and their] anger and displeasure redoubled. . . 
They consider us as intruders who came to super
sede the man of their affection and confidence . . . 
It would have been a good decision for the 
peace of the mission if Father Lacombe had 
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ceased all relationships with the Sisters when 
he left St - Albert, but he remains the 
official confessor of the Sisters although he 
only visits St - Albert two or three times a 
year . . . The situation is ridiculous. I am 
only amazed at Father Lacombe who accepts it 
placidly.442 

When Bishop Grandin severely reproached Abbé Tissot, the 

Father Superior, for his supposed part in the fray, André 
443 felt compelled to defend him. Personal relations 

between the St - Albert priests and Sisters were conducted 
444 on an adversative basis up to mid-1867, if not later. 

At Ile à la Crosse, Father Moulin found it a trying 

task to maintain harmony and understanding between the 

religious communities there. Moulin was the superior 

at the mission from 186 3 to 1864 and from 186 8 to 1870. 

Shortly before his latter posting, he made several obser

vations concerning the Sisters-at the mission: 

Il paraît d'après ce qu'on m'a dit que les 
soeurs se plaignent des pères. Je ne sais 
ceux qui ont tort ou raison. Je pense qu'il 
y a souvent du malentendu de part et d'autre. 
Les soeurs sont très prévenantes à l'égard des 
pères; mais d'un autre, [elles] ne voient pas 
toujours les raisons pour lesquelles on accède 
pas à leur demande. Pour ce qu'il serait bon 
que le père qui est S. la tête fit sa demande 
à part pour les besoins de la mission, et la 
soeur supérieure pour le couvent. 44(5 

By spring 1869, Moulin was truly discouraged by the 

complaints he received from all sides, the majority of 

which were related to the Sisters' various concerns or 

actions. For example, the Fathers and Brothers habitually 

complained about the taste of the fish cooked by the 

Sisters; the strict economy of the Sisters was criticized 

by the other religious; and eggs raised at the mission 
447 never seemed to reach the Fathers' table. Tempted to 
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ask for his recall because his hopeless position as 

constant mediator Moulin added: 

Je vous avoue que ces difficultés avec les soeurs 
ne sont pas le moindre de mes peines, car bien 
souvent je ne sais quelle conduite tenir à leur 
égard. J'admire leur dévouement, je trouve leur 
position pénible, et je pense qu'il y aurait peu 
de communautés qui eussent accepté les conditions 
qui leurs ont été imposés. D'un autre côté, cela 
met les pères dans une fausse position. Il faut 
beaucoup de tact pour ne pas froisser les suscep
tibilités des uns et des autres. Je me recommande 
instamment à vos prières pour ne pas me laisser 
aller au découragement. J'espère que le bon Dieu 
ne refusera de me donner la grâce qui m'est,.„ 
nécessaire pour me soutenir dans le combat. 

Despite Moulin's disheartenment with his charge at this 

time, it should be recognized that he appreciated the 

positive characteristics exhibited by mission personnel. 

"Je suis heureux de voir tous les membres de la commu

nauté montrer de la bonne volonté dans notre Mission, ce 
449 qui sert beaucoup a relever mon courage." 

From the above, it is apparent that within the ranks 

of the Catholic missionary effort internalized stresses, 

related to personality and administration, existed. These 

stresses and personal frictions served to slow somewhat 

the consolidation of the Church's activities in the North

west; adversative personal relationships — when such 

existed to a marked extent — hampered the efficient 

operation of religious and temporal administration at 

individual missions. Nonetheless, this aspect of mission 

life did not pronouncedly hinder the forward thrust 

of evangelization which characterized the expansion of 

the Catholic Church in the North-West. 
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Difficulties of the Catholic Missionary Effort among the 

Amerindian Population 

Space does not permit an extensive examination of the 

missionaries* range of thought concerning their work with 

the Amerindian population. However, some observations 

in this respect are in order. Furthermore, mention will 

be made in this section of some of the obstacles 

confronting missionaries in their work among Amerindians. 

The clergy's opinions and reactions are of primary interest 

in the following presentation. In conjunction with the 

preceding, this section should serve to reveal some 

integral aspects of the nature of missionary life in the 

North-West during the period being considered. Also, 

some relief is provided to the overall attitudes of the 

clergy to their work. 

In the first place, the obviously central precondition 

to Amerindian acceptance of Christianity was the abandonment 

of traditional religious beliefs. The missionary sought 

to convert them to Christianity, but it was soon evident 

that more than conversion to Catholicism was involved. The 

encounter between the two groups irretrievably altered the 

cultural premises upon which Amerindian society rested. 

Several fundamental differences existed between the 

Amerindian attitude to religion and that of the Western 

Christian world. To the Christian, the present life was 

and is largely a preparation and a testing-ground for the 

afterlife. To the Amerindian, religious consolation and 

reward was of a far more immediate nature. 
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The Indians pinned little hope to the uncertain 
hereafter. They sought from religion help and 
guidance in this present life along [and] they 
summoned to their aid the mysterious forces 
surrounding them in order to obtain during their 
mortal span all the blessings that their hearts 
desired. Long life and health, success in 
hunting and in war, medicine power, prosperity, 
fame, happiness, and the gift of happy children -
these were the things for which the Indians 
prayed, these the blessings that they demanded 
from their religion.45° 

Another fundamental difference centered on the attributes 

of the paramount deity being worshipped. Many tribes in 
451 Canada did not have a monotheistic religion, yet 

another notable dissimilarity vis-à-vis Christianity; 

but for the tribes that did, the deity was unlike the 

Christian God. 

in several parts of Canada, particularly on the 
plains, the more speculative had arrived at a 
true monotheism. Their All-Father was not the 
omniscient and benevolent Being of the Christian 
religion who created and governs this universe, 
[rather], it was the personification of the 
mysterious powers or forces operating in man's 
environment. . . The tribes on the plains 
considered that their All-Father was the ultimate 
source of both good and evil, and attempted by.,..-, 
rituals and prayer to gain only the blessings. 

A final discrepancy in the basics of the two approaches 

to religion was that to the Amerindians the deities recognized 

"might be helpful or harmful, but they were not ethical 

forces in any sense. [Consequently], Indian thinkers 
453 hardly attacked the problem, of evil in the world." 

The above-noted were religious divergences that, among 

others, were difficult for both the missionary and the 

Amerindian to come to terms with, certainly in the sense of 

attempting to reconcile the Amerindian to bridge the gap 

between the two religious sytems. The Amerindian's natural 

interest in religiously oriented thought and its presumed 

practical application, combined with a ready curiosity 
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about the objectives and teachings of 'les hommes de la 

prière,' did lead him to investigate the religious 

messages proffered by the clergy. This must have been 

encouraging to the latter, even if progress, in terms 

of conversion, was often lamentably slow. 

The missionary clearly needed special qualities and 

attitudes in approaching his work with the Amerindian popula

tion. Some of the required attributes were set down 

by Father Rémas: 

Une douceur pleine de fermeté, du courage et 
de la persévérance, une longue présence avec 
eux, voilà ce qu'il faut, avec la grâce de 
Dieu, pour être parmi les Cris, ou les Pieds-
noirs, et faire le bien, lequel sera plusieurs 
années sans beaucoup paraître.454 

Devotion to his primary objective, that of saving souls, 

was a constant spur to action for the missionary, who 

regarded his efforts in this regard as of paramount and 

pressing concern. Father André observed: 

Pour être un vrai missionnaire, il faut avoir 
un coeur détaché de toute affection humaine, 
et ne le remplir que du zèle du salut des 
âmes . . . Je suis résolu [de travailler] de 
toute mon ardeur au salut de tant d'âmes que 
notre dévouement seul peut sauver.45^ 

In 1865, Father Lacombe stressed that: "La patience et 

la persévérance des missionnaires gagneront ces peuples 
456 à notre sainte religion." After four years experience, 

Father Moulin expressed alternate feelings of optimism 

and disheartenment concerning proselytization of the 

Amerindians : 
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Toutes les fois qu'il s'agit de la gloire de 
Dieu ou de salut des âmes, il me semble qu'il 
ne doit y avoir rien de pénible pour le mission
naire qui doit être prêt à se sacrifier pour le 
salut des âmes. . . Hélas'. Bien souvent, je 
me suis [comme] découragé a la vue de toutes les 
difficultés qui se présentent, mais ces peines 
ne sont pas de longue durée.4 57 

To endure steadfastly difficulty and ill success was an 

essential and acquired ability for the clergy. In moments 

of disillusionment, the missionary called upon God not 

only for personal comfort but for assistance in successfully 

spreading His Holy Message. As merely one example, 

Father Fourmond wrote to his Superior General in 1871: 

Dear Father, accept my request: Let [the Indians] 
be the objects of your holy prayers and of the 
prayers of my dear brothers. Prayer alone can 
fertilize the divine seeds that we are sowing with 
great difficulty in these wastelands.458 

In terms of temporal objectives, the missionary sought 

above all to facilitate the Amerindian's transition to a 

sedentary way of life. Realistically, he recognized that 

this was a long-term process. Father Caër wrote in 186 2: 

Notre but est de les arracher à leur vie désirée 
et de les amener à une vie agricole. Les 
difficultés sont grandes. . . Nous avons 
cependant plusieurs sauvages qui ont bâti et 
qui cultivent mais très peu.459 

For the Plains Amerindians — certainly in the era when Buffalo 

were plentiful — there was little incentive to take up 

farming and this the missionary realized. "Les millions 

de bisons qui couvrent nos immenses prairies leur four

nissent une nourriture du côté abondante et facile." 

A further handicap to promoting agricultural enterprise 

was the attitude of the Amerindian male. The instances where 

farming was at least attempted, as at St-Paul des Cris: 
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it was the women who did the cultivating. The 
men watched. For that kind of labour was beneath 
a man's dignity. . . if the women were willing 
to dig and hoe, they would acquiesce, but with 
buffalo to be found over the next hilltop this 
was no job for a man.46l 

At the time of his founding of St-Paul, Father 

Lacombe expressed the view that Amerindians' temporal and 

religious 'progress' should proceed in a complementary 

fashion: 

Je suis ici à labourer la terre pour les 
sauvages, les encourager à se nier afin de 
les fixer un peu. . . [Pour gagner] ces 
peuples à notre sainte religion, [il faut] 
quelque chose pour les aider à se fixer 
et à embrasser la vie civilisée petit à 
petit.462 

463 Great expectations for St-Paul existed in some quarters, 

but owing primarily to a high mortality rate there during 
464 •. 465 

smallpox epidemics, the mission was abandoned in 1872. 

In attempting to advance their spiritual and temporal 

objectives among the Amerindians, the Catholic clergy were 

constantly preoccupied. When not in residence at permanent 

missions, they were to be found visiting the posts of the 

Hudson's Bay Company to instruct visiting Amerindians, or else 

they were coursing the parkland and prairies seeking out 

Amerindian bands for proselytization. Nonetheless, the limited 

number of clergy could only accomplish so much. In 1862, 

Father Caër remarked on the continuing challenge with which 

the clergy were faced: 
Combien d'âmes gagnerait-on encore a J. Ch. si 
les missionnaires pouvaient se multiplier et 
faire un séjour plus long au milieu de leurs 
néophytes : j'ai rencontré dans ces déserts des 
sauvages baptisés qui avaient été 8 ans sans 
voir le prêtre, et combien d'autres sauvages 
qui vivent et meurent sans voir, [sans] savoir 
par qui et pourquoi ils avaient été placés sur 
cette terre. 
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Conditions such as this prompted the missionaries to 
46 7 undertake prolonged itinerant missions covering many miles. 

Baptisms, catechism and religious instruction would 
46 R 

proceed as long as such was feasible at each locale. 

Particular attention was paid to the next generation 

of adults. 
Quant aux enfants, on avait coutume de les 
baptiser tous dès les premières visites, à 
la seule condition que les parents fussent 
consentants. Cette conduite était amplement 
justifiée par le fait que les païens ne fai
saient ensuite aucune difficulté pour laisser .fig 
instruire ces enfants dans la religion catholique. 

Whereas the Amerindian population between Hudson Bay and the 

Rocky Mountains may have stood at seventy-five thousand 
470 upon the Oblates' arrival in the North-West, one can 

readily appreciate the emphasis placed upon children's 

baptism. The many hours of catechism, other instruction, 

regularization of marriages and the overseeing of 

penance were duties of a more time-consuming nature which 

occupied both itinerant and resident clergy. 

The missionaries' attitude towards Amerindian warfare should 

briefly be noted. Generally speaking, despite their great 

regret over the bloodshed, there was little they could do 

to prevent it from occurring, particularly between the 

implacably hostile Blackfoot and Crée nations. Father 

Caër regarded the warfare as a serious matter for the 

clergy, commenting that "leurs interminables guerres 
4 71 

opposent de grands obstacles a leur conversion." Father 

Moulin assumed an equally serious posture when referring 

to a precipitation of warfare with the Blackfoot by the 

Crée. "Oh'. Combien il est pénible de voir ainsi ces 

pauvres sauvages plongés dans la matière sans aucune 
472 connaissance de notre sainte religion." Highly regarded 
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by both the Crée and the Blackfoot, Father Lacombe was 

very disconcerted by "ces guerres continuelles qui 

empêchent la religion de faire les progrès qu'on pourrait 
4 73 

espérer." As a complement to his Crée mission, he 

proposed that a mission for the Blackfoot "sur un bon 
474 pied" be established on the Labiche River and that 

it be given priority treatment, as a crucial first step 
4 75 towards ending the internecine clashes. 

476 
Despite the often sanguinary encounters on the plains, 

Father Fourmond found time to praise the Amerindians' conduct 

during times of peace: 

Here is a fact worth pondering on in our times 
when many supposedly civilized people ruthlessly 
kill one another or shoot at one another with 
the utmost cruelty. The Indians , most of whom 
are not Christians yet, those Indians who have 
heard of civilization only from hearsay, those 
Indians don't shoot at one -another even though 
they come from different nations formerly at 
war against one another; they spend their days 
in fraternity, they smoke the pipe of peace, 
they sing, they give banquets opened to anyone 
with a good appetite, without formal invitation. 
To honour their cooking is the best pleasure you 
can give them. On that side they equal all the 
defunct heroes of the good ancient Trojan poet. 
I certainly hope that they will now equal our 
hopes and the charitable hopes of Holy Jesus and 
Mary. 4 7 7 

Fourmond's remarks demonstrate that the missionaries were 

not oblivious to the positive aspects of Amerindian society 

and interpersonal relations. 

The religious practices and beliefs of Amerindian tribes 

were regarded with a jaundiced eye by the clergy. For 

example, in 1872, Father Doucet recorded his impressions --

in tones of both pity and criticism — of what was 
478 

probably a Sun-Dance festival: 
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J'ai pu voir par moi-même le triste état de 
ceux qui n'ont point embrassé notre sainte 
religion. Le jour même que nous arrivions 
dans ce camp, les Indiens infidèles allaient 
commencer leur grande fête superstitieuse 
qu'ils appellent dans leur langue le grand 
jeune, accompagné de danse et où ils exercent 
sur leurs corps des cruautés que l'ennemi des 
hommes a pu seul leur inspirer. Cette sorte 
de fête dure deux jours et deux nuits chez les 
Cris. . . Plusieurs jeunes gens exercèrent 
sur eux des cruautés qui font frémir. Ils se 
firent des incisions à la poitrine et au dos 
où ils se passèrent des cordes entre la chair 
et la peau; quelques-uns menèrent des chevaux 
attachés au bout des cordes [jusqu'à] ce que 
la plaie fût suffisamment agrandie. . . 
Vraiment le coeur saigne à la vue de cet 47g 
aveuglement de ces pauvres sauvages infidèles. 

If the more dramatic aspects of Amerindian ceremonial rites 

were condemned out-of-hand, the Amerindians' beliefs in 

supernatural spirits were regarded in a very wry fashion, 

as in the following. 

People speak of a certain Windingo and his 
terrible apparitions. Some are struck by the 
fear of being eaten alive, but I think there 
will not be a lot of victims. All this is 
but the story of pseudo-doctors who are 
exploring the skies to discover where the 
Windingo lives in order to give him a lecture 
and to attract then the attention of people 
as stupid as themselves. The Windingo who 
will eat them is nothing but the hunger they 
failed to address themselves to. 

Naturally, the clergy sought to put an end to such beliefs 

and practices as the above, for they had no place in 

Christian faith. Indeed, the missionaries appear to have 

avoided any counterimposition or exploitation of Amerindian 

religious notions to the gain of adherence to Christian 
. 481 precepts. 
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What the missionary regarded as 'superstition' might 

often be an integral part of religious custom or tradition; 

nonetheless, the diminution and eventual elimination of 

superstition was regarded as essential if Indians were to 

become practicing Christians. Results in this direction 

were welcomed. Father Fourmond expressed the following 

after an itinerant mission on the prairie: 

One Sunday only I baptized about 20 young 
Sarcees. . . On that occasion, I could 
admire how mothers, although still pagan, 
hastily removed from their babies' necks 
all the baubles of evil superstition, an 
act that showed their trust in the truth 
of baptism and their good disposition to 
learn the Gospel, if it were possible to 
evangelize them properly.482 

To conclude this section, it must be noted that the 

clergy's sympathies for the Amerindians extended into the realm 

of what would result when the march of 'civilization' 

confronted Amerindian society. The clergy's efforts to divert 

the Amerindian population to an agricultural way of life 

were intended, at least in part, to ease their transition 

to a radically different societal order. Father Lacombe 

expressed well what many of the clergy must have been 

thinking on the eve of settlement in present-day Saskatchewan 

and Alberta: 

Je vois un avenir bien sombre, qui se sépare 
pour le pauvre Indien de ce pays, et malheur 
à des classes [si] le blanc ouvre des chemins 
sur ces terres, et se met à creuser le long des 
rivières. C'est pour cela qu'en attendant ce 
triste moment pour la race indienne, j'emploie 
le peu de forces qui me restent à en conduire 
le plus possible au ciel; car je crains que le 
temps n'est pas loin, où l'homme civilisé avec 
son esprit entreprenant, va balayer de ses 
terres les sauvages, [où] s'il les laisse vivre, 
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les réduire à mourir de faim. [Ces nations 
indiennes] sont si digne de compassion, sous 
le rapport spirituel et temporel.4 83 

A few days before the Manitoba Act of 1870 was signed, 

Lacombe set down his thoughts concerning Amerindian attitudes 

and the need for proper federal treatment of the North-

West's native inhabitants: 

Tout me fait prédire [que] nos nombreux 
sauvages des prairies ne voient d'un bien 
mauvais oeil le Gouvernement Canadien venir 
s'installer sur leurs terres. Jusqu'ici, 
ils ont toujours été en paix avec la 
compagnie [de la baie d'Hudson] et les autres 
traiteurs parce qu'ils y voient leur intérêt 
et que jamais on ne leur parle d'acheter 
leurs terres. On peut dire que tous les 
Indiens du Saskatchewan aiment et respectent 
les Blancs, mais je crains bien que les 
têtes en s'échauffent et ne se montent, quand 
ils verront un autre ordre de choses. J'espère 
que le Canada, qui sans doute, s'est instruit 
et a pA.t-6 de ta &agt&ée. dans l'affaire de la 
[Rivière Rouge] saura s'y prendre mieux pour 
se concilier nos populations.4°4 

During the next decade and a half, Lacombe and other clergy 

witnessed the deleterious effects of white settlement on 

the native population. In the face of governmental indif

ference to many native grievances, and in light of the 

traumatic extermination of the buffalo by 1882, the clergy 

were hard-pressed to assist the indigenous population to 

come to terms with the advancing tide of white settlement. 
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IV. Métis-Clergy Relations at North-West Missions: 

Lac Ste-Anne, St-Albert and Ile à la Crosse. 

The Nature of Métis-Clergy Relations, 1818-1845 

A previous section in this study outlines the general 

nature of Bishop Provencher's mission to 1845. This 

section focusses specifically on aspects of the 

Catholic clergy's interaction with the Métis to 1845. 

Owing to the geographically restricted nature of the 

missionary effort before the arrival of the Oblates, 

this section will center on Métis-Clergy relations at 

Red River and vicinity. 

Among the considerations which prompted Bishop 

Plessis of Québec to despatch priests to Red River was 

the fact that certain Métis requested in sincere terms 

that Catholic clergy come to minister to them. In 

1817, a petition to this effect was sent to Plessis on 
485 behalf of the Red River Métis. It was stressed that 

recent acts of violence by Métis had occurred in the 

context of an absence of spiritual leadership and Christian 

conviction : 

[The] Canadians, during their residence here, 
have always been without religious instruction, 
and without a pastor to direct and counsel 
them wisely and to administer to them the 
saving help of the Church. [They] have not 
enough influence to keep their children from 
being taken and forced to obey those who 
have soiled the plains of this beautiful 
country with [blood]. . . this influence never 
would have failed them, and never would have 
been necessary, if they had had better 
knowledge of their duty toward God and society. 
[The] métis are nearly all well disposed and of 
a gentle and peaceable character, and would not 
have taken part in the unhappy events of last 
year, if they had not been influenced by their 
superiors.4^b 
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The signatories recognized that a clerical presence would 

be a stabilizing force. 

[All] is now peaceful here, [and] the undersigned 
firmly believe that with the services of a 
Catholic priest nothing will be lacking to 
render the present tranquillity perfect and 
durable, and to preserve in the future the 
happiness of the country. ^7 

The early works of the Catholic clergy among the Métis 

helped to preserve and fortify peace in the District of 

Assiniboia. There was a lingering possibility, which 

existed both before and after the priests' arrival, of 

another outbreak of hostilities in Assiniboia related to 

the fur trade 'war.' Although violence between the 

contending companies erupted in Athabaska with the full 
4 88 

participation of Métis, Red River remained peaceful. 

It has been noted in this respect: 

Avec eux [les missionnaires] apparaissait la 
force morale la mieux susceptible d'agir sur 
le tempérament des métis, la seule qui fût 
vraiment en mesure de dicter aux Bois-Brûlés 
une ligne de conduite pacifique et de rendre 
stériles les menées des North-Westers.489 

The moral authority of the clergy being widely acknowledged 

and effective, in a short period of time generally 

harmonious relations developed between the Métis and 
490 freemen and the Selkirk Settlers. 

If the task of reestablishing the faith and religious 

practices of the freemen was taxing, much more so was the 

task confronting the missionary in his work among the 

Métis. The latter were closer, in terms of conceptions 

and attitudes, to their Indian kinfolk than to their 

Canaditn relations, certainly those in It Bai-PayA . By 

way of their fathers' instruction, Métis possessed only 
491 

vague notions of Christianity. 
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The first reactions of the Métis to the clergy were 

doubtlessly encouraging to the latter. Their disembark-

ment at Fort Douglas, for example, was heralded 

enthusiastically by a waiting-party of many Métis and 

freemen. Dressed in their vestments, the two arriving 

priests commanded the respectful and admiring, even 
49 2 

"awe-struck," attention of their Métis parishioners-
to-be. Religious instruction to the Canddi-tna, their 
wives and children, and Métis families commenced a few 

days after the priests' arrival. Twice daily, catechumens 
49 3 arrived at Fort Douglas to be taught. After two 

months, Provencher wrote in an optimistic vein: 

[The Métis] children are very intelligent; 
they learn with great facility the prayers 
and the catechism that we teach them, as 
well as reading. °^ 

On the temporal side, Métis devoted their labour and 

personal resources towards the physical establishment of 

the Church in their midst. At Pembina, the Métis 

contributed generously to a building fund and assisted 

in effecting required chapel repairs. Abbé Dumoulin 

noted frankly: "[The Métis] are doing it in order that they 
495 may be assured of having [a resident priest]." During 

the summer of 1818, Abbé Provencher and those assisting 

him ran out of provisions. Dumoulin noted that when word 

of this reached the Métis hunters at Pembina, "[they] 

immediately loaded a boat [with provisions] for me." 

The Métis, then, responded in a favourable fashion from 

the outset to the presence of the clergy. 
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The virtually instantaneous prestige enjoyed by the 

first missionaries naturally assisted the establishment of 

a good working relationship between the priest and his 

Métis charges. Many Métis appear initially to have ascribed 

the missionaries with supernatural powers, this being 

perhaps due to inherited Amerindian conceptions of supernatural 

forces; all the while paying considerable attention to 

the religious instruction imparted to them. As Abbé 

Dumoulin noted in 1818: 

[The Métis] admire anything we do or say before 
them which savors of religion, and their confidence 
in us is so great that they come to us immediately 
when any one of them happens to be ill; they 
imagine you please, that we shall cure them by 
our mere presence. . . The bftVilté that we have 
taught so far generally show much intelligence 
and a great desire to learn and reform their 
lives; already a big transformation has taken 

i 497 

place." ' 

The clergy's residency at the Red River Colony and Pembina 

having, in itself, sanctioned the existence of a sedentary 
498 

economy, many Metis soon accommodated themselves to 

sedentary ways, at least to the extent of erecting 

habitations around residences of their spiritual leaders. 
Attirés par le prestige de sa personne [le 
missionnaire], par la confiance spontanée 
que les Canadiens lui témoignaient, séduits 
par le caractère d'une prédication qui parlait 
a leur nature émotionnelle, les métis ne 
tardèrent pas a se grouper autour de leurs 

A Q Q 

pasteurs . ̂ ^ 

Other early products of Métis-Clergy interaction should 

be noted. One of these was the tempering of Métis vengeance 

on the Sioux, in that armed reprisals of an expeditionary 

nature against Siouan bands became less common. In 

terms of formal Church practices, a great many marriages 

3. la fiaccn da pay& were regularized by means of instruc-
. 501 

tion and a Church marriage ceremony. Also, large 
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numbers of Metis attended Sunday Church services at 
502 Pembina and St-Boniface, a further indication of the 

Metis' interest in the priests' ministrations and a 

witnessing to the exterior observance of Church practice 

and worship. Also, by 1821, Métis women and children 

participated in the endeavour to christianise the 
503 Amerindian population. 

Some reference to the objectives and import of the 

missionary effort among the Metis is required before 

proceeding further. The primary objective of the 

missionaries was to ensure that the Métis adhered to, 

and understood, the precepts of the Christian faith. 

The priest was expected to provide sound spiritual and 

temporal guidance to his parishioners and, in turn, he 

expected a ready and sincere application of his flock 

to Christian principles of behaviour and religious 

observance. In this context: 

les missionnaires [travaillent] en s'efforçant 
de ramener les métis à un idéal de vie plus conforme 
aux enseignements du christianisme, de les pénétrer 
d'une moralité plus haute et de leur donner les ; . „ . 
rudiments d'instruction qui leur faisaient défaut. 

An additional objective of the clergy was to make the 

Métis settle down and accept a more sedentary existence. 

Despite the essential openess of the Métis, the clergy 

were not totally successful. 

The clergy perceived the moral instruction 

and edification of the Métis to be of vital 

importance. The regularization of Métis marriages in 
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Assiniboia was an initial, and apparently very successful, 
505 step in this direction. Of more continuing concern to 

the clergy were matters such as the inclination of Métis 

to retain some native conceptions of religion, and the 

abuse of alcohol and consequent social problems. Regarding 

the former, it has been noted that: "Les hommes d'âge, 

Canadiens ou métis, étaient eux-mêmes de bien 'pauvres 

chrétiens' [d'après l'abbé Destroismaisons]: leurs notions 

religieuses étaient faites de superstitions plus que de 
, . . • - ,,506 convictions sincères. 

Regarding alcohol abuse, the clergy maintained the 

necessity and propriety of abstinence for Canad-ltn and 

native alike. In 1819, Abbé Dumoulin expressed very 

serious opinions concerning the intemperance he witnessed 

and its hindrance to clerical initiatives: 

[If] it is impossible to win the Indians from 
infidelity as long as it is permissible to 
give them liquor, it will be no less difficult 
to win over from their shameful immorality a 
great many LCanadd,e.nil and boi.&-bhl\L'z.i> . . . 
There is absolutely no other way for us to do 
some good in this country than to put a stop 
to the commerce of intoxicating liquor.507 

Bishop Provencher instructed his priests to take every 
50 8 

opportunity to denounce drunkenness, and among other 

measures he took, in 1844, the prelate founded a 'Tempe-
509 ranee Society.' Excesses in drinking diminished over 

510 the years, and Provencher "parvint du moins à réduire 

sensiblement les désordres et à communiquer aux métis de 

la Rivière Rouge une plus grande dignité de vie, dont 
511 rendent témoignage les observateurs les plus différents. . ." 
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In addition, it must be recognized that the clergy were 

always willing and able to provide individual counsel on 

any number of personal problems confronting their charges. 

Moreover, the pulpit provided regular opportunities for 

the clergy to espouse desired forms of social intercourse 

and personal behaviour, to denounce immorality, and to 

advance a concept of living based on self-respect, dignity 

and accountability. The Métis1 trust in their priests, and 

the sincere interest of the latter in advancing the spiritual 

and temporal well-being of the Métis people, had the effect 

of establishing a generally close relationship between the 

Métis and their religious leaders. 

As noted previously, the Catholic clergy placed consi

derable emphasis on the education of Métis children. A 

few additional remarks in this context are in order. In 

the first place, despite the aptitude of Métis children 
512 for schoolwork, few of them had the opportunity to 

attain fluency in reading and writing. 

La réalisation [de l'oeuvre éducatrice] se 
heurtaient malheureusement à la misère qui 
sévissait dans la colonie et qui affectait 
particulièrement le groupe des Bois-Brûlés. . . 
à leur subsistance, les métis subvenaient 
par le nomadisme, et le clergé ne pouvait, 
faute de resources suffisantes, soustraire 
de nombreux enfants a ce mode de vie en 
assumant directement leur entretien. . . 
l'assistance a l'école [était] forcément 
irrégulière, souvent interrompue par les 
entreprises de chasse [et] pendant les mois 
d'hiver, la population des Bois-Brûlés aban
donnait pratiquement la colonie.513 
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Irregular attendance at schools was remarked upon by clergy 
514 from the early years of their work and accordingly, 

over the years Bishop Provencher often complained about 
515 the stationary character of his teaching. The prelate 

was undoubtedly much disappointed that no Métis responded 

to the calling of the priesthood; however, some grounds 

for satisfaction existed in other quarters. 

Some Métis children of H.B.C. officers were sent to 
517 St-Boniface for instruction, while other children 

received their schooling in Quebec. Two in the latter 

category -- daughters of Augustin Nolin -- opened a 

school for girls at Red River and later taught at a number 
518 of mission schools. The establishment of technical 

519 school instruction at Red River by Provencher provided 

additional opportunities for self-improvement. 

Des efforts furent tentés enfin pour communiquer 
aux enfants métis l'instruction technique dont 
ils étaient totalement dépourvus: aux garçons, 
la pratique de divers métiers, aux filles, la 
connaissance des industries domestiques qu'elles 
ignoraient entièrement et qui éveilleraient en 
elles les qualités ménagères qui leur faisaient 
défaut. Secondé par le gouverneur Simpson qui 
accepta de payer leurs gages, Mgr Provencher fit 
appel a des Canadiennes du Bas-Pays pour apprendre 
aux jeunes métisses le tissage de la laine et la 
confection des étoffes.520 

Instruction in weaving and cloth-making had hardly begun 

when the facilities burned down. Five years later, the 

arrival of the Grey Nuns marked the resumption of such 
• • 521 

training. 

The habitual practice of Metis leaving their settlements 

for extended periods of time was one of several formidable 

obstacles confronting the clergy in their work. Another 

equally serious matter was the dispersion of the freemen 

and Métis throughout the parkland and the prairies; another 
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522 was the tendency of many of these to live isolated lives. 

The fact that most Métis' first language was an Indian one, 
523 "usually Crée," presented further difficulties, since the 

form of French spoken was, accordingly, often imperfect and 
524 inadequate. These obstacles to a widespread, more 

effectual relationship between Métis and clergy were --

in the context of the missionary effort throughout the 

North-West — of long-term duration. Sporadic itinerant 
525 missions to H.B.C. posts or to winter camps of the 

526 

Métis had the effect of reducing somewhat the estrange

ment of many North-West Métis from the Church and its 

representatives. However, before the arrival of the 

Oblates, the Métis of the West were in contact with the 

clergy only on rare occasions, such as when paying a visit 

to Red River or when they happened to be at a post being 

visited by a member of the clergy. 

As mentioned in Chapter II, the Métis did not, as a 

group, engage in agriculture to any significant extent; 

hence their reliance on the proceeds of the Hunt. Although 

he recognized that the Buffalo Hunt was often essential 

for the colonists' survival, from the beginning of his 

ministry, Mgr Provencher sought to divert the Métis to a 
527 predominantly agricultural subsistence. Convinced that 

528 the Métis relied far too much on hunting, Provencher 
529 

sought to reduce the importance it had in Metis society. 

The prelate's convinction was that Metis would never truly 

prosper in pursuing such a 'boom or bust' economic activity. 

Throughout his career, Provencher was saddened at the 

improvidence of many Métis of the hunting class, and he 

regarded with apprehension the raising of their children, 
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most of whom were not being educated and were being exposed 
530 to supposedly 'corrupting1 influences in the moral sphere. 

Recognizing that the wanderings of the Metis were an 

integral component of their society, Bishop Provencher took 

steps to alleviate the situation. In 1822 and 1827, mission

aries accompanied Red River Metis on their plains hunting 

excursions, and in subsequent years, this practice became 
531 more and more an habitual one. By regularly accompanying 

the hunting expeditions, the clergy were, in effect, 

recognizing and sanctioning the biannual Buffalo Hunts. 

Nonetheless, it must be stressed that the ideal of the 

clergy was for the Métis to adopt sedentary ways. Only 

a settled existence could ensure that the Métis would 

then fulfill the expectations of the clergy, who sought 

to see them become a conscientious and established group, 

all the while remaining devoted to their religion and 

mindful of their priests' guidance regarding everyday 

living. 

Although concerted evangelization of the native 

population of what can be termed the West (or present-day 

Saskatchewan and Alberta) did not commence until after 

the Oblates' arrival, the first tentative steps in this 

direction were undertaken in the early 1840s. Despite 

his lack of resources and a woefully inadequate number of 

clergy, several considerations prompted Bishop Provencher 

to despatch a missionary westwards. In 1840, apparently 
5 32 

"to the great chagrin of [resident] Catholics," 

Reverend Robert Rundle arrived at Fort Edmonton to spread 

the Gospel and to place Methodism on a sound footing. A 

courageous, zealous and enduring man, Rundle covered a large 
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533 area during his itinerant missions. For over seven 

years, he was a cleric with whom to be reckoned; he 

baptized a goodly number of Métis in the course of his 

work. The second factor influencing Provencher was 

the visit to Red River by a Métis who pleaded on behalf 

of his Métis and Crée coYi^nHUdi, for a priest to be sent 

to the vicinity of Fort Edmonton and the nearby Rocky 
5 34 Mountains. This man — one Louis Piche — arrived in 

535 1841. The Bishop later described his reception: 

Fr. Thibault, knowledgeable [in Crée].- instructed 
him as best he could with the use of Fr. Blanchet's 
pictorial catechism, a copy of which the man 
carried back with him so that he could tell his 
people what the Catholic priests teach, ere 
they accept the teachings of [Rev. Rungle]. I 
promised to send Fr. Thibault to them next 
Spring.^36 

Clearly, Provencher sought to extend his ministry to 

the utmost, both to meet the spiritual needs of the 

native population of the West and, simultaneously, to 

offset the 'deleterious' spread of Protestantism. 

On April 20, 1842, Abbé Thibault left Red River, 

accompanied by a Métis guide, Jean-Baptiste Laframboise, 
537 and his wife and son. By way of Fort Ellice and Fort 

Carlton, the party reached for Pitt. Formal religious 

functions and religious instruction were undertaken at 

these posts. Regarding Fort Pitt, Thibault wrote: 

Pendant les quatre jours que je demeurai là, 
je fus occupé à catéchiser, confesser, baptiser 
les gens du fort et quelques sauvages. J'eus 
l'avantage de trouver les gens [du fort] un peu 
mieux préparés là qu'ailleurs: parce que la 
demoiselle Bethsy Fisher [la fille de Henry 
Fisher, qui était chargé du fort] qui avait 
été instruite à la Rivière Rouge, s'était 
appliquée à montrer les prières et la lettre 
du catéchisme. . . Je fis là vingt-six 
baptêmes et j'y bénis un mariage.5 38 
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At H.B.C. posts in the West, such as Fort Pitt, then, 

there was an evident need on the part of the Métis and 

Canad-tzni, engage-6 for the services of priests. 

On June 19, Abbé Thibault reached Fort Edmonton to 

be greeted joyfully by John Rowand, the officer in charge 

of the Fort and a Catholic. His enthusiasm was not an 

isolated case according to Thibault, who soon began 

mission activities: 

Les catholiques de cette place furent bien 
joyeux de voir un prêtre, et j'eus la 
consolation de les voir exacts à suivre 
tous les exercices de la mission. [Rev. 
Rundle] n'avait malheureusement que trop 
réussi a en tromper quelques-uns que je 
suis pourtant venu à bout de détromper à 
force de conférences particulières.539 

Thibault was determined to eradicate whatever influence 

Rundle and Methodism has exacted among the native 

population at the Fort and elsewhere. 

On July 25, Thibault left Fort Edmonton accompanied 

by Gabriel Dumont (the uncle of his famous namesake) who 

served him for one month as guide. Having heard nothing 

from Piché or the Crée band he lived with near the 

moutains, the two men set out to locate them. In four 

days' time, they reached Gull Lake, encountering there 

five Métis families. Thibault stayed with them for four 

days "pour leur expliquer les principales vérités de notre 
541 foi, et baptiser les enfants." The small band responded 

well to the priest's message and his presence: "Tous 

apprirent le ?att?i et l'Ave en Cris et se confessèrent. 
542 Mon départ les affligea." Several days after their 

departure from this band, Thibault and Dumont came upon 
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the cabin of one Paul Durand, a Métis with a large family. 

The journey was again halted, in order to further 

knowledge of the Catholic faith among this Métis group. 

The Durands were practicing Methodists, but Thibault 

resolutely ushered them back into the Catholic fold by 
543 means of deft persuasion. After a brief stay, the 

two pushed on towards Rocky Mountain House. Some days 

thereafter, they met up with a Metis party who knew the 

whereabouts of Piché and his band, to whom a messenger 

was sent. Piché arrived the next day extremely happy to 
544 see the priest. For the next 12 days, Thibault 

instructed Piché's band of 60 lodges, among whom one can 

assume other Métis were to be found. All present paid 
545 considerable attention to the priest's message. 

On September 18, Thibault left Fort Edmonton accompanied 

by the Métis John Rowand Jr., who was heading to Fort Pitt 

to take charge there for a time. Thibault stayed at Fort 

Pitt four days "sans cesse occupé à catéchiser, baptiser 
546 et confesser, etc." He arrived at Red River on October 

20, after a six-month absence. From the statistics he 

listed summarizing his mission, the need for additional resident 

missionaries in the lands comprising the West is most 

apparent: 35 3 baptisms, 20 marriages and four first 
547 communions. 

Metis-Clergy Relations at Lac Ste-Anne 

In June 1843, Abbé Thibault set out westwards again, this 

time hopefully to found a permanent mission. Once more, he 
548 devoted time to instructing the ZYIQCLQIH, at Fort Pitt. 

549 Then, he decided to erect a building at Frog Lake, the 

site being only "a few miles away from the spot later chosen 
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for the establishment burned down during the uprising 
550 of 1885. . ." Requiring the services of an engage, 

Thibault hired Pierre Thibert, whom he had married to 
551 Julie Belcourt the year before. Paying him L17 pea 

annum, the missionary remarked of Thibert: "[II] n'est 

pas un grand travailleur, mais il est bon scieur, et 

capable de faire un jolie bâtisse. Il est bon chrétien 
552 et sa famille aussi." While Thibert was building, 

Thibault travelled on to Fort Edmonton, where he again 
553 conducted a mission "en sauvage et en français." 

554 In early October, the missionary paid his first 

visit to Lac Ste-Anne; he later wrote: 

[Au lac du Diable] j'ai trouvé quatre 
familles de métis qui m'attendaient 
parce que je leur avais fait dire que 
j'irais là; quelques-uns y sont établis. 
C'est une très bonne place pour vivre 
aux poissons. Parmi les gens qui 
étaient là, il y avait un métis anglais 
qui a fait-abjuration avec toute sa 
famille. b 

After baptizing the children at Lac Ste-Anne, Thibault 

returned to Frog Lake. There, he spent his time diligently 

instructing five Métis families who had built cabins 

around his abode. For both children and adults, the 

missionary held catechism classes, as well as sessions 
556 devoted to reading and writing in Crée. Nonetheless, 

sometime during the winter of 184 3-44 Thibault decided to 

relocate his mission to Lac Ste-Anne, having promised the 
557 Métis there that he would do so. In the spring, 

Thibert was sent to the new site to build a residence-

chapel . 
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As a mission site, Lac Ste-Anne had a number of 

advantages. Geographically, it was in close proximity 

to Fort Edmonton and it was situated on the trail from 

the latter post to Jasper House and Rocky Mountain House. 

Also, the site was beyond the area habituated by wandering 

Blackfoot bands, thus providing an element of security 

to resident Métis and any visiting Crées. In terms of 

provisions, the lake was abundantly endowed with white-

fish. The Hudson's Bay Company maintained a fishery there. 

Métis and freemen had begun to congregate along its 
558 shores by 1840, realizing the advantages to be had 

from a virtually assured source of provisions. Situated 

in a wooded area, there was no lack of firewood or 

building materials and fur-bearing animals were close at 
559 hand. The site appeared to be "ideal for grazing, 

hay making and cultivating." Moreover, it was near to 

lands frequented by buffalo. It was hoped that the above 

features would induce many Métis to set down roots around 

the mission. 

Many Métis did arrive at the lake and erected cabins 

around the priests' residence. In 1858, there were 45 

Métis homes, and in 1870, Father Leduc reported that 
r r n 

the fixed population was about 350. During the joint 

tenure of Thibault and Bourassa (1844 to 1852), one of 
C c o 

them was virtually always on hand at the mission. The 

other priest would spend his time on itinerant missions 

to scattered Métis and Indian bands and would then return 

to 'spell off his con^tStt. This practice was followed 
564 untxl 1861 by the men's successors. By this means, the 

individual priest acquainted himself with those at the 
mission -- settlement and Church services and religious 
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instruction were available on a regular basis. The 

system also permitted Thibault and Bourassa to conduct 
565 elementary school classes for children and old men. 

In the field, the missionary presumably encouraged 

settlement at the lake, since new residents came from 

distant districts, including Lesser Slave Lake and 
566 

Peace River. 

From the outset, Thibault and Bourassa engaged in 

agricultural enterprise, both for their own subsistence 

and with some thoughts of directing Métis to sedentary 

ways. The two also raised sheep and cattle as early as 
56 8 

1846, an activity allied to that of farming. " Unfor
tunately, the site proved to be far less promising for 
growing crops than had first been anticipated. 

The land at Lac Ste-Anne was heavily wooded 
and therefore difficult to clear for agri
culture. Much of the land, however, was 
low-lying and swampy [and] poor even for 
pasture. . . What little agriculture there 
was, was practised almost entirely by the 
priests [who], however, grew little besides 
garden vegetables. Wheat was unheard of and 
barley was frequently nipped [by] summer 
frosts.569 

570 During the 1850s, Father Lacombe made "a concerted effort" 
to turn the Lac Ste-Anne Métis to agricultural pursuits, 

but the factors above-mentioned and the prevailing 

disinclination of the people worked against any successes 

in this regard. 
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Some small garden plots were tended by Métis at the 

settlement; however, the settlers relied very heavily on 

fishing and hunting for their subsistence. This necessi

tated a roving existence during part of the year, the 

frequent displacements from Lac Ste-Anne being duly 

recorded in the Fort Edmonton Post journals. Considerable 

fishing at the lake occurred during the fall period and 
571 the proceeds were frozen for use during the winter. 

Nonetheless, partly to alleviate a bland diet of fish and 

partly to engage in familiar activities, most Metis 

frequently left the settlement. 

La Prairie les attirait infailliblement, et 
le Park Land, avec sa richesse d'animaux à 
fourrure, sollicitait également leur activité. . . 
L'hiver presque entier se passait en déplace
ments. Au printemps et en été, les hommes 
libres, par nécessité ou par caprices, repre
naient leur vie [voyageant], accompagnés de 
leurs familles.572 

In the course of itinerant missions from Lac Ste-Anne, 

Thibault and Bourassa often ministered to far-flung 

Métis bands and isolated Métis families. Indeed, this was 

a primary objective of the clergy then and afterwards; 

inasmuch as many Métis of the West were virtually entirely 

untutored in the Catholic faith until the missionaries had 

established a network of mission stations. In 1844, on a 

mission at Cold Lake, Thibault acknowledged the assistance 

of a Montagnais Métis, one Janvier, who turned over his 
573 house to Thibault durxng the course of a 16-day mxssxon. 

There, the missionary was visited by Joseph Cardinal, an 

88-year old Canadien and "the patriarch of a numerous 
574 famxly." Cardinal urged Thxbault to travel to Lac la 

. • 575 Bxche where most of hxs clan was waxtxng, as well as some 
^ 1 C\ 

Beaver Lake Indians. A 15-day mission there to some 40 
577 famxixes proved to be very successful. 
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In 1853, Father Bourassa left Lac Ste-Anne to serve in 

Québec. The preceding year, Father Thibault had departed 

for St-Boniface due to ill health. Except for a few months, 

from spring, 1853 to fall, 1855, the mission was in the 

sole hands of Father Lacombe, who had arrived there in 

1852. The arrival of Father Rémas in 1855 strengthened 

the mission and the two priests served together until the 

former's departure in 1861. 

Throughout the 1850s, the settlement's population 
5 78 

steadily increased, due mainly to the clergy's presence. 

Despite the rovings of parishioners, often the chapel was 
579 too small to accommodate those seeking to attend services. 

From this and other evidence, it would appear that the 

clergy's message was receiving ample attention during these 
580 years. Captain John Palliser certainly concluded that 

the Métis from Lac Ste-Anne accompanying his expedition 

were pious, in that they sought to observe worship 

regularly, even if the service was Anglican: 

The Ste-Anne's [sic] men, half-breeds [and Catholic], 
asked and obtained leave from me to attend Divine 
worship, and I conducted the lessons and half the 
prayers in Crée through the medium of an interpreter. 
I mention this circumstance to show the respectful 
tendency and absence of bigotry of these men, in 
their appreciation of Divine service. 

The clergy sought to utilize their influence to benefit 

their people in temporal matters. Thus, in 185 3, for 

example, Father Lacombe established a 'Temperance Society.' 

Ten years later, he wrote in this respect: 
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The missionaries are very pleased at the results 
of their efforts against the use of strong 
liquor. It can be claimed that all the Métis 
[and some Crées] have made the pledge and 
honoured it well. At the same time, they also 
promised to avoid games of chance -- hand game — 
and since then we do not hear the monotonous beat 
of the drums. 5!*2 

By 1861 — the year Lacombe founded St-Albert — the 

mission at Lac Ste-Anne was well-established and the 

clergy there were an integral part of the Métis community. 

The arrival of three Grey Nuns several years previously 

had further integrated Métis-Clergy relations. 

Having arrived at St-Boniface nine months previously 

from their Mother House in Montréal, on August 3, 1859, 
58 3 

Sisters Emery, Lamy and Alphonse set out for Lac Ste-Anne. 

Father Rémas accompanied them. Early in their trip, the 

Sisters recognized the Métis1 desire and need for contact 

with the Church's representatives. In the region of 

Grand Portage, they came across two Métis families recently 

established there. Sister Alphonse noted: "Ils se 

confessèrent et firent baptiser quelques-uns de leurs 

enfants, puis ils nous laissèrent en pleurant." By 

way of Fort Carlton and Fort Pitt, the small cart-brigade 

arrive at Lac Ste-Anne on September 24, after a brief 

stay at Fort Edmonton. All Métis present at the settlement 
585 

turned out to greet the Sisters, who were initially 
586 

regarded with the utmost curiority by most. Sister 

Emery noted that the three were very well-received by 

the people there and added that "plusieurs nous ont 
58 7 

apporté de la viande sèche et des langues." Not long 

thereafter, she observed: " Ces pauvres gens [nous] 

appellent leurs soeurs aimées." 
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589 On October 10, Srster Alphonse began classes. 

Soon afterwards, she remarked: 

I have anywhere from 42 down to 24 [students] 
according to the presence or the absence 
of the families. . . Only one understands 
French, the others only Crée, and I know so 
little yet of that language. This makes ,-qn 
for great difficulties of communications. 

As the Sisters' knowledge of Crée expanded (under Father 
591 Lacombe's supervision), initial communication problems 

592 
were eased. School instruction was in French and English. 

By 1860, there were six Métis girls residing as boarding 

students at the mission and there were some 18 regular 
593 students. Concerning the former, Sister Emery wrote: 

Trois ont pour pères des Canadiens mariés à 
des Métisses; les autres les pères sont 
Métis. Pas une ne parle français, quoiqu'elles 
comprennent assez bien. Il y en a 2 qui sont 
les enfants [du Bourgeois du Fort des] 
Montagnes Rocheuses: le père est Canadien 
vivant avec une femme Métisse (il a déjà une 
femme en Amérique)... Il vit sur un 
haut ton. Il voudrait que ses filles fussent 
bien instruites.->94 

Classes lasted only one hour a day and some young women over 
595 20 years of age attended. In 1861, Sister Emery 

referred to the students as "enfants élevés à faire 

toutes leurs volontés au milieu des Sauvages, gens sans 

moeurs et sans gène, pour la plupart, "adding that, "il 

faut avoir la surveillance pour ces enfants. . . Il 
596 

faut les suivre en tout temps et en tous lieux." For 
their edification, Father Rémas taught the children cate-

597 chism in Crée after school. 
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Throughout the 1860s, and later, the majority of 

the Lac Ste-Anne Métis continued to rely heavily on the 

proceeds of hunting. There were, however, those who 

relied on the more certain harvest of the lake's white-

fish. In 1859, for instance, there were some 20 Métis 

residents — not out hunting on the plains — to welcome 
598 the Grey Nuns. Nonetheless, privation was a common 

599 enough feature of settlement life. 

Conditions during the winter of 1859-60 were parti

cularly severe at Lac Ste-Anne. As recorded by Sister 

Emery : 

Cet hiver la misère est extrême car le buffalo 
a manqué dans la prairie. Il n'est pas rare 
de voir des familles passer deux à trois jours 
sans manger, et après ce temps, n'avoir qu'un 
poisson bouilli sans sel, pas de pain ni patates; 
plusieurs vont jusqu'à manger des morceaux de 
peaux, de vieux souliers, etc. 

The spring Buffalo Hunt of 1860 promised to ameliorate 

the very serious situation facing the population. In 

June, the people prepared to leave, "mais ces voyages 

devenant de plus en plus difficiles, à raison de la 

guerre des Cris et des Métis avec les Pieds Noirs, ils 

demandèrent avec instance qu'un des pères voulut 

bien les accompagner. . . le Père Rëmas consentit." 

Sister Emery observed that on "le 26 juillet le monde 

arrivait de la prairie assez chargé de vivres. Bientôt, 
£ 0 o 

toutes les misères furent oubliées." A lack of fore
sight and planned living was -- to the Sister -- a factor 
inhibiting any material advancement among the population: 
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"ils ne pensent qu'à vivre au jour le jour; c'est le 

défaut de ces pauvres métis et c'est aussi pourquoi ils 
, . ,,60 3 

sont toujours pauvres. 

Following the establishment of St-Albert in 1861, 

the mission at Lac Ste-Anne became relatively less 

important and less influential. On the one hand, many 

families at the settlement departed for St-Albert, 

commencing in 1862. On the other, in 1863, Father 

Caër left the mission, having been preceded by the Grey 

Nuns, who relocated to St-Albert in March of that year. 

Until 1867, Father Rémas, alone, tended to mission 

responsibilities. Many items at the mission, including 
/r A c 

farm implements, were transferred to St-Albert, along 
6 0 6 

with most of the animals. For some years thereafter, 
Rémas received only meagre sums of money with which to 

ft 0 7 

support himself and to run the mission. His requests 

for more support received little or no response, certainly 

to 1866. The declining esteem attached to the mission 

by the Church's representatives was revealed, in part, 

when in 186 8, Father André recommended that no clergy 

should continue to reside there. 

The clergy at Lac Ste-Anne, as at other missions, had 

many religious and temporal tasks to perform, both for 

their own sake and for the well-being of their charges. 

Manual work involving agricultural endeavours and the 

upkeep of mission buildings and facilities, for example, 

was often very time-consuming. In the religious sphere, 

there was much to do aside from regular Church services. 

Autumn was the busiest time, being "le temps ou le monde 

afflue au Lac Ste-Anne," while summers might also be 
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61 7 
busy. Catechism was undertaken, first communions were 

ft i ft 
arranged and some schooling was attempted. In 1861, 

the settlement of some of the Métis of Iroquois extraction 

living near the mountains added to the clergy's work 
614 load. Visiting those at the settlement or in the 

vicinity who were sick or dying was another regular 
615 ^ . 

duty. Relatives of Metis who were believed to be 

dying were determined to ensure that a priest would be 

present to offer the last rites. In 1862, for 

example, Father Lacombe was called upon to travel for 

some six to eight days to comfort the dying son of the 
617 

Canadinn Bellerose. 

When Father Rémas was the sole priest at the mission, 

the demands upon him were considerable. In 1865, he 

noted: " . . . dans l'espace de 18 mois, on ne trouve pas 
6 1 ft 

même le temps de faire une retraite un peu tranquille." 
As he observed later in the year, setting priorities in 
his work had become unavoidable: 

God required of me to educate and save souls. 
Yet, my Lord, I am unable to do my duties 
and to teach school. I did it last winter to 
the detriment of my catechists. Then I had to 
leave. When I came back from St-Bernard last 
summer I taught school for five days, then we 
had to leave for the Prairie. Even if I were 
able to teach a few people this winter, it 
wouldn't be very useful and it would make the 
rest of them suffer.619 

In 1865 and 1866, many Metis families arrived from Red River 
6 70 

to make the settlement their home, thus augmenting 

responsibilities for Rémas and the clergy who followed in 

his stead. 
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After the departure of Abbés Thibault and Bourassa, 

itinerant missions continued to be an important aspect 

of the missionary effort originating at Lac Ste-Anne. 

For his part, Father Lacombe was more often than not 

absent from the mission seeking out Métis, Crée or 

Blackfoot bands for proselytization. Mission-stations 

visited by Lacombe and his fellow clergy included Fort 
6 ? 1 

Edmonton, Jasper House and Lesser Slave Lake. At each 

of these stations, there were Métis or Canadian e.ngagt& 

to be instructed, baptized, married or otherwise ministered 

to, while Métis living around the post or in the vicinity 

would likewise be sought out for ministration. 

During the spring and early summer of 1864, 1865, 1866 

and 1868, Father Rémas undertook itinerant missions at 

Lesser Slave Lake, ''"' his primary objective being to bring 

the ministry to tngagts at the H.B.C. post and to Metis 

and Indians visiting the post. In 1864, as in later years, 

Rémas stayed at the post, since Métis and Indians were 

continually arriving there from distant parts. After 

catechizing, instructing, marrying and baptizing many, he 

concluded: 

Tous les métis que j'ai vus ont montré non 
seulement de la bonne volonté mais encore de 
la joie. Je vous dirai [qu'après] les bons 
métis Iroquois que je suis allé voir autrefois 
au fort des Montagnes Rocheuses, je n'en ai 
pas trouvé de mieux disposé que ces pauvres 
gens du [petit] lac des Esclaves. 2^ 

The following year, Rémas ascertained that the Métis and 
624 

Indians he had met in 1864 were "députés" '" sent by 

six fairly large bands. Each band had a camp and each 

camp was widely dispersed from the others. Many Métis 

were in the bands, which altogether amounted to some 
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625 400 to 500 persons. Springtime was not the best 

time for a mission. "Etant si éloignés du fort, ils 

n'y viennent avec leurs familles qu'en automne. Au 

printemps, chaque camp envoie ses députés chercher au 

fort tabac et amunition [sic] et ces députés. . . ne 

restent qu'un jour ou deux. . ." 

The greatest obstacle to founding true Christian 

faith among these people, according to Father Rémas, was 

the persistence of traditional Indian religious concepts: 

Leur plus grande peine est de laisser leurs 
jongleries dans lesquelles ils ont tant de 
confiance. J'ai su, mais trop tard, qu'un 
d'eux avait fait le défit, à savoir, que 
si par ma présence et la prière, j'empêchais 
leur manito d'entrer dans la jonglerie, ils 
prieraient tous. *' 

Nonetheless, Rémas added: "Le langage du plus grand 

nombre est celui-ci: 'Nous prierions si les prêtres 

étaient avec nous. . .'" 

Father Rémas' stance at Lesser Slave Lake was to 

accomplish as much as possible during the brief time 

that he and the "députés" and their families had at 

their disposal. In 1866, he described his schedule: 

La sainte messe le matin, quatre heures de 
catéchisme aux enfants métis et sauvages, un 
ou deux catéchismes aux femmes du fort, visite 
à celui-ci ou à celui-là, prière et instruction 
le soir à tout le monde réuni, telle fut mon 
occupation pendant dix à douze jours.6 29 

After his mission in 1868, he reflected: "Instructions, 

catéchismes, confessions, mariages, voilà un ouvrage bien 

agréable aux yeux de la foi, bien terrible pour sa respon-

sabilité et bien fatigant pour la nature." After four 

missions among this largely Métis population, Rémas regarded 

them as certainly deserving of primary continuing consider

ation: 
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La meilleure des raisons pour lesquelles ils 
doivent avoir un prêtre le plus promptement 
possible et même avant les Cris des prairies, 
c'est qu'ils n'ont pas abusé des grâces comme 
ces derniers. 3 1 

In January, 1869, Father Rémas left Lac Ste-Anne to 

serve at Lac la Biche. No one resided at the mission 

until November, when Father Leduc arrived for a brief 

stay. In December, Father Fourmond arrived at the 

settlement. He was well-received. 

Comme ces pauvres métis du Lac Ste-Anne étaient 
heureux d'avoir enfin un Père. "Ah que de fois," 
me disait l'un des principaux d'entre eux, "que 
de fois [Père], nous avons pleuré en venant 
le dimanche a notre église et en ne voyant pas 
de Père pour offrir la messe. Comme c'était 
triste. Nous ferons tout ce que tu voudras," 
et ils tiennent parole.°^2 

Until his departure in late 1873, Fourmond — with the 

assistance of Father Bourgine — "[made] a determined 
ft 7 7 

effort to revitalize the mission." Among other things, 
he built a small dam on a local creek and then installed 

634 a mill to make flour from barley. However, the 
/-or 

destruction of the mill by nature and insufficient 
r o r 

water doomed the enterprise. On a more positive note, 

for several years, commencing in 1971, Father Lacombe's 

sister, Christine, conducted a school at the mission. 

At various times during the 1870s, the clergy expressed 

disappointment regarding the situation at Lac Ste-Anne. 

In 1871, after smallpox had afflicted the prairies and 
/TOO 

parkland, for example, Father Fourmond noted: 
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Last year [smallpox] made among our small 
population a proportion of victims perhaps 
higher than anywhere else. . . one would 
think [that the survivors would recall God's] 
mercy in saving them from death. Unfortunately, 
[they] went back to their old habits. The 
good did not become better, did not try harder 
to please God or to avoid the bad actions they 
used to indulge in. . . The young in particular 
are more inclined toward evil than ever. As 
for the bad, [although] they are few, they seem 
worse than ever.639 

In 18 76, Father Vegreville regretfully wrote that there 

were only 24 Métis families located at the settlement, 

a clear indication of decline there. Nonetheless, 

on his arrival one year previously, far more pressing 

concerns had confronted the missionary. 

Avant mon arrivée, les métis en étaient venus 
[au] point que le scandale de leur conduite, 
surtout de leurs querelles, nous affligeait 
grandement à St-Albert. A peine un tiers 
avaient-ils pu faire leurs Pâques; quelques-
uns étaient encore estropiés des coups qu'ils 
avaient reçus. Tout cela demandait des 
réparations.641 

Végréville devoted a summer and fall to wresting these 

victims (many of whom may — in the context of the 

statements above — have been subject to alcohol abuse) 

from their state of fallen grace. He was consoled to 

see many seeking pardon. His influence must have been 

matched by his zeal, since he noted: 

Enfin le jubilé que j'ai prêché pendant les 
quinze jours qui ont précédé la fête de Noël 
est venu mettre le comble à notre joie. . . 
toute la population [se sentait] renaître. 
Quatre-vingt-douze communiants, c'est-à-dire 
tous moins un vieillard qui n'a point voulu 
se confesser, c'était un beau bouquet à 
présenter à Jésus naissant.^42 
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Nonetheless, Végréville's joy at reestablishing a measure 

of piety was a tempered one: "mon bonheur n'était point 

parfait; car je vois qu'il faut réformer en ces pauvres 

gens l'esprit chrétien qui a souffert une cruelle atteinte 
643 au milieu de tous les troubles." 

As was the case at virtually all missions, the clergy 

at Lac Ste-Anne had need for hired help to maintain their 

buildings, to construct new ones, to assist in agricultural 

work, to supply fresh provisions, etcetera. In this 

respect, missions in the West relied heavily on the 

services of Metis and some Ca.ncLdie.n6 . Lac Ste-Anne was 

no exception. 

It has been noted previously that the engage Pierre 

Thibert and his wife were instrumental in the founding of 

Lac Ste-Anne. While Thibert was building the residence-

chapel, Abbé Thibault was heading west from St-Boniface 

with a Métis couple who were to render invaluable services 

to the mission for some years — Michel Normand and his 

wife, née Rose Plante, or "La Rose." Both born and 
645 

raised at Red River, the Normands served at Lac 

Ste-Anne from 1844 to 1853, where they were "wonderful 
6 46 

providers and servants." In 1859, at Father Rémas' 

request, the couple returned from St-Boniface. Somewhat 

thereafter, Father Lacombe wrote: 

How happy I was to see Michel and Rose with us 
again 1 . . . Like real missionaries they 
became attached to and interested in all our 
work. Their fidelity, their honesty, their 
piety are recognized throughout the countryside, 
especially so among the missionaries, who esteem 
and venerate them. 4' 

http://Ca.ncLdie.n6
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In 1861, the Normands relocated to St-Albert, where they 

continued to work. In 1872, Bishop Grandin "[installed] 

them right in the 'palace' where they [lived] till a ripe 

old age, always doing their best to serve and to edify 

all."648 

Over the years, various Métis served at Lac Ste-Anne. 

In spring, 1862, a young Cana.dA.zn and his Métis wife 

were hired. They probably did not stay for very long, 

since Sister Lamy wrote that: "[La femme] nous fait 

guère espérer qu'elle nous rendra service, car elle n'a 

pas l'air à aimer notre train de vie: elle a l'air de 
649 projeter de retourner chez ses parents." Seven months 

later, a probably different couple were at the mission --

Olivier and Thérèse. By this time, they had established 

an excellent rapport with the Sisters and Father Rémas. 

Father Lacombe noted: "Ils sont honnêtes et intéressés 
(\ ̂  n 

pour la mission." As of March, 1864, Olivier was 

still working for the priests, although he complained 
651 often of not having the proper tools to use, these 

having been taken to St-Albert. 

In 1864, Jean-Baptiste Surprenant was hired at Lac 

Ste-Anne, although he did some work early in 1865 at 
652 St-Albert. In the spring of 1865, he was rehired; 

he and his wife, Catherine Parisien, being paid L35 a 
r p ^ 

year, the going rate at Red River. Father Rémas 
wrote: "Je suis très content de leur travail mais 

654 surtout de leur économie." Surprenant continued to 

work at the mission from April, 1866, to April 1867, 

remitting L7 and 10 shillings to his wife, who had moved 
655 to St-Boniface. Following Surprenant's departure 

http://Cana.dA.zn
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in 186 7, a married couple served for one-and-a-half years — 

Louis de Gonzague St-Arnault and Hélène Kallion — at the 

rate of L30 a year. 

Métis also assisted the clergy at Lac Ste-Anne, as 

elsewhere, by engaging in temporary work. Such assistance 

could take many forms. In 1857, for instance, a number 

of Métis freighters made a round trip to St-Boniface to 
£* C *7 

meet mission requirements. In 1865, two persons were 
65 8 hired to seed the crops and gardens. Also, Métis 

659 
canoeists were hired in the course of itinerant missions. 

The prowess and bravery of the latter were praised by 

Father Rémas: 

Plus d'une fois je fus surpris de la dextérité 
de mes jeunes compagnons au milieu de pareils 
rapides dont les flots ressemblaient à ceux 
d'un lac dans la tempête ... mes deux compagnons 
se riant du vent et des vagues s'avancent comme 
ils peuvent le long des côtes à une petite 
distance du rivage. Les vagues les cachent a 
notre vue, mais ne craignez rien: ils chantent 
et rient.660 

On another trip, Rémas was very pleased to travel from 

Lesser Slave Lake nearly to Lac Ste-Anne in the company 

of the l'Hyrondelle family, no charges apparently having 

been requested. 

M£t£&-ClZigy Rdlationà at St-klbtfit 

The mission of St-Albert was founded in 1861 by Father 

Lacombe. Situated in part along the shores of what was 

then called 'Big Lake,' the settlement first bore the 

title of 'Big Lake Settlement.' Construction of the 

mission proper was completed in the spring by Lacombe, 

Michel Normand and wife, and two Métis from Lac Ste-Anne 



St-Albert Mission Church, 1864. 
PMA Alberta (OMI Collection). 
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fi fi *) 

hired for their skills with timber. The chapel was 

built on the highest point of land thereabouts — 

'Mission Hill1 as it came to be known — as Lacombe 

believed correctly that this would become the center 
ff\ 

of any ensuing settlement. At the end of the year, 
Lacombe informed Bishop Tache that the residence-chapel 

accommodated one priest and one engage; also, a stable 

measuring 30 feet by 20 feet was standing and the 

mission land encompassed six ah.po.nts . 

Métis in the vicinity of Big Lake were naturally 

curious about the new mission and a fair number were 

induced to settle at the site, primarily because of 

the clerical presence there. By fall, 1861, 20 Métis 

families had settled around the mission and by 

December, ten houses had been erected on the north 
6 6 R 

side of the river and lake. ~ By the same month, 30 

lots altogether had been taken, "many of which'were in 

preparation [for seeding] the following spring." J As 

was the case at Red River, the river lot system was 

followed — for security, social interaction and the 

advantages of a waterfront. The first harvest of the 

Métis and clergy was quite successful and apart from 

some wheat, the proceeds included cabbages, carrots, 
/" gr ~y 

onions and turnips. Despite some evident initial 

success in attracting the Métis of the Fort Edmonton 

vicinity to his creation, Father Lacombe regarded his 

work in a long-term perspective: "A mon idée, il me 

semble que ça ira loin, avant que tous nos Métis viennent 
fi 6 8 

s'établir ici." ° In the context of year-round 
habitation at the site, Lacombe was most prescient. 

http://ah.po.nts
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Within several years, St-Albert became an established 

center, both in ecclesiastical and secular terms. In 

the spring of 1862, a goodly number of Lac Ste-Anne Métis 

established themselves at the fledgling settlement, 
6 70 

likely because of the more fertile soil; and 
6 71 

by September ten new houses had been erected. During 
the same year, "[a] considerable number of Métis took 

6 7 7 

to agriculture in some form or other ..." In December, 

Brother Scollen (later a priest) observed that there 

was the beginning of a more positive attitude towards 

agriculture on the part of some Métis, even if they 

were a distinct minority: 
the people are beginning to have a little more 
energy than usual ... They now know the fact, 
that if they put their whole dependence on the 
buffalo, that they shall soon be without food. 
They are now commencing to cultivate the land, 
so that when the buffalo fail, they may have 
plenty to support themselves . ̂ 73 

Scollen's reflections become clearer when it is realized 

that the crops of 1862 were quite successful. Moreover, 

in the fall of the same year, a brigade of 30 carts 

organized by Father Lacombe returned from St-Boniface 

laden with much needed "agricultural implements, work 
674 tools, kitchen utensils, coal-oil and certain foods." 

The completion of a bridge the same year, linking the 

north and south sides of the settlement by straddling 

the Sturgeon River, served naturally to integrate the 

settlement, as sought by Lacombe, its instigator. At 

Lacombe's urging, all those who assisted in constructing 
675 

the bridge henceforth enjoyed free use of it, while 
other users had to pay a small toll. 
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In 1863, the mission and settlement were strengthened 

in various aspects. In March, Sisters Emery, Alphonse 

and Lamy arrived from Lac Ste-Anne. Residing at first 

in the priests' residence, the Sisters soon moved into 

a two-storey building — the Asile Youville as it came 

to be known — which was to serve as a combined convent, 

hospital, orphanage and school. Also in March, Father 

Lacombe put the finishing touches to a grist mill at the 

settlement, thereby enhancing the appeal of St-Albert as 

an agricultural center. Sister Emery hoped to see a 

resulting expansion of farming at the settlement: 

Heureux ceux qui se mettent à cultiver; ce 
sera un grand secours pour l'avenir; un bon 
nombre sont établis ici; d'autres vont le 
faire et ils ont l'air assez encouragés pour 
semer ... ce qui les encourage d'avantage, 
c'est le moulin du R.P. Lacombe ... vers la 
fin de mars nous nous régalions avec la 
fleur qu'il avait faite. [Il] moud 4 barils 
par heure. Il est fait pour aller avec des ,_fi 
chevaux et il en faut quatre continuellement. 

In September, Father Caër noted that the mission was on a 

solid financial footing for 186 3, although old debts 

incurred in establishing the mission remained consider-
6 7 7 

able and outstanding. In order not to fall yet 

further into debt, Lacombe shortly thereafter initiated 

a fund-raising drive among the Métis at Fort Edmonton 

and St-Albert, the proceeds of which would apply to the 
6 78 

costs of building a full-fledged church at the mission. 

By March of the following year, over 50 loul-i, had been 

donated, while Lacombe noted: "Pour nos métis qui n'ont 

pas d'argent, je les fais fournir du bois et des journées 
A - " 6 7 9 

de corvées." 
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Despite advances at the mission and settlement during 

1863, one serious problem was encountered -- namely, the 

virtually complete ruination of crops and produce that 

year due to drought and frost. The mission managed to 

salvage some wheat and barley, as well as many potatoes, 

owing to the height of land on which these grew, but 

the Métis had nothing to harvest. This situation 

contributed to making the following winter a most 

difficult one in terms of provisions: the buffalo were 

far out on the plains and the lack of snow made it 

impossible for Métis hunters to use sleds. Moreover, 

the Blackfoot stole 5 7 horses from the Métis1 camp on 
6 8 0 

the prairies, as well as all those held at the mission. 

Although there were very few dedicated Métis farmers 

at St-Albert during the 1860s and 1870s, the frequent 

failure to glean ample returns from their small garden 

plots necessitated even more pronounced reliance on 

hunting, which was the primary occupation of the Métis 
6 8 3 

at St-Albert. With agriculture an essentially 

uncertain venture, the Buffalo Hunt was rendered even 

more of a necessity for Métis and clergy alike. And as 

the winter of 186 3-64 demonstrated, even the buffalo 

might fail to meet the proper needs of the population. 

The Métis at St-Albert, like those at Lac Ste-Anne, 

regularly engaged in well-organized mass hunting 

expeditions. Customarily, after 1861, there would be 

one large hunting party made up of Métis from St-Albert, 

Lac Ste-Anne, Fort Edmonton and Lac la Biche. Twice 

yearly -- in the summer and fall — the so-called 

'Edmonton Hunt' was conducted on that basis. 
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"The summer hunt was carried out to secure pemmican 

and dried meat, [while the fall hunt] was conducted 
CO A 

for fresh meat and robes." Also, there was a 

spring hunt, "[which] began as soon as the snow melted 

and usually continued for a month or six weeks. 

Only part of the Métis, however, participated in the 

spring hunt." " It should be recognized that the 

Edmonton Hunt came to be as well-organized as the noted 

Red River Hunt — complete with a commander or 'grand 
6 86 chef,' counsellors, captains and soldiers. The 

most notable of the leaders of the Edmonton Hunt were 
r p "7 

Gabriel Dumont (of Batoche fame) and Abraham Salois. 

Owing to the predominance of hunting among the 

Métis at St-Albert and Lac Ste-Anne, the clergy made 

it a practice, whenever possible, to accompany the 

summer and fall hunts (certainly after the founding of 

St-Albert). In the summer of 1861, for example, 

Father Caër spent four months accompanying Métis hunters, 

primarily from Lac Ste-Anne, in their travels 
6 88 on the prairies. Two years later, Father Rémas 

noted: "J'ai accompagné les gens libres à la prairie. 
6 89 

J'ai été très content d'eux." At times, the Métis 

made a point of requesting that a priest accompany them. 

As Father Lacombe wrote in spring, 1864: 

Après Pâques, nos gens doivent partir en grand 
nombre pour faire un tour de chasse, avant les 
semences, car le jeûne les presse déjà. Ils 
m'ont demandé un père pour les accompagner, vu 
qu'ils s'attendent à avoir quelques mauvaises 
rencontres avec les Pieds-Noirs qui sont bien 
mal disposés. Je proposerai cette promenade 
au P. Caër, en supposant qu'on pourra laisser 
le lac Ste-Anne sans prêtre pour ce temps. 690" 
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Owing possibly to the same concerns of the Metis, a 

priest also accompanied the summer hunt of the same 
691 

year. In 1867, Father Andre mentioned to Bishop 

Taché, in passing, the hardships and consolations 

involved in such efforts: 

L'été dernier, j'ai accompagné pendant deux 
mois nos gens à la prairie. Je suis parti 
le 24 juillet et j'ai été de retour le 28 
septembre. Ce voyage a été bien pénible, 
mais m'a bien consolé par les bénédictions 
que Dieu a répandues sur mon ministère. Les 
pères de la mission de St-Albert ne répu
gnent aucune fatigue pour faire prospérer 
l'oeuvre qui leur est confiée. °^ 

Establishing a clerical presence on the Edmonton Hunt 

was a continuation of the policy established many years 

before by Bishop Provencher, who had sought to extend 

his ministry to those participating in the Red River Hunt. 

The near-abandonment of St-Albert and Lac Ste-Anne during 
69 3 

the Hunts rendered the priests' presence on the 

expeditions a very practical step. 

From the winter of 1863-64 through 1866, many miners 

of diverse origins arrived in the Fort Edmonton area to 

search for gold along the eastern slopes of the Rockies 

or to pan gold along the North Saskatchewan River. The 

great majority did not fare well, finding no gold and 
694 being often on the verge of starvation. Father Lacombe 

sent many letters to those he knew at Red River so that 

they would discourage Canad-itnA and Métis from coming 
6 9 5 

west. Lacombe had little use for the miners, 

writing that "la plus grande partie ne sont que de la 

canaille." Sister Emery regarded them as a bad 
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influence, noting in early 1864: "Malheureusement, leur 

séjour ici a été pour la plupart d'entre eux une bien 

mauvaise édification pour nos Métis, car [ces] mineurs 
697 vivent comme s'ils avaient pas d'ames." Two years 

later, Father André concluded, in a similar vein, that 

"la présence de ces mineurs au milieu de nous, sera 

pour notre population une source de corruption et de 
698 

mauvais exemples." ' André cited the case of Marie 

Ducharme who, because of frequent liaisons with miners, 

had been evicted by her husband and then cohabited 

publicly with one of them. Father Tissot offered to 

pay her way to Red River, but she refused and continued 
699 

to follow "sa vie scandaleuse" while neglecting her 

two daughters. 

The Métis experienced considerable hardship at 

St-Albert during the mid-1860s. In spring, 1865, 

measles and scarlet fever killed many at the settlement, 

including an indeterminate number of Crées and Assini-

boines who customarily set up camp there. In May, Father 

Caër wrote that the contagions had ravaged St-Albert 

for two months and had still not abated. He added: "Tous 

les jours il faut enterrer 3 ou 4 morts. J'ai vu 
701 

jusqu'à 8 dans l'espace de 15 heures." That summer, 

another setback hit the settlement, when the crops 
702 were destroyed by drought and worms. Although the 

fall hunt was reasonably successful, by mid-winter, the 
70 3 Métis were starving and recourse to the plains was taken. 

During the winter of 1866-6 7, famine again threatened 

the settlement. Father André noted in January: 
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Animals here have kept away from us since last 
Spring, thus cancelling all our hunting 
attempts. We could hardly catch anything 
in the Summer and in the Winter. Our people 
would have experienced famine if an intent 
and generous providence had not provided 
them with an unexpected help: an incredible 
number of hare have invaded our country. 
They are everywhere, innumerable. ^ 

In December, 1864, Father Lacombe to all intents 

left St-Albert to evangelize the Crée and Blackfoot. 

He was replaced by Abbé Tissot and Father André. 
705 Tissot was "very well considered by the people." 

Judging from Andre's attitude to his parishioners, 

he, too, was likely on good terms with them. Early in 

186 7, he noted: "I am really happy to live among 

these simple and good people and an active priest can 
70 fit 

find with them the object and the aim of his enthusiasm." 

André found his work challenging, all the more so 

b e c a u s e of t h e many h-tvzn.ïia.yit&, o r ' w i n t e r - r o v e r s , 1 who 

periodically set up camp at St-Albert. As he remarked 

in 1866: 
la mission de St-Albert peut offrir un exercice 
continuel au zèle le plus actif. Il y a ici 
un nombre considérable de personnes qui n'ont 
pas encore fait de première communion et n'ont 
de notre ste religion qu'une connaissance très 
superficielle. Ce sont ces familles qui 
passent la plus grande partie de l'année, les 
unes dans les bois, les autres dans la prairie; 
et ces familles ne comptent pas moins de 
quarantes loges. Ces familles viennent se 
fixer autour de la mission chaque printemps 
et chaque automne. Ce serait le temps et 
l'occasion pour les instruire. 
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It has been noted in Chapter II that many Métis from 

Red River spent their winters on the prairie or in the 

parkland belt hunting buffalo or fishing at preferred 

locations. These were what can be termed the "true 
708 

hlvnfinanti,." The term ki.vzh-vtanti,, or 'winter-rovers, ' 

has also been used to describe North-West Métis who 

were not attached, in any meaningful way whatsoever, to 

any settlement; on occasion — if at all — they might 

visit Métis settlement for a relatively short period 

of time; then, they would move on to take up, once 

again, the hunting way of life which they pursued. 

Father Andre's reference, above, to the very limited 

state of religious knowledge among the winter-rovers 

who visited St-Albert leads one to the conclusion that 

the majority of them were Western Métis who had always 

lived on the prairies or parklands fishing, hunting 

and trapping. It is safe to assume that André and 

Tissot, as well as their successors, spent time among 

these visiting people instructing them in the Catholic 

faith, baptizing and marrying them, and generally 

attempting to turn them into practicing Christians. 

It should be noted that in the 1870s, with the arrival 

in the West of many Métis from Red River, the clergy 

regarded the burgeoning numbers of winter-rovers as a 

class very much in need of clerical supervision and 
-.-. .. 709 

edxfication. 

From the outset, the Grey Nuns' work at St-Albert 

was integral to the proper functioning of the mission. 

The orphanage at the Asile Youville catered primarily 

to Indian children, however, some Métis children were 
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cared for there. The Sisters regarded with trepidation 

girls' departures from the ptnA-ionnat, foreseeing for 

them hardship and misery in the state of native marriage 
•i• 710 then prevailing. 

The Sisters' school at the settlement seems to have 

operated smoothly enough. During the period to 1900, 

the Chxoniqut6 indicate some 30 to 40 students attended 

each year. Sometimes the teacher received help from 

a priest; as Father Caër remarked in 1865: 

La soeur Lamy fait sérieusement son école; et 
même le soin qu'elle y met m'a encouragé a 
faire tout mon possible pour la réussite et 
la fréquentation assidue des élèves. J'y vais 
au moment tous les vendredis soirs pour 
m'informer des absents et de la cause des 
absences, de l'état de l'école, des enfants 
qui ont été trop dissipés.'11 

The frequent bouts of buffalo hunting interrupted the course 

of regular studies. The adverse effects of this situation 

would have been most pronounced when a large part of the 

winter necessarily had to be passed in search of distant 

herds. In addition, most parents did not like to leave 

their children in school for very long. Many parents must 

have seen little need for reading and writing in a land 

where one could live by hunting, or perhaps even by farming 

if one so desired. Nonetheless, there were other reasons. 

Alluding no doubt to farm chores and odd jobs around the 

mission often performed by pupils, Sister Emery observed 

of Métis parents in 1869: "Ils pensent, je crois, que s'ils 
712 nous les laissaient, ils feraient notre fortune." 

The clergy's participation in settlement affairs naturally 

took many forms, some of which have been indicated above. 

Owing to the prevailing trust and esteem of the people 

confided to his person, the priest was a central figure and 
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a temporal, as well as a spiritual, leader in the community. 

His duties and initiatives were, in a real sense, directed 

towards the overall well-being of the aggregation. His 

particular concerns and involvements at any given point in 

time might vary considerably. In 1864, for example, 

Father Lacombe wrote concerning his preoccupations: 

Dans ce moment, j'ai toutes sortes d'affaires, 
bien capables de me faire de la peine, troubles 
dans plusieurs ménages de nos jeunes gens, et 
cela cause beaucoup de scandales parmi notre 
population. '•*••' 

The following year, Father Caër initiated a program of 

activities for the young; as he related: 

J'ai commencé ... un simulacre de l'oeuvre de 
la jeunesse. Tous les soirs je réunis tous 
les jeunes gens de la mission depuis 6§ jusqu'à 
9 heures. Nous passons ce temps à différents 
amusements et à étudier le plein chant; et nous 
nous séparons après avoir fait en commun la 
prière du soir.'14 

Formal duties were performed as well, of course, such 

as 'Sunday Instructions' to the congregation, which were 
715 "usually improvised," at least during the mid-1860s. 

During the same period, "tous les dimanches on fait un 
716 

catéchisme régulier pour les grandes personnes." 

On the more clearly secular side of affairs, the clergy 

often attempted to build bridges of peace between warring 

Indian tribes, and between the Métis and their enemies. In 

1867, for instance, as a result of the Blackfoot stealing 

many horses from Métis on the prairies, "the St-Albert métis 

prepared to make war on the Blackfoot. [However, they] 

were dissuaded by the priests and Company officials from 
717 this rather imprudent resolve." Several years later, 

a similarly volatile situation arose. As related by Father 

Fourmond: 
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nous avons eu la douleur de voir ces pauvres 
pieds-noirs se mettre à voler même les 
chevaux de nos bons métis et à tirer sur eux. 
Si ceux-ci n'eussent pas été plus raisonnables 
et n'eussent pas écouté notre voix, une 
guerre très fâcheuse cet été [sera] la suite 
de ces tristes circonstances ... Nous pensons 
que le R.P. Lacombe, qui cet hiver va évangé-
liser les pieds-noirs, [va] leur inspirer des 
sentiments plus pacifiques et plus humains. 

Lacombe did evangelize the Blackfoot during the winter of 
719 1869-70 and presumably he attempted to pacify the more 

warlike among them. Nonetheless, the Blackfoot soon 

became openly hostile to the Métis and others. On June 7, 

1870, a Métis party of 40 horsemen were entrusted with the 

task of escorting about 13 Blackfoot from Fort Edmonton 

through the outlying area, which was occupied by many 

hostile Crées and Stoneys. When the two waiting bands 

commenced firing at the Blackfoot and rushed them, the 

Métis split ranks and did absolutely nothing to prevent 
720 the killing or wounding of most of the small group. 

When a large Blackfoot band returned two weeks later 

thirsting for revenge on Métis, Stoney, Crée or White at 

the fort and vicinity, Father Lacombe, expressing the 

grief of the Fort's white personnel and himself for the 

sad spectacle of the 7th, managed to defuse a highly 

explosive situation, in which considerable loss of life 
721 seemed to hang in the balance. It would appear from 

the Métis' actions tacitly permitting the bloodshed of 

vastly outnumbered Blackfoot, that the clergy had not 

yet succeeded -- certainly among the group of 40 horse

men -- in eroding long held grievances and hatreds of 

Métis for Blackfoot, emotions that were reciprocallv held 
722 among the latter, it would seem. 
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In 1868, the mission at St-Albert was designated the 

episcopal residence of Bishop Grandin, thus enhancing the 

prestige and importance of the mission. Subsequently, quite 

a few Oblate Brothers arrived to serve at the mission in 

various capacities — as carpenters and cabinet makers, 
723 blacksmiths, farmers, millers and sawmill operators. 

For a few years, commencing in 18 70, St-Albert and all 

other North-West missions had to endure a severe shortage 

of funds owing to the inability of 'la propagation de la 

Foi' to remit monies to missions which relied heavily on 
724 its resources. * However, there was a resumption of such 

aid after the disruptions precipitated by the Franco-

Prussian War had ceased. 

To all appearances, the Métis at St-Albert gave suffi

cient acknowledgement to exterior forms of religious 

observance. A few examples should illustrate this adherence 

to formal Church practices. It is interesting to note, 

for instance, that as early as 1862, the following was 

penned by Father Lacombe: "Si vous pouvez nous envoyer 

un petit chemin de Croix, pour notre chapelle de St-Albert, 

vous rendriez un grand service à nos gens, qui aiment 
725 beaucoup a faire le chemin de la Croix." In 1869, 'la 

procession de la Fête-Dieu' provided an opportunity for 

the Métis to give full expression to their enthusiasm for 

Church celebrations. As Father Fourmond recorded: 

à St-Albert [la Fête-Dieu] était comme en France. 
Les chasseurs étaient sous les armes et honoraient 
le Très Saint Sacrement de nombreuses décharges de 
mousqueterie. Il y avait reposoir, arcs de triomphe, 
des bannières, etc., etc. Le dimanche suivant, 
c'était la belle fête de la tempérance où tous les 
hommes renouvelaient au pied de la ste croix de 7„, 
Mission la résolution de ne point boire de la boisson. 
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In 1872, Father Lacombe summarized an Easter observance 

which he directed among the St-Albert faithful: 

Lord Bishop Grandin entrusted me with preaching 
the Holy Week Retreat for our St-Albert people. 
I finished today and I have to admit that I am 
exhausted. However, our good people were eager 
to come and listen to sermons and my efforts were 
rewarded.'27 

Three years earlier, Lacombe had had an equally successful 
72 8 response by Métis to a week-long retreat. 

The events of the Red River Resistance in 1869-70 

were followed with avid attention by the Métis and clergy 

in the vicinity of Fort Edmonton. Father André, for 

instance, followed the unfolding of the drama primarily 
729 

by reading issues of the journal The New Nation. Two 

months after Bishop Taché's return to Red River, André 

wrote to him on the topic of the times : 

le bruit de tout ce qui passe à la riviere rouge, 
produit autour de nous une immense sensation, mais 
je suis heureux de vous annoncer que nos gens 
paraissent animés des meilleures dispositions, et 
que loin de sympathiser avec les révoltés, ils 
ressentent de vives inquiétudes au sujet de 
l'agitation qui règne à la rivière rouge, et ils 
redoutent les malheurs que ces troubles pourraient 
attirer sur leur pays. ™ 

André then expressed, presumably on behalf of his fellow 

clergy at St-Albert, some thoughts on the outcome of the 

resistance : 

nous espérons [que] les métis auront assez de 
bon sens pour ne pas opposer au Canada une plus 
longue résistance, surtout après les garanties 
que le gouvernement du Canada est disposé à 
leurs droits... Si les métis veulent se montrer 
raisonnables et modérés, ils auront amélioré la 
condition politique de leur pays; et ils auront 
acquis des titres au respect du Canada qui sans 
cette résistance ne semblait pas disposé à leur 

7 71 
témoigner beaucoup de deference. °-L 
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Father Lacombe also noted the interest of the Métis of 

the Fort Edmonton area in the Red River events. They and 

the clergy clearly regarded Bishop Taché as the man-of-the-

hour, who would smooth the troubled waters of insurrection 

and disaffection: 

nos populations [étaient] bien affectées de ce 
mouvement qui s'agitait chez leurs voisins. Tous, 
nous remercions le bon Dieu d'avoir permis votre 
retour à St-Boniface pour arranger les affaires. 
"Vive Mgr Taché" dirent nos traiteurs qui partent 
joyeux pour leur voyage à la R.R.... Pour ce qui 
est de nos Métis ici, il n'y a aucun danger qu'ils 
se soulèvent à présent et la compagnie n'a rien à 
craindre de leur part pour le moment.732 

By early July, Father André recognized that some of 

the circumstances of the resistance — notably the 

execution of Thomas Scott — had been transformed into 

major public issues which were marked by ignorance, bigotry 

and intolerance. Moreover, six weeks before their arrival, 

André correctly foresaw the probability of disorders that 

would attend the introduction of Wolseley's soldiers into 

Red River: 

The few newspapers that we received made me aware 
of what irritation spread out all over Canada at 
the hideous death of the young Scott. It is a 
pity to see how lamentable death became a weapon 
against the Métis in their enemies' hands, a good 
opportunity to condemn and hate them for a cause 
in which their fair and moderate behaviour has 
attracted the praise of men now too pleased to find 
an occasion to show openly their hatred for the 
Métis' nationality and religion. The Toronto Globe 
in particular is exciting their hatred and fanati
cism. That is why it is to be feared that soldiers 
from Upper Canada might come to the Red River 
prompted by a feeling of revenge, never mind of 
pacification.733 
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Assuming that similar sentiments were held in common 

among the North-West clergy, it is reasonable to infer 

that within the foreseeable future the clergy would 

hesitate to become too fully committed to Metis courses 

of action that appeared to be leading to some form of 

intrasigent opposition to the established order. (Such, 

indeed, was the case 15 years later at Batoche). 

In 1869, more land was under cultivation than ever 
735 before at St-Albert, but few Métis "[had] extended 

their agricultural operations beyond the cultivation 
7 36 

of small plots." Throughout most of the 1870s, 

hunting remained the primary occupation of the Métis, 

despite the frequent failure of the summer and fall hunts 
. . . 737 

to provide adequate provisions. 
In December, 1871, Father Fourmond noted that year 

738 
by year the number of buffalo was drastically decreasing, 
and he condemned indiscriminate killing as a major factor in 

739 the situation. Earlier in the year, he had recorded a 
measure of optimism regarding Métis attitudes toward 

farming, but this was tempered by his appraisal of Métis 

character : 
Quelques-uns [de nos Métis] ont déjà renoncé aux 
chasses de la prairie pour se livrer entièrement 
à l'agriculture. Nous pensons que les autres vont 
bien vite être obligés de les suivre s'ils ne 
veulent pas mourir de faim et de misère. Mais il 
leur faudrait pour cela l'amour du travail qu'il 
est bien difficile de leur inspirer. 

The persistence of considerable hunting, most pronounced 

among the kiv zfinantA, was regarded by the c le rgy as a 
formidable obstacle to the temporal and religious 

objectives of the Church. According to Fourmond: 
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[The Métis'] nomadic life and hunting activities 
are the source of many vices and keep them away 
from a virtuous and civilized life. That is what 
made good Father André [write to me]: "my Métis 
will never become civilized as long as there is 
one buffalo alive on the Prairie." Almost at 
the same time, Father Lacombe was writing in his 
picturesque language: "their hearts, thickly 
covered with buffalo grease, are unable to under
stand the words,of salvation we address them with." 
This is true. 

The clergy's concern about these matters prompted them 

to accompany the summer and fall Edmonton Hunt, whenever 
742 possible, during the 1870s. "" The clergy also accompanied 

743 the Metis' winter excursions on the prairies, or else 

they evangelized Métis in their winter camps, such as the 
74 4 

one along the banks of the Battle River. 

Extermination of the buffalo terminated the mainstay 

of Métis economic activity. By 1877, a number of St-Albert 

Métis realized that new economic ventures were- required; 

therefore, they started freighting goods between various 
745 Hudson's Bay Company posts. Several years later, it 

became evident that the traditional means of subsistence --

the buffalo -- were no more to be had. "La région de 

Saint-Albert enfin connut pendant l'hiver de 1879 sa dernière 

période d'abondance. Les bisons disparurent ensuite... 

La famine, depuis longtemps prévue, éclata brutalement 
746 dans les plaines de l'Ouest." As the buffalo rapidly 

diminished, many St-Albert Métis turned increasingly 

to agriculture. Nonetheless, "the majority [of the 

winter-rovers] continued to hunt and trap in the forest 

regions, or took part-time employment with the Hudson's Bay 
748 Company when such as available." 
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By the early 18 80s — excluding St-Boniface — 

St-Albert was the largest and most significant mission in 

the North-West catering to a primarily Métis population. 

By December, 1879: 

the mission establishment, which included the Grey 
Nuns, the orphans, and at least twelve métis and 
Indian families dependent upon the mission, numbered 
at least 100 persons, [and] all were living_exclusi-
vely from the products of the mission farm. 

In 1883, Father André summarized the state of the mission: 

[St-Albert is the residence] of the Bishop and his 
assistants: 3 priests and 3 clergymen. There is a 
French school and an English school. Also, there 
is a double orphanage with a minimum of 50 children. 
At least 30 of them are Indians. Eight Sisters of 
Charity and 4 lay sisters take care of the children 
at school and in the orphanage, and they visit the 
sick or host them for medical care. Besides, there 
is a technical school run by 10 Oblate Brothers from 
different trades. What remains to mention is one 
hospital under construction. 800 Canad-LnnA or Métis 
live in St-Albert. U 

Regular Church services, religious observances and pastoral 

care, in conjunction with the undertakings above-noted, 

served to establish and maintain a close relationship 

between Métis residents and their Church's representatives. 

In addition to fairly frequent pastoral visits to Lac 

Ste-Anne and Fort Edmonton, the clergy at St-Albert under

took a number of itinerant missions to various other 

locations. A few comments in this respect are in order. 

Three of the locations visited by St-Albért missionaries, 

though intermittently, were Fort Ellice, Rocky Mountain 

House and Lesser Slave Lake. In 186 3, Father Caër was 

gratified to find many Métis families at Fort Ellice "qui 
751 ont à peu près tous mis à profit la présence du prêtre." 

However, he also remarked, doubtlessly of those who had 

become full-fledged winter-rovers, that: "j'ai été surpris 
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de rencontrer par ici des métis de la rivière rouge qui 
752 ne s'étaient pas confesses depuis 6... 8...10 ans." 

In December, 1865, Father Lacombe visited Rocky Mountain 

House (Fort de la Montagne) to minister to the cngagtA and 
75 3 Metis at that location and its vicinity. Over two 

years later, during which time no priest had visited there, 
754 Lacombe again visited the H.B.C. post on a mission. 

Father Rémas, who also visited the area, had a favourable 

opinion of the religious inclinations of Métis who lived 
755 „ . 

in the moutams. One group of Metis there had not been 

evangelized by the mid-1860s. These were Métis of Iroquois 

extraction who Rémas believed would be fine Christians if 

they received proper instruction. 

In 1870, Father Lacombe visited Lesser Slave Lake 

where he was warmly received by the Métis, whose "bonnes 
757 dispositions" the priest appreciated. In 1879, Father 

Dupin built a small residence-chapel at the lake, and 
758 in 1880, he erected a 41 foot by 21 foot church. 

Also, a number of missions were conducted at Fort Pitt 

by clergy from St-Albert. In 1866, Father Lacombe made an 

appeal to the postmaster, L. Châtelain, that a residence 

be built for the use of visiting clergy. On the advice 

of Bishop Taché, Châtelain instead had the donated house of 

one Roussin transported to the post, there to be available 

to any visiting Catholic clergymen and also "comme pour 
759 marquer plus distinctement la prise de possession." 

Végréville regarded the modest residence's existence as of 

considerable symbolic moment in combatting the influence of 

Protestant clergy: 
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[C'est] certainement une bien bonne chose 
qu'elle soit plantée là comme pour dire aux 
ministres qu'ils n'ont rien à faire dans ces 
parages; il était, je crois, bien temps de 
les divorcer. 6 0 

Nonetheless, not until 1877 was a mission formally founded 

at Fort Pitt, when Father Lestanc, superior of St-Albert 

from 18 74 to 1877, undertook the same. 

Father André spent most of the winter of 186 7-6 8 at 

Fort Pitt. After some five weeks at the post, he had 

little but praise for the conduct of the postmaster and 

his family, and the Ca.nad<Lo,ni> and Métis nngagté . 

I am extremely pleased to live among the good 
people of Fort Pitt. Mr. Châtelain and his 
respected family have never stopped devoting 
themselves to all the fathers who come to live 
at the Fort and they surround me with constant 
care and affection. My heart rejoices at this 
family's kindness toward their priests and at 
their deep faith and religious feelings. Sophie, 
Mr. Châtelain's daughter [is] a noble and generous 
Christian... Her husband is Johnny Rollen [Rowand] 
and he goes to confession fairly regularly. Mr. 
Châtelain himself is a fervent Christian and, for 
the people of his fort, he sets the example of 
religious assiduity and attendance. Most of the 
fort's inhabitants are following his example, and 
apart from a few foibles inseparable from human 
nature, their behaviour is utterly Christian. 
Therefore, we don't witness those scandals and 
disorders so frequently taking place in many other 
forts of the Company.7°1 

Two sons of John Rowand Sr., then known as 'Old Rowand,' 

were sent that spring to St-Boniface to attend a Catholic-

run school, with Andre's enthusiastic approbation and 

encouragement. Also sent was Old Rowand's grandson. 

André remarked of Old Rowand and his wife: 
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They have no specific religion themselves, but 
are always willing to attend Church every Sunday 
and even during the week... This family is so 
respectful in so many aspects and I noticed 
lately a change in their attitude towards 
Catholicism. I am happy to believe that a 
Catholic education to their children will 
definitely set their hearts.762 

Finally, Andre's observation on the desirability of a 

mission at the post should be noted, inasmuch as it reveals 

his conclusions regarding Métis settlement at Catholic 

missions throughout the North-West. "I don't see the 

necessity of a mission here... A mission at Fort Pitt 

would be like any other Métis mission: the Métis who 

would come to settle there would consider only the good 

buffalo hunting possibilities of the place." 

Particularly during the years before the arrival of 

the first Oblate Brothers at St-Albert, Métis tngagth at 

the mission performed various essential tasks. In the 

section on Lac Ste-Anne, mention was made of the many 

and appreciated contributions of Michel Normand and his 

wife at Lac Ste-Anne and St-Albert. For a brief period, 

Normand was apparently dissatisfied with certain unspe-
76 4 cified conditions of work at the latter mission and, 

accordingly, he commenced farming at the settlement in 
"7 r~ C 

early 186 3. However, within three years' time, if 
76 6 

not earlier, Normand returned to serve the mission. 

For a year after the Normands' departure, Olivier and 

Thérèse Daunois worked at St-Albert, but the latter's 
76 7 

poor health forced the couple to return to Red River. 
They were likely hard to replace, for as Father Lacombe 
had noted the year before: "Ever since all [the miners] 
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arrived, it is very hard to make hired men do their 

duties. Many lose their heads thinking of gold mines... 

When we need helpers we have to give them extravagant 
,,768 wages. 

Engagea, whether hired on a yearly basis or for the 

duration of an assigned task, undertook many types of 
769 duties. A few of these included ploughing and seeding, 

cutting and stacking wood, and various carpentry tasks 
770 when a building was being erected. Also, on a number 

of occasions, zngaglii, harvested about 75 animals' worth 

of fresh meat, 4,000 pounds of dried meat and 500 buffalo 
771 tongues. In the fall of 1865 and the following winter, 

772 Noël Courtepatte brought in meat from 4 8 buffalo that he 
773 had killed. In 1865, Courtepatte and Father Lacombe's 

brother, Gaspard, were sent to St-Paul des Cris to seed 
774 the mission's crops. Engagt6 might also be sent to 

aid a missionary in need of assistance during an itinerant 
775 mission, or they might be hired for a round trip to Red 

1 *7 a 
River for mission requirements such as provisions, farm 

implements, Church items and general goods. As well, 

during a missionary's travels, a Métis canoeman might 
777 be called upon for his services. 

Single tngagti,, primarily Métis, also served the mission. 

Their duties included housekeeping, cooking and other 

kitchen work, and assisting the Sisters in their responsibi

lities. Attempts were made to supervise their social 

conduct. As Father Lacombe wrote of one Marie-Louise of 

Red River: 
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[She] is determined to leave us [and begs] me 
to send her back to Red River. She says she 
suffers too much from loneliness in this region. 
I arranged her return... we were quite pleased 
with her. She is a good housekeeper, always 
polite and respectful towards missionaries. 
[However] she has been fairly frivolous these 
days. She is \XLKy fond of taking part in 
leisure parties, of dancing and enjoying herself 
like other girls. She usually avoided hurting 
my feelings, yet she goes dancing against my will. 
She intends to ask you permission to stay in the 
Cathedral city. I told her that our Lord Bishop 
won't allow her to go dancing and that she will 
be more u)atche.d there than she is here. ' 

In 1863, Father Caër alleged that Lacombe was spending 

far too much time with members of the opposite sex, namely 
779 

the Sisters and the kitchen girls. Caër1s criticism 

of Lacombe was not surprising, inasmuch as the two men did 

not yet get along well together. Certainly, the Sisters 

and the enga.gé-4 were very much attracted to Lacombe, with 

his engaging personality and his deference to the opposite 

sex. 

Métis zngag£& habitually accompanied the clergy during 

the long trips occasionally made to Red River and back. 

These men were often hired on the spot, for the trip.either 

to or from Red River. In 1865, heading for St-Albert, Father 

Lacombe praised the efforts of two Métis — likely zngagti,, 

though they may have been fellow travellers: 

les McGelise [McGillis] sont d'une complaisance 
extrême pour nous; William, au passage des rivières 
se jette résolument à l'eau pour guider le cheval 
de la soeur et des filles; nous avons beaucoup 
à nous louer des procédés de William à notre égard;7R„ 
Corbet [Cuthbert] se montre aussi très complaisant. 

file:///XLKy
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In 186 7, Lacombe and a number of priests and Sisters 

were escorted from Red River by a number of engagé-ô. 

Lacombe was slightly annoyed with their carefree and 

slow ways, but was pleased with "leur bonne volonté et 
781 leur respect à notre égard." In 1869, following 

the same route, Sister Emery was one of a party well-

served by an engagé, of whom she wrote: 

Le guide était un excellent Métis, poli, 
prévenant et réservé en tout. C'est le 
même qui a conduit nos chères Srs. de la 
Providence au Lac la Biche. [Nommé Alexandre 
Page, il est] l'homme de confiance de Mgr 
Taché.782 

Finally, the contributions of Alexis Cardinal should 

briefly by noted. Alexis was the Métis son of Rose Grise 
78 8 and Joseph Cardinal, the latter having been mentioned 

in the previous section as the Canadizn who persuaded 

Abbé Thibault to visit his camp at Lac la Biche. In 1852, 

Father Lacombe engaged Alexis to serve him as "a guide, dog 
784 driver and all around servant." As he spoke Crée, he 

785 was a valuable interpreter and instructor. For 20 years, 

he remained devoted to Lacombe, who referred to him as 
78 6 

"mon fidèle Alexis." On his many itinerating missions 

to scattered Indian bands, Lacombe was usually accompanied 
78 7 by his invaluable companion. On occasion, the two 

7 88 endured considerable privation on their travels. Alexis' 

services received considerable praise from Lacombe, who 

wrote from St-Albert in 1864: 



Ile-à-la-Crosse Mission, 1860. 
Deschatelets. 
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notre cher Alexis a pu nous tuer 30 buffalos et 
les rendre à la mission avec beaucoup de diffi
cultés. Vraiment ce bon jeune homme nous est 
très utile et nous rend des services qu'on 
exigerait inutilement de n'importe qui. Il est 
admirable par sa bonne volonté. Je dois lui 
rendre ce témoignage, surtout ne demandant 
jamais aucune récompense et étant toujours __. 
content de ce que la mission veut bien lui donner. 

Alexis sought to be admitted as an Oblate Brother a number 

of times, but he was refused. The major obstacle to his 

admission was likely a streak of eccentricity. For 
790 example, "he wore a black cassock-type gown," much 

like that of a priest. 

When Lacombe left the North-West in April, 18 72, Alexis 

missed him greatly and became more eccentric and yet more 
791 pious. Late that year, Father Fourmond alluded to 

Alexis' growing conviction that he had a 'divine mission' 

to fulfil: 

le fameux Alexis [est un] homme excellent dans 
les voyages quand sa tête n'est pas troublée 
par ce tique extraordinaire qui le porte évan-
géliser des sauvages... Il faut qu'il prêche; 
n'aurait-il que les arbres de la forêt pour 
auditeurs, il prêcherait quand même. 

For four or five years after Lacombe's departure, Alexis 
793 continued to serve the missionaries in the West, his 

794 services ending with his death. 

Métis-Clergy Relations at Ile à la Crosse 

In 1845, Abbé Thibault urged that missionaries be sent to 

Ile à la Crosse to spread the Gospel to the Montagnais, who 
795 had responded so eagerly to his religious instruction. 

Accordingly, on September 10, 1846, Abbé Laflèche and Father 

Taché arrived there, thus Inaugurating the mission which 

came to be christened St-Jean-Baptiste. The two men spent 

their first winter at the H.B.C. fort. In 1847, a 36 foot 
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by 24 foot maiionnttte. was erected, without charge, by 

tngagti acting under the orders of Roderick McKenzie, 
796 the postmaster. St-Jean-Baptxste was the first 

Indian mission in the West founded by the Oblates. 

Almost from the beginning, the clergy residing at 

Ile à la Crosse spent a considerable amount of time away 

from the mission proselytizing. In 1847, for instance, 

Father Taché spent two months at Lac Caribou, while later 

in the year he travelled as far as Athabaska, a 400-mile 

trip. During the latter enterprise, he conducted a brief 

mission at Portage la Loche for those instructed two years 

previously by Abbé Thibault. Antoine Morin, "intelligent 
797 et pieux," served as the missionary's interpreter for 

his Montagnais listeners. In 184 8, Taché travelled once 

more to the H.B.C. post at the southern extremity of Lac 

Caribou to conduct a mission among the Montagnais. Later 

in the year, he arrived at Athabaska to begin a four-month 

mission. Such ramblings were facilitated by the fact that 

the Crées and Montagnais of the vicinity of Ile à la Crosse 

came only periodically to the fort to trade. When the 

Indians were present, the clergy worked energetically among 

them. From 185 3 on, biannual missions — during the 

spring and fall — were conducted on a regular basis at 
o^ -, " r, j . • . 798 St-Jean-Baptiste. 

In 1855, Bishop Taché prepared a census of the 

population of Ile à la Crosse. Listed were 419 Montagnais, 
799 230 Crées, six Ca.nadie.ni> and 80 Métis. The majority of 

the Métis were undoubtedly H.B.C. ingage\i>, their wives and 

children, although a number of 'free' Métis also lived 

near the fort at 'La Pointe.' In 1859, H.B.C. records 

http://Ca.nadie.ni
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indicate that altogether there were 38 men serving the 

Company at Ile à la Crosse; of these, four were Canadlzm 

and 18 had French names and were born in the North-West. 

A reading of missionary correspondence from Ile à la 

Crosse reveals that most Métis with whom the clergy there 

had contact were H.B.C. zngagta and members of their 

families. In 1852, Georges Deschambeault arrived at the 

fort to serve as Chief Trader. He was a Canadian, a 
801 

man of examplary conduct, and one who assisted the 

establishment of good relations between the fort's 

inhabitants and the clergy. During 1854 and part of 1885, 
80 7 

a church 60 feet long was erected at the mission. 

Les fidèles en étaient d'autant plus fiers 
qu'ils avaient été généreux pour aider la 
construction [de l'Eglise]. Les employés de 
la Compagnie, les seuls qui eussent de l'ar
gent dans la place, avaient souscrit la 
somme princiêre de cinq cent louis. Antoine 
Morin, l'interprète du fort, paya le fer-blanc 
du clocher. "3 

During Christmas services of 1855 in the new structure, "à 

la Messe nocturne, les employés de la Baie d'Hudson, M. 

Deschambeault en tête, donnèrent l'exemple en communiant 

tous." Trusting in the efficacy of Catholic educational 

instruction, the Chief Trader sent his Métis children to 

Red River for their schooling not long after his arrival 

at Ile à la Crosse. 

On October 4, 1860, St-Jean-Baptiste was favoured with 

the arrival of three Grey Nuns — Sister Agnes (the 

superior), Pépin and Boucher — who were accompanied by a 
80 6 

tertiary, Marie-Luce Fortier. The Sisters' residence, 

which soon came to be called the 'Couvent Saint-Bruno,' 

had been completed beforehand by Brother Bowes. The 

Sisters conducted school classes, took in boarding students 
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and orphans, and provided medical care. Their first 

patient, a little boy named Philippe, was admitted on 
80 7 

October 6. On November 26, the 'Ecole Ste-Famille' 

began classes "pour environ vingt-cinq pensionnaires. 

Les fillettes couchaient dans la classe qui servait 

également de réfectoire et de salle de récréation. Les 
808 

garçonnets dormaient au presbytère..." 

The Indian population of Ile à la Crosse and vicinity 

was surprised to see 'femmes de la prière' in a mission

ary capacity. The Sisters' active role in mission life 

and the deference and respect accorded to them served 

naturally to elevate somewhat Indians' conceptions of 

woman and the value ascribed by Métis to such female-

oriented tasks as the care of children and the alleviation 

of pain and suffering. Moreover, the Sisters were an 

embodiment of Christian service and devotion. "Modèles 

vivants de prière, de noblesse et de travail, [les 

Soeurs] faisaient surtout comprendre ... la sublime 

dignité d'une chrétienne." 

Although St-Jean-Baptiste was predominantly oriented 

to the evangelization of Crées and Montagnais, the clergy 

did not overlook the spiritual well-being of the local 

Métis and Canadlzn population. In 1864, for instance, 

Father Moulin wrote : "Je vais chaque semaine deux fois au 
810 

fort pour faire le catéchisme aux femmes et aux enfants." 

This instruction and that which explained the "principales 
811 817 

vérités" of Catholicism was conducted in Crée. 

Regarding his work at the fort during the winter of 186 3-64, 

Moulin remarked: 
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Je faisais aussi réciter la prière aux enfants 
qui n'avaient pas l'avantage de fréquenter nos 
écoles. Ces pauvres enfants sont dans une 
ignorance crasse des vérités de notre ste 
religion. Les parents sont peu instruits et 
incapables d'instruire leurs enfants. Il est 
rare que nous fassions faire la première commu
nion avant l'âge de 12 ou 18 ans et bien souvent 
nous attendons qu'ils soient mariés afin de 
prévenir des scandales. Les enfants de l'école 
font exception à la règle. Nous n'avons qu'à 
lever la piété des plus grands qui aiment à 
se confesser souvent et s'approcher de la table 
sainte.813 

During the same period, Moulin conducted catechism classes 

each day at the mission for women preparing themselves 
814 for their first communion. He also conducted catechism 

o "I cr 

classes in French for the mission's schoolchildren. 
By 1866, Deschambeault had been replaced as Chief 

816 
Trader by Samuel MacKenzie. MacKenzie was an ardent, 

817 
even zealous, Protestant, but this did not prevent him 

from appreciating the good works of the Catholic clergy at 
818 

Ile à la Crosse and elsewhere. After the Sisters' 

hoep^iaz burned down in March, 1867, MacKenzie heartily 

approved of a plan whereby his predominantly Métis zngag?l& 
819 would gratuitously cut the lumber for a new structure. 

820 This work was completed in whole, or nearly so. 

Although there was a very occasional difference of 

opinion between the clergy and the zngagti* of the Hudson's 
821 Bay Company, relations between the two groups were 

generally conducted on a favourable basis. In 1868, for 

example, the zngagfti stationed at Lac Vert chose of 

their own volition to transport Bishop Grandin to Ile à 

la Crosse entirely free of charge, thereby saving the 
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822 

mission from a costly levy. By this time, the 

Catholic clergy enjoyed such prestige at Ile à la Crosse 

that the number of Protestants — these being primarily 

'half-breeds' of English or Scottish extraction — had 

diminished significantly. In January, 1869, Father Caër 

referred to a recent abjuration by a Protestant and 
82 3 another that was upcoming. Two months later, he noted 

that the nearest Protestant minister — at Lac la Ronge — 

had little with which to be pleased when it came to his 

Ile à la Crosse 'faithful': 
Il a la douleur de voir ses ouailles le deserter: 
le 7 février je baptisais deux adultes protestants 
[y compris] John Catfish, métis de la rivière rouge. 
J'espère recevoir deux autres abjurations ce 
printemps. Toutes ces conversions arrachaient à 
notre bourgeois, en recevant le ministre, la touchante 
exclamation ..." que je suis content de vous voir'.... 
tout mon fort veut se faire catholique..." Il 
pouvait dire que tous ses engagés le sont en effet, 
à part une seule famille, la grande famille du 
charpentier, dont je m'occupe en ce moment et qui 
va se convertir, j'en ai la douce confiance.824 

The conduct of Catholics residing at the fort was generally 
Q O R 

pleasing to Caër. In terms of personal travel and the 

transportation of goods, the clergy were well-served by the 
826 

Métis brigade-guide J.B. Bruce '" and the Cana.di.zn brigade-
82 7 

guide Alexis L'Espérance " and their respective brigades. 

By 1849 or 1850, if not earlier, garden produce was 
82 8 

grown at St-Jean-Baptiste. In 1852, peas, onions, beans 

and cabbages were raised, as well as many potatoes and some 
829 barley. Potatoes were an integral feature of the mxssxon 

diet, while fish remained the staple item of nourishment and 

barley-water the main beverage. By 1864, some wheat was 

http://Cana.di.zn
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harvested, but only a portion of it was ground into flour, 

since, in the absence of a mill, the work was done by 
8 3(1 

hand. The mission did not possess an adequate mill 

throughout the 1860s, although some wheat continued to be 
831 

grown and ground into flour. There was a mill at 

the local H.B.C. fort, but the charges for using it were 
8 32 

very high. In 18 76, Father Légéard wrote that "ici, 
8 3 3 

la patate ou pomme de terre tient la place du pain." 

Although the mission did not set a stirring example 

in terms of the harvesting and utilization of wheat, 

relatively good returns of garden produce and barley 

did not prompt local Métis 'freemen' to engage in similar 

agricultural activities. Such a desired but unachieved 

response was not the stimulus which prompted the clergy 

to engage in agricultural endeavours in the first place, 

as adequate provisions were habitually a matter of concern 
834 at the mission. In 1861, Father Moulin referred to his 

ill success in locating or hiring any satisfactory 

zngagtA to perform farming chores at the mission: 

Ce n'est pas une difficulté de faire de grandes 
fermes, mais il faudra des hommes et on n'en 
trouve pas dans le pays. Les hommes du pays 
sont bons pour les voyages, mais ils ne sont 
pas bons pour les fermes. On les voit finir 

-. ^ ft 3 R 

leur journée a 2 ou 3 heures après midi.00-3 

In 186 8, Moulin wrote in a similar vein and with some 

empathy of the local Métis' lack of interest in agricul

ture: 
Pour ce qui est des fermes, il y a bien peu 
de gens qui aient du goût pour ce genre de 
travail. Ils n'ont du goût que pour les 
voyages. Au reste, à quoi bon avoir des 
fermes lorsqu'on ne peut en tirer aucune 
utilité. Nous avons ici du blé de l'année „ofi 
dernière que nous ne pouvons pas faire moudre. 
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It should be noted as well that the cultivation of wheat 

at Ile à la Crosse, as elsewhere in the North-West, was 
837 

an uncertain venture. For practical and personal 

reasons, then, Métis freemen at Ile à la Crosse and 

vicinity were not at all converted to an agricultural 
, ,.- 838 way of life. 

The Sisters' works on behalf of orphans, the sick and 

the infirm were a significant aspect of interaction between 

the clergy and the native population, both in terms of 

Christian service and inasmuch as they established a 

recognition among the latter of the practical value of 

the clerical presence in their midst. The Sisters' 

charitable care naturally was extended to Indian and 

Métis alike, as well as to Cana dien& and those of other 

nationalities. In June, 1861, Father Végréville listed 

those then receiving the Sisters' beneficence: 

7 [à] l'orphelinat, nourris aux dépens de la mission, 
3 vieilles invalides, 2 jeunes filles recueillies et 
un enfant recueilli et gardé trois mois, Cet] 3 _ _ 
malades successivement à l'hôpital en tout 5 mois. 

Végréville also reported that since their arrival eight 

months previously, the Sisters had dealt with 255 cases 

requiring medical attention; they had administered 336 

doses of medicine; they had visited 9 8 patients at their 

respective domiciles; and they had even pulled a few 

teeth. The Sisters also sheltered and cared for a number 

of Métis children from northern latitudes who had been 

abandoned by their fathers or native mothers, such being 

the situation, for instance, of one Jean-Baptiste 
841 Robillard, who arrived at the mission in 1866. 
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Clearly, the Sisters' efforts in the above-noted 

areas were beneficial and assisted considerably the 

establishment of a closer rapport with the native 
842 population. "" Throughout the period under consideration, 

the Sisters continued to care for orphans, the infirm 

(usually elderly Indian women) and the sick, although a 

lack of assured finances and adequate provisions 

prevented expansion of care in these areas. 

The provision of educational instruction to native 

children was a significant point of contact in Metis-

Clergy interaction at St-Jean-Baptiste. From the 

outset, schoolchildren at the 'Ecole Ste-Famille' were 

a diversified group: a few Indian children (whose parents 

did not let them attend for very long as a rule); Métis 

children who resided at the H.B.C. fort; Métis children 

who resided at 'La Pointe' or elsewhere near the fort; 

boarding Métis students whose fathers were H.B.C. Q.ommZi> 

or engage* at various posts; and native children who had 
844 been orphaned or abandoned and who resided at the mission. 

The dominant challenge facing the educators was perceived 

to be the Frenchification of the student body — a 

'problem-area' which must have been of some duration, 

considering the prevalence of Indian languages, primarily 

Crée, among the Métis. In 1861, Father Moulin explained: 

de former les enfants à parler français est la 
chose qui presserait le plus. Il est vrai qu'on 
y travaille toujours, puisque les soeurs et nous 
nous ne parlons aux enfants qu'en français; mais 
ce n'est pas assez. Les enfants entr'eux ne se 
parlent qu'en cris. C'est donc en sauvage que se 
font plus des trois quarts et demi de leurs 
conversations. Aussi, je trouve que pour un hiver 
entier ils ont fait peu de progrès dans la conver-
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sation en français ... jusqu'à ce qu'il y ait 
un noyau formé à parler le français, ce n'est 
pas assez [pour] nous, ni pour les soeurs de 
surveiller les enfants. Nous devrions nous 
mêler à leurs jeux, nous mettre plus en contact 
avec eux, et ne presque pas souffrir qu'ils 
parlent sauvage entr'eux, les forcer à parler 
français par différents moyens surtout par les 
récompenses [et] les places... Il faut faire 
des sacrifices pour arriver à ce but. Mais 
notre école sera toujours peu de chose sans 
cela... Les enfants de commis et plusieurs 
autres sont envoyés à l'école pour s'y rendre 
capables de remplir plus tard convenablement le 
poste auquel on les destine; or comment pourront-
ils le faire, et comment cette école pourra-t-elle 
atteindre à ce qu'on attend d'elle, si on n'y 
entend parler que sauvage. 

Late in 1862, Moulin found little with which to be pleased 

in terms of the children's proficiency in French, as 

they continued to have many opportunities to speak Crée 
, , . 846 on an unsupervised basis. 

During 1863 and 1864 and from 1868 to 1870, Father 
847 Moulin was in charge of St-Jean-Baptiste. He regarded 

education of the native population as a primary means 

of ensuring the Christianization, and specifically the 

Catholicization, of native youth. As he remarked in 

1868 to Bishop Taché: 

Je suis loin de déprécier les écoles. Je sais toute 
l'influence que peut avoir une éducation chrétienne 
sur la jeunesse. J'ai été témoin moi-même de tous 
les efforts qu'on fait dans tous les pays pour cons
truire des écoles, surtout dans les pays hétérodoxes 
afin des soustraire la jeunesse au souffle délétère 
de l'ennemi. Je ne me lasse pas d'applaudir au zèle 
de votre Grandeur pour construire des écoles à la 
Rivière Rouge et dans les environs pour vous opposer 
au protestantisme. ^° 
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In 1862, Father Fourmond wrote of the piety exhibited 

by students at St-Jean-Baptiste, while expressing his 

certainty that male students would become responsible 
849 heads-of-family. Moulin's other expressed objective 

was predicated partly on religiously oriented grounds, 

as well as on a desire to see Métis advance in the then 

prevailing socioeconomic order. As he wrote in 1864: 
[Les enfants de l'école] ne comprennent pas 
suffisamment le français [et] ne font pas 
beaucoup de progrès. Cependant on peut 
espérer qu'on pourra les faire avancer pour 
qu'ils puissent remplir quelques postes dans 
les forts de la Compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson 
et pourront remplacer avantageusement ces 
commis qui viennent d'Angleterre et qui sont 
parfois assez opposé à l'accroissement du 
catholicisme dans ces contrées.8" 

But one means employed to promote more inclusive use of 

the French language — such that boys would later become 

more eligible for responsible H.B.C. positions' -- was 
Q C "] 

regular supervision after classes. By 1866, the 

children's spoken French was commendably proficient 
p C O 

according to an enthusiastic observer, Father Caër. 

Métis pupils who resided at the fort or nearby, while 

not so numerous as their counterparts who resided at 

the mission, formed a sizeable segment of the school 
85 3 population. In 186 3, their number stood at 14; the 

next year, 14 boys and three girls of the area regularly 
854 showed up; and, xn 1870, 13 or 14 local chxldren 

o c c 

attended, including two Protestant boys. Until 1867, 

pupils not residing at the mission received full board 

free of charge, despite the difficulty and encumbrance 
8 56 

this service entailed. Nonetheless, owing likely to 
the monotonous daily fare at the mission, the children's 
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OC"7 

parents complained about the board provided. By 186 7, 

children from the-, fort would return home for supper, 

although the parents continued to complain about the 
858 

balance of the fare served. Clergy escorted the 
859 

children to and from the fort each day. In 18 70, 

Father Moulin wrote that: "Ils ont été jusqu'ici assez 
860 

fidèles à venir [à l'école]". Later that year, he 

referred to the mission's inability to educate all of 

the children at the fort, despite their parents' desire 

to see them instructed: 

[Les gens du fort] ne sont pas parfaits, mais 
ils ont des bonnes qualités. Ils montrent 
tous beaucoup de bonne volonté pour envoyer 
leurs enfants à l'école. Il est à regretter 
que nous ne puissions pas en prendre un plus 
grand nombre; car plusieurs m'ont demandé que 
j'ai dû refuser, n'ayant pas assez de poissons 
pour les nourrir et de plus, les soeurs ne „,, 
pouvant pas se charger d'un plus grand nombre. 

Regarding the parents' favourable opinion of the value of 

education, it is worth noting that the Sisters' Ch>ion<Lquz& 

for St-Jean-Baptiste mention that: "Les gens du Fort, les 
86 7 

Métis, commençaient à apprécier l'école [en] 1862." 

Métis peft-ôlonna-ôt.e.4 at the mission were primarily the 

children of zngagtA or officers stationed at various H.B.C. 

posts in the Ile à la Crosse District and further north. 

In 1863, for instance, pe.n.4-con natter included Antoine 

Laliberté (the son of a District comm-c.4) , Raphaël Morin 

l^té, whose father was stationed at lac Vert and Edouard 
8 ft 8 

Ross, whose father was the bouAg eo-c.4 at Grande Riviere. 
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In the 1860s, Raphaël Morin other children — Pierre, Marie 

and Caroline -- also resided at the mission. During the 

1870s, pznis-lon.na.J-H.zt> included Roi and Josephat Laliberté 
86 4 

and Joséphine Lafleur from lac Vert, Isabelle and 

Christine Gaudet from Good Hope and two daughters of Paul 
8 6 6 

de Laronde from lac Vert. ~ A tally of the number of 

ptYiitionnciÀ.fiz& over the years reveals their significance 

in terms of the school's operation: in 186 7, there were 
866 

about 30; in 1870, there were 29, including two 
86 7 

Protestant girls; in 1875, there were ten boys and 
8 6 8 

22 girls; and, in 1877, ptniXonnaZKZé and orphans 
8 6 Q 

at the mission numbered 44. 
In 186 3, Father Faraud wrote: "Les enfants de l'école 

8 7 0 
ont fait des progrès ravissants." However, the same 
year, Father Moulin's assessment of the student's progress 

was of a more sober tenor: 

[Les étudiants] sont généralement bien obéissants. 
Ils commencent à faire un peu de progrès. Cepen
dant, il faut se garder de croire qu'ils soient 
des savants; c'est à peine si les plus avancés 
peuvent lire intelligiblement; ils commencent un 
peu à écrire; ils ont de la peine à lire leur 
propre écriture. Ils savent assez bien leur 
catéchisme; les deux plus grands le savent par 
demandes et réponses.871 

Four years later, Moulin wrote a rather gloomy report on 

the progress attained to date: 

Le résultat des écoles [à St-Jean-Baptiste] est 
bien minime... je trouvais que [les étudiants] 
avaient bien peu de progrès depuis 6 ou 7 ans 
qu'ils sont ici... Nous avons ici trois petits 
garçons de Pierriche qui ne savent pas encore 
leurs lettres depuis un an qu'ils sont ici. Le 
petit garçon de Raphaël Morin qui est ici depuis 
l'arrivée des soeurs ne sait pas encore écrire 
et n'est pas capable de faire une addition. Ainsi 
on peut dire que tant le résultat de ces écoles 
consistent à apprendre les prières et la lettre 
du catéchisme aux enfants.872 

http://pznis-lon.na.J-H.zt
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One factor hindering the students' learning at this point 

in time was a shortage of necessary schoolbooks and 
p -7 O 

writing paper. Also, students were not supplied with 

books to read after classes, thus limiting their learning 
8 74 -

opportunities. As a group, pzni,-Lon.na^n.zi> made 
R 7 S 

considerably more progress than external students, 
one factor limiting the latter1s advancement being the 

8 7fi 
regular use of Crée after school. It should be noted 

that commencing in 1873, English was taught at the school, 

owing to its increasingly essential use throughout the 
877 

North-West. In 18 80 or thereabouts, a fine new school 

was constructed at St-Jean-Baptiste at a cost of $2,500 — 

an indication of the importance attached to education at 
.u • • 878 the mission. 

Métis at Ile à la Crosse enjoyed participating in 

Church ceremonies and observances. For their part, the 

clergy sought to make such occasions worthy of remembrance. 

Children's first communions, for instance, were conducted 
879 

in fine style. Father Legeard remarked of one in 1875: 

jamais encore à l'Ile à la Crosse on n'avait 
vu une aussi belle cérémonie, jamais aussi 
notre petite église n'avait été si richement 
décorée grâce surtout à certain nombre de 
grandes oriflammes qui avait servi au couron
nement de N.D. de Lyon.°°^ 

The same year, Métis actively participated in the 'fête du 

Sacré-Coeur,' which was marked by the erection of a 35-
881 

foot cross and a splendid procession. In 1877, the 

'procession du Très Saint Sacrement' was headed by the 

girls of the school and was actively participated in by 
p p o 

other Métis. c Métis and Cana.d<LznA assisted in the 
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88 3 
planning and effecting of such processions as well. 

In an allied context, it is worth noting that the Métis 

of Ile à la Crosse very much appreciated the occasional 

visits of their Bishop. In 1875, when Bishop Grandin 

departed by canoe, they saluted him by an uninterrupted 
884 

fusillade lasting a quarter of an hour. 

The St-Jean-Baptiste mission relied considerably of the 

services of Métis and Canadi.zn& as hired help. The most 

important work they assumed was fishing, inasmuch as fish 

was the A-lna qua non of the mission diet. During most if 

not all of the 1860s, one Malboeuf, a Canadian, devoted 
8 85 all of his energies to this endeavour. In 1869 and 1870, 

8 86 
his son also worked at the mission. '"' The second most 

important duty of the engagê-6 was to ensure that there was 

enough wood to burn during the winter season. In November, 

1862, Father Moulin remarked that his four men were hard-
887 pressed to keep mission residents fed and warm, l and the 

88 8 
same situation prevailed early in 1864. ' Another impor
tant duty was the collection and transportation of hay 
for the mission's herd of cattle. As there was no 

suitable haying ground near the mission, this was a time-
889 89 0 

consuming business, ' for which two men might be hired. 
In 1864, the mission's angagti, included Arsène Mollet, 

891 the son of 'Vieux' Laviolette and one Abraham. In 
spring, 1865, a Métis, David Méraste, was hired to replace 

an zngagt who was causing too many scandals and another 
892 who was a poor worker. In 1866, François Roy and Louis 

89 3 L'Iroquois were among those hired, as were Joseph 
894 Lavallee and Baptiste Monn the following year. In 
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895 1870, 'Vieux' Robillard worked at the mission. 

Métis women and CcLnadA.znne.-6 contributed a great deal 

to the smooth operation of the 'Couvent St-Bruno' and 

its various facilities. Serving in the capacity of lay 

Vaancd.6zaA.ne6 or {iZltz6 donne.Z6, the women undertook 

household chores, management of kitchen operations and 

numerous other responsibilities that were doubtlessly 

invaluable. Among others, the following served at 

the mission in the 1860s: Marie Luce Fortier of Montréal, 

Elisabeth Frechette (who served from 1864 to 1870) , 
896 

Charlotte Charbonneau and Mathilde Henry of Red River. 

In the 1870s, some of those who served included 

Marcelline Sauvé, Angélique Jette, Esther Goyer and 

Josephte Lagimonière of Red River. 

Although the clergy sometimes complained about the lax 

working habits of some zngage\6 and the added burden of 
. . . 897 

having to provide provisions to their families, after 

1867 another complaint arose — namely, the difficulty of 

hiring and retaining workers. In March, 1868, Father 

Moulin saw fit to expand on the essence of this problem 

to Bishop Taché: 
Vous savez vous-même que nous payons les effets 
plus que les engagés de la Compagnie. Vous me 
disez que les gens de la mission ont beaucoup 
moins de misères que les hommes de la Compagnie 
dans leurs voyages. J'en conviens, mais il y en 
a plusieurs qui préfèrent ces misères aux avan
tages qu'ils ont dans les missions. Au reste 
les gens qui restent dans les terres ont leurs 
effets au même prix que les autres. Lorsque les 
engagés demandent le prix des effets je vous avoue 
que je ne puis le leur cacher. Si je devais 
rester en charge, je désirerais pouvoir vendre 
au même prix que la Compagnie ... c'est une 

http://CcLnadA.znne.-6
http://Vaancd.6zaA.ne6
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observation que j'ai déjà faite à Monseigneur 
[Grandin], Vous me disez que nous y perdrons 
beaucoup; je le sais; mais les engagés vous 
répondront que peu importe, qu'ils préfèrent 
rester dans la Compagnie plutôt que dans la 
mission ou on est toujours en dette. Il est 
vrai qu'ils le sont aussi dans la Compagnie, 
mais ils ont beaucoup plus d'effets pour le 
même prix.*398 

This situation likely prevailed at other missions during 

this time, while at Ile à la Crosse the difficulty in 
899 hiring persisted certainly to mid-1870, if not 

considerably later. 

Several factors related to those outlined above also 

adversely affected the state of Clergy-tngagS relations. 

One such factor was the inability of the mission to furnish 

merchandise requested by zngagtA, Another was the very 

slack state of working conditions at the local fort — 

certainly in 1870 — which understandably was not unap

pealing to those seeking employment somewhere. After an 

zngagi who had been raised at St-Jean-Baptiste asked to 

be permitted to leave his position at the mission owing 

to the 'better' working conditions he had experienced when 

at the fort, Moulin remarked: 

Nous ne pouvons plus trouver d'engagés ... Ils 
font à peu près ce qu'ils veulent faire dans le 
fort. La plupart des filles qui travaillent chez 
les soeurs veulent aussi s'en aller.98^ 

Despite this state of affairs, by 1875, the local 

H.B.C. fort had become anything but a promising place of 

employment. As Father Légéard wrote in January, 1875: 
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Nos Métis continuent à quitter le service de la 
compagnie, les uns pour aller au lac Vert, 
d'autres à la prairie, d'autres à la Rivière 
Rouge. Le compagnie ... cherchant de plus en 
plus à diminuer le nombre de ses engagés s'en 
débarrasse le plus qu'elle peut.^02 

Under these circumstances, it is safe to assume that, for 

some time at any rate, there was a sufficient number of 

men willing and able to seek positions at St-Jean-Baptiste. 

Conclusion 

In Chapter VI, significant aspects of Métis-Clergy inter

action are examined. Accordingly, this section indicates 

briefly the general nature of Métis-Clergy relations, as 

expressed in the presentation above. 

From 1818 to 1845, the Catholic clergy's work among 

Métis in the North-West was confined almost exclusively 

to those living at Red River and vicinity. Commencing 

in 1845, the Oblates of Mary Immaculate assumed primary 

responsibility for the establishment of native missions 

in the North-West and the Far North. By the early 1850s, 

the existence of a network of missions facilitated the 

consolidation of the Oblate missionary effort. A number 

of missions were founded expressly to serve Métis in the 

Canadian West, who had only very vague notions of the 

Catholic faith. As had occurred at Red River, Métis 

built houses around these missions in order to learn more 

about religion from the priests and to receive the religious 

succour offered to them. 
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The Catholic clergy's success in spreading the seeds 

of devotion among Métis regularly attached to mission-

settlements was due both to clerical effort and to the 

Metis1 esteem for the person of the priest. In the 

Canadian West, the clergy's influence among Métis was 

greatest at mission locations where Métis settled, even if 

semipermanently in most cases. In the course of their 

work, priests stressed the edification of their parishioners. 

In respect to the clergy's strong stand against the 

consumption of alcohol, many Métis joined Temperance 

Societies initiated by local priests and, in general, 

Métis settlement had few liquor — related disorders. 

As well, on those occasions when priests accompanied 

hunting expeditions, they were invariably pleased with 

the personal conduct of those concerned. Clearly, then, 

Métis parishioners recognized the moral authority of 

the clergy. 

Education, medical care and other services were often 

provided to the Métis at mission-settlements, almost 

always by the Grey Nuns. Such works were a fine example 

of Christian service, and being performed customarily by 

women, these endeavours served to elevate Métis 

conceptions of the role of women. 

Generally speaking, the Métis and the clergy interacted 

on an amiable basis. Local priests commanded the respect 

of their parishioners, owing to the sincere interest 

they displayed in the religious and temporal well-being 

of the community in which they served. For their part, 

Métis were devout and observant churchgoers, who loved 

religious ceremonies and processions. Moreover, a marked 
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degree of interdependency existed between the clergy 

and the Metis, drawing the two groups closer together 

in spirit and mutual self-interest. Examples of this 

included: clerical assistance to the needy, whenever 

possible, during times of famine and poverty; the 

Church's provision of education and medical services; 

Métis assistance in erecting mission buildings; and the 

service of Métis zngaglté at missions. 

Despite the usually harmonious rapport between the 

Métis and their clergy, long lasting differences of 

opinion and conviction existed between them. The 

situation which prevailed is most appropriately designated 

as one of 'cultural conflict,' inasmuch as the Métis 

and the clergy possessed markedly different, and 

sometimes conflicting, value-systems. The most important 

issue, by far, on which Métis and clergy differed concern

ed the nature of Metis society itself. The clergy was 

convinced that a sedentary way of life was absolutely 

essential for a 'civilized' Christian community to 

function; while the Métis adhered passionately to a 

largely transient way of life, which they did not regard 

as incompatible with Christian convictions and behaviour. 

This fundamental difference in outlook introduced a 

definite discordant element into Métis-Clergy relations, 

expressed particularly in terms of the perpetuation of 

a psychological 'distance' or gap in mutual understanding 

between priests and many of their parishioners. 
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Two other aspects of Metis-Clergy interaction must be 

mentioned. In the first place, the devotion of Metis — 

notably those at mission-settlements — to the Catholic 

faith definitely strengthened the nature and essence of 

Métis society in the North-West, inasmuch as Catholicism 

became an integral and distinguishing component of Métis 

society. Secondly, the Frenchification of Métis school

children and some adults at Western missions served to 

add yet another distinguishing and integrating factor to 

Métis society as it evolved during the nineteenth century. 
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V. Métis-Clergy Relations in the South Saskatchewan District 

Background to the Founding of St-Laurent de Grandin 

By the time the mission-settlement of St-Laurent de 

Grandin was founded in 1874, the lands of the vicinity 

had long been the scene of considerable activity in the 

fur trade. Also, by this time, the area was one well-

known to North-West Métis who appreciated the inherent 

advantages it offered and utilized these to the benefit 

of their traditional way of life. For their part, the 

Catholic clergy possessed a solid measure of familiarity 

with those who resided in or frequented the area in 

question before they established a permanent mission to 

serve the Métis population. A few comments concerning 

these topics are in order. 

The two main branches of the Saskatchewan River 

became important and well-travelled arteries during the 

expansion of the fur trade in the latter part of the 

18th century. In 1786, both the North West Company and 

the Hudson's Bay Company established posts on the South 
90 3 

Branch, not far from the eventual site of Batoche. 

These posts, each of which was referred to as Scuth 

Branch House, were abandoned in 1794 after the Gros-

Ventres (Rapid Indians) sacked and burned the H.B.C. 
904 post and threatened that of the rival concern. 

Accordingly, in the autumn of 1795, the "original Carlton 

House was established just below the junction of the two 

[branches]... The post was moved to its new location at 

[la Montée] in or about 1810 to compete with the North 
905 

West Company post established there." In succeeding 
years, Carlton House (which came to be called Fort Carlton, 



From: Marcel Giraud, LE METIS CANADIEN, p. 1139 
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or just Carlton) acquired importance in the affairs of 

the Hudson's Bay Company, both in terms of the Saskat

chewan District and as related to more northerly 

operations. 

Fort Carlton, near the wintering ground of the 
buffalo, was a great pemmican post in its 
southerly aspect, while it drew an abundance of 
peltry from the woods to the north; it was the 
point of departure of the pemmican for the 
northern brigades, the meat being carried 
overland to Green Lake Clac Vert] in the winter, 
and thence by canoe to Ile à la Crosse in the 
spring.906 

Fort Carlton became the juncture of the Fort Pitt Trail 

and the famous Carlton Trail, when the latter was first 
907 blazed by Sir George Simpson in 1841. 

The first Catholic priest to reach Fort Carlton was 

the intrepid Abbé Thibault, who arrived there late in 

May, 1842, on his way to Fort Edmonton and the Rocky 

Mountains. The postmaster, a Mr. Small, rode out with 

a fresh horse as Thibault was nearing the fort and the 

priest was treated very well during his stay, which 
908 lasted eight days. Thibault assiduously instructed 

the people of the fort in the Catholic faith. This he 

deemed to be of paramount importance, inasmuch as 

Protestant ministers visiting Fort Carlton had married 

Catholics to Indian women and baptized fort inhabitants. 
909 About 30 of the latter were promptly rebaptized. When 

a northern brigade of 19 boats arrived, Thibault preached 

to the voyageurs in the morning and evening. Shortly 

before his departure, the priest noted with satisfaction 

his accomplishments at the fort, especially those among 

the Métis. "J'ai fait du bien ici. J'ai entendu un bon 

nombre de confessions et surtout de métis qui n'avaient 

jamais vu de prêtres, et qui ont été instruits et baptisés 

par les ministres l'hiver dernier et ils sont bien décidés 
, . A .* ,,910 
de ne plus écouter ces gens-la." 
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The following year, Thibault again headed west from 

St-Boniface. In late May or early June, he, and his 

Métis guide and wife, reached the banks of the South 

Saskatchewan at a point in the immediate vicinity of 

the later St-Laurent settlement, where they constructed 
911 a raft and crossed the river with their carts. At 

Fort Carlton, Small ensured that the returning priest 

was treated with honour and respect. Thibault occupied 

himself by instructing the engagS-i, their families and 

a few Indians, by baptizing 26 persons and by marrying 
912 two couples. He prolonged hxs visit xn order to 

await the arrival of a brigade from Fort Edmonton. Upon 

their arrival, the voyageurs were apparently delighted 

to encounter a priest and Thibault devoted two days 

of ministration to them. As he noted soon thereafter, 

the Métis of the West were very amenable to adopting 

Catholicism on a formal basis, despite their previous 

lack of exposure to its practice: 

j'eus la consolation de les [les voyageurs] voir 
bien empressés à suivre les exercices de la 
Mission. Un bon nombre se confessèrent. Il y 
avait parmi ces voyageurs plusieurs jeunes Métis 
nés et élevés dans ces contrées qui avaient 
embrassé les erreurs Wesleyennes dans ces 
dernières années; mais en voyant le prêtre, et 
en apprenant qu'ils avaient été trompés, ils 
demandèrent à se confesser et à être admis au 
nombre des vrais croyants. " 

After a nine-day mission, Thibault left Fort Carlton. Late 

in September, on his way back to St-Boniface, the priest 

stopped very briefly at the fort and baptized several 
914 chxldren. 
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From 1843 to 1860, Fort Carlton was visited only 

rarely by Catholic clergy and, on the few such occasions 

as did occur, the priest or priests in question were 

simply passing through and had very little time or 

opportunity to conduct a mission. In 1852, for instance, 

Father Lacombe accompanied John Rowand's brigade from 

Red River to Fort Edmonton, naturally by way of Fort 
915 Carlton. The fort was one under Rowand's command, so 

a stopover may have been made there. In 1857, Lacombe 

accompanied the Spring Brigade as far as Fort Carlton, 
916 and he then proceeded by horseback to Red River. A 

brief mission may or may not have been attempted at this 

time, as Lacombe was eager to see to the buying of 
917 provisions for the Lac Ste-Anne mission. 

In September 1859, three Grey Nuns bound for Lac 

Ste-Anne and escorted by Father Rémas arrived at the fort. 

Sister Alphonse noted that the Plains Indians they 

encountered there were "bien surpris de voir des femmes 
918 de notre espèce..." During their brief stopover, 

919 many baptisms were performed, suggesting that it must 

have been quite some time since a priest had attempted 

any type of mission, however brief, at Fort Carlton. A 

number of gifts were given to the Sisters, who were the 

first "femmes de la prière' to reach the Saskatchewan 

District. 

While the Sisters and Rémas stayed at Fort Carlton, 

it is probable that they encountered a number of Métis 

freemen and their families who frequented the valleys of 

the North and South Saskatchewan in the general vicinity 

of Fort Carlton. The Métis of the West (those born and 
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raised in present-day Saskatchewan and Alberta), as well 

as Métis from Red River were particularly attracted to 

the South Branch. 

The richness of buffalo pastures and the 
existence of wooded stretches along the 
southern branch of the Saskatchewan had 
always attracted the [Métis] hunters; here, 
many villages had been established which 
were usually occupied only temporarily, but 
which would occasionally be occupied through 
a period of several years and might even take 
on a certain appearance of permanence.9 20 

The triangle of lands bounded by the North Saskatchewan 

up to Fort Carlton, the South Branch upstream some 60 

miles, and the line one might draw on a map between 

these two points was particularly appealing to the Métis 

because of the many buffalo present, there during the 

winter. As A.S. Morton has remarked: "The woods between 

the two rivers were tolerably open and, so to say, 

broken by bays of the great sea of grass. They thus 

offered a happy wintering-ground for the buffalo herds. 
921 In those parts provisions would be in plenty." 

By 1840, Red River traders and freighters commonly 

arrived at Fort Carlton. After the Sayer Trial, increasing 

number of Red River traders and hunters made the trek 

to the Fort Carlton area. 

De longues caravanes chargées de marchandise 
se dirigeaient chaque automne vers la 
Montagne des Bois ou la Fourche des Gros-
Ventres [the South Saskatchewan] pour faire 
la chasse. Certains restaient tout l'année, 
d'autres retournaient à la Rivière Rouge au 
printemps pour voir a leurs affaires, faire 
baptiser leurs enfants, etc. ^2 
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By 1856, Sir George Simpson remarked on the Metis' 

particularity for trading and residing in the general 

vicinity of Fort Carlton: 

The [Saskatchewan] district is very much 
exposed to inroads of Red River traders, being 
accessible from the settlement across the 
plains at all times of the year. A large 
body of people last winter found their way 
to the neighbourhood of Carlton and Fort 
Pitt... Those people congregate for conve
nience and safety in villages consisting of 
huts roughly constructed, but sufficient to 
protect them from the weather and to afford 
room for their goods and furs. There was one 
of these villages last winter at the Grosse 
Butte, about two days march S-E of Carlton, 
consisting of 30 to 40 houses or huts.923 

Two years later, it is worth noting, "Métis winter camps 
924 were erected in the vicinity of Prairie Ronde (Dundurn) ..." 

Throughout the 1860s, Métis continued to frequent the 

vicinity of Fort Carlton, especially to the east and 

south-east. A few camps of some duration were established 

near the later settlements of St-Laurent and Batoche. In 

this respect: 

a few dwellings were erected in 1860 near the 
bend of the [South Saskatchewan River], at a 
point where it flows in a south-north direc
tion (near present-day Duck Lake)... For six 
years the same people continued to live there, 
dividing their time between hunting and trips 
to Fort Carlton and Winnipeg, where they traded 
furs and meat.925 

In 1863, Gabriel Dumont, at 25 years of age, was elected 
926 

leader of hxs band and Chief of the Saskatchewan Hunt. 

In 186 3, as well, Dumont's band wintered in the Fish 

Creek/Batoche area, which practice they followed there-
927 after. In 1868, Dumont himself, and likely others 
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of his band, settled at a location on the South Branch 
928 

some ten miles south of Batoche» Soon after, a 

village was established which proved to be the immediate 

forerunner of the settlement of St-Laurent. By 1870, 
9 29 

the village was known as 'Petite Ville.1 

During the 1860s, the religious needs of those 

resident at Fort Carlton and those who visited there 

received somewhat more attention than previously. By 

1860, Bishop Grandin realized that an extended mission 
930 

at the fort was essential. Late in 1860 (sometime 
931 

after October 30), Father Moulin was despatched from 

Ile à la Crosse to Carlton, where he remained until late 

in March, 1861. After the mission, Moulin wrote about 

most of his daily routine. After lunch, he held catechism 

sessions for the fort children. Following this, wives of 

the zngag&A arrived to recite their prayers and to 

receive some religious instruction. Then, the priest 

conducted school classes. His overall efforts were not 

in vain: "Tout le monde a montré généralement de la bonne 

volonté pour se faire instruire. Presque tous [savent] les 

commandements de Dieu mais je n'ai point voulu les leur 

enseigner en français. J'ai cru qu'il soit mieux de 
932 leur apprendre en cris." All but two of the Catholics 

at the fort attended confession. Shortly after his 

departure, Moulin had a 12-foot cross planted on a slope 

near the fort -- a spot chosen personally for that 

purpose by Bishop Taché during a brief visit there some

what previously. Moulin saw to it that the engagé-4 

participated actively in the observance, appreciating as 

he did the Métis' habitual interest in participating in 

processions, religious celebrations and the like: 
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J'ai profité de l'occasion où les hommes se 
trouvaient là pour en faire la bénédiction. 
Tous les gens du fort y ont assisté. La 
croix fut porté par les hommes qui eurent 
assez de difficultés, cependant je préférais 
la leur faire porter plutôt que de la faire 
traîner par des boeufs. On y est allé person
nellement en chantant des cantiques. Je leur 
ai dit quelques mots au pied de la croix, et 
le soir j'en ai donné l'explication en cris. 

In the course of his mission, Moulin baptized 14 persons 

including two adults, conducted one funeral, married four 

couples and held first communions for three persons, one 
9 84 

of whom was the wife of the faoU.H.QzoIh . A few months 

after returning to Ile à la Crosse, Moulin hoped to 

resume work soon at Fort Carlton. However, lacking 

adequate provisions for himself and mission zngagt&, this 

was not possible. 

During the course of a series of itinerant missions 

begun late in 1861, Father Moulin managed to conduct another 
935 mission at Fort Carlton. In January 1862, he wrote that 

there was considerable room for improvement in terms of 

the people's edification: 

Bien que les gens du fort ont été assez assidus 
à se rendre chaque soir à la prière, cependant 
ils laissent beaucoup à désirer sur bien des 
rapports, surtout sous le rapport des moeurs. 
Cependant il y a eu des améliorations, mais pas 
autant comme il serait à désirer. Il y a quel
ques canadiens qui sont arrivés cette année qui 
sont loin de mener une vie édifiante, cependant 
tous se sont confessés.936 

In the same letter, Moulin reported that he had been 

seeking information concerning the best site for a mission 

nearby. He ruled out the immediate vicinity for several 

reasons: "Quant à Carlton on commence à avoir de la 
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misère pour avoir du bois... [Aussi, il] y a quelques 

traiteurs ici qui ont beaucoup de difficulté pour trouver 
9 37 des vivres." Accordingly, he concluded that if a 

mission was to be established to serve Fort Carlton, 

it should be located at Sturgeon Lake (lac Esturgeon), 

about 25 miles north-east of the fort. There, an 

abundance of fish would be available for mission require

ments, whereas all other potentially attractive sites 
9 38 lacked fish. Also, there was plenty of wood at the 

lake for building and heating. Nonetheless, Moulin 

regarded the potential site as too impractical: "C'est 
9 39 beaucoup trop loin du fort." Later the same year, 

he stressed that the Carlton mission was a very 

important one, but he emphasized that, in his opinion, 

Sturgeon Lake was the only suitable site for a mission 
940 in the general vicinity of Fort Carlton. Moulin1s 

recommendations and observations undoubtedly postponed 

the establishment of a mission to serve those who resided 

at the fort and those who frequented the branches of the 

Saskatchewan near their convergence. 

From 1862 to 1868, the Catholic clergy maintained some 

interest, at any rate, in matters relating to Fort Carlton, 

despite the fact that no sustained missionary effort was 

attempted there. One area of concern to the Catholic 

clergy was the expansion of Protestant activity in and 

around the vicinity of the fort. In 1862, writing from 

Fort Carlton while staying there overnight, Father 

Lacombe expressed his feelings to Bishop Taché in this 

regard: 
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Tâchons de faire quelque chose pour cette place, 
avant que les h.tna,fidi> de Ministres s'y établissent... 
S'il y avait moyen de prendre quelque bonne 
localité, à quelques milles plus bas que le fort, 
et y faire quelque commencement, ce serait déjà 
beaucoup et cela donnerait espérance aux gens, 
qui verraient qu'on a intention de faire quelque 
chose pour cette place. 4 1 

Another instance of such concern occurred in January, 

186 3, when Father Moulin prepared to leave Ile à la 

Crosse for Fort Carlton, having heard that a Protestant 
• . . . 942 

minister was scheduled to arrive there in the summer. 

In 1865, Lacombe dreaded the scheduled establishment of 

a Presbyterian mission at lac du Brochet, between 

Carlton and Fort Pitt, knowing the reputed popularity 
943 of the designated minister among the Crée. Some 

months later, Lacombe favoured abandoning St-Paul des 

Cris to build a mission at Fort Pitt, one of his 

central reasons being that he would be enabled to visit 
944 regularly the native population around Fort Carlton. 

In 1866, the clergy had another reason to direct their 

attention towards the area being discussed. In that 

year, Reverend James Nisbet, a Presbyterian, reached 

Fort Carlton and then travelled downstream where he 

founded a mission and settlement to serve the Indians 
945 of the North Saskatchewan. Within a few years, it 

became a successful agricultural community known as 

Prince Albert. Not surprisingly, then, the Catholic 

clergy stepped up their activity in the Fort Carlton area 

during the late 1860s. The residence of a Protestant 

minister at the fort during 1867-68 (if not later) and 
946 

his school instruction there was yet another induce
ment for the Catholic clergy to establish a clearly 
defined presence in the region. 
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Although the clergy were more aware of the Carlton 

missionary field after Father Moulin1s extended mission 

at the fort, up to 1868, only a very limited and 

intermittent effort was made to preserve and strengthen 

the will of the Catholic faithful in the area. One 

step in this direction did occur in 1863, however, when 

Father Caër conducted a six-week mission at Fort Carlton. 

Caër spent quite some time visiting Indian bands in the 

vicinity and had "la consolation de faire un grand nombre 
947 de baptêmes dans leurs camps." He remarked further: 

"Je suis satisfait de ce fort [Carlton], J'ai eu plusieurs 

communions avant mon départ et une dizaine de personnes 

seraient en état de recevoir le sacrement de confirmation. 
948 Le vieux Lagrece est devenu le modèle du fort." In 

September, 1864, Father Moulin spent a number of days 

at Carlton to prepare the Catholics to receive Bishop 
949 Taché, then on a tour of Catholic missions. During 

this period, various clergymen's travels were undertaken 
950 by way of Fort Carlton, but it is reasonable to 

assume that few, if any, religious works were attempted 

there on most of these occasions. 

In 1868, Father André visited a Métis camp near Duck 

Lake in order to conduct a brief mission among "quelques 
9 51 

familles patriarcales de metis." This was the first 
. . . 952 Catholic mission attempted in the vicinity, and it marked 

the beginning of a progressively more concerted effort 

by the clergy to meet the religious needs of Métis who 

frequented the area. Such an effort was, indeed, rather 

long in the making, considering that Duck Lake and its 

environs had been a popular wintering habitat for years. 
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During the summer of 1868, Father Andre conducted an 

unscheduled mission at Fort Carlton, while awaiting the 

arrival of Bishop Grandin. The stopover was an eyeopener 

to André, and his observations clearly reveal that the 

<LYig<xgti> of the fort had not been the object of any 

continuing or effective clerical supervision. Whether 

the Métis winterers of the area behaved in a like manner 

as their fellows at the fort cannot be demonstrated, but 

certainly the two groups would have been in fairly 

frequent contact for trading purposes and a goodly 

number of local Métis freemen were undoubtedly hired 

by the fort's boutigzoii, even if for short-term commit

ments. Andre's remarks reveal his disconsolate appraisal 

of the state of affairs among the engaged upon his 

arrival: 

Je m'efforce de faire entendre les vérités de 
salut à cette pauvre population de Carlton,-
qui a bien besoin de quelques bonnes paroles 
pour faire trêve aux mauvaises auxquelles elle 
est si habituée. C'est vraiment le boulevard 
où le démon de la Saskatchewan s'est retranché, 
et il règne en maître absolu sur ces pauvres 
âmes qui sont si asservie à sa volonté. Les 
désordres affreux et les scènes dégoûtantes 
dont ce Fort est si souvent le théâtre donnent 
une idée de ce qu'étaient autrefois ces Forts 
de la compagnie avant que les missionnaires 
[arrivèrent]. Cette pauvre population du Fort 
Carlton vit sans Dieu et sans croyance et se 
livre â tous les vices que lui inspirent ses 
penchants pervers et dégradés.95 3 

André was not totally disheartened, however, since he found 

that the people of the fort would respond to his overtures 

to lead a more orderly existence. 
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Avec du temps et de la patience on peut espérer 
de faire quelque bien parmi cette triste popu
lation, et mon séjour ici ne sera pas sans avoir 
produit quelques résultats heureux sur plusieurs 
coeurs: une grande transformation s'est certai
nement opérée parmi les catholiques depuis mon 
arrivée ici; les danses nocturnes et les ivro
gneries qui les accompagnaient, ont complètement 
disparu, et a force de crier, de presser et 
d'aller moi-même chercher le monde dans les 
maisons et dans les loges en dehors du Fort, je 
suis venu à bout de les réunir tous les soirs à 
la prière du soir et à l'instruction quotidienne 
que je leur fais en cris. La plupart des catho
liques sont venus se confesser.954 

The Chief Factor, Lawrence Clarke, requested André to 

prolong his stay into the winter months, but Andre had to 

refuse, despite his desire to continue his mission. 

However, Fort Carlton and vicinity would not henceforth 

be largely disregarded by the clergy, whose activities 

soon became regularized in the area. 

Late in 186 8, Father André had another occasion to 

observe the conduct of Métis engagé-6 in the Saskatchewan 

district, this time at Fort Pitt, some distance upstream 

from Fort Carlton. Again, André found much with which 

to be dissatisfied, and his comments, in context, 

applied to a large territory including Fort Carlton and 

vicinity : 

Je tâche et je tâcherai de rendre meilleur le 
monde du Fort Pitt et des environs, ce qui n'est 
pas une tâche bien facile avec les séductions 
du péché qui les entourent de toutes parts cet 
hiver. Une nuée affreuse de vendeurs de boisson 
couvre le pays, et excite partout par leur 
présence l'appétit de nos métis et sauvages pour 
ces funestes liqueurs.955 
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The deleterious exterior influence affecting the Métis 

of the West were held, by André, to a tragic course for 

Métis society: 

Ah'. Mon Dieu! Quel est le missionnaire capable 
d'affermir dans le bien ce peuple de métis! Le 
présent est triste mais l'avenir semble encore 
plus triste, car les enfants présagent une géné
ration plus corrompue que leurs parents. Heureux 
donc ceux que le bon Dieu vient appeler à lui 
pour l'arracher au triste spectacle qui vient 
frapper les yeux et attrister le coeur de voir 
la vie païenne de ce peuple baptisé.956 

From these comments and those concerning his earlier 

mission at Fort Carlton, it is clear that Father André 

perceived that Métis at the Fort Pitt/Fort Carlton area 

as an intemperate, undisciplined group absolutely 

requiring the devoted ministrations of a locally based 

clergy. 

In 18 70, the dreaded smallpox ravaged the native 

population of the North Saskatchewan, reaching Fort 

Carlton by August, where it took a severe toll. Bishop 

Grandin was there at the time and devoted all his 

energies to caring for the sufferers, consoling rela-
957 tives of the dead and seeing to burials. It appears 

that the growth of the Petite Ville camp was partly 

attributable to the desire of Métis from Red River to 

avoid locations in the West where smallpox was raging. 

In January, 1871, Sister Emery wrote from St-Albert: 

Si nous n'avions pas été tant à redouter à cause 
de la picote nous aurions reçu 30 familles Métis 
de la Rivière Rouge qui venaient ici, mais la 
crainte de là les a arrêtés en chemin. Elles 
passent l'hiver à quelques milles du Fort Carlton 
près de la Rivière au [sic] Gros-Ventres.958 
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The winterers at Petite Ville dreaded the thought that 

smallpox might afflict their camp and no clergy would be 

present to aid them. Accordingly, they sent a delegate 

to Ile à la Crosse to plead for a priest to spend the 
959 

winter of 1870-71 among them. Father Moulin undertook 

this mission, and it is recorded that "sa présence au 

milieu d'eux opéra beaucoup de bien." Fortunately, 

the epidemic did not reach Petite Ville, though it 

afflicted several families three miles away. Moulin wrote 

in January that the Métis were responding well to his 

endeavours among them. "Je suis en général content de 

la conduite de mes gens. Ils sont très assidus à se 

rendre à la prière le soir et aux instructions [et] à 
961 m'envoyer leurs enfants au catéchisme." He noted 

also that the people requested that a priest remain with 

them through the following winter. Moulin left Fort 

Carlton on June 2nd for lac Caribou. Regarding his 

mission at Petite Ville, he noted: 

The freemen were very kind to me. They gave me 
about 120 pounds of pemmican for my journey [and] 
sugar. Moreover, they accommodated me in a 
wonderful lodge. I think they are about to settle 
permanently. I intend to go and join them next 
year if Bishop Grandin doesn't change his plans 
in the meantime.962 

Shortly before Father Moulin left Fort Carlton, 

Father André arrived there from St-Albert, as "il fut 
963 

spécialement chargé des missions de Carlton..." 
Bishop Grandin later wrote of the Métis at Petite Ville: 
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Ces braves gens ne pouvant plus se résoudre â 
vivre sans prêtre obtinrent que le P. André 
les accompagnât et ils lui bâtirent une maison 
et une église d1hivernement sur les bords de 
la Siskachiwan [sic] à 12 ou 15 milles plus 
haut que St-Laurent actuel. Ils se bâtirent 
leurs petites maisons autour de 1'église...964 

André spent the summer of 18 71 with the Petite Ville 

hunters on the prairie, then he returned briefly 

to St-Albert to find a con'te^e to assist him. He 

returned early in October with Father Bourgine, who 

left Petite Ville in 1873 due to illness. The 

people's response to the priests was as obliging --

if not more so — as that accorded earlier to Moulin. 

André wrote the following concerning his first winter 

among this semi-settled band: 

50 familles d'hivernants étaient venues se 
grouper autour des missionnaires, et cet 
hiver se passa agréablement pour tout le 
monde. La ferveur et la piété des chrétiens 
fixés dans cet hivernement consolèrent gran
dement les deux missionnaires. Les gens 
assidus à la ste messe le matin et à la 
prière du soir suivie d'une instruction jour
nalière représentaient l'image de la tran-
quilité et de la piété d'une maison religieuse. 
La paix et la concorde n'ont pas cessé un qfiC. 
instant de régner dans cette petite communauté. 

The presence of large herds of buffalo in the sheltered 

bays of grass close at hand added to the contentment 

of all wintering that year at Petite Ville. 

Although Petite Ville was seemingly only one of a 

series of temporary Métis villages that had existed 

intermittently in the Carlton area for many years, both 

the clergy and a number of h-ive.sinan£i sought to 

transform it into a permanent settlement. Father Moulin, 

during his residence at Petite Ville, had attempted to 

popularize the idea of fixed settlement among the 
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population, and he seems to have had some success in 
Q f. f. 

that direction. Not long after Father Andre's 

arrival, the concept gained broader acceptance. André 

noted of 1871: "Ces chrétiens comprenant le bonheur 

d'avoir toujours des prêtres au milieu d'eux, ont à 

plusieurs reprises manifesté le désir de se fixer d'une 
9 6 7 manière permanente dans une place quelconque." Aside 

from appreciating the priests' presence, and apart from 

clerical encouragement of sedentary ways, Petite Ville 

Métis were aware that the buffalo were decreasing in 

number yearly and — as had been demonstrated clearly 

at Red River — that White settlement was bound to 

increase and would inexorably spill over into the 

Saskatchewan District, with consequent uncertainty as 

to what this would entail for the Métis. A landed Métis 

class would, therefore, stand a better chance of survival 

than a rootless one in the coming new order which 

knowledgeable Métis foresaw as imminent. 

On December 31, 1871, a 'general assembly' of 

Petite Ville Métis was convened to see if some agreement 

could be reached on establishing a permanent Métis 

settlement along the South Saskatchewan. Lawrence 

Clarke, Chief Factor at Fort Carlton, presided as Chairman 

and Father André served as Secretary. Clarke opened the 

meeting by an impassioned plea for fixed settlement, 

warning of the impending 'enslavement' of Métis by Whites 

should the Métis choose a wandering life. Such a life --

if so chosen — would proclaim "their own national and 

political demise" and would result in a truly "miser-
969 able existence" for them and thexr chxldren. After 

a brief speech by a newcomer to the area, a vote was 
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taken that endorsed unanimously the founding of a 

'colony.' A number of speakers, all of whom were 

patriarchs of the Métis, then expressed their views. 

Isidore Dumont dit Escapo, the father of Gabriel, spoke 

first and emphasized that young Métis, in particular, 

had no choice but to begin cultivating very soon, in 

that he had witnessed over the years the severe 

decline of the buffalo herds. Louison Battoche [sic] 

Senior fully supported Isidore's viewpoint; while Jean 

Dumont dit Chakasta, 75 years of age, "agreed with all 
970 that had been spoken" and foresaw the buffalo's 

disappearance. A committee of ten members, under Father 

André, was then chosen to search out and designate 

the most appropriate site for the colony. André was 
9 71 then "loudly called upon to address the meeting," 

and he expressed his sincere enthusiasm for the decision 

taken, hoping to live to see the day when the colony 

would be realized as "a respectable, thriving, intellect-
972 ual community of happy Christian citizens I" He 

stressed the value of education and religious instruction 

which would be available in the proposed colony. André 

also pledged the Catholic clergy to support fully the 

Métis' endeavours: 

You are not now to learn or to be told of the love 
of your priests for you. They are willing to spend 
themselves and be spent for you, to devote their 
lives and best energies for your spiritual and 
temporal salvation."^3 
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From what has been presented above concerning Father 

Andre's first seasons at Petite Ville, there can be 

little doubt that relations between the clergy and Métis 

there were founded on a basis of clerical initiative, 

cooperation and mutual respect. That this was so is 

borne out in the following statement by an observer of 

affairs at the mission and village. 

I cannot speak in too high a strain of the two 
excellent pastors of this congregation [Petite 
Ville] in the wilderness. Their self-devotion 
is beyond all praise: men of education and 
ability, they live amongst their people as one 
of themselves, faring as hardly, suffering the 
same hardships and undergoing [considerable] 
social deprivations ... these devoted men toil 
incessantly for the spiritual and temporal good 
of their flock... [For Father André, the] 
people have a peculiar veneration. He is their 
spiritual adviser, their teacher, their companion, 
into whose ear is poured all their troubles of 
whatsoever nature, their griefs and joys. He 
shares in their sorrows and rejoices in their 
happiness.9 74 

The observer referred, in particular, to one aspect of 

advantageous interaction in the temporal sphere: "... 

the young adults and children are reaping the benefits 

of education. Over a hundred and fifty adults and child

ren are receiving secular instruction, and many of them 
975 have made surprising progress." By helping to direct 

the Métis to a more settled existence, the Carlton 

district clergy had in mind the more efficacious conti

nuance of their educational instruction, not to mention 

their desire to provide sound spiritual guidance and 

leadership to a fixed community. 
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In May, 1872, the commission chosen at the general 

assembly in December scouted the lands in the Petite 

Ville/Carlton area and chose the site of the 'Settlement 

of St-Laurent,' as the proposed colony was styled. 

The site along the South Saskatchewan was described by 

André as "présente pour limite de la colonie les deux 

Côtés de la rivière 10 milles plus bas que la traverse 

et 10 milles plus haut que le présent hivernement. Le 

lac des canards est compris dans les limites du terrain 
9 7f-> 

de la colonie projetée." Despite the definite choice 

of a site, the Métis were reluctant to commit themselves 

to establishing an agricultural community. Accordingly, 

they remained where they were, living by the hunt, 

trapping and trading, until spring, 1874, at which time 

the St-Laurent Settlement area was finally occupied. 

During the period from the general assembly in 

December, 1871, to the spring of 1874, Father André was 

kept well-occupied seeing to the religious and temporal 

needs of those around him. Not only were there the Métis 

at Petite Ville to be taken into account, but further 

up the South Branch were a number of other Métis camps 

whose inhabitants were estimated, in 1872, to number 
977 

altogether some fifteen hundred persons. 

Some of Father Andre's activities and observations 

during this period should be noted. In January, 1872, 

for instance, he filed a protest at Fort Carlton, to 

be forwarded to Governor Archibald, concerning the blatant 

infraction of liquor laws by a Métis vendor of spirits 

located at Prairie Ronde. This protest was apparently 
978 backed fully by many Métis along the South Branch. 
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The Métis' adherence to the Buffalo Hunt during 

this period and later was duly recorded by André. In 

August, 18 73, he wrote: 

People are arriving from the prairie but they 
did not have a good hunting season there. They 
are only bringing back half the game they were 
supposed to catch. Thus, the future looks grim 
for our wintering population. The prairie is 
coming to an end, animals are disappearing [and] 
lazy Métis will be the victims of their own 
improvidence.° '° 

Though the buffalo were diminishing rapidly, good 

returns could still be obtained from the Hunt. The 

Fall Hunt of 1873, for instance, appears to have been a 
9 80 generally successful one. 

Political and social problems affecting the native 

population were of concern to Father André during the 

period being considered. In August, 1873, he felt 

compelled to write the following to Bishop Taché: 

Damnable drinking habits are contaminating 
our country and hundreds of gallons leave 
freely from Red River. The devil will be up 
to his old tricks this winter again and the 
government of Manitoba deserves nothing but 
scorn for letting alcoholic drinks circulate 
in the Indian country. Laws and their 
supporters are mocked and whiskey traders 
transgress them with impunity r " 

The federal government's disregard of Métis dispositions 

and convictions also provoked Andre's ire. When the 

official responsible for the handling of the Ambroise 

Lépine trial received an appointment, André wrote to 

Taché : 

Attorney-General [H.J.] Clarke has been appointed 
Justice of the Peace: a Canadian villain despised 
by our Métis. We are going to protest officially 
against that appointment. I already did to Mr. 
Smith and Mr. Hamilton, members of the North-West 
Council. It is a shame to see such an appointment 
through which the Canadian Government will not be 
very respected; and I am sure that our Métis will 
never ask in their disputes for the scoundrel's 
arbitration. As far as I am concerned, I won't 
support his authority.9 82 
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He also pointed out to the primate that the North-West 

Council was composed mainly of Protestants and that the 

same situation could be expected when more Justices of 
9 83 

the Peace were appointed. Clearly, the interests of 

the Catholic Church and its native members were — to 

André — not being advanced, or even acknowledged, by 

those possessing ultimate political power and adminis

trative control. 

In 1872, Father Moulin was authorized to return to 

the Fort Carlton-Petite Ville area to work among the 

Métis. Bishop Grandin noted that this pleased Moulin 

a great deal and added: "Il avait eu précédemment de 

grandes consolations au milieu d'eux." Moulin 

arrived in the Carlton area sometime the following year 

and served into 1874. He almost certainly spent some 

time working among the zngagUi, and their families at 
9 85 the fort. December of 18 7 3 found the priest 

stationed at Prairie Ronde, where he ministered to 7 3 
9 8 fi 

Métis families wintering there. Moulin noted that 

a large amount of liquor was available in the vicinity 

to Métis and Indians. He recorded that both groups 

succumbed easily to the temptation to indulge in spirits, 

the Métis perhaps more so; he added: "J'ai parlé 

fortement à nos Métis sur ce sujet; mais il est difficile 

de convertir un ivrogne et sous ce rapport la boisson 
9 87 

est aussi pernicieuse aux Métis qu'aux sauvages." 

Excepting some liquor-related disorders among his 

charges, Moulin was generally content with their conduct. 

In the early spring, when famine was beginning to 

afflict the camp, the hunters set out on the prairie, 

accompanied by their priest. Moulin left the Hunt 

shortly before its completion, but noted afterwards 
goo 

that it was very successful. 
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Mëtis-Clergy Relations at St-Laurent de Grandin, 1874-1880 

In the spring of 18 74, Father Andre's Métis left Petite 

Ville and Prairie Ronde to establish themselves at the 

St-Laurent settlement "where a church and living quarters 
989 were already being established by the missionaries." 

The river lot system was soon adopted, the lots commonly 

being 10 chains wide and 2 miles long. The Dumont and 

Letendre dit Batoche families were well-represented 
990 in the fledgling settlement, which relied initially 

on hunting, freighting and trapping for the necessities 

of life. Close proximity to the Carlton Trail and Fort 

Carlton was particularly advantageous to those who 

favoured freighting and trapping. 

Late in 18 73, Father André became convinced that 

the Métis at Petite Ville required some form of self-

government. There was no effective Canadian authority 

in the Saskatchewan District — as evidenced, for example, 

by the habitual transgression of liquor laws. The 

North-West Mounted Police had not yet made their appear

ance, and no adequate means existed to uphold the rule 

of law and order. Under these circumstances,.and with 

regard to the impending establishment of a fixed 

settlement, a public meeting was held at Petite Ville 

on December 10, 1873. Under the guidance of André 

and with the leadership of Gabriel Dumont, a number of 
991 

important measures were adopted by the assemblage. 

In the first place, a 'provisional government' was 

approved, in the sense that a president and eight 

councillors were elected for one year to adjudicate 

disputes, to consider infringements of local laws and 

regulations and to establish new laws and regulations. 
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A body of laws and regulations was then assembled into 

a code which was ratified at the meeting. Gabriel 

Dumont was elected president. Other procedures also 

took place : 

In the presence of [Father André]., an oath was 
taken on the Bible, first by the members of the 
government, to fulfil their obligations, and 
then by the people, to "support them [the govern
ment] in the execution of their duties." A 
police force, which consisted of captains and 
soldiers, in the same way as the hunting camps 
had done, was put in charge of the enforcement 
of the council's laws, and the execution of 
sentences which were handed down once a month 
when the council sat as a tribunal.992 

The laws and regulations to be enforced were wide-

ranging and applied to matters such as contractual 

arrangements, the punishment of 'criminal' offences, 

the prevention of prairie fires, and master-servant 

relationships, among others. One article "provided 

for free ferrys on Sundays for those who were on their 
99 3 

way to mass." 

On February 10, 1874, another general assembly was 

convened, and certain regulations concerning property 
994 rights and land use were ratified. Then, on January 

27, 1875, the president and council met at the new 

settlement and formally endorsed the traditional regu

lations of the Buffalo Hunt, these being set down in 

25 articles. 

It must be emphasized that all the means so taken to 

establish a measure of self-government and public order 

at Petite Ville and, later, St-Laurent were not set up 

in contradistinction to Canadian authority. The manuscript 

which set out the first code included a passage which 

explicitly stated that the measures and apparatus adopted 

would be abandoned when regular magistrates were present 

among the people "avec une force suffisante pour mainte-
995 nir dans le pays l'autorité de la loi." 
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Father André offered complete support and hearty 

encouragement to those holding office in the local 

government. At the general assembly of December 10, 

1874, for instance, he recommended: 

the re-election of those "qui avaient veillé 
sur leurs intérêts avec tant de dévouement 
pendant l'année passée , leur rappelant les 
mesures salutaires qui avaient été passées, 
les haines, les querelles, les désordres qui 
avaient été évités par l'établissement de ces 
lois et de ce gouvernement au milieu d'eux." 

During the Spring Hunt of 18 75, an incident occurred 

which proved to dismantle the authority of the provisional 

council. The incident arose when Gabriel Dumont, Chief 

of the Hunt, learned that a party of St-Laurent Métis 

had left to hunt buffalo some time previous to the main 
997 party. This contravened the code recently compiled 

at St-Laurent; the rationale being that any advance 

parties would scare the buffalo beyond the reach of the 

hunters and jeopardize the whole expedition. Dumont, 

with his captains and soldiers, accordingly apprehended 

the advance party, insisting in no uncertain terms (as 

stipulated in the code) that the men accompany the only 

authorized expedition -- that of Dumont. However, two 

of these men were subsequently allowed to leave the 

expedition, after having agreed to pay a small indemnity. 

They were instructed to go directly to Fort Carlton. 

The two did this, but told such far-fetched tales that 

various H.B.C. and federal officials feared that an 

insurrection roughly similar to that of 1869-70 might be 

in the offing. A detachment of 50 North-West Mounted 

Police was sent to reconnoiter the area and investigate 
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affairs at St-Laurent. The incident was found to be 
998 "trivial" in nature, but a Justice of the Peace 

admonished Dumont. Subsequently, as Father André 

recorded, "nos bons métis, voulant montrer combien 

leurs intentions étaient pacifiques consentirent même 

dans leur assemblée générale à rendre aux mécontents 
999 les amendes imposées." 

The furore caused by enforcing the code of the prairies, 

perhaps the seemingly self-admitted 'wrong1 implied by 

the return of the indemnities collected from the two men, 

and certainly the admonishment meted out to Dumont by 

a federally appointed official effectively ended the 

experiment in local self-government. As André recorded: 

"... l'humble législation de la colonie de St-Laurent, 

n'ayant plus le droit de punir les délinquants, perdait 

naturellement toute sanction et ainsi mourait à deux 

pas de son berceau." One result of all this was a 

resumption of wasteful hunting of buffalo, since the 

Hunt became less well-coordinated. André recorded 

of the Autumn Hunt of 1875, apparently from first-hand 

knowledge: "C'était le règne de l'anarchie et de 

l'égoïsme dans la prairie. On exterminait le pauvre 

buffalo avec plus de frénésie que jamais..." The 

foremost advocate of the St-Laurent government, André, 

deeply regretted its ruination, particularly because 

of what it had promised for the near future: 

Cette petite législation produisait les plus 
heureux effets et semblait comme l'aurore de 
la vraie civilisation qu'on espérait enfin 
bientôt voir briller au milieu de nos chers 
chrétiens lorsqu'un incident imprévu est venu 
comme un nuage funeste cacher l'aurore 
naissante de nos espérances. 
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Nonetheless, as George F.G. Stanley points out, "... it 

was the [St-Laurent Métis], assisted by their clergy, 

who were the pioneers of government in the Canadian 
.. . ,,1004 north-west. " 

Owing to the existence of a body of legislation and 

provisions for its enforcement, the relocation of the 

Petite Ville Métis likely proceeded smoothly enough, 

and initial disputes among early residents of St-Laurent 

were presumably settled readily by the tribunal headed 

by Dumont. But if this consoled Father André a good 

deal, other early aspects of settlement life were of 

concern to him. For instance, in 1875, he expressed 

considerable disappointment about the fact that many 

Métis would partially erect homes and then abandon them 

to hunt buffalo. Indeed, André felt betrayed by 

the Métis1 continuing reliance on hunting for their 

subsistence, and he was convinced that the Métis were, 

in fact, betraying their own best interests: 

cette peuplade de Métis ... n'ont pu encore 
jusqu'à ce jour reconnaître le dévouement de 
ceux qui s'occupent de leur bien-être aussi 
bien que de leurs intérêts spirituels. La 
prairie est pour la plupart d'entre eux comme 
un pays enchanté où de perfides sirènes les 
attirent sans cesse au grand détriment de leur 
salut et même de leurs intérêts temporels. C'est 
en vain que cette année [1875] nous avons 
redoublé d'efforts tant dans nos instructions 
publiques que dans nos entretiens particuliers 
pour les éloigner de cette funeste prairie. 

What André failed to mention was that many of his charges 

had arrived fairly recently in the Carlton area from Red 

River expressly to pursue the buffalo more readily, 

and they v/ere not willing to conform fully to a sedentary 

way of life. Nonetheless, André believed that true 
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happiness for the people of St-Laurent would only be 

realized when "la vraie pratique de la religion [et] 

une vie laborieuse et sérieuse" were regular features 

of life at the settlement. 

In succeeding years, the St-Laurent population 

continued to rely heavily on hunting for their 

subsistence, although freighting was also a source 

of revenue. Commencing in 1875 — the year of Father 

Fourmond's arrival at the mission — the clergy made 

it a regular practice to accompany the Hunt. In 1875, 

Fourmond accompanied both the Spring and Fall Hunts, 

while in 1876, he again accompanied the hunters during 

the spring and fall; Father André did the same during 

the summer months of 1876. Commencing with the 

Summer Hunt of 1877, if not earlier, the St-Laurent 

hunters no longer adhered to the traditional practice 

of setting out on one expedition. Rather, small brigades 

would set out on their own, though the priests 

naturally could only accompany one hunting brigade at 

a time. 

The Fall Hunt of 1877 did not yield sufficient 

provisions for the winter. The Summer Hunt of 18 78, 

which Father André accompanied, was even less successful. 

"Les chasseurs ont dû aller plus loin que jamais pour 

rencontrer le buffalo; encore n'ont-ils rencontré que 

des animaux très maigres en sorte qu'ils ont fait très 

mauvaise chasse..." The poor Hunt was the portent 

of far harsher times for those who relied heavily on 

the proceeds of hunting.1014 The Fall Hunt of 1878 

was indicative of this situation. 
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La chasse d'automne [1878] a été plus mauvaise 
encore. C'est ce qui a obligé [un] bon nombire 
de familles à passer l'hiver loin de la colonie. 
Le R.P. Lestanc s'est rendu au lieu de leur 
hivernement à l'embouchure de la rivière des 
Arcs [Bow River] et de la rivière Labiche. Les 
dernières nouvelles de cette place nous apprennent 
que les chasseurs ont dû encore aller loin de 
là pour se procurer les vivres nécessaires. 
Quelques-uns même se sont exposés à passer les 
lignes américaines et se sont fait prendre par 
la douane.1015 

Despite the serious scarcity of buffalo throughout the 

North-West, there were those at St-Laurent, as elsewhere, 

who refused to the last to abandon the Hunt. In 1878, 

Father Fourmond remarked: 

un trop grand nombre de métis [à St-Laurent], 
toujours confiants en la vitesse de leurs 
coursiers et à leur habilité à manier la 
carabine, n'ont pas sérieusement pensé 
jusqu'à ce jour à se faire des fermes et 
s'exposent ainsi avec leur famille à devenir 
eux aussi les victimes de la famine qu'il 
est facile de prévoir pour un prochain 
avenir, si le Gouvernement ne prend pas des 
mesures efficaces pour la prévenir.1015 

Nonetheless, growing one's own food became the norm after 

1878 for those at St-Laurent. 

Although the greater part of the population abandoned 

the settlement during the hunting season, a small 

group maintained a year-round residency at St-Laurent. 

These people endeavoured to subsist by growing their own 

crops and vegetables, and they seem to have numbered at 

least 60 persons (or about 15 families) altogether, by 

18 75. Their industry was matched by "leur foi 

vraiment édifiante." In 1876, a few more families 

took up farming in a serious manner, and Father André 
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noted of the same year: the "vrais colons ... augmentent 

peu a peu leurs champs et leurs labours." Moïse 

Ouellette set a fine example to his fellow Métis in 
1022 1876, by farming "un immense terrain," and his 

brothers also took up farming at St-Laurent. By this 

time, a little wheat was being grown, as well as 

barley, potatoes and other vegetables. Each year, 
1023 new settlers arrived at the settlement and the 

number farming undoubtedly increased, even if modestly. 

Although drought and mediocre soil hampered the efforts 

of those attempting to farm, by 18 78, André could 

record the taking in of an abundant harvest of crops 

and vegetables by local farmers. ' Two years later, 

the farmers and clergy garnered a fine harvest of 

wheat, potatoes and garden produce. 

As was the case at other missions, the clergy at 

St-Laurent set an example to their parishioners by 
1027 growing crops and vegetables for their own use. 

As well, they constantly strove to draw the Métis from 

the pull of the prairie. In 1875, Bishop Grandin added 

his voice to those of the local priests by exhorting 

the settlers in two sermons to follow the example of 

the Prince Albert farmers, whose successful 'colony' 
10 2 8 he had just visited for the first time. Fathers 

André and Fourmond continued on the same theme, hoping 

to bolster the impact of the prelate's message; as one 

of them wrote: "Après le départ de sa Grandeur, nous 

avons profité de la présence de presque tous les chas

seurs du pays pour insister sur le même point très 
10 29 

fortement tant en public qu'en particulier." However, 

little discernible progress was made by this effort. 
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If the clergy at St-Laurent had only very limited 

initial success in directing their charges to sedentary 

ways, they were much pleased with the devotional 

behaviour characteristic of the population. A special 

veneration was exhibited by residents for the Virgin 

Mary and the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. Writing 

of the year 1875, Father André cited examples of the 

people's faithful religious conduct, while noting a 

strengthening in matters of religious observance and 

in financial and other assistance to the Church: 

Dans presque toutes les familles on se fait 
un bonheur de réciter chaque soir en commun 
la prière et le chapelet et jamais dans le 
diocèse de St-Albert on n'avait autant donné 
d'intentions de messe que cette année. La 
messe, voilà leur grand recours dans toutes 
leurs nécessités spirituelles et temporelles. 
Pour la première fois, on a remarqué le 
soin qu'ils prenaient pour la délivrance des 
âmes du purgatoire. Ils savent encore s'im
poser des sacrifices pour payer leurs bancs 
à l'église, leur petite dîme et fournir la 
mission de chandelles .u-:>-L 

In 1876, Métis subscriptions enabled the local cemetery 
1032 to be completed. The following year, the residents 

of St-Laurent and vicinity generously donated whatever 

they could afford in money or goods to Father Légéard 

(who was visiting St-Laurent), to support the good work 
1033 

being done at the Ile a la Crosse orphanage. The 

same year, André noted that the chapel was nearly always 

full during services, another indication of the 

people's dutiful observance of religious practices. 

About the same time, Father Fourmond commented on the 

strong disposition of St-Laurent residents to wear "petits 
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christs métalliques" around their necks and continuing 

requests by Métis to buy these religious items from the 

local clergy. 

In 1878, Father Fourmond recorded his continuing 

pleasure with the faith demonstrated at the growing 

settlement: 

Nous pouvons [dire] en toute vérité que la foi 
de nos chrétiens n'a pas diminué; ils ont 
montré la même ardeur à célébrer les saints 
jours de fêtes du Seigneur et à s'approcher des 
sacrements, surtout à Pâques, à Noël et aux 
Quarante-Heures où presque toute la population 
en âge de communion a rempli chaque fois ce 
devoir si consolant.10 36 

One of the religious highlights of 1878 was the inaugura

tion of the 'procession du Très Saint Sacrement,' which 

was carried out in a splendid fashion, complete with 
1037 lovely decorations, banners and streamers, all of 

which was in accord with the Métis' appreciation of 

display and pageantry. The procession was deemed by 

the clergy to have been a great success, the Métis having 

truly admired the event and having participated fully 

in it. Fourmond, in particular, regarded the attentions 

of the faithful as most praise worthy: "que dire de la 

dévotion de [nos pieux chrétiens]? Comment peindre leur 

recueillement, la dévotion de leurs prières, la ferveur 

de leurs chants? Ce sont des choses que l'on peut 

admirer en les voyant, mais que la plume est impuissante 
10 3 8 

à exprimer en les racontant." He reflected that 

such celebrations permitted the population to forget 

"pour un moment les privations de leur pauvreté, [et] 
10 39 

les fatigues de les rudes épreuves de leur vie nomade." 
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Christmas of 18 78 was well-observed at St-Laurent. 

A goodly number of confessions were heard on the 

morning of Christmas Eve, and penitents occupied Father 

Fourmond until late in the evening. At midnight mass, 

125 communions were held and, to the accompaniment of 

a small 'orchestra,' the worshippers broke out in 

joyous song. On Christmas Day, a parishioner 

residing on the far reaches of the settlement persuaded 

Fourmond to accompany him to- his residence, as his 

family had not been able to attend midnight mass and 

they sought to receive communion, to offer confession 

and to have a baby baptized. 

After spending the night with the family, Fourmond 

visited a neighbouring farm where he encountered a 

fairly large group of Métis who had just arrived from 

the prairie, where they had been hunting. To his surprise, 

the people were quite indifferent to, and unappreciative 

of, his overtures to minister to them. This group 

was representative of a small number of Metis families 

who attached themselves semipermanently to the fringes 

of the settlement, did not concern themselves with the 

religious or temporal concerns of the settlers and soon 

departed to pursue the voyaging life they preferred. 

Many residents chose to pay a visit to the priests 

in the early part of January to wish them all the best 

in the coming year. However, this was not their sole 

reason for the visit. As Father Fourmond explained: 

"Ces braves gens ont une coutume très touchante, c'est, 

aussitôt qu'ils sont entrés, de se mettre à genoux 

devant le père en lui demandant sa bénédiction. Les 
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enfants, à leur réveil, au matin de ce jour ont aussi 

l'habitude de prier leur père de les bénir." This 

custom was one appropriated from French-Canadian 

culture. 

The priests' approving appraisals of the supervised 

conduct and religious faith of their charges extended 

to those occasions when a priest accompanied the hunting 

expeditions. Under clerical supervision, the hunting 

bands were less tempted to indulge freely in alcoholic 

beverages, and abuses of the voyaging life were 

more subject to control. The priest in question would 

do his best to set an example of 'proper' conduct and 

would expect the Métis to do likewise. Writing of 

the Spring Hunt of 1878, Father André gave witness to 

his satisfaction with the band he accompanied from 

St-Laurent: 

Les gens que j'ai accompagné à la prairie 
ne m'ont donné que de la satisfaction, sur 
tous les rapports. Je n'ai éprouvé aucune 
contrariété de leur part, et mon ministère 
au milieu d'eux a été rempli de consolation. 
J'étais comme un père au milieu de ses 
enfants, sans que personne, je le répète 
pour leur rendre mon témoignage, ne m'ait 
donné le moindre sujet de peine.!045 

The 11-week hunt was the most difficult and least productive 

one yet for the St-Laurent people, but this did not 

diminish their faith or dissuade them from expressing it 

in public worship. André noted that a "magnifique choeur 

de chanteurs et chanteuses" could be called upon when 

required and added that: "[le] dimanche et les fêtes se 

célébraient avec une solennité et une pompe que nous 
. . . ,,1048 

envieraient plusieurs paroisses." 
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Although the Métis at St-Laurent, as elsewhere, were 
1049 a law-abiding and honest people by nature, the 

presence of the clergy served to strengthen the bonds 

of communal well-being and public order. In 1878, 

the first magistrate's court was held at the settlement 

by a judge from Battle River, and "un seul cas de 

chicane" was the only item on the agenda, an 

indication of the absence of lawlessness among the 

population. But, on occasion, the clergy stepped in to 

prevent breaches of the law, even when various persons 

felt that the law itself was being injudiciously applied. 

Such was the case in 1878, when a young man from St-Laurent 

received three months in jail for killing an H.B.C. ox, 

presumably for food. The man's friends and relatives 

were greatly angered at the sentence — which they felt 

was most unjust — and they planned to release him by 

force. The Chfion-iqu.2. for St-Laurent described what 

transpired: 

Plusieurs têtes brûlées avaient promis de se 
mettre de la partie et par leurs fanfaronades 
ébranlaient les plus paisibles. A cette nou
velle le P. André vole au lieu de leur assem
blée insurrectionelle. Heureusement il parvint 
à leur faire entendre le language de la raison. 
Il acheva de calmer les plus irrités en promet
tant de se rendre avec une deputation d'entre 
eux à Battleford auprès du Gouverneur qui les 
a bien reçus et promis de faire droit à leurs 
réclamations autant qu'il était en son pouvoir 
de le faire.1051 

Father Fourmond concluded that the affair into which 

André fortunately intruded would have resulted in "un 

fâcheux soulèvement dans la colonie." The incident 
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revealed the degree to which the Métis along the South 

Saskatchewan valued their freedom and independence, 

and it demonstrated their capacity for resorting to 

strong measures when they believed that they were 

being treated in a high-handed and unjust manner by 

those exercising official jurisdiction over them. 

By 1879, St-Laurent was a well-established settlement 

in the North-West. Owing to the buffalo's virtual 

extermination, most of its inhabitants adapted to the 

exigencies of a sedentary way of life. Writing in 

18 79, Father Fourmond expressed his satisfaction with 

conditions prevailing at the settlement: 

[Depuis sa fondation, la colonie] a grandi 
chaque jour insensiblement de manière à prendre 
toutes les allures d'une paroisse modèle. La 
plupart de nos bons chrétiens ont renoncé cette 
année a la vie aventureuse et nomade de la 
prairie pour se livrer aux travaux de la ferme, 
élever des animaux et [semer] la terre. Dieu 
a béni encore plus leurs travaux que l'année 
précédente. 

In terms of Métis who were setting a fine example 

temporally and spiritually to their fellows, Fourmond 
1054 singled out two patriarchs. One was José Ouellette, 

already in his late eighties. A man of faith, charity 

and devotion, Ouellette earned his living by trapping. 

His main objective during his later years was to 

gather his clan "ensemble autour du clocher de la mission," 

and in this he was essentially successful. Ouellette 

praised the industry of his children and grandchildren 

and he condemned any lack of faith and any idleness 

or roving to which rhey might be inclined. His efforts 

were not in vain; Fourmond recorded: 
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Déjà quatre de ses enfants sont devenus les 
premiers fermiers de la colonie; l'un d'eux 
a le plus beau troupeau d'animaux de la paroisse 
et la plus grande culture servie par des machines 
perfectionnées du jour. Les autres sont à la 
veille de se joindre a ceux-ci. "^6 

Old Ouellette's charity on behalf of religious causes was 

particularly praised by Fourmond who also remarked upon 

the patriarch's "zèle à faire des grand messes pour toutes 
, .,1057 

les bonnes causes..." 

Isidore Dumont dit Escapo, the father of Gabriel, 

was the other patriarch whom Father Fourmond esteemed 

highly. Isidore had performed various services for 

the clergy during his younger years, c and he was 

an ardent supporter of the founding of the St-Laurent 

Settlement. In 1879, he was in his seventies, but he 

ranked among the foremost farmers and he was a model 
1059 of discipline and industry. He undertook long 

trips to procure needed items for his farm; his wife's 

vegetable plot was the most productive one in the 

colony; and she herself was a very devoted Christian. 

In 1878 and 1879, Isidore served as guide and companion 

to Bishop Grandin, whose travels took him from St-Laurent 

to Fort Pitt. Fourmond observed of Isidore that: 

"... ce courageux and industrieux vieillard ... mérite 

assurément d'être cité à la postérité comme un modèle 

d'énergie persévérante, de foi active et de confiance 
S «v i un ,,10 61 

inébranlable. 

Although a sizable majority of the population of 

St-Laurent had adopted agriculture to one extent or 

another by 1879, there were still those who pursued the 
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few remaining buffalo to the bitter end. In 1879, a 

few families crossed into the United States, where the 

buffalo were still to be found, though their numbers 

were diminishing drastically. After considerable 

hardship, the hunting party returned with adequate 

provisions. In the spring of 1880, a "bon nombre" 

of hunters also crossed the border, but after a trying 

time, they returned with only half the provisions they 

needed. Although a few dedicated farmers might 

accompany these hunts to maintain their large families 

and to preserve their few cattle, most of the 

hunters were apparently attached only temporarily to 

the settlement, as they had not yet reconciled them

selves to sedentary ways. They were, then, essentially 

winter-rovers, many of whom would soon seek better areas 

in which to hunt game. The clergy seem to have made 

little impression on them by 1880. In October', 1880, 

for instance, Father Fourmond remarked upon "la foi 

faible d'un grand nombre de ces pauvres métis qui a la 

force de courir après les buffalo." 

During the few years when most St-Laurent settlers 

seriously applied themselves — for the first time --

to agriculture and animal husbandry, the resident clergy 

had little but praise for the religious orientation of 

their charges. Father Fourmond wrote in 1879: "Les 

sacrements ont été aussi fréquentés que les années 

précédentes. La célébration des grandes fêtes [a été] 

toujours aussi touchante." Writing in 1880, Fourmond 

expressed complete satisfaction with the state of 

religious commitment at the settlement: "C'est [à 

St-Laurent] toujours que sont les meilleurs chrétiens 
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de la contrée, les plus fidèles à se rendre aux offices, 

à fréquenter les sacrements et à secourir la mission 

selon leur pouvoir." 

The clerical responsibilities and initiatives assumed 

by Fathers André and Fourmond led them to spend a not 

inconsiderable amount of time away from the St-Laurent 

settlement proper. By far the greater part of such 

time was devoted to proselytization and ministration in 

the Duck Lake vicinity, a short distance from the 

mission. The nucleus of a potential 'colony' near Duck 

Lake (Lac Canard) appeared in 18 74, with the arrival 

of one Stobart, an Anglican; he opened a store some 

six miles from St-Laurent, not far from Duck Lake, 

and his soon flourishing enterprise came to be known 

as Stobart Eden and Company. A number of white 

settlers took up farming and cattle-raising near 

Stobart's store during the latter half of the 1870s. 

Duck Lake had been a popular Métis wintering locale 

many years before the establishment of Stobart's firm, 

as noted previously. It possessed the advantages of 

most wintering sites, as well as an aesthetic attraction. 

As Father Fourmond remarked: "C'est un charmant paysage 

qui séduit les étrangers et les invite parfois a leur 

tente." In 18 75, a number of Métis families 

abandoned the St-Laurent settlement and settled at Duck 
1072 . . . 

Lake, thus establishing a semipermanent Metis 

residency there. In 1876, a number of "families origin

ally from the Red River grouped themselves around [the] 

nucleus of Western Métis." The following year, a 

few more Métis families settled at Duck Lake. 



Duck Lake (Lac Canard) Church, (1879-1907), ca 1900. 
A. of Saskatchewan 
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The Duck Lake Métis were more devoted to prairie 

voyaging and buffalo hunting than those at St-Laurent, 

since they made no pretence initially of establishing 

an agricultural settlement. Moreover, they were — at 

the outset, at any rate -- apparently less devout than 

those grouped about the St-Laurent mission. Concerning 

a mission he conducted at Duck Lake in 18 75, Father 

Fourmond related: 

J'ai été, dans le mois d'août, leur faire une 
petite mission pour les engager à faire leur 
Jubilé. Presque toutes les femmes et les 
enfants ont répondu a mon appel ainsi qu'un 
certain nombre de chasseurs connu par leur foi 
patriarchale; mais je le dis avec douleur: un 
trop grand nombre d'autres n'ont pas su appré
cier les grâces du Seigneur et sous prétexte 
sans doute qu'ils avaient fait leur Pâques, 
car ils tiennent encore généralement à remplir 
ce devoir, ils ont préféré se donner le plaisir 
des courses des chevaux [plutôt que] le plaisir 
de gagner les merveilleuses grâces du Jubilé. 

Although most women and children eventually heeded Fourmond's 

entreaties to participate in mission activities, it was 

only so after a very poor initial response. The first 

night, the priest's congregation was small and few 

adults showed up to listen. The next morning, only a few 

celebrated mass and after lunch, no one at all came to 

participate in the mission. Fourmond then visited all 

the lodges to exhort the people to assemble. In this 

endeavour and others, he was ably assisted by a devout 

Métis couple, whose Christian behaviour he praised 

highly. Concerning his round of personal visits, 

Fourmond noted: "je fus surpris de ne connaître aucun 

des visages que j'apercevais. Je ne me rappelais pas 
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les avoir vus a la prairie ni à la messe ni aux instruc-
1077 tions." It would appear, then, that many of the 

Métis at Duck Lake at this time were recent arrivals; 

therefore, they were likely winter-rovers who had 

decided to settle semipermanently at the lake. That 

many had had little contact with Catholic missionaries 

seems borne out in Fourmond's remark that "le coeur de 

[Jésus] m'a consolé par plusieurs conversions [que je 
10 7 8 

crois étaient] bien sincères." As the buffalo 

began to disappear from the plains, a number of these 

and other winter-rovers adopted agricultural ways and 

joined their fellow Métis at Duck Lake already working 

the land. 

Recognizing the need to minister to local Métis and 

cognizant of the opportunity to convert the local Indian 

bands of Le Petit Barbet (Little Water Spaniel) and 

Beardy, Fathers André and Fourmond founded the mission of 

Sacré-Coeur at Duck Lake in 1876. A temporary chapel 
10 79 was set up that year xn Mr. Stobart's house, and 

there, 60 persons attended the first Christmas service 

at Duck Lake the same year. Though a Protestant, 

Stobart became a close friend of André and provided room 

and board to him at no cost during his regular visits 

to Duck Lake. In 1877, André spent most of his 

time, in fact, operating out of Stobart's house, owing both 

to the increase of population thereabouts and to super

vise and assist in the construction of a residence-
108 2 

chapel near the shores of Duck Lake. By this time, 
as well, André was specially designated to work among 

10 8 3 the Indian population. Owing primarily to the 
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intransigence of Beardy and Le Petit Barbet, who both 

refused to convert, André and other clergymen had only 
. . . • • 1084 

limited success in proselytizing their bands. 

During the years from 1877 to 1880 (and afterwards), 

the Métis at Duck Lake continued to receive attention 

from the St-Laurent clergy. During 1878, Father André 

arrived there every Saturday and held mass every Sunday 

in the nearly completed chapel. Attendance at mass 

was very good, the chapel being nearly always full. 

In 1879, finishing touches were made to the residence-

chapel, which thereby became habitable. The same 

year, Bishop Grandin blessed the chapel and Father Pierre 

Lecoq, O.M.I., arrived to serve as resident priest, 

leaving the following year. In 1880, the first proces

sion of the 'Très Saint-Sacrement' was held at Sacré-

Coeur. About two hundred faithful attended the 
10 8 7 religious celebration, a rough indication of the 

number of Métis residing in the Duck Lake vicinity at 

that time. 

By 1880, wheat and barley, as well as potatoes, were 
108 8 being grown at the Duck Lake mission. Undoubtedly, the 

local Métis population were out of necessity 

following suit, and there was a noticeable increase in 

the number of Métis settling near Duck Lake after the 

extermination of the buffalo. In 1880, a temporary 

mission, St-Eugene, was founded halfway between Duck 
10 89 Lake and Fort Carlton. it was administered initially 
1090 by Father Végrêville, who arrived at St-Laurent xn 

1880. 
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MZttA-Clzagy RzlatZonA at St- La.utie.nt de Gaandtn and Batochz 

1881-1885 

From 1874 to 1881, a majority of Métis who established 

themselves in the 'St-Laurent Settlement' chose to live 

on the west bank of the South Saskatchewan. By so 

doing, they were in slightly closer proximity to Fort 

Carlton than they would have been had they chosen lots 

on the east bank. More importantly, the hazard and 

inconvenience of crossing the river during spring 

break-up and winter freeze-up — in order to trade at 

Carlton -- were avoided by settling on the west bank. 

Moreover, wintering buffalo traversed the woodlands 

between the two great branches of the Saskatchewan 

River. Finally, the missions of Sacré-Coeur and 

St-Laurent were located on the west bank, an important 

consideration for newly arrived Métis seeking to set 

down roots in the area. 

Nonetheless, during the 1870s and 1880s, a good 

many families settled on the east bank, either above 

or below Batoche's Crossing. Often living quite 

some distance from St-Laurent and being confined to 

their side of the river for extended periods of time 

owing to the danger or impossibility of making a crossing, 

these people lamented their lack of regular access to a 
1092 • - • 

priest. On various occasions, the east-bank Metis 
109 3 

were tempted to build a chapel themselves, in order 

to induce the Church to post a clergyman there, but no 

such project was realized. 

http://La.utie.nt
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As more and more settlers occupied lots in the general 

vicinity of Batoche's Crossing, their need for a resident 

priest became ever more pressing and self-evident. During 

the winter of 1881, entreaties for a resident priest 

increased and Xavier Letendre di.t Batoche offered to 
1094 house and feed a clergyman gratuitously. Accordingly, 

on March 30, 18 81, Father Vegreville arrived at Letendre's, 

not leaving the village of Batoche until July, 1882. 

On August 1, 1881, Bishop Grandin visited Batoche for 

the first time, approved the eventual site of the mission 

and acceded to the Métis' request that St-Antoine de 

Padoue be named patron of the proposed mission. A 

week later, Grandin returned to the fledgling village 

to confirm 12 boys and girls. 

Continuing immigration to the Batoche area bolstered 

the argument of east-bank Métis that they required the 

services of a full-time resident priest. In 1882, 50 

new families settled either near Batoche's Crossing or 

at the nascent settlement of St-Louis de Langevin. The 

arrival of new settlers, combined with the ardent 

desire of the Métis for a church in their midst, ensured 

an appropriate response by the Catholic Church's 

representatives in the area. On the one hand, Father 

Moulin arrived in 1882 to serve at Batoche and, on the 

other, Father André directed the effort to found a 

church at the village. In January, 1883, André related 

the following concerning his endeavours: 
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The major increase in population due to last 
summer's wave of emigrants from the Red River 
made it necessary to build a church as fast 
as we could to cope with the spiritual needs 
of many families settled on the right bank 
of the South Saskatchewan. We intend to build 
a church one-half mile above Batoche's Cross
ing in a wonderful site that we chose for the 
purpose. Our people yearn for a church and, to 
help build it, they collected $1,000. Their 
generosity showed in spite of their poor 
condition... Each family will take to the 
engagement to pay $10 a year in order to 
reimburse the [building] loan; the rent of 
the church's pews, as well as the money collected 
every Sunday, will also be used for the refunding 
of the loan... The people to whom I submitted 
our plan seemed quite happy with it and promised 
to help according to their revenues. " ° ^ 

Prior to writing the lines above, André spent two to 

three weeks at Batoche to finalize the decision of 

whether or not to construct a church there in the near 

future. The attitude of the residents was most 

encouraging to the priest, and the decision was made 

to found a church at the site chosen. André 

remarked: 

To discuss the project, we held a meeting during 
which the problem was solved, since our people 
pronounced themselves firmly in favour of the 
construction of [a church] and engaged them
selves to support me according to their respect
ive revenues. Moreover, I held two other 
meetings for the people living far from the 
center. Our people showed their good will, 
which was really comforting to us.-'-""' 

Prior to the completion of the rectory (which became habi

table in late August or early September, 1883), Father 
1099 

Moulin lived in a small cabin. The church was 

erected in 1884, and it was about seven miles from 

St-Laurent de Grandin. 



Julien Moulin OMI, ca 1900. 
Batoche Museum Collection. 



St-Antoine-de-Padoue Mission (Batoche), 1921. 
Deschâtelets. 
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In the suramer of 1883, many Métis from Red River 

arrived in the Batoche area to take up lands. Since 

Father Moulin was working full-time at St-Antoine, 

their religious needs, and those of established settlers, 

would have received due attention. The priest was 

doubtlessly very busy at this time, since, by 188 3, 

St-Antoine catered to a body of faithful numbering 800 

Metis and Canad-le.n.6 . As his cabin was eight to ten 

kilometers from the site of St-Antoine, Moulin 

travelled a good deal to and from Batoche proper before 

completion of the rectory. Due to his frequent trips 

throughout his parish, Moulin dined often with Métis 
- ... 1105 families. 

Before 1881, there was little consistent formal 

educational instruction available in the 'St-Laurent 

Settlement1 (which term, by definition, includes Batoche). 

In 1875, a school building was partially erected at the 

St-Laurent mission by the Métis, many of whom worked 

enthusiastically and at some personal sacrifice to 

raise "un honorable établissement d'instruction publique 

pour leurs enfants..." Father André attributed the 

non-completion of the structure to indolence and a 

wanting of perseverance, but it must be recognized 

that most St-Laurent Metis, at this point in time, had 

only partially reconciled themselves to a sedentary 

existence, along with its institutional trappings, such 

as schools. Another factor contributing to the 

abandonment of the project was very likely an organizational 

one. In January, 18 75, the President and Council of 

St-Laurent took the initiative to spearhead the campaign 

of building the school, but, by midsummer of there

abouts, the Council had been effectively undermined. 
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Nonetheless, the clergy provided regular instruction 

during part of 18 75. Each day, about 20 children 

arrived for schooling; most of them were likely 

from among the handful of families who had taken up 

farming (or perhaps freighting) on a serious basis. 

That no mention is made of schooling in the 1876 

Chronique, of St-Laurent would suggest that regular 

classes, at any rate, had been discontinued. 

By 1877, some Métis decided to undertake the 

responsibility for local schooling. Under the direction 

of Moïse Ouellette, the still partially completed 

school (originally given to the mission by the people) 

was reclaimed by the settlement's population and moved 

to the east bank at public expense. The people 

wanted to have their own school to direct, one free 

from clerical control, and they wanted both English 

and French to be taught to their children. A teacher 

was hired by Ouellette sometime in 1877, but it appears 

that he departed in the spring of 1878, owing to a 
1111 lack of funds with which to pay him. Father André 

predicted in 1877 that the absence of concurrence 

among the Métis regarding their project, in conjunction 

with their lack of appropriate resources, would doom 
1112 their plans." To the clergy's predictable satisfaction, 

1113 such proved to be the case. But, owing both to 

the difficulty of recruiting devoted teachers and to the 

factionalism and general disinterest of the populace, 
1114 

the Catholic clergy — despite various attempts 

could not successfully fill the educational breach 

which persisted for three years. 
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On July 26, 1881, Mlle Onésime Dorval1115 arrived 
1116 

at St-Laurent, where she conducted the first 
1117 year of full-time schooling. Mile Dorval taught 

courses in English and French, managed a workroom and 

supervised the housekeeping duties of two zngagt.6 (one 
1118 Indian and one Métis). Father Fourmond remarked in 

appreciation: "Cette sainte fille que le Ciel nous a 

envoyé ... est un vrai trésor pour la mission." A "pieuse 

tertiaire de St-François," Mlle Dorval was noted 
1121 for her tact, her kindness and her zeal. By the 

end of 1881, her school had made a fine start: three 

boys and five girls were enrolled as pzni>i.OYma.i.n.<it> and 

30 local children were registered at the school, their 

parents having promised to send them there throughout 
1122 the duration of the academic year. In 1882, the 

school building was at long last fully completed. A 

lack of money and the difficulty of finding skilled 
1123 workmen had hindered greatly its completion. Despite 

poor health, Mile Dorval taught school with considerable 
1124 success into the summer of 1883, at which time four 

Sisters of the Order of the Faithful Companions of 

Jesus (Fidèles Compagnes de Jésus) arrived at St-Laurent. 

At least as early as 1877, considerable interest 

was expressed in obtaining the services of an order 

of Sisters at the St-Laurent mission. In that year, 

Bishop Grandin authorized the establishment of a 

convent at St-Laurent, with an eye to the potential 
1125 arrival of some Grey Nuns. Immediately after 

Grandin's departure, Lawrence Clarke, the Chief Factor 
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at Fort Carlton, began a subscription for the proposed 
1126 

convent, to which many contributed. However, no 

progress in founding a convent was made until the early 

1880s. In 1880, either Father André or Father Fourmond 

requested local Métis to assist in the building of a 

convent and "ils ont charroyé de 1'épinettière a la 

mission toutes les pièces nécessaires pour un couvent 
11 27 

de Soeurs."11^ 

In 18 83, the Order of the Faithful Companions of 

Jesus agreed to send four Sisters to St-Laurent and 

four to Prince Albert. Sister Superior Mary Green and 

Sisters Augustine, Lucie and Thérèse were those 

destined for St-Laurent. The eight were the first 
112 8 

of their Order to serve in North America. Leaving 
Liverpool on May 10, they reached St-Boniface on June 

1. (Archbishop Taché was sufficiently impressed by 

them that he requested their Mother General to despatch 
1129 more Sisters to serve in the North-West. This was 

done). On June 28, they arrived at Batoche, accompanied 

by Bishop Grandin. There, Fathers André and Moulin 

greeted them, and as one Sister related "... some good 

people of the parish ... gave us a most hearty 

welcome, shaking hands and asking to see the Sisters 

destined for the two different missions." On 

their arrival the same day at St-Laurent, the Sisters 

moved into their residence — a simple one-and-a-half 

storey unfurnished cottage, built especially for them. 

The next day, Bishop Grandin blessed the school and 

the convent (which was placed under the patronage of 
1131 the 'Sacré-Coeur de Jesus'), and a procession of 

1132 
religious and children was held to celebrate the occasion. 
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The Sisters' primary responsibility, by far, was to 

provide educational instruction to the children of the 

settlement. Their task was a difficult one. Parents' 

apathy towards schooling, as well as their general 

inability or unwillingness to contribute to the function

ing of the school, were two problems which appeared 
1133 at the outset. Another difficulty to be overcome 

1134 was the prejudice of many Metis against the Sisters. 

The exact form of this prejudice, mentioned by Father 

Fourmond, is unclear. It may have consisted of prejudice 

towards formal instruction and its practitioners, as 

well as uneasiness with the presence of white 'foreigners.' 

Certainly, the Sisters faced hardships in attempting 

their work. Fourmond related in late December, 188 3: 

les commencements furent-ils un douloureux 
temps d'épreuve pour les Soeurs . Les enfants, 
malgré nos instances, ne venaient que peu ou 
point à l'école. On craignit même un moment de 
ne pas atteindre la moyenne de quinze, exigée par 
le gouvernement comme condition du secours qu'il 
accorde. Les révérendes Mères avaient beau 
multiplier les industries et faire déborder la 
mesure de la bonté, on se tenait à distance. A 
ces difficultés, nées du préjugé et de la nou
veauté, se joignait, pour plusieurs, celle du 
passage de la rivière Saskatchewan; un grand 
nombre de familles sont séparées de nous par 
cet obstacle naturel, et il n'est pas toujours 
facile de passer d'une rive à l'autre.1135 

Conditions did improve for the Sisters. This was 
1 1 3fi 

attested to by Father Fourmond. He wrote in 

December 1883, as follows: 
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Enfin, je puis le dire: après des essais 
pénibles, la charité devait l'emporter. Les 
Mères se firent si aimables, si douces, si 
admirablement patientes, que toutes les 
objections tombèrent et tous les préjugés 
disparurent. Elles ont conquis les coeurs 
des enfants et gagné l'esprit des parents. 
Plus rien n'arrête, et la Saskatchewan a 
beau rouler des flots courroucés, on n'hésite 
plus à tenter chaque jour le passage. Une 
grande chaloupe est mise à la disposition 
des enfants, et il se trouve toujours 
quelqu'un à point nommé pour les faire passer 
d'une rive à l'autre, soit le matin, soit 
le soir.1^-37 

The school operated by the Sisters — an elementary one — 
1138 

was frequented by 40 to 50 children by the end of 1883, 

a testimony to the Sisters' perseverance and dedication 

during the months of disappointment that followed their 

arrival. 

The Faithful Companions' work among children involved 

them in both secular and religious undertakings. Being 

bilingual, they were able to offer courses in both French 
1139 and English, thereby enhancing the children's 

prospects of dealing capably with the rapidly expanding 

English-speaking population of the area. By July, 

1884, there were 12 children being cared for at the 

convent, ± all of whom were apparently pzn&4.0Yina.<lH.e.t>, 
1141 except one Metis orphan of three years of age. In 

the religious sphere, a good deal of time was spent 

at school imparting the essence of the Catholic faith. 

Under the Sisters' supervision, religious celebrations 

were observed by the children. The Feast of the Holy 

Childhood, for example, was celebrated -- for the first 

time at St-Laurent — on February 2, 18 84. It was 
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oriented especially to the children, who took an active 
1142 role in its observance. As well, one of the Sisters 

wrote the following in 1884: 

On the 8th of December, we had the reception of 
3 children of Mary (young girls belonging to the 
parish) and the promotion of several of our child
ren in the congregation of the Blessed Virgin and 
the Holy Angels. In the evening, we had a proces
sion through our little house; then, our children 
advancing two by two made at the feet of the 
Blessed Virgin the usual profession of Faith, then 
all sang the canticle so well known, 'Oui. Je le 
crois'. '1143 

The Sisters also held Christmas parties for the children, 

complete with gifts supplied by benefactors at Prince 
1144 Albert. Relations between the children and the 

Faithful Companions were cordial. One sister wrote, 

for example, in 1884: "Our children continue to give 
1145 us much satisfaction by their ... goodwill." 

Although the four Sisters at St-Laurent contributed 

significantly to the operation of a well-rounded mission, 

they did not succeed in making the overall contribution 

that they would have liked and that they were more than 

capable of performing. In brief, then, their talents 

and capabilities were definitely underutilized during 

their time at the settlement. By August, 1884, if not 

considerably earlier, Father Fourmond recognized that 

the conditions under which they operated were not 

conducive to the Sisters' sense of well-being: 

notre école et notre couvent ... sont loin 
d'être florissants par suite de l'extrême 
misère de presque tous nos chrétiens et aussi 
de leur peu de zèle pour cet établissement 
qui aussi n'a pu encore se soutenir par lui-
même et, si la présente année n'est pas plus 
heureuse, nous sommes déjà menacés de perdre 
nos bonnes religieuses, ce qui sera pour la 
place un mal irréparable.1146 
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In a context similar to Fourmond's remarks above, a 

Sister noted that during a visit to St-Laurent in the 

summer of 1884, Bishop Grandin "expressed his regret 
1147 at seeing us so poorly lodged and with so few children." 

By September, 1884, Fourmond recorded that the prevailing 

poverty of Métis in the district was a major factor 

limiting the number of petal, to ttna.tte.-6 at the convent, 

although he felt such economic straits need not be 

decisive for parents hoping to send their children to 

board there : 

Combien de nos pauvres chrétiens viennent me 
dire chaque jour "je voudrais bien mettre mon 
enfant en pension chez les bonnes Mères, mais 
comment faire? Tu sais, Père, qu'il n'y a ni 
argent ni commerce, et presque pas de fret" 
"Amenez toujours vos enfants," leur dis-je 
"il leur faut la peine du corps et de l'âme 
à ces chers petits, faisons tous ensemble 
notre possible et avec l'aide de N.S. et 
de sa Très Ste Mère nous en viendrons bien a 
bout."1148 

Fourmond's desire to see the Sisters exerting all their 

potential in educational matters is clear in the above 

quotation, as is his guarded optimism that all will 

turn out for the better at the school and convent. 

Nonetheless, by late November, the decision was made 

to close the school, presumably at the end of the 

school year, and the Faithful Companions were to go to 
1149 Calgary, to serve there. Although these decisions 

were not recorded in the Sisters' Annali, of that year 

for St-Laurent, the closing remarks in the Annate of 

1884 indicated that the Sisters definitely felt that 

they should be accomplishing more than had been the case 

http://ttna.tte.-6
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to that point in time. On July 26, 1885, the four 
1151 Faithful Companions of Jesus finally arrived at Calgary. 

As related above, a number of children from Batoche 

and vicinity attended the school on the west bank, 

operated by the Faithful Companions. During the time 

the Sisters resided at the St-Laurent mission, some 
1152 schooling was also provided at St-Antome by Father Moulin. 

During the winter of 1882-83 (before the Sisters' arrival), 

Moulin had provided instruction at Batoche for some 
1153 interested children. The following summer, Father 

André proposed that a young man he hired to teach school 

at Batoche on behalf of the St-Antoine mission, but 

Moulin did not pursue the matter further, as he had no 
1154 money with which to feed anyone else. 

During the early 1880s, most Métis at St-Laurent and 

Batoche continued to grow vegetables in their large 

garden plots, and cereal grains were attempted by some. 

An impetus to the latter endeavour was provided in 

1880, when Stobart Eden and Company arranged for the 

transportation of a modern steam-driven threshing mill 

and flour mill to their premises at Duck Lake. The 

machine could be used by the mission and the public 

in general, if perhaps at a nominal fee. Father Fourmond 

noted that the Company had thereby rendered "un immense 
1155 service à notre population ..." Undoubtedly, the 

clergy at St-Laurent and St-Antoine encouraged their 

charges to expand the growing of cereal grains, even 

though increased costs and the low price of flour made 

the St-Laurent clergy decide, in 18 83, to abandon 

temporarily their own labours in this area. Indica

tions are that the crops in the area from 1881 were 
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reasonably, or at least passably, good. ' Nonetheless, 

the population of the two settlements did not entirely 
1158 overlook hunting as a source of provisions. 

Despite their increased reliance on agriculture, 

most Métis at the settlements on either side of the 

South Saskatchewan experienced a much lower standard 

of living after the buffalo's extermination. Father 

Fourmond described the situation they faced, as of the 

end of 1883: 

depuis la disparition du buffalo, leur misère 
devient de jour en jour plus grande. L'agri
culture, qui, seule, pourrait les indemniser 
des ressources que leur refuse la prairie, n'a 
pour eux aucun attrait. Ils y sont inexpéri
mentés, et, du reste, ceux qui, parmi les 
colons anglais, réussissent le mieux, 
éprouvent eux-mêmes en ce moment une grande 
gêne, parce que le commerce languit et parce 
qu'ils n'ont pas de débouchés pour les produits 
de leurs terres. •*-->9 

Although Fourmond believed that there was a casual 

relationship between the Métis' lack of dedication to 

agriculture and their prevailing state of penury, 

his comment above about the lack of markets comes 

closer to providing a picture of the situation faced by 

the Métis. 

As the Métis became poorer, so too did the 

missions of St-Laurent and St-Antoine. As but one 

instance, Father Fourmond noted of the year 1883, that 

at St-Laurent, "une partie des bancs qui se louent à 

Noël [1882] n'ont pas été pris et les autres ont été 

loués en baisse." At the end of 1883, Fourmond 

wrote: "On se décourageait facilement si l'on 

écoutait les réclamations de la nature qui souffre, 
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mais nous nous garderons bien de nous laisser aller à 
1 1 fi 2 

ce mauvais sentiment." The same year, a number of 

families relocated from the west side to the east side 
11 fi 3 

of the river, as the east-bank land was considerably 

better for agricultural purposes. 

As Father Moulin was kept well-occupied seeing to 

matters in his parish of St-Antoine, the clergy at 

St-Laurent undertook to minister to nearby Metis groups 

engaged to varying extents in cattle-raising and agri

cultural endeavours. At the temporary mission of 

St-Eugêne, halfway between Stobart (near Duck Lake) 

and Carlton, there were between two hundred and three 

hundred Canadie.n.i> and Métis settlers by 1883. There 

was no resident priest there, but one of the priests 
1 1 fi fi 

from St-Laurent visited there regularly. " The mission 

at St-Louis (called St-Louis 'de Langevin1 from 1883, 
11 fi fi * 

after the first minister of that name) was first 
1 1 fi 7 

served by Father Végréville in 1882. Originally 

called the Boucher Settlement and located about ten 

miles downstream from St-Laurent, St-Louis was primarily 

a Métis settlement. The St-Laurent clergy seem to have 

visited there until 18 86, when Father Lecoq arrived 

at the fledgling settlement to found a parish and build 

a church.1168 

The mission of Sacré-Coeur at Duck Lake received 

some attention from the St-Laurent clergy after 1880. 

Indeed, throughout much or all of 1881, Father André 

resided at Sacré-Coeur, leaving the running of the 

St-Laurent mission and the day-to-day administration 

of the parish in the hands of Father Fourmond. The 

latter wrote: "[Père André] vient chaque semaine nous 
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visiter, nous donner ses ordres et nous apporter des 
, . , ,,1169 

consolations. 

Sometime in 18 82, Father Touze, O.M.I., arrived 

at Sacré-Coeur to serve as the resident priest there. 
1171 

He also taught school at Stobart. (In 1884-85, 1172 he assisted the hard-pressed Father Moulin at Batoche. 
Touze served at Sacré-Coeur until 1888). By 1883, 

there were between three hundred and four hundred 

Cana.dle.n-!> and Métis living near the mission, most 

of whom were engaged in farming. By the same year, Touze 
1173 was in charge of "a fairly big farm ..." The 

conversion to Christianity of Chief Okemasis of Duck 
1174 Lake was undoubtedly very encouraging to the 

priest, in terms of his rapport with the native popula

tion . 

From 1881 to 1885, the Métis at St-Laurent and 

Batoche exhibited a devotion to religious practice that 

had been evident from the beginning at St-Laurent. 

In 18 81, for example, Father Fourmond remarked: "pour 

la première fois ont été établies à St-Laurent et au 

Sacré-Coeur, le Rosaire, 1'Archiconfrérie de N.D. des 

Victoires dont presque tous nos chrétiens ont voulu 
1175 faire partie." The following year, Foumond wrote: 

"... notre petite chapelle est toujours aussi pleine 
. . ,,1176 

et les communions aussi nombreuses. 

In 18 83, Father Fourmond praised highly the faith 

of the local Métis: "C'est un vrai plaisir de voir 

la bonne volonté et la simplicité de ces pauvres gens 

qui ne demande [que] de faire plaisir au coeur du bon 
1177 Jésus [et] de mériter sa sainte bénédiction." At 

http://Cana.dle.n
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the end of the same year, Fourmond again had occasion 

to reflect on the faith of his parishioners, remarking: 

"Nos metis ont célébré avec piété la fête de Noël. 

On lisait sur leurs visages la foi et la simplicité des 
1178 

bergers de Bethléem." A year later, one of the 

Faithful Companions of Jesus at St-Laurent wrote in similar 

terms: "Like last year we were greatly edified by the 

piety of the Métis during [Christmas] midnight Mass; 
1179 there was general communion for both men and women." 

The Faithful Companions' knnal6 for 1884 mentioned 

several items concerning religious observations that are 

worth recording. During celebration of the feast of 

St-Joseph, for instance, it was noted: "The sermon 

concluded, everyone sang the praise of St-Joseph in 

the CH.À.& language with great fervour and animation." 

As well, the Sisters referred to the efforts expended 

in preparing children for their first communion: 

LOn Sunday], twenty children approached the 
Holy Table for the first time. For months 
[one of the Fathers] had devoted considerable 
time to teaching them their catechism, without 
counting the many hours we had also employed 
ourselves ... the Fathers who were present 
[at the first communion] said they had never 
before seen children so well prepared, nor 
had they ever had so much consolation in all 
their missionary life.H^l 

Also noted were several processions at St-Laurent, such 

as the procession of the Holy Childhood and the procession 
1182 

of the Blessed Sacrament. ^ In all probability, other 

processions had been held each year from 1881 to 1884, 

since the Métis had a particular fondness for display 

and ceremony and processions were part of Roman 

Catholic tradition. 
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During her stay at St-Laurent, Mlle Onésime Dorval 

"fixa dans l'écorce d'un arbre [une] minuscule statue 

[de Notre-Dame de Lourdes] ... Chaque soir, elle con

duisait devant son image ses élèves pour réciter le 
1183 rosaire en compagnie du P. Fourmond." By 18 84, the 

people of the area had developed a special veneration 

for Our Lady of Lourdes. One of the Faithful Companions 

explained the situation: 

The devotion of the people here for Our Lady 
of Lourdes has also struck us. We had brought 
with us a small bottle of water from the 
miraculous spring. 2 3 persons to whom we 
have given it have declared they owed their 
recovery [of health] to it. A few days before 
Christmas, a good Métis [Charles Nolin] came 
asking for some of the water, and at the same 
time for a novena of prayers to Our Lady of 
Lourdes, for his wife who was dangerously ill. 
She [Mme Rosalie Nolin, née Lépine] suddenly 
became better and to everyone's amazement she 
was able to walk 6 miles to assist at midnight 
Mass during which she received Holy Communion in 
thanksgiving to the Blessed Virgin.H°4 

Such dramatic recoveries could only have served to 

strengthen the people's devotion to Our Lady of Lourdes 

and, indeed, to have solidified their religious 

convictions. 

In October, 1882, Father André left St-Laurent to 
1185 serve at the mission of St-Georges in Prince Albert. 

Having lived and worked among the Métis of the South 

Saskatchewan for 12 years, his departure must have been 
1186 

a sad occasion for his many friends and parishioners. 

Nonetheless, a priest was needed at the young mission 

of St-Georges (founded in 1879) . Although bustling 

Prince Albert was Anglo-Canadian in virtually all 
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1187 respects, by 1883, there were about one hundred 
1188 Catholics there in need of a priest. Soon after 

his arrival at Prince Albert, Andre made arrangements 

for a convent there for four Faithful Companions of 
1189 Jesus. He was naturally in contact with the Prince 

Albert Sisters fairly often, and he would have 

followed their provision of medical services and educa

tional instruction with great interest (by fall, 1884, 
1191 the Sisters had over 30 students in High School alone). 

1192 André served at Prince Albert into 1886. 

Not long after Father Andre's departure, the 

clergy at St-Laurent and Batoche concluded that 

intemperance was a problem in their area. The clergy 

serving the Carlton area had been much concerned, on 

various occasions, about the liberal distribution of 

spirits to the native population, especially when 

contrary to the letter of the law. In 1883, the problem 

apparently resurfaced. The clergy's concern and their 

efforts to combat the alleged problem are apparent in 

the following extracts•from a letter by Father Moulin 

to Bishop Taché. 

Comme on commence à importer de la boisson par 
ici, je vous prie de vous servir de votre haute 
influence pour empêcher les permis ou de moins 
qu'on en obtienne plus difficilement, car ce 
sera la ruine de nos pauvres métis qui courent 
comme au feu aussitôt qu'ils savent que quelqu'un 
en a reçus. Ce sont des braves gens à part de 
cela, mais qui ne sont pas capables de s'empêcher 
de boire lorsqu'ils veulent de la liqueur. Un 
certain nombre ont cassé bien de la terre, ce qui 
fait bien plaisir, mais lorsqu'ils ont de la .... 
boisson ils négligent tout, abandonnent tout. 
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Shortly after Moulin penned his concerns, Father Fourmond 

did the same to Taché, noting: "Many [Métis] know how 

to save money to order gallons of expensive liquor, a 

source of much drunkenness and scandal. [Liquor permits] 

are granted so easily that the law remains more or less 
1194 a dead letter." Father Andre was similarly aware 

1195 of the problem later in the year, and the following 

notation appeared in the St-Laurent ChfiOYiÀ.cl<L for 1883: 

"Bien des misères causées par la boisson ..." One 

can be certain that Fathers Moulin, Fourmond and Végré-

ville inveighed against overindulgence of alcohol 

whenever an appropriate occasion presented itself, 

especially in the pulpit. That their efforts ameliorated 

the problem is likely, since drinking, as a serious 

issue, does not seem to have been reintroduced in their 

correspondence of 1884 and 1885. 

It was hardly coincidental that the Métis' consumption 

of alcohol apparently increased during the peridd when 

White settlers encroached on lands surrounding the 

settlements of Batoche and St-Laurent. The Métis in 

the North-West Territory had not benefitted whatsoever 

from the 18 70 land grant to mixed-bloods living in 

Manitoba. They ardently wanted to have their claims 

to a share in the extinction of the aboriginal title 
1197 respected as of 1870 and thereafter; at long last, 

this was done in 1885.1198 In 1873, Métis at Fort 

Qu'Appelle petitioned Lieutenant-Governor Morris to 

have Métis land claims recognized and, by the following 

year, the St-Laurent Métis were anxious to have the 
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1199 land question settled. In 1878, Gabriel Dumont sent 

a petition to the Lieutenant-Governor requesting that 

scrip and lands be granted to those at his settlement. 

As white settlers increased in number around Prince 

Albert and to the south, so too did the demands of mixed-

bloods increase for recognition of their land claims. 

In 1882, Father Végréville remarked on the threat 

imposed by white settlement: 

Les terres commencent a s'établir au large. Un 
anglais du Haut-Canada a voulu offrir un gros 
prix de la terre attenante à la mission, ne 
pouvant obtenir ce qu'il désirait... Les Anglais 
ont déjà commencé d'acheter les terres de nos 
métis. Tâchons s'il est possible encore de 
garder quelque chose au milieu du fléau qui fait 
irruption sur nous. L'automne dernier M. Scarth 
a acheté 500,000 arpents de terre à peu de 
distance d'ici; c'est de la place pour 800 
familles protestantes du Haut-Canada; surtout, 
c'est plus de cinq fois notre population 
catholique. Ces protestants vont venir fondre 
sur nous pour nous écraser si nous ne nous remuons 
pas.1201 

From 1880 through 1884, numerous petitions were sent to 

the federal government by Métis in the North-West 
1202 Territory demanding grants of land and script. The 

sending of similar or identical petitions at the same 

time by various Métis groups suggests that the Catholic 

clergy may have acted in concert to support the Metis' 
1203 , . , „ .. „ ,, ,. . case. Certainly, Fatner Fourmond's distress about 

the deleterious effects of white settlement would have 

been shared by clergy at other Métis settlements. 
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In June, 1881, Father André presented a petition 

before the North-West Council demanding, on behalf of 

the St-Laurent and Duck Lake Métis, that a land office 

at Prince Albert be opened to issue patents and enter 

claims. Although an office was soon set up there, 

the Métis continued to be very anxious about their 

land holdings. There was no authority to regulate 

boundary and other land disputes, and Métis settlers 

could only receive patents three years after entering 

their claims. The Batoche Métis petitioned in September, 

1882, to be exempted from this provision of the homestead 

law, but without success. The Métis' response was 

to refuse to enter claims, as they maintained that they 

had already occupied their lands for three or more 

years in most cases. 

The Métis' insecurity over the state of their land 

holdings was further exacerbated by the imposition, after 

18 78, of the township survey at St-Laurent and Batoche --

a move which imperilled the very structure of Métis 

society at the two settlements. While those who had 

settled on the east bank before 1878 were allowed river 

lots, those who settled afterwards (and there were a 

great many who settled at Batoche, in particular, after 

1878) were expected to follow the township survey. 
1207 The result was "unlimited confusion" and apprehension. 

In January, 1883, Father Andre petitioned for a new 

survey "of the lands on the south branch of the Saskat-
120 8 chewan" based on the river lot system, but the issue 

120 9 

remained unresolved. In January, 1884, Father 

Végrêville pleaded with the Department of the Interior 

that the river lot survey be applied to Batoche and 
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St-Louis de Langevin, but without success, George 

F.G. Stanley has remarked: 

The attempt to impose an unfamiliar, and, to 
the Métis, unsatisfactory system of survey, 
and thus deprive them of their frontages and 
destroy their village community life, invited 
armed resistance. 

The clergy's support of Métis land rights was 

matched by concern for other problems encountered by 

Métis. In a memorial of 1883 [1884?], for instance, 

Father André urged that Métis be given at least as 

much support and aid as that accorded to treaty Indians : 

Up to the present, the Métis of the North-West 
have not received any assistance from the 
government, although they own lands just as 
Indians do. That is the reason why a number 
of Métis came to accept the treaty, which 
entailed living among Indians under the 
authority of an Indian Chief. Many would now 
like to free themselves from such bonds and 
therefore have to pay back to the government 
all they received as treaty participants. I 
know of a poor Métis in St-Albert who had to 
sell everything up to his last horse in order 
to free himself. He is free now, and owns 
some land, but what will he be able to 
achieve? There are a number of Métis as poor 
as Indians who are unable no settle because 
they earn just enough to feed their families. 
It is advisable to encourage those poor Métis: 
the government could reasonably do for them 
what is done for Indians. 

André requested in the same petition that the federal 

government treat the Métis of the North-West Territory 

as well as the Manitoba Métis, thus indirectly support

ing Métis demands for scrip and land grants. 
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The events leading up to the Riel Rebellion of 

1885 and the unfolding of that dramatic episode in 

Canadian history have been examined and reexamined 

by a host of writers and academics. The clergy's 

role during the Rebellion has been incorporated into 

many of these studies. One work deals comprehensively 
1213 

with the latter topic, in order to disprove any 

'treason' of the clergy against the Métis in 1884-85. 

This study will not enter into a consideration of the 

1885 Rebellion and the respective roles of Riel and 

the clergy. Nonetheless, it is only fitting to 

present an outline of Métis-Clergy relations at 

St-Laurent and Batoche to the end of 1884. 

The main theme of Métis-Clergy relations at 

Batoche and St-Laurent in 1884 was the form of the 

clergy's reaction to increasing political agitation 

within the Métis collectivity. Exasperated by federal 

government indifference to their many requests for 

action in the areas of land titles and land grants in 

particular, Métis of the South Saskatchewan were in a 

mood for decisive action not long after the dawning of 

1884. Meetings in March, April and May of Métis 

representatives, usually with disgr\mtled white settlers 

and English-speaking mixed-bloods participating, 

revealed the widespread prevalence of deep resentment 

against the federal government. In need of strong 

experienced leadership to direct their protest 

movement, representatives of Métis and English-speaking 

settlers decided to solicit the advice and support of 

Louis Riel, whom a delegation escorted to Batoche from 

Montana in the summer of 18 84. With Riel's arrival, 

the clergy had to come to terms not only with the rising 

tide of Métis nationalistic aspirations, but also with 
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the commanding personality of one who enjoyed great 

prestige and influence among their disaffected 

parishioners. The ultimately irreconcilable convic

tions of the clergy and Riel's supporters (not to 

mention Riel himself) fomented the formal breach 

between Métis and clergy just prior to the outbreak 

of hostilities in 1885. Nonetheless, by the end of 

1884, the estrangement between the clergy and many 

Métis of Batoche and vicinity was most apparent. 

From the time of Riel's arrival at Batoche on June 

30, 1884, Métis-Clergy relations in the area were 

largely determined by the clergy's reaction to Riel 

himself. News of Riel's impending arrival was not 

well-received by two influential clergymen — Bishop 

Grandin and Father André. Grandin wrote: "'Our 

poor métis ... have made a terrible blunder ... They 

are going to compromise everybody, give themselves a 

bad name, and will be unable in the future to obtain 
1214 anything from the government.'" For his part, 

André dreaded Riel's presence in the midst of the 
1215 

aroused Métis, fearing for the peace of the area. 

During the Red River Resistance, André had written 

of the Métis leader: "... je redoute le fougueux 

caractère de Riel dont l'ambition et les prétentions 
"1216 

m'épouvantent." André may have held the same 

views of Riel's nature in 1884. Certainly, he felt 

compelled to write early in July: "'... je suis loin 
1217 

d'être un ami de Riel ...'" 
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Despite the probable misgivings of other clergymen 

in the general area of Prince Albert (including Batoche 

and St-Laurent), initial relations between the clergy 

and Riel were reasonably good. Father Fourmond was 

impressed with Riel on meeting him: he appraised him 
1218 as sincere, pious and a man of conviction. Fourmond 

was undoubtedly pleased with Riel1s remark to him at 

their first meeting: "'Je ne veux rien entreprendre 

que sous la direction du clergé et d'après ses 
1219 conseils.'" Shortly thereafter, Riel met Father 

André for the first time and assured the priest that 
1220 he would be guided by his counsels. When Riel 

followed Andre's request of a few days later to refuse 

an invitation to attend a certain meeting (as his 

presence might prove disruptive), André began to develop 

a more cordial view of Riel. At meetings early in July, 

Riel expressed the positions of dissidents in a calm 

and moderate fashion, though he made a profound impres-
1221 sion on English-speaking settlers at one meeting. 

Demands would be achieved in accordance with legal means, 

he said. Following a meeting in mid-July addressed by 

Riel, André concluded that Riel was acting sensibly 

and would attempt to achieve his goals legitimately 
1222 

and peacefully. 

From the outset, Riel attempted to foster good 

personal relations with the clergy at Batoche, St-Laurent 

and Prince Albert. "He did not wish to do anything 

that would alienate the clergy -- he wanted their full 
1223 

support for his reform movement ..." When the 
clergy failed to provide any tangible support to Riel 
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and his followers, and when the clergy became concerned 

about the incorporation of some Indian demands into 

the North-West movement's compilation of grievances, 

there was a definite cooling of feelings between Riel 

and the clergy. Father André and others feared Riel 

might attempt to utilize possible fears of an Indian 
1225 outbreak to advance his objectives. Riel's 

annoyance with the clergy's lack of support led him and 

Maxime Lépine to become embroiled in a heated 

discussion with André on August 17 at St-Antoine. 

To the priest's astonishment, Riel declared 
that he was losing faith in the clergy — they 
were too closely allied with the government --
and he questioned not only their infallibility 
in matters of politics but also in matters of 
faith ... the attitude of non-interference or 
neutrality [of the clergy] was what irritated 
Riel. He did not want the clergy's passive 
acquiesence; he wanted, and he needed, their 
active support. 2 2 6 

Andre's remarks to Riel on the same occasion revealed 

his disenchantment with the Métis leader, whom he 

believed was confusing political issues with religious 
1227 and utopxan notxons. 

On August 30, 1884, Bishop Grandin arrived at 

St-Laurent for a week-long ecclesiastical visit. The 

same day, he counselled the local population against 

any untoward actions in pressing their demands for 

just treatment. His speech further alienated many 

already doubtful of the clergy's full support of their 

movement. 
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Les réserves qu'il fit devant eux sur l'état 
mental de Riel, sur l'opportunité d'une action 
violente, leur donnèrent immédiatement l'im
pression que le clergé refusait de soutenir 
leurs revendications, et ils se plaignirent 
ouvertement d'être abandonnés de "ceux sur 
l'appui desquels ils avaient le plus compté" ... 
ils se crurent l'objet du mépris des mission
naires, mépris qui, dans leur opinion, s'atta
chait à leur origines et à leur race. Surtout, 
ils conclurent à l'hostilité de Mgr Grandin 
envers la personne de Riel: ils n'admettaient 
pas que leur chef, si dévoué à leur cause, pût 
être l'objet des préventions du clergé. 2 2 

On September 1, Grandin confirmed 2 2 persons at 

St-Laurent, spending that night at St-Antoine de 

Padoue. The next day, he confirmed about 30 children 

and adults there, blessed the nearly completed church 

and paid a visit to the mission of Sacré-Coeur at Duck 

Lake. 

On September 5, Grandin was invited to address the 

people of St-Laurent at the schoolhouse, and he accepted. 

After hearing the complaints of Riel, Dumont and others 

concerning the clergy's lack of support to the North

west movement, Grandin "told the métis that he and his 

clergy were being asked to countenance a movement 

'concerning whose object and means of action' he and 
1229 

they had been kept in complete ignorance.'" After 

providing some assurance that the clergy would assist 
1230 their cause but not any "'secret agitation,'" the 

prelate : 

then gave his blessing to a suggestion that 
Riel had put forward as a means of closing 
the breach between the people and the clergy, 
namely, the formation of a national métis 
association. He named St-Joseph as the 
patron of the new body and authorized the 
celebration of the feast of the Saint as a 
national holiday for people of Indian 
extraction. •L^~>\. 
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Bishop Grandin's conciliatory address of September 

5 and several happenings soon after served to 

temporarily bridge the breach between Metis and clergy. 

On September 6, Dumont presented a memorandum to Grandin, 
1232 specially drafted by Riel, to inform the clergy of 

the objectives of the Métis Committee, the body formed 

to direct Métis agitation and co-operate with the 
1233 Settlers' Union. Then, on September 24, a Mass and 

special service were held at St-Antoine to celebrate 

the inauguration of the Union Métisse St-Joseph. On 

September 22, Father Fourmond wrote that he would 

conduct the service "pour prier le Sacré-Coeur et 

N.S. de la merci de bénir, de protéger leur [les 

Métis] nationalité naissante et leurs entreprises pour 
12 34 le bien public ..." After the services, Riel 

1235 remarked: "'Nous voici établis en nation.'" He 

acknowledged the aid of the clergy of St-Boniface and 

St-Albert towards this end, and "il termina en acclamant 

le pape, les évoques, les prêtres et l'auguste reine 

Victoria." '"' Then, Fourmond recommended to all 

present "d'ajouter chaque jour à leur prières un ave 

pour le'bon M. Riel qui se donnait tant de peine pour 
,,1237 

eux. 

During the late summer and fall of 1884, Riel's 

popularity reached its zenith, and this state of affairs 

was a major factor in Mëtis-Clergy relations. Father 

Fourmond — the most accommodating of the clergy towards 

Riel — wrote in mid-September of the clergy's waning 

influence in the face of Riel's tremendous popularity: 

"Le fameux Riel Lest] au milieu de nous, appelé par la 

population qui le regarde tout à la fois comme un Père, 
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un chef habile et puissant et comme un saint capable 

de faire des miracles. Il est le Mahdi de nos Métis ... 

Notre Parole [n'est] plus écoutée auprès des princi-
12 38 

paux." Shortly before, Bishop Grandin had written 

in equally strong terms of Riel's influence: "'[The 

Métis] spoke to me of Riel with an extraordinary 

enthusiasm. For them he was a saint: I would say 
1239 rather a kind of God . . . ' " The clergy naturally 

questioned the eminence accorded to Riel, and they 

were most apprehensive of Riel's claim to be encaged 

in a 'divine mission.' The clergy's cool attitude and 

reticence towards Riel — not to mention their continuing 

lack of active support for the movement he directed — 

contributed markedly to reactions of mistrust and 

dissatisfaction on the part of the Métis. 

From late September into the early winter, Riel worked 

hard on compiling an effective petition to Ottawa. 

Apparently endorsed by an 'executive committee,' 
1241 consisting of Métis and English-speaking representatives, 

the petition was despatched on December 16. Even though 

he had received "the weak, if enthusiastic, support of 
1242 Father Fourmond," Riel had been perturbed for some 

1243 
time with the indifference of the clergy. His 
exacerbation led him to denigrate the clergy on a 

1244 number of occasions, " and at least three times — 

once in late November and twice in early December --

he bitterly denounced ecclesiastical authority in the 
] 245 

North-West to members of the clergy themselves. 

Nonetheless, "Riel faithfully continued to attend Mass 

and confession and to conduct himself in an edifying 

manner." The clergy considered excluding Riel from 

the sacraments, but this was not done, probably because 
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he submitted himself "avec soumission et humilité" 

to the reprimands of the clergy, "protestant 

toujours qu'il voulait avant tout la gloire de Dieu 

et ne réclamer les droits de sa nation que par des 
... ... ,,1248 

moyens pacifiques et légaux. 

Riel's denunciations of the clergy and his questioning 

of ecclesiastical authority were based partly on his 

anger towards the clergy's noninvolvement in the 

North-West protest movement and partly on his growing 

conviction that the Catholic Church must be reformed --

from without, if need be, and perhaps under his 

direction. Years before, Riel had "dreamed of esta

blishing a new church, an offshoot of Roman Catholicism, 

in which the Métis would be the chosen people and he 
1249 would be 'prophet, priest-king, and infallible pontiff.'" 

By early winter, Riel affirmed to Father Végréville 

the 'divine' nature of his mission in the North-West 

and the need for a reformed Church. By mid-

December, Végréville concluded that Riel was mad ('fou') 
1251 

in actuality, and he wrote to Bishop Tache that 

Riel was seeking "'to establish an independent nation 

of which [he] will be the royal autocrat, with his own 
1252 religion of which he will be the supreme pontiff...'" 

In respect to the same matters, Father André declared 

in retrospect: "'En parlant politique, révolte, 

religion, [Riel] disait des choses qui effrayaient les 

prêtres... Tous [les prêtres] déclarèrent a l'unani

mité qu'il était compZ'&temant fiou en discutant ces 
,,.1253 

questions.' 

In early December — following one of his outbursts 

against the clergy -- Riel visited Father André to make 
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amends. In the course of their conversations, André 

promised to help Riel to obtain financial compensation 

owed to him by the federal government. This André did, 

though without success, as he "wanted every inducement 
1254 to be given Riel to go." (Riel was hoping, at this 

time, to return soon to Montana). While the clergy did 

not believe that Riel and his followers would take up 
1255 arms, nothing would have been more welcome to the 

clergy than to see Riel leave the South Saskatchewan 

district. 

Although Riel's piety and mysticism favourably 

impressed his fellow Métis, the Catholic clergy regarded 

Riel with grave apprehension. Their conviction that 

Riel was 'mad' and their lack of active support for 

the movement he led, in conjunction with Riel's 

increasing alienation from them and his charge against 

them, contributed to the clergy's diminishing influence 

among their parishioners. A few days before the end of 

18 84, Father Fourmond felt compelled to admit that the 

Catholic clergy had lost the following of :the Métis 

of St-Laurent and Batoche to Riel: 

[Son] éloquence passionnée ravit le peuple 
métis, qui le trouve incomparable et en fait 
un docteur en Israël, un Josué, un prophète et 
même un saint; en sorte que nous devons être, 
quand il s'agit de lui, d'une extrême réserve. 
Malgré notre prudence, il nous est arrivé 
souvent de voir nos expressions mal interprétées 
et l'affection de nos ouailles pour nous se 
refroidir.1256 

By the end of 1884, the Carlton area clergy and their 

parishioners were separated by a wide gulf of misunder

standing and disapprobation. The estrangement of the 

clergy and the Métis would culminate in a complete break 

in March, 1885. 
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VI Conclusion 

With the arrival of Abbes Provencher and Dumoulin at Red 

River in 1818, the Catholic Church undertook the task of 

Christianizing the nominally Catholic Métis population of 

the Canadian North-West. Imbued with some very basic 

notions of Catholicism garnered from their Ca.nadi.zn 

fathers, the Métis had previously demonstrated a favourable 

regard and an esteem for the person of the priest by 

petitioning the Bishop of Québec in 1817, for priests 

at Red River. From the outset, the Métis proved to be 

very attentive to the ministrations of the priests. Most 

desirous of ensuring their continued presence among them, 

Métis donated their labour and resources towards the 

construction of churches at Pembina and St-Boniface, and 

around these sites they erected their own cabins. 

By 1818, the Métis were a self-aware and relatively 

cohesive community -- in terms of similar economic 

pursuits, common ancestry, shared language (Crée, Saulteaux 

and usually some French) and a very recent but dynamic 

and expanding sense of 'national' identity. Adherence to 

the Catholic faith further distinguished Métis from 

mixed-bloods of non-Canadien orxgin, and it added a crucial 

element in the establishment of a readily identifiable 

Métis society at Red River. Moreover, exposed to their 

French-speaking clergy, the Métis significantly increased 

their use of the French language in a short period of 

time, thus further reinforcing the nature of Métis 

identity. 

http://Ca.nadi.zn
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Excluding the District of Assiniboia, there was 

scarcely any missionary proselytization of the native 

population in the North-West prior to the arrival of 

the Oblates of Mary Immaculate in 18 45. However, with 

the realistic expectation that more Oblate missionaries 

would arrive to serve in the North-West mission field, 

Bishop Provencher (and later Bishop Taché) expanded 

significantly the scope of the missionary effort in 

the vast Diocese of St-Boniface. In 1844, the establish

ment of the mission at Lac Ste-Anne, to serve Métis and 

Amerindians of the area, heralded a half-century of 

vigorous Catholic missionary activity among the native 

population of the Canadian West (present-day Alberta 

and Saskatchewan). In 1846, Abbé Laflèche and Father 

Taché arrived at Ile à la Crosse, initiating the first 

native mission in the North-West founded by the Oblates. 

In 1861, Father Lacombe founded the St-Albert mission 

with the intention of serving Métis who he hoped would 

settle there on a permanent basis. In 1874, the mission-

settlement of St-Laurent de Grandin was founded along 

the South Saskatchewan, because of the desire of the 

Métis of the area to establish themselves in a definite 

manner. St-Antoine de Padoue was founded in 1881, at 

Batoche, to serve Métis who had settled on the east 

bank of the South Saskatchewan and at the village itself. 

Although several other Church establishments catered 

to Métis populations, the nature of the interaction and 

the context of the relationship between the Catholic 

clergy and the Métis are revealed by an examination of 

affairs at the five religious centres mentioned above. 
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These centres have been discussed in Chapters Four and 

Five. The remainder of this Conclusion, largely by way 

of summary and extrapolation, relates primarily to 

conditions at these five locations. (It must be 

recognized in the following that Ile à la Crosse, 

properly speaking, was an Amerindian mission, although 

it also served a significant number of Métis at the 

local H.B.C. fort and a few Métis 'freemen.') 

From 1818 to 1885, the clergy's main objectives in 

their work among the Métis of the North-West were 

consistent. The clergy's primary objective, of course, 

was to admit Metis into the Church by baptism. In 

order to instill true faith and the comprehension of 

doctrine into their charges, priests spent a great deal 

of time conducting catechism sessions and instructing 

people in matters of faith and dogma. The clergy 

ardently sought to see the Métis become devoted practicing 

Christians who faithfully followed the spiritual guidance 

and leadership of their priests and who applied it to 

everyday living. Thus, the overall edification of the 

Métis was of considerable concern to their pastors. 

They sought to direct their people to a pious way of 

life marked by a high standard of personal morality. 

In the context of more temporal concerns, the clergy 

sought to convince the Métis that they were relying far 

too much on the proceeds of rhe Buffalo Hunt and that 

they should take up the plough in earnest and adopt an 

agricultural way of life. Only by turning their backs 

to the temptations of adventurous roving with its 

attendant moral abuses, said the clergy, could the Métis 

ever hope to adopt a productive, responsible, secure, 

'civilized" and truly Christian way of life. By growing 

their own vegetables and often their own cereal grains, 
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the clergy set an example to their parishioners. In 

public discourse and in private conversation, priests 

pointed out'the advantages to be gained by following 

sedentary ways. At different missions (such as Lac 

Ste-Anne and St-Albert) the clergy installed grist 

mills, for the use of mission and settlement alike. All 

such encouragement of sedentary ways was based, in 

part, upon the clergy's conviction that their religious 

and temporal influence would attain its highest point 

only when their parishioners were permanently settled 

about them. 

In attempting to advance their objectives among 

the Métis of the West, the missionaries encountered a 

number of obstacles. The foremost of these was the 

dispersion of Métis throughout the length and breadth 

of the parkland and the prairies, not to mention the 

woodlands in the north. Wherever ample game was to be 

found or wherever a lake was abundantly endowed with 

fish to their liking, there, there would most likely be 

found a few families or a group of Métis. Often, too, 

they spent varying periods of time in isolated circum

stances, either from their own choosing or from the 

exigencies of living off the land. Another obstacle 

faced by the clergy was the incorporation of an undeter-

minate number of Métis into Amerindian society, where 

they would adopt some of the conceptions and traditions 

of the Indian people. Admittedly, a number of these 

Métis are more accurately regarded as Indian, due to 

their adoption of treaty Indian ways and, hence, they 

fall outside the limits of this inquiry. Nonetheless, 

those Métis who often accompanied Indian bands on hunting 
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excursions were infrequently exposed to clerical ministra

tions and they had few, if any, opportunities to practice 

group worship. In a very similar context, it was 

difficult to minister to groups or families who made it 

a practice to follow the buffalo and/or who wintered 

at locales rarely visited by members of the clergy. One 

final difficulty of the clergy should be noted. This 

was the fact that many (likely a majority) of Western 

Métis spoke and understood little or no French. 

Accordingly, the clergy had to master Crée in order to 

work among the Metis with whom they came in contact. 

This often took quite some time. 

Western missions established primarily to serve the 

Métis attracted them from the outset. Even before an 

initial mission structure was completed, some Métis 

would arrive at the site in question and build houses 

around the eventual residence-chapel. The sites chosen 

for missions were those that would appeal to the natural 

inclinations of the Métis; while, at the same time, at 

such sites mission needs could be met quite adequately. 

Characteristically, a reliable supply of water was close 

at hand, wood from surrounding stretches of timber was 

available for building and heating purposes, and ready 

access to nearby grasslands frequented by the buffalo was 

provided. The clergy also attempted to choose sites 

where the soil promised to be amenable to agricultural 

endeavours. At Lac Ste-Anne and Ile a. la Crosse, fish 

were relatively abundant in adjoining lakes. 

Trusting that they would receive religious succour 

from the priests, many Western Métis chose to live at 

least part of each year around the missions. As well, 

before 1869, many Red River Métis (who relocated to the 

West in a slow 'exodus') chose to erect cabins close to 

established missions. In the 1870s and early 1880s, a 

greater number of Red River Métis did the same, seeking 
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a new life in the parkland belt. The Métis had left 

Red River for a number of reasons: the humiliation, 

discrimination and violence inflicted upon them, after 

1870, by Canadian soldiers and settlers; uncertainty 

regarding their property rights; and their desire to 

perpetuate an untrammelled, independent way of life — 

a way of life being rendered increasingly difficult 

at Red River, with its growing number of Canadian 

settlers and its sedentary, institutionalized ways. 

Although some of these emigrants seem to have pursued 
1257 an almost solely voyaging way of life, many of them 

settled at such established centres as St-Albert, 

St-Laurent de Grandin and Batoche. 

Although the clergy was pleased with the fact that 

many Metis responded positively to their presence by 

establishing habitations about the missions established 

for their benefit, Métis settlements were not of the 

truly sedentary type originally envisaged and hoped for. 

Acknowledged masters of the plains, renowned horsemen 

and marksmen, the Métis of the Canadian West continued 

to make the Buffalo Hunt the focal point of their 

economic life in the 1870s. As was the case with the 

famous Red River Hunt, both the Edmonton Hunt and the 

South Saskatchewan Hunt were conducted on a mass basis 

along orderly, efficient and well-defined lines of 

conduct. The Métis' traditional independence and 

freedom of choice had to be sublimated on these expedi

tions, due to the necessity of organizing an efficient 

means of collecting provisions. 

Although many Métis appear to have relied too much 

on the proceeds of the Buffalo Hunt, it must be recognized 

that there were extenuating circumstances in this regard. 
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In the first place, until the establishment of an 

effective railway system, there were no markets for 

cereal grains grown in the North-West. Secondly, 

prospects of harvesting good crops were not very 

encouraging. Fast-maturing strains of grain were 

not yet available; accordingly, early frosts often 

proved to be devastating. Other threats to crops 

included worms, birds (during seeding), floods, 

grasshoppers and, not least of all, drought. Thirdly, 

the soil at several Métis missions (including Lac 

Ste-Anne and St-Laurent) was not particularly fertile. 

Fourthly, it should be realized that the Métis of the 

West, in particular, had no prior experience in 

agricultural activity; hence, their reluctance to 

attempt such an unknown pursuit is understandable. 

Finally, although various Métis sought to till the 

soil, they did not possess the requisite tools, such 
125 8 as ploughs, because they did not have the means 

to purchase these. On the other hand, most families 

tended small plots of vegetables, which generally yielded 

good results. All the same, the unreliability of 

agricultural enterprise as a whole rendered the Buffalo 

Hunt, as often as not, a necessity for both Métis and 

Clergy. The clergy's attendance on most hunting 

expeditions was, in part, a realistic, if sometimes 

grudging, acceptance of this fact. 

Métis who were a definite component of mission-

settlements were, without doubt, good Christians, in 

that they faithfully attended Church services (when 

not out hunting, Métis customarily filled the chapels) 

and they gave witness in many other ways to the devoted 
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nature of their faith. Many would attend retreats held 

for their benefit, for example, and Christmas and 

Easter celebrations were well-attended. Religious 

processions were popular events, and the pageantry 

in evidence (as the clergy well knew) was in accordance 

with the Metis' appreciation of display and ceremony. 

The arrival or departure of a Bishop from a mission 

would be acknowledged by a 'feu de joie' of fusillades 

from rifles, which might last a considerable time. 
- . 1259 

As a rule, Metis women were very religious. 

A few additional examples demonstrating the 

religious faith of Métis should be mentioned. For 

instance, during times of warfare with the Blackfoot, 

members of hunting expeditions would specially request 

that a priest accompany them, the clear inference being 

that no Métis would wish to die without receiving the 

last sacraments. In a devotional context, one notes 

that the Métis at St-Albert (and likely elsewhere) had 

a special reverence for 'le chemin de la Croix,' while 

the Métis at St-Laurent and vicinity were extremely 

devoted to Our Lady of Lourdes, whom they held in the 

highest esteem. On a final note, the custom of asking 

for the priest's blessing at the dawning of the New 

Year illustrated the Métis' deference to clerical 

authority in the spiritual realm, as well as their 

desire to bear witness to religious succour obtained 

during the year previous. 

At Red River, Bishops Provencher and Taché did their 

best to provide educational instruction for Métis 

children, and a correspondingly high regard for the 
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place of education in Church activities was evident at 

missions in the West. Nonetheless, conditions at 

Western missions were vastly different from those at 

the parishes along the banks of the Red and Assiniboine 

rivers. Before the arrival of Sisters qualified to 

instruct children, priests in the West did attempt to 

provide some schooling as best they could, but their 

efforts in this respect were not conducted on a regular 

basis. From 1844 to 1853, Abbës Thibault and Bourassa 

conducted some elementary school classes at Lac Ste-Anne 

for children and old men. In the mid-1860s, Father 

Rémas attempted some schooling at the same mission, 

but owing to the demands of his clerical duties, he was 

forced to discontinue classes. At Petite Ville and 

St-Laurent, several attempts were made to instruct 

children and adults, but, owing to a shortage of manpower 

and, for several years, to the Metis' desire to manage 

their own school, such attempts were of a short-term 

nature. When school was held at the above locations, 

the frequent peregrinations of local Métis interrupted 

the course of studies. In any event, the many clerical 

and secular duties of the priests must have dictated 

that, when held, classes lasted only a few hours each 

day, at beat. From 1882 to 1885, Father Moulin conducted 

some classes at Batoche. Owing to the buffalo's extermi

nation by this time, attendance and classes there were 

likely quite regular. 

The task of providing full-time schooling at 

Western missions was assumed by the Grey Nuns, in 

particular, and to a lesser degree, as of 1883, by the 

Faithful Companions of Jesus. The first real school 

in the Canadian West was at Lac Ste-Anne; it opened in 
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the fall of 1859, shortly after the arrival of three 

Grey Nuns. The three relocated to St-Albert in 1861, 

where they also taught on a regular basis. In 1860, 

three others arrived at Ile à la Crosse, and when 

their school opened in the fall, there were already 

25 pzn-i>ZonnaZfie.6 at the mission. In 1883, four 

Faithful Companions of Jesus arrived at St-Laurent de 

Grandin to continue the task of teaching undertaken 

there from 1881 by Mile Dorval. 

The Catholic clergy set a number of objectives in 

their educational work. The foremost of these was 

the Catholicization of native students. Catechism 

and religious instruction, therefore, were primary 

components of study. The next most important objective 

was the Frenchification of students. The clergy sought 

to put an end to the use of Indian languages (notably 

Crée) by students, believing that the use of 

French would help incorporate young people more fully 

into the ways of 'civilized' society by drawing them 

away from an important aspect of their Indian heritage. 

Another objective of the clergy was directly related 

to Frenchification. This was to see Métis become 

eligible for good positions with the Hudson's Bay Company. 

The clergy believed that a good command of written and 

spoken French would enhance one's chances to obtain 

such positions. To 1873, the priests and Sisters at 

Ile à la Crosse spoke only French to students, to 

advance their learning of the language; after school, 

children at the mission were closely supervised to 

ensure that they did not lapse into Crée. By 1873, 

Church authorities realized that Métis should also 

learn English, in order to cope effectively with the 

large number of English-speaking settlers expected to 
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arrive soon in the North-West. In that year, the 

Sisters at Ile a la Crosse were ordered to begin 

teaching English classes. As the three Sisters who 

first served at Lac Ste-Anne and St-Albert taught 

in English and French at the former mission, it is 

almost certain that they did the same at St-Albert. 

Finally, it should be noted that the operation of 

a technical school at St-Albert (as of the early 

1880s) was a clear sign that the clergy sought to 

equip young Métis with skills that could be well-

utilized in the new order of society taking hold in 

the West. 

In attempting to provide a good education to Metis 

children, the Sisters faced a number of difficulties. 

At Lac Ste-Anne and St-Albert, hunting excursions 

frequently interrupted studies. A more serious 

problem was that parents often took their children 

out of school before they had had an opportunity to 

learn very much and, at all missions, not ail children 

attended school. At St-Laurent, parents were generally 

apathetic towards schooling and, accordingly, attendance 

was irregular. Also, due in part to a lack of adequate 

books and working materials at school and at home, 

students' progress might be quite slow. Furthermore, 

most students' parents had few, if any, skills in 

reading and writing and, hence, they could not assist 

their children in home-study. 

During the greater parr of the period under considera

tion, most Métis in the West clearly questioned the 

value of obtaining a good education. After all, what 

practical purpose could education be put to in the way 

of life pursued by the majority of Métis before the 
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buffalo's extermination? One area where education could 

prove to be productive was in the obtaining of relatively 

good positions with the Hudson's Bay Company. To this 

end, a goodly number of children of H.B.C. Factors, 

Traders and Clerks were sent to mission schools, parti-

cularly Ile à la Crosse. Somewhat later (by the 

1870s), a greater number of Metis parents realized that 

education would prove beneficial to their children in 

the post-fur trade era rapidly approaching. The Métis 

at Ile à la Crosse, for example, were most eager, by 

1870, to have their children educated at the school at 

St-Jean-Baptiste. 

Teaching school was only one aspect (albeit a very 

important one) of the Sisters' work at Western missions. 

Other responsibilities included the raising of orphans, 

the supervision of pensionnait £.6 and caring for the 

medical and other needs of the sick and the infirm; also, 

abused or abandoned children would be cared for by 

the Sisters. In their various works among children, 

Sisters sought to see them attain a high standard of 

morality and personal conduct, girls not least of all. 

As well, by various means, including education and 

personal contact, Sisters attempted to elevate the role 

and status of native women. The high standing of 

Sisters at missions and the significant responsibilities 

which they shouldered, in themselves, had the effect of 

elevating native conceptions of women. A number of 

Métis girls throughout the North-West were persuaded by 

contact with the Sisters to enter the religious life. 

They included, among others, Sara Riel (Louis' sister), 

Jane McDougall (born at Lesser Slave Lake) and Joséphine 
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Deschambeault (the daughter of the Chief Trader at lie 

à la Crosse from 1852 to the mid-1860s). Over the 

years, Métis Sisters performed valuable tasks thoughout 

the North-West, especially among the native population. 

At Metis settlements and elsewhere, Sisters were an 

integral component of mission life, and their beneficial 

works were a testament to, and a fine example of, 

Christian service. Their presence at missions established 

a closer rapport between the Catholic clergy and the 

native population. 

Edification of the Métis, as stated earlier, was a 

major objective of the clergy. In many ways -- both 

religious and secular — the clergy attempted to direct 

them to desired forms of behaviour. Some examples of 

the clergy's concerns and endeavours in this respect 

are in order. 

The catholicization of native children was the prime 

objective of educational instruction. Religious teaching 

in the schools was complementary to catechism sessions 

and classes of religious education conducted for children 

outside school hours. As well, children were encouraged 

to take part in religious ceremonies and celebrations, 

including processions (in which they almost always took 

part, often en masse). Sometimes, priests would organize 

and cake part in games and activities for young people; 

Sisters, too, no doubt did the same in order to supervise 

the conduct of those in their care. Also, it is worth 

noting that first communion of Métis were usually conducted 

after they were married, since it was felt that then they 

would be less likely to engage in any subsequent 'scan-
, ., , , • • , . 1263 dalous' activities. 
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Responsible personal conduct and an adherence to 

high moral standards by Métis were two areas of 

continuing interest to the clergy. A major complaint 

of theirs regarding the wanderings of their parishioners 

was that such activity led to vice and, accordingly, 

people's salvation was hindered. Also of concern 

to the clergy was the maintenance of the family unit. 

When a couple parted, a priest would attempt to recon

cile the husband and wife. As well, when infidelity 

occurred, a priest would step in when the news reached 

him, and he would attempt to persuade the transgressor 

to end such scandalous behaviour. It should also be 

noted that priests had a very low opinion of native 

husbands who mistreated their spouses, and they 

would certainly have let their feelings be known to 

any falling within this category. As well, the clergy's 

adamant stand against drinking must be discussed. At 

Lac Ste-Anne and St-Albert, Temperance Societies were 

founded, and, at all missions, the clergy denounced 

alcohol abuse. A 'fête de la tempérance' was observed 

at missions, at one of which Métis vowed at the foot 
12 fifi 

of a large cross never again to drink. Infractions 

of liquor regulations were duly reported to government 

authorities when they came to the clergy's attention. 

In the 1870s, liquor-related disorders among Métis 

voyaging on the prairies became a problem, due to the 

ready availability of liquor peddled primarily by 

unscrupulous white traders; nonetheless, the clergy's 

influence usually prevented the problem from occurring 

at mission-settlements. Finally, the clergy's opposi

tion to gambling, especially the 'hand game,' should be 

mentioned, even though gambling did persist at most 

settlements during the period under consideration. 
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In addition to their work at established missions, 

the Catholic clergy spent a considerable amount of time 

on itinerant missions. This was especially the case at 

Ile à la Crosse. At Lac Ste-Anne, from 1844 to 1852, 

Abbés Thibault and Bourassa took turns travelling 

through the parkland and forest ministering to native 

bands, while, in the 1850s and 1860s, Father Lacombe 

was most often out on the prairie seeking out Métis and 

Indians to proselytize. Priests' travels from the 

various missions might take them to H.B.C. posts or to 

lakes or wintering locations where Métis were almost 

sure to be found. When a priest encountered a few 

isolated Métis families, he would spend the time needed 

to meet their religious needs such as baptism, marriage, 

catechism and communion, among others. The priest was 

invariably a welcome visitor, and he would receive 

full hospitality from Métis families. Itinerant missions 

to distant locations might last up to several months 

(such as those to Lesser Slave Lake and Lac Caribou, for 

example), while extended missions would also be conducted 

at various fur-trading posts which had not been visited 

for quite some time. At these posts, the clergy might 

complain initially about the poor behaviour and marked 

absence of religious faith among the people, or they 

might praise the conduct and devotion of those they 

encountered. In either case, the Métis and Ca.nadZe.n6 

in question would respond very well to the priests' 

ministrations. Where Métis or CanadZe.n-6 were in charge of posts, 

the clergy would receive very favourable treatment and 

whatever aid they might need to continue their travels. 

As well, it should be noted that the clergy would very 

http://Ca.nadZe.n6
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often travel with Métis groups or families from point 

to point, thereby benefitting from the security, aid 

and wilderness knowledge which the latter provided. 

In the course of travels, Métis guides and canoeists 

would be hired by priests v/hen their services were 

required. 

At the mission-settlements discussed in this study, 

there was a significant degree of interdependency 

between Métis and clergy to 1885 and beyond. In this 

respect, some elaboration is required. 

At Métis settlements, people came to rely on the 

services provided by the resident clergy and Sisters. 

On the one hand, most Métis faithfully attended Church 

services, mass and religious celebrations, and they 

looked to their priests for religious succour and 

guidance. On the other, Métis drew various benefits, in 

a secular sense, from the priests' and Sisters' works 

among them. These included educational instruction, 

medical care and the raising of orphans. In addition, 

other needs of Métis were met. For instance, in times 

of famine, Métis would turn to their missions for 

assistance; the clergy would provide whatever provisions 
126 7 

they could to the needy. As well, it must be noted 

that the priest was an important figure in settlement 

life. Owing to his very good educational background 

and to the prevailing trust and esteem of the people 

awarded to his person, the priest was a natural 

leader in settlement affairs. People would seek his 

advice on any number of personal concerns, and he would 

be called in to arbitrate various disputes. Also, he 
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would take the initiative in various matters, such as 

the encouragement of agricultural endeavours, for 

instance. 

Father Andre's activities at Petite Ville and 

St-Laurent de Grandin provide one illustration of the 

priest's potentially influential role among his 

parishioners. André was highly regarded by many of 

his charges, who valued his advice and respected 

him as a religious leader. As the elected leader of 

a committee, he played an important role in the choice 

of the site where St-Laurent came to be located. As 

well, he helped to initiate the 'provisional government' 

at St-Laurent in the early 1870s, supporting it to his 

utmost throughout its duration. Moreover, he inter

vened successfully in a course of action which 

otherwise might have led to the taking up of arms by 

Métis (to free a prisoner they believed to have been 

sentenced unjustly). 

Just as Métis received various services from their 

clergy, so too did the clergy have need to rely on 

Métis assistance. When mission establishments were 

being founded, for instance, Métis of the vicinity 

almost invariably played an indispensable role. They 

donated money, when uhey could afford it, and often 

they assisted the construction process by hauling in 

wood and by engaging in the construction of buildings. 

Also, the clergy relied heavily on Métis freighters 

to bring in necessary supplies for missions. On 

occasion, this meant that a return trip to Red River was 
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required. The clergy had special praise for some 

freighters, including members of the McGillis and 

Dumont clans, who were conscientious and who charged 

the clergy very reasonable rates. At Ile à la Crosse, 

the clergy was much pleased with the transportation 

of mission supplies by the brigades headed by two 

Métis, J.B. Bruce and Alexis L'Espérance, who, on 

request, would provide priests with free passage on 

their boats. In terms of the proper functioning of 

mission establishments, Métis played a key role, in 

that they served as zngagti at missions. As such, 

both Métis men and women performed many essential 

services for the priests and Sisters. In this respect, 

a number of Métis distinguished themselves by their 

devoted labours (Michel and Rose Normand and Alexis 

Cardinal, for example). As a final example of the 

clergy's reliance on the Métis, it is worth noting 

that, in 1871, the St-Albert priests requested a group 

of Métis to winter at St-Paul des Cris to guard the 

uninhabited mission from a band of antagonistic 
"I 5 f. Q 

Amerindians, led by a Protestant. This the Metis 

did. 

In two significant respects, the Catholic clergy's 

work fundamentally affected the nature of Métis society. 

In the first place, the Métis' assumption of Catholicism 

strengthened considerably, and even completed, the 

nature of Metis society as it evolved during the nine

teenth century; inasmuch as Catholicism became an 

integral and distinguishing component of Métis society 

throughout the North-West. Secondly, the Frenchifi-

cation of many Métis at mission-settlement, especially 
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schoolchildren added yet another distinguishing and 

integrating factor to Métis society. 

To conclude this chapter, it will be instructive to 

consider the essence of this study -- the relationship 

of the Catholic clergy to Métis society -- by briefly 

examining, firstly, the general perspective of the 

clergy towards their work among Métis and, secondly, 

the general perspective of the Métis towards the 

clergy and their work. Such an examination will 

place in clearer relief the nature of interaction between 

the two groups . 

During the period 1845 to 1885, Ultramontanism 

was the dominant current of Catholic thought in France 

and Québec. Ultramontanism was, and is, the policy 

advocating the supremacy of the Pope in matters of 

state or church. Its supporters held conservative, 

authoritarian convictions regarding the Catholic Church's 

role in society. They maintained that the Church had 

the authority to regulate political, social and religious 

activities, education included. 

Most of the missionaries who served in the North-

West from 184 5 to 188 5 were Oblates from France. Many 

of them having seen the periodic repression of Church 

authority in France during 'revolutionary' regimes, 

they were favourable to the enhancement of Church 

authority in less arbitrarily ruled areas, such as the 

Canadian North-West. Missionaries originally from Québec 

held convictions similar to their French confreres; 

while Bishop Taché himself was a supporter of Bishop 

Bourget, the leading figure in Quebec's Ultramontane 

'movement. 
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Missionaries who worked among the Métis sought to 

assume a central role in supervising the overall 

religious and personal conduct of their charges. Exhi

biting a sincere interest in the well-being of the Métis, 

priests adopted a protective attitude, with strong 

paternalistic overtones, towards them. From the outset, 

priests advocated a primarily, or exclusively, seden

tary way of life for the Métis. If adopted, such a 

way of life would enable the clergy to exercise fully 

the obligations and prerogatives of their office. They 

would thereby be enabled to supervise the personal 

conduct of their parishioners, provide regular religious 

instruction and schooling, and, in general, elevate 

the life of the community in which they served to a 

'satisfactory' Christian standard. It was deemed essential, 

by priests and Sisters alike, for the Métis to settle 

permanently around the missions; only in this manner, it 

was reasoned, could the edification of the Métis proceed 

along effective lines. 

It did not take a long time for a novice missionary 

in the North-West to realize that Métis would not readily 

abandon their frequent voyagings in search of buffalo. 

Bishop Provencher spent many years trying to persuade 

the Métis at Red River to rely far more on agriculture 

than on the Buffalo Hunt for provisions, but his 

remonstrances were of little or no avail. As for individual 

priests, their insistence on the same point was generally 

equally nonproductive. But, throughout their years of 

work at Métis mission-settlements, priests continued to 

attempt to turn their parishioners to agricultural ways, 

setting an example themselves in this regard. 
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The Métis' continuing adherence to hunting sadly 

disappointed their priests. In order to perserve 

their role of religious leadership, priests had to 

adapt to Métis ways to the extent of customarily 

accompanying hunting expeditions. Nonetheless, 

wanderings on the prairie in search of buffalo were 

regarded by the clergy as irresponsible and 'uncivilized' 

undertakings, apt to lead to 'un-Christian' forms of 

behaviour. Indeed, priests lamented "la vie païenne 

de ce peuple baptisé." Frustration with their 

failure to direct Métis to an agricultural way of 

life prompted priests to lament the Metis' lifestyle, 

while similar feelings led them to critical, even 

intolerant, appraisals of Métis behaviour and character. 

In 1875, for example, when Métis abandoned their 

partially constructed houses at St-Laurent de Grandin 

to hunt, Father André referred to the houses as "tristes 

monuments de la paresse, de l'insouciance, de l'incons

tance de cette peuplade de Métis." Moreover, 

André regarded considerable reliance or hunting as a 

betrayal of the clergy's work among the Métis, as 
1271 well as a betrayal by Métis of their own best interests. 

In spite of his criticisms of the Métis, André was 
. , , . ., T . , 1272 

quick to praise cnose engaged seriously in farming. 
He also praised the religious devotion of his 

. . . 1273 „ . <f 

parisnioners . Andre s various remarks gave witness 

to che alternating feelings of optimism and discouragement 

or the clergy towaras their work among the Metis. 

One result of such disparate feelings was an ambivalent 

attitude by the clergy towards their parishioners. 
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Although first-hand evidence of Métis attitudes 

towards the Catholic clergy is virtually non-existent, 

various sources contain enough information in this 

respect to permit the drawing of several conclusions. 

In the first place, it is evident that, generally 

speaking, the Métis held priests in considerable 

esteem. This was apparent at Red River in 1818, when 

Abbés Provencher and Dumoulin were received joyously 

on their arrival. A short time later, many Métis 

built houses around the missions at Red River and 

Pembina (missions which they had helped to build) 

in order to learn more about the religious message 

the priests had to offer. Realizing that the priests 

were sincerely interested in their spiritual and 

temporal well-being, Métis responded well to the 

religious teachings presented to them and, in a short 

period of time, they became regular churchgoers. In 

the North-West, the situation was similar, in that 

Métis settled almost immediately around a mission 

being established for their benefit. While one reason 

for forming such a settlement — even if it was on a 

semipermanent basis in terms of residency — was social 

(in a communal sense), people sought the solace of a 

priest's ministrations. In the course of time, Métis 

at mission-settlements generally became devoted 

Christians; as such, they continued to respect and 

appreciate their resident clergy. If Sisters arrived 

to serve at a settlement, Métis would come to accord 

them too, in time, the deference and respect paid to 

priests. Some Church representatives, such as Father 
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Lacombe, were much loved and honoured by Métis of the 

North-West as a whole. 

In various respects, it is clear that Métis at 

mission-settlements recognized the moral authority of the 

clergy. One example of this was the usual absence 

of liquor-related disorders at settlements, even during 

the period when white pedlars were liberally distribut

ing spirits throughout the West. The clergy's moralistic 

stand against the consumption of alcohol was a rigid 

one, and apparently it was heeded by many. Another 

example of the clergy's moral authority being 

recognized is the fact that on those occasions when 

a priest accompanied hunting expeditions, he was 

invariably much pleased with the personal conduct of 

the members of the expedition. Obviously, parishioners 

thought it prudent to be on their best behaviour, when 

in the presence of their priest. 

Despite the clergy's insistence that they take up 

the plough in earnest, Métis at mission-settlements 

continued to pursue their independent, voyaging ways 

to a considerable extent. Their reasons for not farming 

nave been outlined earlier, and they had a good case for 

such a position. Aside from this, Metis did not share 

the clergy's conviction that a truly settled existence 

was the only 'proper' and acceptable way of life for 

Christians to follow. Métis tolerated their priests' 

advocacy of farming, but to their way of thinking the 

clerics essentially did not understand the Métis way 

of life, nor did they accept the proposition of the Métis 

that one could be a good Catholic, while at the same 

time prefer a semi-settled existence. 
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It is apparent, then, that while the Métis recognized 

the religious and moral authority of the clergy, they 

did not recognize the clergy's authority to dictate what 

form of society they should live in. This difference 

of perspective between the two groups was a serious 

matter, and one which inevitably introduced an element 

of tension, even if usually subdued, into Métis-Clergy 

relations. On occasion, some action of the Metis would 

demonstrate that they wanted to pursue a certain course 

free from traditional clerical involvement. One example 

of this was the attempt by St-Laurent de Grandin Métis, 

in the 1870s, to direct local education. 

In conclusion, it must be recognized that there 

was a certain degree of 'cultural conflict' implicit in 

Métis-Clergy interaction. This conflict was evident 

in divergent attitudes on the most desirable lifestyle 

for the Christian Métis. To the Métis the hunt and the 

seasonal way of life dictated movement from place to place. 

However, their priests maintained that good Christian 

tended to pursue a sedentary lifestyle based on agriculture. 

This difference tended to lead to friction, but the 

friction rarely erupted into overt conflict. 
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